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Preface

This proceedings volume contains the papers presented at the 20th International Workshop on Statistical Modelling held in Sydney,
Australia, 10–15 July 2005.
Held in July of each year, the International Workshop on Statistical Modelling, has been brought together statisticians from around the world for the
past 20 years. Originally held in Innsbruck, Austria, in 1986, the workshop
took place in Perugia, Italy (1987), Vienna, Austria (1988), Trento, Italy
(1989), Toulouse, France (1990), Utrecht, Netherlands (1991), Munich, Germany (1992), Leuven, Belgium (1993), Exeter, UK (1994), Innsbruck, Austria (1995), Orvieto, Italy (1996), Biel/Bienne, Switzerland (1997), New
Orleans, USA (1998), Graz, Austria (1999), Bilbao, Spain (2000), Odense,
Denmark (2001), Chania, Greece (2002), Leuven, Belgium (2003) and Florence, Italy (2004). Starting from 40 participants in 1986, the workshops
now attract 100–200 participants each year. The scholarly journal, Statistical Modelling: an International Journal, is associated with the workshops
and is now in its 5th year. The Statistical Modelling Society was formed in
June 2003 to promote the workshops and the journal and more generally
to encourage and develop the use of statistical modelling in research and
applied problems.
This year the workshop travels to the southern hemisphere for the first
time. The workshop is held at the Swiss-Grand Resort at what is probably
Australia’s most iconic stretch of sand, Bondi Beach. The University of
Western Sydney serves as official host for the workshop, providing sponsorship and infrastructure support.
The workshop provides an interesting and stimulating scientific forum combined with an informal atmosphere that encourages discussion and open
exchange of ideas. The meeting focuses on various aspects of statistical
modelling including theoretical developments, applications and computational methods. A pleasing feature of the workshops is the synergistic combination of theory and practice in the talks and written papers. It is a
tradition of the workshop to have no parallel sessions, which guarantees
that the audience is not split. This promotes a family-like atmosphere and
encourages participants to return to the workshop every year.
The theme of the workshop this year is Statistical Solutions to Modern
Problems and submissions were especially encouraged on the topics of statistical genomics, gene expression, environment and climate change, large
or complex data sets, modern Bayesian methods, mixed effects models and
interval-censored data. More generally, participants were encouraged to illustrate statistical responses to modern issues, such as the genomics revolution or environmental climate change, or to illustrate how modern problems
involving large and complex datasets are changing the face of statistics.
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The organisers of the workshop are pleased to have attracted Ari Verbyla,
Brian Cullis and Alison Smith to present a short course on mixed models, a topic on which they are international authorities. The organisers are
also proud to have attracted five eminent speakers to give plenary talks
at the meeting. The topics discussed by the invited speakers further develop and extend the area of statistical modelling. Noel Cressie and Sylvia
Richardson apply high-dimensional Bayesian methods to investigate important environmental problems. Noel Cressie considers a problem relevant to
global warming, modelling the movement of the northeast ice-stream in
Greenland (joint work with L. Berliner, K. Jezek, Y. Kim and C. Lam).
Sylvia Richardson develops methods for integrating environmental and
socio-economic data with individual-level data on health outcomes (joint
work with Chris Jackson and Nicky Best). Simon Tavaré and Chris Glasby
address the genomic revolution, choosing problems in the analysis of data
from high-throughput microarray platforms for measuring gene expression.
Simon Tavaré considers low-level processing issues for the new bead-based
Illumina expression platform (joint work with Barbara Stranger, Matthew
Forrest, Manolis Dermitzakis and Panos Deloukas). Chris Glasby improves
the image analysis of spotted microarray images, developing methods of
adjusting for pixel saturation (joint work with Mizanur Khondoker). Matt
Wand considers an exciting modern classification method, using penalised
splines to improve the computational aspects of support vector machines
(joint work with John Ormerod and Inge Koch).
With so many excellent papers submitted this year, the Scientific Committee had a difficult job selecting 45 of them for oral presentation. Every
submitted paper was reviewed by two members of the Scientific Committee before being accepted for presentation at the workshop and inclusion in
this volume. Another aim of the workshop is to encourage young statisticians to present their work. The members of the Scientific Committee were
impressed by the high-quality work submitted by students. This year, 12
student papers were selected for oral presentation, namely those by Arnost
Komarek, Penny Bennett, Remus Ho, Peta Forder, Virginie Supervie, Eid
Al-Eid, Damian Collins, Michelle Sims, Susan Kim, Kyoko Fukuda, Claire
Ferguson and Dorothy Wong.
The editors are grateful to Murray Aitkin, Melanie Bahlo, Brian Cullis,
Paul Eilers, Herwig Friedl, John Hinde, Irene Hudson, Emmanuel Lesaffre,
Meei Ng, David Nott, Bill Venables and Ari Verbyla, for their reliable and
thoughtful work as members of the Scientific Programme Committee. The
Scientific Committee was ably assisted by Fiona Mitchell, and many authors have appreciated her friendly and efficient administrative work. Our
gratitude also goes to the local organizing committee comprising Carmel
Coady, Peter Dunn, Richard Gerlach, Ravi Jagannathan, Robert Mellor,
Shelton Peiris and Marco Reale for their enthusiasm and support for all and
various administrative matters. Thanks also to Luke Reeves for managing
the workshop web site, to Olga Underwood for secretarial assistance, and
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to the iPay team for helping to manage electronic transactions. Our special
thanks however go to all the authors included in this volume for carefully
preparing their manuscripts.
We hope that all participants and readers share our enthusiasm for this
stimulating workshop.
Andrew Francis
Kenan Matawie
Alicia Oshlack
Gordon Smyth
Melbourne and Sydney, 31 May 2005
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Part I

Invited Papers

Hierarchical Bayesian modeling of the
movement of ice streams
L.M. Berliner1 , N. Cressie1 , K. Jezek2 , Y. Kim1 , and C.Q.
Lam1
1
2

Department of Statistics, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210
Byrd Polar Research Center, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210

1

Introduction

Modern studies of the behaviors of glaciers, ice-sheets, and ice-streams rely
heavily on both observations and physically based models. Data acquired
via remote-sensing provide critical information on geometry and movement
of ice over large sections of the Antarctic and Greenland. Though these
datasets represent significant advances in terms of spatial coverage and the
range of processes we can observe, the physical systems to be modeled are
nevertheless incompletely observed. Uncertainties associated with measurement errors are also present. In addition, physical models are also subject
to uncertainties. Hence, there is a need for combining observations and
models in a fashion that incorporates uncertainty and quantifies its impact
on conclusions.
In this research, we give a fully Bayesian approach that incorporates physical models and data from the Northeast Ice Stream in Greenland. Specifically, we develop statistically enhanced versions of a simple model of driving
stress and a familiar model for velocity based on stress, in combination
with recently acquired ice-thickness, surface-elevation, and surface-velocity
datasets.
The primary output of a Bayesian analysis is a posterior distribution,
namely the joint probability distribution for the unknown quantities conditional on the observed data. Even in our simple illustration, we have on
the order of 8,000 unknowns, so explicit presentation of the full joint distribution is not feasible. Hence, a key aspect of Bayesian analysis in such
high-dimensional settings is the ability to generate realizations or ensembles from the posterior, which is then summarized by statistical analyses
of such ensembles.
1.1

Glaciological Motivations

Since glaciers flow under the force of gravity, important factors in determining velocities include quantities such as the ice thickness, in combination
3
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Bayesian modeling of ice streams

with forces acting along the sides and at the base of the glacier and under
the constraints of the constitutive relationship. A simple approximation
equates driving stress along the flow (x-direction) to basal shear stress as
follows:
dh
τdx ≈ τbx = −ρgH ,
(1)
dx
where h is ice-surface elevation, H is the ice thickness, ρ is the density of
ice, and g is the gravity constant.
Under these assumptions, it is reasonably straightforward to estimate driving
stress based on observations of h and H. However, a concern in estimating
driving stress from geometry data is that the reliance on the slope of the
upper ice surface in (1) implies that results are very sensitive to small-scale
variations in surface topography. Although there is no theoretical requirement that driving stress be spatially averaged, it is usually calculated over
horizontal distances of a few ice thicknesses or so, to eliminate small-scale
flow features that are not important to the large-scale flow.
1.2

Hierarchical Bayesian Approach

Many procedures used in the analysis of geophysical data are Bayesian or
approximately Bayesian. For example, the Kalman filter is a Bayesian procedure. General presentations of Bayesian analysis intended for geophysical audiences are given in Epstein (1985) and Tarantola (1987). Nevertheless, the full power of the methodolgy is only recently making inroads in
geophysics. Modern modeling approaches, especially hierarchical Bayesian
modeling, have become computationally feasible, thus enabling new and
richer approaches to analyses. The essence of hierarchical modeling is the
formulation of a complex probability model for many variables as the product of a collection of potentially simpler component models. Consider three
basic collections of variables to be modeled: data, our observations; process,
those physical, state variables of interest (e.g., velocities, stresses, etc.); and
parameters, unknown physical constants and parameters introduced in the
statistical components of the model. Hierarchical thinking suggests a model
with three primary components (e.g., Berliner 1996),
Data model: [data|process, parameters],
Prior process model: [process|parameters],
Prior on parameters: [parameters]. , Though the construction of these components is not easy, once the modeling process is complete, Bayes’ Theorem
yields the posterior distribution, which is [process, parameters|data].
1.3

Data

We assembled surface-topography and ice-thickness observations for a portion of the Northeast Ice Stream in Greenland. The data were gathered as
part of the Program for Arctic Climate Regional Assessments (PARCA).

L.M. Berliner et al.
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Surface topography and basal topography were sampled every few hundred
meters using equipment mounted on the Wallops Flight Facility P-3 aircraft (basal observations are shown as part of Figure 1). Surface velocity
data were calculated by Ian Joughin and provided as part of the PARCA
dataset (velocity observations are shown as part of Figure 2).

2

Physical-Statisical Modeling of the NE Ice Stream

Our three datasets are: S, surface observations; B, basal observations; and
U, velocity data. The corresponding processes of interest are true surface
h(x), true basal topography b(x), and true velocities u(x).
2.1

Physics

We incorporate three physically based models. First, following the discussion leading to (1), we consider the stress,
τ

=

ρgH

dh
,
dx

(2)

where the thickness is H = h − b, ρ is the density of the ice, and recall
that g is the gravity constant. The negative sign present in (1) is omitted
here because we model τ and velocity in the negative-x direction. In all
computations, we set ρ = 911 kg/m3 and g = 9.81 m/s2.
Second, under a laminar flow assumption and treating the flow parameter
A as a constant, the surface velocity u is given by,
u

= ub +

2A
H τ n,
n+1

(3)

where ub is the sliding velocity and n is a flow parameter (e.g., Paterson,
1994, p. 251, eq. 21).
Finally, as suggested by the analysis given in Paterson (1994, p. 243, eq.
8), we consider the following basic model for the surface:
h =

−1

k (L1+n

−1

− (L − x)1+n )0.50n/(n+1) .

(4)

In addition to making explicit use of these three models in our statistical
development, we also formulate our models with the intention of addressing
issues of smoothing. Specifically, as discussed earlier, there are questions
of the degrees to which τ and the surface should be smoothed to obtain
physically meaningful controls on surface velocity.

6

2.2

Bayesian modeling of ice streams

Bayesian Modeling

Recalling the recipe described earlier, our main tasks are the development
of the following probability distributions:
Data Model: [B, S, U | b, h, u, θ] =
Process Model:

[b, h, u | θ] =

[B | b, θB ][S | h, θS ][U | u, θU ](5)

[b | θb ][h | θh ] ×
[u | b, h, θb , θh , θu ],

(6)
(7)

where θ denotes the collection of all model parameters, and notation such as
θB is used to indicate those parameters explicity appearing in the indicated
models on the right-hand sides of (5), (6), and (7). The specifications of
these quantities along with the prior [θ] will be described later.
To assess the degree of smoothing needed to understand velocities modeled in (6) and (7), we assume that the velocity field depends on the base
and surface only through their respective smoothed versions θb and θh .
Formally, we assume that
[u | b, h, θb , θh , θu ] = [u | θb , θh , θu ].

(8)

Once we get this far in the analysis, we assume that the relationship is
deterministic (this assumption could be relaxed). That is, the probability
distribution on the right-hand side of (8) is degenerate. Alternatively, u is
a function of θb and θh , albeit with unknown parameters θu . Our choice for
that function is based on (3).
2.3

Components of the Hierarchical Model

We now describe the key components (the six models on the right-hand
sides of (5), (6), and (7)) of our hierarchical model.
Bed Model We use a Daubechies wavelet-based analysis (e.g., Bruce and
Gao, 1996; Vidakovic, 2003). We partition the domain of the data into
211 = 2, 048 bins of equal length (189.5 m).
Let b̄ denote the 2048-dimensional vector constructed by averaging b within
each bin. Define the basal data vector B̄ of length 2048 with ith element
given by the simple arithmetic average of those observations lying in bin
i. Our data model assumes that the elements of B̄ are conditionally independent, each being normally distributed with mean equal to the corresponding element of b̄ and variance determined by the measurement-error
2
variability of an individual observation, denoted by σB
, and the number of
observations in the corresponding bin.
We form a so-called multiresolution wavelet decomposition, which allows us
to view the degree of smoothness to be determined by a parameter r. We
present results for each of four resolutions, labeled 1,2,3, and 4.
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After converting to discrete wavelet forms, each model is simply a linear
regression model. We write the four models in compact form: For each
r = 1, 2, 3, 4, we assume a wavelet model,
b̄ ∼ N (Wr Cr , σr2 Σ(φ1r , φ2r )),

(9)

where Wr is the 2048 × k(r) matrix of discretized wavelet basis functions
(k(1) = 8, k(2) = 16, k(3) = 32, k(4) = 64); Cr is the k(r) × 1 vector of
wavelet coefficients; and Σ(φ1r , φ2r ) is the correlation matrix of an autoregressive process of order two (AR(2)) with variance σr2 . The selection of an
AR(2) error model to account for spatial dependence among these model
errors (i.e., local variations in basal topography) was based on preliminary
data analysis and computational practicality.
Of course, we have a mixture model, but as will be clarified in Section 4,
we do not need standard mixture model updates in this article.
Surface Model Our modeling strategy separates the large- and smallscale behaviors of the surface. We suppose
h(x)

hθh (x) + H(x),

=

(10)

where the large-scale surface is given by a parameterized function hθh ,
assumed known up to a low-dimensional parameter θh , and H is a zeromean spatial stochastic process. To model hθh , we rely on (4) and assume
that
hθh (x)

=

−1

µ + K (L1+n

−1

− (L − x)1+n )0.50n/(n+1) ,

(11)

where µ, K, and L are treated as unknown parameters. In the analysis
here, we set n = 3, though we could model n as an unknown as well.
In principle, we could treat H in a fashion analogous to the treatment of
the basal topography. Namely, we anticipate that a smooth representation
of H could be used in developing stresses to explain velocities. As a simplification, we tried ignoring the role of H in determining stress; specifically,
we used only the large-scale component hθh (x) in computing both thickness
and the derivative needed for application of (2). The results appear surprisingly reasonable, though enhancements could be explored. Specifically,
we assume that for all locations separated by at least 150m, the correlation is approximately zero. We then take a subsample of the surface data
such that all observations are at least 150m apart. We used a subsample of
600 observations. We should have very little loss in efficiency in basing our
analysis of the surface on such a subsample: 600 is a very large sample size
for estimating three parameters (µ, K and L). Further, we tried a total of
six such subsamples and obtained essentially the same results.
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Velocity Model Our data model is again a basic measurement-error
model, namely, we assume that conditional on the true velocities, the data
vector U has a Gaussian distribution with mean equal to the vector of
2
velocities at the corresponding locations, common variance σU
, and are
independent.
Turning to process modeling, recall that we are to formulate [u | θb , θh , θu ]
(see (8)) based on (2) and (3). For the fitted surface function and each
resolution r = 1, 2, 3, 4 used in developing the basal models, we consider (i)
the corresponding smoothed versions of thickness, defined as
Hr

= hθh − Wr Cr ,

(12)

and (ii) similarly defined smoothed values of τ , defined as
τr

=

(Hr ·

dhθh
),
dx

(13)

where the right-hand side means each coordinate of τr is obtained as the elementwise product of the corresponding coordinates of the smoothed thickness and the derivative of the surface.
Based on (2) and (3), we model the vector of true velocities at the observation locations, u, as a linear function of the corresponding coordinates
of Hr times the nth powers of coordinates of τr . It appears that at least
two models (one for small x and another for large x) are needed. Hence, we
used a statistical analysis based on change-points. We define an unknown
change-point, c, and consider different linear regression models on each side
of c, as follows:

 

0.50A1 (Hr · τrn )c
ub1 1c
+
+ eu ,
(14)
U =
0.50A2 (Hr · τrn )c̃
ub2 1c̃
where the subscripts c and c̃ indicate the varying dimensions of the indicated vectors, depending on the value of the the change point c, and eu
are errors primarily representing measurement error associated with the
velocity data.

3

Bayesian Calculations

We use a Monte Carlo approach that essentially produces an ensemble of
realizations from the target posterior. The method relies on Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC). In our case, direct use of MCMC is quite challenging, primarily due to the nonlinearities present in (2) and (3). Hence, we
combine MCMC with the technique of Importance Sampling Monte Carlo
(ISMC).
An outline of the calculations used here is as follows. We first run separate, independent MCMC algorithms for the each of the four basal models
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and for the surface model. These runs produce ensembles from the posterior distributions [b, θb , θB |r, B] and [θh |S]. Due to the various conditionalindependence assumptions described above, these ensembles are summaries
of the posterior distribution of the unknowns conditional on the two datasets
B and S. They can be used in conjunction with the velocity model [u |
θb , θh , θu , r] to simulate velocities conditional on B and S for each value
of r. To incorporate the velocity data U, we reweight all of these samples
using ISMC theory.

4

Results

Recall (11),
−1

hθh (x) = µ + k (L1+n

−1

− (L − x)1+n )0.50n/(n+1) .

With n = 3, our posterior estimates (i.e., means) for the parameters are
µ̂ = −450.53, k̂ = 4.75, and L̂ = 444901.
For each of the four resolutions, Figure 1 presents 10 realizations of the
smoothed base Wr Cr and the original data. However, due to the size of
the basal dataset, that support is overwhelming: The posterior probability
p(r = 4|B̄, S) is equal to 1 for any plausible choice of prior probabilities
p(r), and hence the other three resolutions have posterior probabilities
equal zero. This means that further model-selection analysis incorporating
the velocity data must still result in a final posterior probability p(r =
4|B̄, S, U) = 1. Nevertheless, we shall assess the role of basal smoothing in
understanding stress and velocity.
Figure 2 presents plots of the original velocity data, 100 realizations from
the posterior distribution of velocity, and the posterior mean based on
ensembles of size 2000 for each of the four resolutions. In Figure 3, we plot
50 realizations and the posterior mean, estimated using ensembles of size
2000, of the smoothed τr (recall (13)) for each of the four resolutions.
We can isolate the effect of resolution in predicting velocity by estimating
σu2 based on each resolution. Specifically, for each of our 2000 simulated
2
ensemble members at a given r, we compute the variance, say vr,m
, where
m indicates the ensemble member) of the “residuals”, namely the observed
velocity data minus the generated velocity model. The average of these then
provides a posterior estimate of σu2 (again, due to the very large sample
sizes, the prior distributions on σu2 “wash out”) for the given r.
Figure 4 presents the results. For each r, we have plotted kernel density
2
estimates based on {vr,m
}. For each r, three curves are shown. In each case,
the middle curve is based on all data (both sides of the change point). The
other two curves result from restricting the computations to each side of the
change point. Note that all four resolutions do comparatively poorly to the
left of the change point. Also note that we estimated σu2 to be about 50 for
each resolution. This gives a standard deviation of about 7-8 m/yr, which
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compares well to measurement errors in velocity data that are expected by
glaciologists to be on the order of 10 m/yr.

5

Conclusions

As one would expect, the highest resolution wavelet model does the best
job of summarizing the basal data. Due to the very large sample size,
formal Bayesian model selection would strongly select the highest resolution
model. Nevertheless, we examined all four basal-model resolutions in terms
of their resulting qualities in modeling velocity based on a very simple
physical model. All four resolutions result in reasonable velocity models.
Indeed, even a very smooth base is surprisingly good at modeling velocity,
at least over much of the study region. Further, there are regions in which
all models are systematically weak, suggesting either breakdowns in the
simple models used or a need for spatially heterogeneous local models.
For example, all models do poorly as we approach the modeled change
point from either side. There appears to be a genuine breakdown in the
physical model here, probably corresponding to the presence of a lineament.
A second region of systematic model error, at a range of 250-390 km, can
be remedied by using a more refined surface model in that region.
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FIGURE 1. Posterior Smoothed Basal Topographies at Each Resolution. Basal
data and 10 realizations of smoothed basal topographies for (a) r = 1, (b) r = 2,
(c) r = 3, (d) r = 4.
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FIGURE 2. Summaries of Posterior Distributions for Velocities. Velocity data,
100 realizations of posterior velocity profiles, and posterior means of velocities
based on 2000 realizations for (a) r = 1, (b) r = 2, (c) r = 3, (d) r = 4.
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FIGURE 3. Posterior Realizations of Smoothed Stress τ at Each Resolution.
There are 50 realizations of smoothed τ (kP a) and posterior mean of τ based
on 2000 realizations for (a) r = 1, (b) r = 2, (c) r = 3, (d) r = 4.
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FIGURE 4. Estimates of σu2 . Kernel density estimates of posterior distribution of
σu2 using (i) all data and (ii) separate analyses on each side of the change point,
based on 2000 realization for (a) r = 1, (b) r = 2, (c) r = 3, (d) r = 4.

Correction for pixel censoring in cDNA
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Abstract: cDNA microarrays are revolutionizing post-genomic biology, by monitoring the expression activity of thousands of genes simultaneously. The first
stage in the analysis of microarray data is estimation of the level of gene expression from digital images obtained by laser scanning. However these data often
include saturated pixel values set to the software limit of 65535. We consider
three statistical models that correct for bias introduced by these saturation effects. Model 1 is applicable to the digital image of a microarray, and uses a linear
model based on the principal components of uncensored spots, with parameters
estimated by penalised least squares. Model 2 also uses pixel values, but we show
that the ratio of expressions between pairs of samples can be estimated simply
using the uncensored pixels associated with a spot. Model 3 is instead applicable
to mean spot values from multiple laser scans at different settings. A functional
regression model is used, based on a nonlinear relationship with both additive
and multiplicative error terms, and fitted by robust methods. All three models
are shown to be effective in correcting for the bias.
Keywords: Additive and multiplicative variance; Functional regression; Gene
expression; Pixel censoring; Principal components regression.

1

Introduction

We are privileged to be living in an amazing, revolutionary time in biology,
as the molecular secrets of life are progressively revealed. As Matt Ridley
wrote in his popular science book Genome (Ridley, 1999):
I genuinely believe that we are living through the greatest
intellectual moment in human history.
The genomes of humans and several other species are now known, but
this is only the end of the beginning of the solution. The next challenge
is to decypher how the genome works. For example, although we have a
full set of 30,000 genes in every cell of our bodies, at any moment only a
small fraction of them are active, coding for proteins. This coding operates
via an intermediary, messenger RNA (mRNA). cDNA microarrays are an
important, recently developed, technology which allow us to identify and
17
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FIGURE 1. An illustration of how cDNA microarrays are used to measure the
expression levels of genes ( c Helge Roider, Chalmers University, Sweden).

quantify mRNA in cells, and see which genes are active. DNA from thousands of specific genes are placed as spots on a glass slide. Then the slide
is hybridised with either one or two samples of mRNA which have been
labelled with fluorescent dyes. Finally the slide is laser scanned to produce
a digital image. The method is illustrated in Figure 1.
The first stage in the analysis of cDNA microarray data is to summarise the
information in each spot, in order to estimate the gene expression level in
each sample and the ratio of expressions between pairs of samples (see, for
example, Glasbey and Ghazal, 2003). One factor to be taken into account
is the laser scanner setting: a change in setting transforms the intensity
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measurements by a multiplicative constant. A scanner’s sensitivity has to
be raised to a certain level to ensure that the intensity levels of weakly expressed genes exceed the intrinsic noise level of the scanner and so become
measurable. This may, however, cause signal censoring for highly expressed
genes. Scanners cannot record pixel intensities above some software dependent threshold (L = 216 −1 = 65535, for a 16-bit computer storage system),
so highly expressed genes can have pixel values which are right censored
at the largest possible value that the scanner software allows. It may not
be possible to find a scanner setting which is optimal for both weakly and
highly expressed genes.
Ignoring censoring leads to biased estimates of expression levels. Wit and
McClure (2003) developed a method for correcting this bias, using only
the summary statistics of mean, variance and median for each spot. However, they acknowledge that adjustments made at a pixel level would be
far more effective. Several models have been suggested for spot intensity
profile, including a scaled bivariate Gaussian density function (Steinfath et
al. 2001), a difference of two Gaussian densities and a cylinder (Wierling
et al. 2002), but Ekstrom et al. (2004) found a 7-parameter polynomialhyperbolic model to perform best:
(
h 


i
1
1
s
β1 exp αγ 2s r + α2s (γs −1)
r2 − γsα−r
if r < γs
2 − γ2
s
s
f = β0 +
0
otherwise,
where

p
(i − ci )2 + (j − cj )2
r=
.
σ
Here, (ci , cj ) specifies the spot centre, σ is a measure of its diameter, (β0 , β1 )
define the intensity, and αs and γs are shape parameters. They proposed a
regression approach for imputing censored values.
However, the best choice of model is likely to vary from array to array,
and to depend on many aspects of microarray manufacture. Each array
with censored spots will also have many uncensored spots, which can then
be used as the basis for a model. So, an alternative approach, developed
in other domains of image analysis (e.g. Turk and Pentland, 1991), is the
use of principal components computed from these uncensored spots. We
consider this method in §2, using for illustration data from a dye-swap
experiment with 9248 spots, designed to examine the effects of ingestion of
apoptotic cells on murine macrophage gene expression.
In the case of two channel data, interest is usually focused on the ratio
of expressions between pairs of samples. In §3 we consider the option to
estimate this directly from the uncensored pixels associated with a spot,
ignoring the censored pixels instead of imputing values for them.
Finally, in §4 we consider the case where we have data from multiple laser
scans at different settings. Dudley et al. (2002) used summary data from
multiple scans to correct pixel censoring, by combining the linear ranges
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of each scan onto a common linear scale, whereas Romualdi et al. (2003)
combined data at the pixel level. We propose a functional regression model
based on a nonlinear relationship with both additive and multiplicative
error terms.

2

Principal components model for a single scan

Let y denote the vector of pixel values associated with a spot on a digital
image of one channel on a single- or double-channel microarray. In this
section we will treat each channel separately, so the distinction between
single- or double-channels is irrelevant. For simplicity, we consider an N ×N
square centred on each spot, where N is slightly larger than the diameter of
any of the spots, so background pixels are also included, and y is of length
K (= N 2 ) with pixels in raster-scan order. Also for notational simplicity,
we measure the intensity of a spot, corrected for background intensity, as
the mean of the pixels in a square minus the mean of the M smallest pixels:
µ =

K
M
1 X
1 X
yk −
y(k) ,
K
M
k=1

(1)

k=1

where yk denotes the kth element in y and y(k) denotes the kth smallest element. We would expect very similar results in what follows even if
more sophisticated methods had been used to estimate µ. For the murine
macrophage experiment we took N = 17 and M = 50.
We estimate the mean spot intensity profile, a vector, u, and the variance
in profiles, a matrix, V , from the set of spots on an array which are free of
censored pixels. The principal components (PCs) of variability in y are the
scaled eigenvectors of V , denoted by the columns of X. To illustrate, Fig 2
shows the first 4 PCs for channel 1, array 1, of the murine macrophage
experiment, which explain 90.4%, 3.2%, 1.7% and 1.0% of variability. PC1
is very similar to u (not shown), and models the overall intensity level of
a spot. PC2 when added to u adjusts the diameter of a spot, whereas PC3
has the effect of shifting the spot down the array and PC4 across the array.
Spots can be modelled as linear combinations of the K PCs:
y = u + Xα.
The vector of parameters, α, can be estimated by least squares for uncensored spots, but not for censored spots because there are fewer observations
than parameters. So, we regularise by penalising large values of α, by adding
a penalty term λαT α to the least squares criterion, as follows:
α =
=

arg min[(y − u − Xα)T (y − u − Xα) + λαT α]
α

(X T X + λI)−1 X T (y − u).

(2)
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FIGURE 2. First four principal components for channel 1 in array 1 of murine
macrophage experiment.

This form of penalty was first proposed by Hoerl and Kennard (1970).
We could have included censored pixels in the fitting criterion by using
maximum likelihood, but we would then have had to use an iterative optimisation routine which is far slower to compute.
To choose the best value for λ we used a form of cross-validation. If C spots
on an array are affected by censoring, then we artificially censor a further
C spots (or 100 spots if C < 100) by reducing the saturation threshold (L)
by a suitable amount. Then we estimate censored pixel values as
ŷk = max(L , (u + Xα)k )

if yk = L,

where α is obtained from (2) for a particular choice of λ, and finally we
use (1) to estimate µ, denoted µ̂. (We could have instead used E(y|y ≥ L),
albeit at greater computational cost.) We repeat these calculations for all C
artificially censored spots and compute the root-mean-square error between
estimated and true values of µ, expressed as a proportion of the true values,
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TABLE 1. Biases and root-mean-square errors, averaged over 2 channels on each
of 2 arrays of murine macrophage experiment, from using the PCs model to estimate µ, and also from using the polynomial-hyperbolic model and saturated pixel
values without adjustment, for a range of levels of censoring.

censored % =
bias %
PC estimator
parametric estimator
uncorrected
rmse %
PC estimator
parametric estimator
uncorrected

using:

0.1

0.3

1

3

10

–0.3
–1.0
–1.5

–0.6
–2.9
–6.6

–0.7
–2.9
–13.5

–2.1
–7.4
–17.2

–5.7
–11.2
–21.2

0.8
2.3
3.3

3.3
5.9
9.7

7.9
8.9
20.5

10.3
14.0
26.4

15.5
20.3
31.5

v
u
2
C 
u1 X
µ̂j − µj
t
.
C j=1
µj

(3)

Note that, because these are artificially censored spots, we also know the
true values of µ. By varying λ, we see which value minimises (3), and then
use this value to estimate µ for the C spots that are truly affected by
censoring.
We applied the method to the murine macrophage experiment. To speedup the computations we used only the first 100 of the 289 PCs in X, but
this has a negligible effect on the results because the later columns in X
are very small. Table 1 summarises results for 2 channels on 2 arrays, for
several degrees of censoring. Optimal values of λ ranged from 102 to 104 .
Summaries given are the proportional bias and the root-mean-square error
(3). For comparison we also fitted the parametric polynomial-hyperbolic
model proposed by Ekstrom et al. (2004). For compatibility with the PC
model, we did not consider power transformations, as they had done, and
for computational speed we excluded saturated pixels from the fitting procedure. We standardised on values of αs = 2.5 and γs = 2, as these gave
the best fit to the mean spot intensity profile (u) for each array. We see
that the principal components model corrects for more of the bias than the
parametric model, and also root-mean-square errors are least.

3

Estimation of expression ratio in two-channel data

In the case of two channel data, interest is usually focused on the ratio of
expressions between pairs of samples. We estimate the log-ratio of expres-
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(j)
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!

,
(j)
µ1
using subscripts 1 and 2 to denote means from the two channels. If some
pixel values associated with a spot are saturated, then this estimate will be
biased. We would expect to do better by substituting values of µ̂ obtained
from §2. However, a simpler approach is to use only the uncensored pixels:
!
1 P
1 PM
k∈S y2,k − M
k=1 y2,(k)
#(S)
log
,
P
PM
1
1
k∈S y1,k − M
k=1 y1,(k)
#(S)

where S = {k : y1,k & y2,k < L} and #(S) denotes the number of elements
in S.
Figure 3 illustrates the alternatives, by plotting all the pixel values associated with one spot, together with the different ratio estimators. The cluster
of pixel values in the bottom-left of the plot are from the background, and
channel 1 has some saturated pixels. We see that the ratio estimator computed from uncensored pixels agrees better with the true ratio than the
other two alternatives.
Table 2 summarises results for all saturated spots, averaged over both arrays, in terms of root-mean-square error, for a range of levels of censoring
in each channel We see that, except at the lowest level of censoring, the
simple ratio estimator outperforms PCs.

4

Functional regression model for multiple scans

Suppose that the same microarray has been scanned m times at different
sensitivity levels of the scanner. Let Yij denote the observed intensity of
the ith of n spots in the jth scan, averaged over the pixel values. To illustrate, Figure 4 shows data from four scans of channel 1 from the murine
macrophage experiment. In this section we will consider summary data
rather than individual pixel values. If data from multiple scans are available, then it is less necessary to have data at the level of detail of pixel
values. Also, for the murine macrophage data, we discovered a subpixel
misalignment between scans that would have complicated the analysis of
pixel data.
In the absence of censoring, we assume that the expectation of Yij is µi βj ,
where µi is the expression level of gene i and βj is the multiplicative scaling
effect due to scanner setting j. The observed intensity is the average of pixel
values. If some of these pixels are censored at L then the expectation of
Yij will be less than µi βj . If pixel values associated with a spot have mean
µi βj and variance µ2i βj2 ν 2 , where ν is a variance scaling term, then




L − µi βj
L − µi βj
E(Yij ) = g(µi βj , ν) = L + (µi βj − L)Φ
− µi βj νφ
µi βj ν
µi βj ν
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FIGURE 3. Illustration of alternative ratio estimators, using pixel values associated with one spot in murine macrophage experiment, with some saturated pixels
in channel 1: ◦ observed values, × true values for saturated pixels, + values
imputed from principal components model for saturated pixels, —◦ line joining
background mean and mean of observed values, —× line to mean of true values,
—+ line to mean of values from principal components model, —⋆ line to mean
of uncensored pixels.

where φ(.) and Φ(.) are the density and distribution functions of the standard Gaussian random variable respectively. This is derived from expressions for truncated normal distributions, and typical curves are shown in
Figure 5.
Therefore, we assume that Yij is distributed with mean g(µi βj , ν). A heavytailed distribution is needed to account for the outliers that are evident in
Figure 4, so we assume a Cauchy distribution with squared scale
2
= (σ12 + σ22 µ2i )βj2 .
σij
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TABLE 2. Root-mean-square errors % of log-ratios, averaged over 2 arrays in
murine macrophage experiment, for three estimators.

ch1 censored % =
ratio estimator
ch2 censored % = 0.1
0.3
1
3
10
PC estimator
0.1
0.3
1
3
10
uncorrected
0.1
0.3
1
3
10

0.1

0.3

1

3

10

0.8
2.2
2.9
4.4
6.0

2.3
2.5
2.9
4.4
6.0

7.1
6.9
5.3
4.4
6.0

10.0
10.0
9.6
7.0
5.9

12.8
12.8
12.8
12.2
8.4

0.7
4.3
8.1
11.5
19.8

1.7
3.7
8.0
11.4
19.8

7.6
7.8
7.3
10.4
19.5

11.3
11.2
10.7
10.8
18.3

21.1
21.0
20.9
19.6
17.0

2.6
11.2
26.1
38.9
51.9

8.0
9.0
23.8
37.7
51.4

25.0
22.2
17.1
30.0
47.7

36.9
35.4
28.2
19.7
38.6

50.3
49.6
46.2
36.7
21.1

The combined additive and multiplicative nature of error variability has
been noted previously by Rocke and Durbin (2001). We scale by the corresponding scanning effects (βj ) to allow for increasing variability, as evident
in Figure 4, across scans of increasing sensitivity. The proposed model
therefore is

2
Yij ∼ C g(µi βj , ν), σij
(4)
where β1 ≡ 1 for identifiability. The model specified by (4) belongs to the
class of functional regression model, a form of measurement error model
(Cheng et al. 1999).
The log-likelihood function for estimating the parameters of (4) can be
expressed as:
n
X
L(µ, β, σ, ν) =
Li (µi , β, σ, ν),
i=1

where

Li (µi , β, σ, ν) = −

m
X
j=1

"

(

log σij + log 1 +



Yij − g(µi βj , ν)
σij

2 )#

.

The main challenge of working with this model is estimation of the large
number (n + m + 2) of parameters. We propose an alternating algorithm
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Scan-1 vs. Scan-1
Scan-2 vs. Scan-1
Scan-3 vs. Scan-1
Scan-4 vs. Scan-1

0

Scans-1, 2, 3 and 4 intensity data

60000

Array-1 data

0

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

Scan-1 intensity data

FIGURE 4. Spot summary data from scans 1, 2, 3 and 4 plotted against scan 1,
for channel 1 in array 1 of murine macrophage experiment.

for simultaneous estimation of all the parameters of the model specified by
(4) as follows:
1. Set µ = Y.1 initially and maximise L with respect to all other parameters (β, σ, ν). Denote the updated values of the parameters by
(β (1) , σ (1) , ν (1) ).
2. Update µi , separately for i = 1, · · · , n, according to the following
sub-steps:
(1)

a) For each j, set µi = g −1 (Yij , ν (1) )/βj ;
b) Maximise Li with respect to µi ;

c) Repeat (a)-(b) for j = 1, · · · , m;

d) From among m updated values of µi , choose the one with maximum value of Li . Denote the updated vector by µ(1) .
3. Update the (m + 2) parameters in (β, σ, ν) by maximising
L(β, σ, ν, µ(1) ) for given values of the gene expression parameters in
µ(1) .
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TABLE 3. Maximum likelihood estimates of parameters in model specified by (4),
for channel 1 in 2 arrays in murine macrophage experiment.

Array
1
2

β2
1.56
1.71

β3
2.75
2.71

β4
4.32
4.53

σ1
5.36
5.36

σ2
0.0068
0.0051

ν
0.42
0.27

Continue repeating steps (2) and (3), replacing the previous estimates by
the updated ones, until gain in the log-likelihood function is negligible. The
sub-steps under step (2), that update each µi starting from m different initial values, are essential. Otherwise, the algorithm may be trapped in a local
optimum. The Nelder-Mead simplex method was used as an optimisation
tool.
We applied the method to data from the murine macrophage experiment.
Estimates of the parameters (other than µ) are tabulated in Table 3. Observed intensity data scaled by the corresponding scanning effects (β) are
plotted against the corresponding estimated gene expressions (µ) in Figure 5. We see that the estimated gene expressions, particularly for the
highly expressed genes, are more consistent with scan-1 intensity data. This
is the desired case because the data of scan-1, scanned at the lowest level of
scanner’s sensitivity, are likely to be least affected by the pixel censoring.
For weakly expressed genes the model has sufficient information, from all
scans of data combined, for reliable estimation of the expression values.
On each array each gene has been replicated twice in such a way that spot
i and i + n/2 represent the same gene where i = 1, · · · , n/2. To compare
the between replicate variations in the data and fit, we compute
BSS(µ) =

n/2
X
i=1

(µi − µi+n/2 )2
((µi + µi+n/2 )/2)2

and
BSS(Y.j ) =

n/2
X
(Yij /βj − Yi+n/2,j /βj )2
((µi + µi+n/2 )/2)2
i=1

for j = 1, · · · , m.

We scale the squared differences by ((µi + µi+n/2 )/2)2 so that highly expressed genes do not dominate the statistic.
The results are summarised in Table 4. It is seen that between replicate
variation in the estimated gene expressions is less than that in any individual scan of data. This suggests that it is possible to reduce the between
replicate variation of the gene expression measurements by combining the
data according to the proposed model from several scans.
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FIGURE 5. Rescaled intensities (Yij /β̂j ) plotted against estimated gene expressions (µ̂i ), with solid lines indicate the corresponding fitted model, for channel 1
in 2 arrays in murine macrophage experiment.

We performed some simulation experiments to check the validity of the
estimation algorithm. We simulated 100 datasets from (4) using the parameter values as estimated for array-2 data (Table 3). Empirical biases and
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TABLE 4. Between replicate differences, using data from the model fit and from
individual scans, for channel 1 in 2 arrays in murine macrophage experiment.

Array
1
2

BSS(µ̂)
812
859

BSS(Y.1 )
958
1684

BSS(Y.2 )
913
1769

BSS(Y.3 )
824
883

BSS(Y.4 )
927
864

TABLE 5. Biases and standard errors of maximum likelihood estimators of parameters in model specified by (4), based on 100 simulated data sets.

True values
Bias
SE

β2
1.71
-0.00005
0.00038

β3
2.71
-0.00007
0.00069

β4
4.53
-0.0002
0.0011

σ1
5.36
-2.04
0.05

σ2
0.0051
-0.00187
0.00008

ν
0.27
0.0008
0.0024

standard errors of the parameter estimates are summarised in Table 5. It is
seen that the all parameters except for σ1 and σ2 are estimated with high
precision and negligible bias. There appears substantial downward bias in
the maximum likelihood estimates of σ1 and σ2 . This bias, however, does
not affect the estimation of the other parameters.

5

Discussion

If no account is taken of censoring, where scanned microarrays have saturated pixel values, then estimates of gene expression levels and of ratios
of expressions between pairs of samples, are biased. We have considered
three statistical models that correct for these saturation effects in different
circumstances. Model 1 is applicable when we have access to the digital
image of a microarray and wish to estimate the expression level of each
sample. If instead, we only want to the ratio of expressions between pairs
of samples, then model 2 is better. Finally, if we have data from multiple
laser scans, then individual pixel values are less important, and model 3
uses mean spot values.
All three models are open to many extensions. The PC approach in model 1
could be modified in several ways. For example, we could use log-transformed
pixel values, or omit the mean term in computing the PCs. We could also
take account of censored values in estimating α by replacing least squares
by maximum likelihood estimation, as Ekstrom et al. (2004) did. Similarly,
in imputing censored values, we could use conditional means instead of
ordinary means. For two channel data, if only one channel has censored
values, we could use the other channel in the regression model instead.
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Also, model 2 could be modified. The ratio could be estimated by functional regression, or by other statistics, such as ratios of medians. In model
3, robust alternatives to the Cauchy distribution could be used. A method
could possibly be developed whereby a separate variance term is estimated
for each scan.
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Penalised spline support vector classifiers:
computational issues
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Abstract: We study computational issues for support vector classification with
penalised spline kernels (Pearce and Wand, 2005). We show that, compared with
traditional kernels, storage and computational times can be drastically reduced
in large problems. The optimisation technology known as interior point methods plays a central role. Penalised spline kernels are also shown to allow simple
incorporation of low-dimensional structure such as additivity This can aid both
interpretability and performance.
Keywords: Additive Models; Interior Point Methods; Low-dimensional Structure; Low-rank Kernels; Semiparametric Regression.

1

Introduction

Support vector classifiers are a relatively new family of classifiers that are
enjoying increasing use and success and, according to some accounts (e.g.
Breiman, 2001), are superseding neural network classifiers. Expositions of
support support vector classification include Burges (1998), Cristianini &
Shawe-Taylor (2000) and Schölkopf & Smola (2002). Different members of
the family of support vector classifiers are distinguished by their kernel, a
positive definite symmetric function on Rd × Rd where d is the dimension
of the predictor space, and choice of a few parameters such as the scale
of the kernel. A drawback of many of the commonly used kernels is that
fitting algorithms are O(n3 ) where n is the size of the training set. This
obviously hinders their application to large problems, although remedies
based on approximation ideas have been proposed by, for example, Smola
& Schölkopf (2000) and Williams & Seeger (2001).
Recently, Pearce & Wand (2005) showed how the design structure of lowrank semiparametric regression models (e.g. Ruppert, Wand & Carroll,
2003) can be used in the support vector classification context. The basic
ingredient are kernels arising from penalised splines. Such kernels have the
following advantages:
• They are low-rank in the sense that their eigen-decomposition involves only K non-zero eigenvalues where K is the number of spline
33
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basis functions and is typically much smaller than n. An alternative
way of describing the low-rank property is that the Gram matrix
factorises into the product of an n × K and its transpose. The lowrank property lends itself to the use of interior point methods (Fine
& Scheinberg, 2001). These improve the cost of each iteration in the
interior point method from O(n3 ) to O(nK 2 ) operations, which can
be a drastic improvement upon common support vector classifiers.
Implementation of these algorithms for penalised spline kernels is the
central focus of this paper.
• The incorporation of low-dimensional structure such as additivity is
relatively straightforward. Hastie, Tibshirani & Friedman (2001; Sections 2.5 and 12.3.4) demonstrate that classifiers that allow for lowdimensional structure can perform better than those that do not.
Classifiers with low-dimensional structure are also more interpretable.
• They correspond to a finite dimensional kernelisation of the original feature space. This permits easier software management. Further
details on this aspect are given in Section 2.
A possible disadvantage of low-rank kernels is that the set of basis functions
is finite and may not be as flexible as a full-rank kernel. However in several
studies on low-rank splines and kernels (e.g. Schoenberg, 1968; Wahba,
1990; Hastie, 1996; Fine & Scheinberg, 2001 and Wood, 2003) have shown
that the difference between low-rank and full-rank performance is often
minimal.
Some discussion on the choice of low-rank kernels is in order. Most of the
work in this area is for spline smoothing, rather than general reproducing
kernel methods, but the principles are the same. There are two general
approaches to construction of low-rank splines. One is to start with a fullrank kernel and then derive low-rank approximations (e.g. Hastie, 1996;
Wood, 2003). The other is to simply devise a ‘sensible’ low-rank spline
algorithm (e.g. Eilers & Marx, 1996; Nychka et al., 1998; Ruppert et al.,
2003; Yau, Kohn & Wood, 2003). Each have their pros and cons, but the
latter can have significant computational advantages. Details are given in
Section 2.
The next section gives an overview of penalised spline support vector classifiers. In Section 3 we describe their efficient computation via interior point
methods. Section 4 makes some comparisons between penalised spline and
common support vector classifiers in terms of computational time and predictive accuracy.

2

Penalised Spline Support Vector Classifiers

Denote the training data by (xi , yi ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, were xi ∈ Rd and
yi ∈ {−1, 1}. This corresponds to two-class classification. Multiclass prob-
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lems can be handled by application of two-class classification to various
class pairs (e.g. Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman, 2001, Section 12.3.7).
We seek classifiers f : Rd → R such that a new observation x ∈ Rd is
classified according to sign{f (x)}. Throughout we assume the ‘classical’
n ≫ d situation. The reverse situation, sometimes labelled ‘high dimension, low sample size’, has received considerable recent attention, particularly in computational genomics (e.g. Dudoit, Fridyland and Speed, 2002).
However penalised spline kernels are more suited to classical classification
problems.
Penalised spline classifiers may be based on various full-dimensional or
low-dimensional ‘models’ for f . For illustratory purposes take d = 5 with
x = (x1 , . . . , x5 ). Possible models for f (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 ) are
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

f (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 )
f1 (x1 ) + f2 (x2 ) + f3 (x3 )
+f4 (x4 ) + f5 (x5 )
f1 (x1 ) + f3 (x3 ) + f4 (x4 )
f12 (x1 , x2 ) + f345 (x3 , x4 , x5 )
f1 (x1 ) + β4 x4

(general quinvariate function)
(additive function of all 5 variables)
(additive function of only 3 variables)
(sum of bivariate and trivariate functions)
(additive function of 2 variables,
but one linear)

Note that the models (C) and (E) correspond to the situation where some
of the predictors are deemed to have negligible predictive power for classification. Such parsimonious models are important in certain applications
(most notably, data mining) where identification of the driving factors behind a particular outcome is of intrinsic interest.
Commonly used kernels in support vector classification software correspond
to the full model (A). Penalised spline kernels can be tailored to any such
model. The kernel arises from the basis functions used to model f . There
are several families of basis functions that can be used to construct penalised spline models (e.g. Ruppert et al., 2003, Section 3.7). Here we will
limit discussion to a class of radially symmetric basis functions based on
thin plate splines (French, Kammann and Wand, 2001). Suppose that a d′ dimensional function is required where 1 ≤ d′ ≤ d and let m be an integer
′
such that 2m > d′ . Then, for x′ ∈ Rd , we consider models of the form
′

′

fmd′ (x ) =

p
X

′

′

βj φj (x ) +

j=1

K
X

uk ψk (x′ )

k=1



d′ +m−1
d′

where {φj } is the set of all p′ =
d′ -dimensional polynomials in
′
the components of x with degree less than m. Further, for k = 1, . . . , K ′ ,
ψk (x′ ) ≡ ψk (x′ ; m, d, κ ) ≡ [rmd′ (x′ − κ k )][rmd′ (κ
κk − κ k′ )]−1/2 .
1≤k,k′ ≤K ′

Here
rmd′ (x′ ) =



′

kx′ k2m−d
′
kx′ k2m−d log kx′ k

d′ odd
d even.
′
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and κ 1 , . . . , κ K ′ ∈ Rd is a set of K ′ knots. Full-rank thin plate spline
models use K ′ = n and κ k = x′k , 1 ≤ k ≤ n where the x′k are the d′ ′
variate sub-vectors
of the xk corresponding to x′ ∈ Rd . Throughout we
√
T
use kvk = v v to denote the length of the vector v.
One common approach to low-rank spline smoothing (e.g. Ruppert et al.,
2003) is to use K ≪ n knots and choose the κ k to ‘mimic’ the x′i ’s. A
simple strategy is to draw a random sample of size K from the x′i ’s. Alternatively, one can use deterministic rules that aim to somehow ‘fill the
space’ of the x′i ’s. For one-dimensional fitting (d′ = 1) taking κk ≃ (k/K)th
sample quantile of the unique x′i ’s achieves this aim. For higher dimensions distance-design algorithms such as those used by Nychka & Saltzman
(1998) can be used. Let D be a subset of observed points xi called design
points and C be a subset of observed points xi called candidate points with
D ∩ C = φ. Then the average coverage of C by points in D is given by
Ca,b (D) =

X

x∈C

b

da (x, D)

!(1/b)

(1)

!(1/a)

(2)

where
da (x, D) =

X

u∈D

kx − uk

a

and a < 0 and b > 0. Minimising Ca,b fills the space around the data.
Minimisation is conducted by making pairwise swaps of points in D with
points in C until the coverage Ca,b does not decrease. If we choose D to be
our set of knots then this procedure requires at least O(Kn2 ) computations
and O(nK) storage. Note that as a → −∞ and b → ∞ minimising Ca,b
converges to the minimax space filling designs discussed in Johnson, Moore
& Ylvisaker (1990) and with a → −∞ and b = 1 converges to the criteria
used by the algorithms CLARA and PAM due to Kaufman & Rousseeuw
(1990).
For general penalised spline support vector classification the model for f
dictates the set of spline basis functions which, in turn, dictates the kernel.
In the d = 5 example with m = 2 thin plate splines, model (C) leads to
fC (x)

= β0 + β1 x1 +

K1
X

u1k ψk (x1 ; 2, 1, κ1 ) + β3 x3

k=1

+

K3
X

k=1

u3k ψk (x3 ; 2, 1, κ3) + β4 x4 +

K4
X

u4k ψk (x4 ; 2, 1, κ4 ).

k=1

where κj = (κj1 , . . . , κjKj ) is a set of univariate knots corresponding to xj
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(j = 1, 3, 4). The kernel for this model is
KC (s, t) = 1 + s1 t1 + s3 t3 + s4 t4 +

K1
X

ψk (s1 ; 2, 1, κ1 )ψk (t1 ; 2, 1, κ1)

k=1

+

K3
X

ψk (s3 ; 2, 1, κ3 )ψk (t3 ; 2, 1, κ3 ) +

k=1

K4
X

ψk (s4 ; 2, 1, κ4 )ψk (t4 ; 2, 1, κ4 )

k=1

for s = (s1 , . . . , s5 ), t = (t1 , . . . , t5 ) ∈ R5 . Model (D) has spline basis representation
fD (x)

T
= β0 + β T
12 [x1 x2 ] +

K12
X

u12k ψk (x1 , x2 ; 2, 2, κ12 )

k=1
T
+β T
345 [x3 x4 x5 ] +

K
345
X

u345k ψk (x3 , x4 , x5 ; 2, 3, κ345 )

k=1

12

where κ denotes a set of knots in the (x1 , x2 ) space and κ 345 denotes a
set of knots in the (x3 , x4 , x5 ) space. The corresponding kernel is
KD (s, t) =

T

1+s t+

K12
X

ψk (s1 , s2 ; 2, 2, κ12 )ψk (t1 , t2 ; 2, 2, κ 12 )

k=1

+

K
345
X

ψk (s3 , s4 , s5 ; 2, 3, κ 345 )ψk (t3 , t4 , t5 ; 2, 3, κ345 ).

k=1

Once the model, or kernel, is decided upon then there are two more choices
to be made for penalised spline support vector classifiers:
(1) the subset of basis functions that are unpenalised, and
(2) the number of distinct penalisation parameters and their allocation
to the penalised basis functions.
In support vector classification it is usual to just leave the intercept β0
unpenalised. In spline smoothing all of the polynomial terms are usually
left unpenalised. We will use X for the design matrix of unpenalised terms
and Z for the design matrix of penalised terms. The respective coefficients
will be denoted by β and u. The ith fitted value is then
f (xi ) = (Xβ + Zu)i .
If only the intercept is penalised then X is a column of ones and β = β0 .
Let
L
X
Zu =
Zℓ uℓ
ℓ=1
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for some partition Z1 , . . . , ZL of Z such that each uℓ has its own penalty
parameter λℓ . The ‘natural’ choice for the Zℓ is that for which each predictor variable has its own smoothing parameters. So for model (D) with
only β0 being unpenalised we would have L = 2,
Z1 = [x1i x2i ψk (x1i , x2i ; 2, 2, κ12 )]1≤i≤n
1≤k≤K12

and
Z2 = [x3i x4i x5i ψk (x3i , x4i , x5i ; 2, 2, κ345 )]1≤i≤n .
1≤k≤K345

The penalised spline support vector classifier minimises
n
X
i=1

{1 − yi (Xβ + Zu)i }+ +

L
X
ℓ=1

λℓ kuℓ k2 .

This is equivalent to the constrained optimisation problem
PL
Pn
min ℓ=1 λℓ kuℓ k2 + i=1 ξi
β ,u
u

(3)

subject to ξi ≥ 0, yi (Xβ + Zu)i ≥ 1 − ξi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

This problem, in turn, leads to the quadratic programming problem
min(−1T α + 21 αT Dα)
α

(4)
T

subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and X (α ⊙ y) = 0
where
D = 21 (yyT ) ⊙ (ZΛ
Λ−1 ZT ) and Λ = diag(λ1 1, . . . , λL 1)
and A ⊙ B denotes the element-wise product of equal-sized matrices A and
B. See Pearce & Wand (2005) for details. Since the Gram matrix admits
the factorisation
1
Λ−1 ZT
2 ZΛ

eZ
eT
=Z

where

e = Z(2Λ
Z
Λ)−1/2

the quadratic programming problem becomes
eZ
e T )}α]
min[−1T α + 21 αT {(yyT ) ⊙ (Z
α

(5)

subject to 0 ≤ αi ≤ 1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and XT (α ⊙ y) = 0.
The ‘bottom line’ of this section is that penalised spline support vector
classifiers are just ordinary hyperplane support vector classifiers with the
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original features xi ∈ Rd replaced by e
zi ∈ RK , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, corresponding to
e
e This makes
the rows of Z (with K denoting the number of columns in Z).
software management relatively simple since only y, X and the n × K
e needs to be passed to a quadratic programming routine. Software
matrix Z
for general support vector classifiers either needs to deal with O(n2 ) storage
of the Gram matrix or evaluate the kernel inside an algorithm such as
Sequential Minimal Optimisation (SMO) (e.g. Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor,
eZ
e T has
2000). An even bigger payoff is the fact that the Gram matrix Z
rank K. The next section summarises an efficient algorithm for solving the
problem when this is the case.

3

Interior Point Methods

Interior Point Methods (IPM) are one of the most important developments
in optimisation in the last two decades. In this section we provide the
minimal information needed to code a reasonably efficient interior point
method for support vector classification. More efficient methods exist, but
they involve extra complexity which obscure the main ideas. Extensive
literature exists on interior point methods. For an introduction the reader
is referred to Vandenberghe & Comanor (2003), Fine & Scheinberg (2001),
Ferris & Munson (2000). A more thorough account is given in Boyd &
Vandenberghe (2001).
3.1

Description

Interior point methods have been developed to solve most convex programming problems (see Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2001). However, in the general
case, unless special structure is available, these methods are restrictive when
the dimension of the optimisation problem becomes large.
Our goal is to solve the dual optimisation problem (5). Its corresponding
primal problem may be written
P
min kuk2 + ni=1 ξi
β ,u
u,ξξ ,ζζ

e i ≥ 1 + ξi − ζi = 1,
subject to yi (Xβ + Zu)

ξi , ζi ≥ 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
(6)
where ξ ≡ (ξ1 , . . . , ξn ) and ζ ≡ (ζ1 , . . . , ζn ). Note that this problem core and the introduction of slack
responds to (3) but with Z replaced by Z
variables ζi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. For compactness of notion we define
A ≡ XT diag(y),

e T diag(y).
and V ≡ Z

IPMs start with an initial guess and iteratively find better solutions until
some convergence criteria is reached. They focus on a system of quadratic
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equations made up of the primal constraints, dual constrains and the perturbed the complementary slackness conditions induced by a log barrier
function (see Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2001). These conditions are
VVT α + AT β + ξ − ζ
Aα
(αi − 1)ξi
αi ζi

=1
=1
=t
=t

(Primal Feasibility)
(Dual Feasibility)
(Perturbed Complementary Slackness)
(Perturbed Complementary Slackness)
(7)
where t is some positive constant. Let the solution of such a system of
b ξb and ζb and let P ∗ denote the optimal value of the
b β,
equations be α,
primal objective (6). Then it can be shown (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2001)
that
1 T
b VVT α
b − 1T α
b − P ∗ ≤ 2nt,
2α
Hence reduction of t leads to solutions of the original and the perturbed
problems becoming closer.
Let α(j) , β (j) , ζ (j) , ξ (j) denote the values of α, β, ζ and ξ after the jth
iteration of the interior point method. A “cold” initial point is calculated
using
(0)

αi

(0)

= ε, β(0) = 0, ξi

= max(ε, si )

(0)

and ζi

(0)

= max(ε, ξi

− si )

where s = 1 − VVT α − AT β and ε is a small constant, say ε = 10−2 . This
is a good starting point when the number of support vectors is small.
The system of equations (7) cannot be easily solved. Instead, in the spirit
of Newton’s method, we linearise around our current point by substituting
α(j) + ∆α, β (j) + ∆β,

ξ (j) + ∆ξ

and ζ (j) + ∆ζ

into (7) and “solve” the resulting equations to get the search direction
vector (∆α, ∆β, ∆ξ, ∆ζ):
∆β
∆α
∆ζi
∆ξi

= {AT (VVT + D)−1 A}−1 (AT r5 − r2 ),
= r5 − (VVT + D)−1 Aβ (j) ,
(j)
(j)
= r3i − ζi ∆αi /αi ,
(j)
(j)
= r4i + ξi ∆αi /(1 − αi )

(8)

r1
r2
r3i
r4i
r5

= 1 − VVT α(j) − AT β (j) − ξ (j) + ζ (j) ,
= −A∆α,
(j)
(j)
= (t − ∆αi ∆ζi )/αi − ζi ,
(j)
(j)
= (t + ∆αi ∆ξi )/(1 − αi ) − ξi ,
T
−1
= (VV + D) (r1 + r3 − r4 )

(9)

where

and

(j)

(j)

(j)

D = diag{ξ (j) /(1 − αi ) + ζi /αi }.
1≤i≤n
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Newton’s method substitutes
∆α = ∆β = ∆ξ = ∆ζ = 0
into (9) for a given value of t and then uses the values in (9) to calculate
(8). However a similar method, the predictor-corrector method, usually has
a faster rate of convergence. In order to calculate the Newton predictorcorrector direction ∆α, ∆β, ∆ξ and ∆ζ we:
1. Find r1 , . . . , r4 by substituting α(j) , β (j) , ξ (j) , ζ (j) , t = 0, ∆α = 0,
∆β = 0, ∆ξ = 0 and ∆ζ = 0 into (9) and then calculate (8).
2. Recalculate r3 and r4 by by substituting α(j) , β(j) , ξ (j) , ζ (j) and
the values of ∆α, ∆β, ∆ξ and ∆ζ from Step 1 into (9) and then
recalculate (8).
Once we have a search direction we take the maximum step size τ ∈ (0, 1)
such that 0 ≤ α(j) + τ ∆α ≤ 1, ξ (j) + τ ∆ξ ≥ 0 and ζ (j) + τ ∆ζ ≥ 0. This
method of finding the step size is called simple dampening. Other step
lengths exist (see Mészáros, 1997). Once the step size τ is found we update
our values using
α(j+1) = α(j) + (1 − ε)τ ∆α
β (j+1) = β (j) + (1 − ε)τ ∆β
(10)
ξ (j+1) = ξ (j) + (1 − ε)τ ∆ξ
ζ (j+1) = ζ (j) + (1 − ε)τ ∆ζ
The factor (1 − ε) is included to ensure numerical feasibility. At each iteration we reduce t using
t=

(α(j)T ζ (j) +(1−α(j) )T ξ(i) )(1−τ +ε)
n(10+τ )2

(11)

We stop when
α(j)T ζ (j) + (1 − α(j) )T ξ (j)
≤ δ.
1 (j)T
VVT α(j) + 1T α(j) + 1T ξ (j)
2α

(12)

for some tolerance δ > 0.
3.2

Iteration Cost

For support vector machines it is common to have K, d ≪ n. All steps are
less than cubic in the number of operations so we can effectively ignore
costs that do not involve n.
The main cost in IPMs for support vector classification is solving systems of
the form VVT a = b. Forming VVT explicitly is expensive both computationally and in terms of storage. If we form VVT explicitly then factorising
VVT + D requires O(n3 ) operations and O(n2 ) storage. Much cheaper
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alternatives include use of the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula and
product form Cholesky factorisation. Each require O(nK 2 ) operations and
O(nK) storage. The Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula is
(VVT + D)−1 = D−1 − D−1 V(I + VT D−1 V)−1 VT D−1 .

(13)

Note that I + VT D−1 V is generally positive definite and can be factorised efficiently using Cholesky factorisation in O(K 3 ) operations. However the main cost in calculating (13) is calculating VT D−1 V which requires O(nK 2 ) operations. Product form Cholesky factorisation is more
numerically stable but its description is more involved. Details on this approach are given in Fine & Scheinberg (2001).
3.3

Number of iterations

The overall complexity of the algorithm greatly depends on the number of
iterations before convergence criteria are satisfied. The number of iterations
depends on the choice of starting point, the method used to find the search
direction, the step-size used to find the next iterate and how the parameter
t is reduced. It can be shown that a naı̈vely coded IPM with a Newton predictor corrector step direction gives a theoretical bound of O(n) iterations
for convergence (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2001). State of √
the art algorithms
have been shown to have a worst case complexity of O( n). However, extensive numerical experience shows that the number of iterations for IPMs
is almost constant. See, for example, Fine & Scheinberg (2001).

4
4.1

Comparisons
Kernels and Settings

For comparisons three kernels were used: the linear kernel defined by K(s, t) =
sT t; the radial basis kernel given by K(s, t) = exp{−γks − tk2 } for some
γ > 0; and the penalised spline kernel using a additive truncated linear
spline basis as defined by
K(s, t) =

Kj
d X
X
j=1 k=1

(sj − κjk )+ (tj − κjk )+ .

(14)

where, for 1 ≤ k ≤ Kj , κjk is the kth knot for the jth predictor. The
various choices were made as follows:
• Kj = 20 knots for each predictor and κjk equal to the (k + 1)/(Kj +
2)th sample quantile of the unique predictor values.
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TABLE 1. Average computation times in seconds for the 4 dimensional ‘skin
of the orange’ classification example using two MATLAB implementations of the
interior point method FULL and SMW and direct quadratic programming (QP)
over 50 trials. (Standard deviations are given in brackets.)
n=200
n=1,000
n=5,000

QP
0.49 (0.00)
68.51 (4.43)
9210.57 (347.05)*

FULL
0.53 (0.00)
4.95 (0.46)
511.76 (12.54)

SMW
0.05 (0.01)
0.50 (0.05)
3.98 (0.19)

QP
SM W

9.80
137.02
2314.21

F U LL
SM W

10.06
9.90
128.58

*Note that only 10 trials were used for this case.

• linear and intercept terms were unpenalised for the penalised spline
so that
X = [1 xi1 . . . xid ]1≤i≤n
while only the intercept term was unpenalised when using the radial
basis function and linear kernels.
• γ = 1/d, the default in the svm() function of the R package e1071.
• each input variable was standardised.
Note that the svm() function in R only allows for the case where only the
intercept term is unpenalised. For the above case we would probably resort
to standard convex quadratic programming software such as that provided
by the quadprog package in R.
4.2

Timing Comparisons

We compared the computation times of two different MATLAB implementations of the IPM described in Section 3 with the R package quadprog
(Weingessel & Turlach, 2004) which has a C engine room for penalised
spline support vector classifiers. The two different implementations differed
in the method used to ‘invert’ VVT + D. The first implementation ‘inverts’
VVT + D using MATLAB’s inbuilt \ (backslash) operator (FULL) while the
second implementation ‘inverts’ VVT + D using the Sherman-MorrisonWoodbury formula (13). MATLAB implementations terminated when the duality gap was smaller than 10−8 . The data correspond to the 4 dimensional
‘skin of the orange’ simulation study described in Section 12.3.4 of Hastie,
Tibshirani & Friedman (2001) but with varying sample sizes. The smoothing parameters λ1 , . . . , λd for the penalised spline SVC were chosen so that
each function has approximately 6 degrees of freedom.
The computations were performed on dual Opteron 2.0 GHz CPUs with
4 GB RAM and MATLAB version 7.01 and R version 2.0.0. The average
times and some ratios are shown in Table 1. The ratios are a better way
of comparing the three approaches, because they are less dependent on
changes in the computing environment. Nevertheless, the average times
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themselves give a real life aspect to the problem in that they indicate how
long a user would have to wait for classifications in 2005 using a typical
computing environment.
It is clear that huge time and storage savings can be obtained from using
custom built convex quadratic programming solvers for low-rank kernels.
In particular it has been possible to solve support vector classification problems with more than 106 training points , a task which would be practically
impossible for general convex quadratic programming problems.
4.3

Performance Comparisons

We also compared the performance of ‘standard’ and penalised spline support vector classifiers on some popular classification data sets. The smoothing (or ‘cost’) parameter for the linear and radial basis SVCs were chosen
via the best 10-fold cross-validation using λi = λ for all i and λ = 2−15,...,15
at 50 logarithmically spaced intervals.
Most datasets were obtained from
ftp://ftp.ics.uci.edu/pub/machine-learning-databases/
except Checker that was obtained from
ftp://ftp.cs.wisc.edu/math-prog/cpo-dataset/machine-learn/checker/
and the Skin (‘skin of the orange’) datasets were obtained from simulations
described in Section 12.3.4 of Hastie et al. (2001). The datasets Balance,
Bupa, Cmc, Haberman, Pid, Votes and Wbcd can be found in the subdirectories ./balance-scale, ./liver-disorders, ./cmc, ./haberman, ./pima-indiansdiabetes, ./voting-records and ./breast-cancer-wisconsin respectively.
Table 4.3 shows the average misclassification rates using 10- fold crossvalidation for each of the kernels used. Average misclassification rates were
also calculated based on 50 runs with random 25% and 40% subsets of
the data held back for testing. However these results were fairly similar to
Table 4.3 and so were not included.
It is seen from Table 4.3 that the classification performance of additive
penalised spline SVC is comparable with that of radial basis SVC. However,
the former has a clear advantage in terms of interpretability as illustrated
in Figure 1. Each panel shows the slice of the classification surface with
all other predictors at their average value. The vertical axes are [−4, 4] in
all panels to allow easier comparison of predictors. It is seen, for example,
that body mass index is more predictive than number of times pregnant.
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FIGURE 1. Visualisation of penalised spline support vector classifier for the Pima
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Abstract: The aim of this article is to set out a generic methodological framework for combining aggregated and individual level data for ecological inference
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1

Introduction

Ecological regression studies have a long history in epidemiology (Doll,
1980) as they aim to exploit observed spatial variations in disease rates
and investigate how these may be associated with area level measures summarising major determinants of health (see Elliott et al., 2000, for a wealth
of examples). Similarly, in the social or political sciences, ecological inference has been used to tease out factors influencing for example voting
behaviour or crime rates (King, 1997). Ecological studies typically use observational data collected on groups defined by geographical areas, such
data routinely arising through various types of census, national registers
or public health systems. In this article, we will illustrate the methods
developed in the epidemiological context and discuss in particular a case
study that is focussed on analysing the variation of limiting long-term illness (LLTI), a health outcome that is systematically recorded in the UK
census and which gives a useful ‘health snap shot’ of small areas.
In epidemiology, there have been two main contexts where ecological studies
have been used: environmental epidemiology where ‘physical’ risk factors
such as air pollution, chemical contamination of water or soil, and background radiations are of interest (e.g. Best et al., 2001), and social health
where the multiple aspects of deprivation and their influence on disease
risk and mortality have been investigated (e.g. Ben-Shlomo et al., 1996).
In both cases, it has been argued that characterising some risk factors at
an area level can be beneficial. Indeed, using area data for measuring some
environmental variables alleviates individual-level measurement error problems while providing a greater range of contrasts (Richardson and Monfort,
49
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2000); in other cases, the factors of interest like deprivation are themselves
only defined at a group level.
By their simple design, their use of routinely collected data and their exploitation of natural geographical contrasts, ecological regression studies
are appealing. Nevertheless, their interpretation is far from straightforward
due to the loss of information in only having aggregated data and no direct
link between exposure and outcome. In particular, if the interest is in using
such studies to make individual level inference on the effect of specific risk
factors, then a number of issues arise that have been commonly referred to
as the ecological fallacy. Under this general heading are grouped distinct
and interlinked reasons for having a different exposure-outcome relationship between group level data and individual level data. The types of bias
arising in ecological inference can be broadly categorised as: specification
bias, effect modification and different aspects of confounding (Richardson et
al. 1987, Piatadosi et al. 1988, Greenland and Morgenstern 1989, Richardson 1992, Greenland and Robins 1994, Wakefield 2003). Specification bias
arises when there is a non linear relationship between outcome and exposure that is not properly accounted for in the specification of the form of
the aggregated model. Confounders in ecological studies may be unmeasured area-level variables or factors which vary between individuals. These
may confound the baseline disease risk for groups or the effect of the risk
factor under study, creating interactions and effect modifications.
At the other end of the spectrum, observational data sets with individual
level information are collected in various types of surveys (including samples of anonymized census records) and large cohort studies. These data sets
provide valuable direct information on exposure-outcome relationships and
on a set of confounders, but as they commonly only sample a small number of individuals in each group/geographical area, they typically have low
power, in particular to investigate potential links with area level determinants and contextual effects. On the other hand, as discussed by Greenland
(2001) and Sheppard (2003), from the analysis of area level data only, it is
particularly difficult to distinguish between individual level and contextual
risks. Hence, there is a strong argument for developing methods that aim
to improve both ecological inference and small area inference from surveys
by combining aggregate and individual-level survey data.
The aim of this article is to set out a generic methodological framework
for doing this type of data integration, to illustrate some of the benefits in
terms of control of ecological bias and variance reduction using a simple
simulation set-up and finally to discuss some of the difficulties of performing
in practice such data integration on a case study concerned with LLTI.

2

Study designs

Let j = 1, ..., Ni denote individuals within groups i = 1, . . . , I, where i may
index, for example, time units, geographical (spatial) units, socioeconomic
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groups, etc. We denote the total population at risk, the number of cases
in group i and group level exposure(s) by Ni , yi and Zi respectively; individual dichotomous health outcomes and exposure(s) of interest by yij and
Xij respectively, and the baseline risk (possibly adjusted for known risk
factors such as age and sex) by λ0ij (individual-level) or Λ0i (group level).
Depending on the type and resolution of the available data, different designs have been distinguished when trying to study relationships between
risk factors and health outcomes (Richardson and Best, 2003).
In an individual design both exposure and health outcome data are measured at the individual level on the same set of subjects and the interest is
in estimating the individual effects linking Xij and yij . In a pure ecological design, the inference is focussed on the area level relationship between
Zi and yi . In a mixed design, group level outcomes are supplemented by
some individual outcome data and different types of exposure data are also
available. Mixed design analysis allows a richer range of questions to be
explored, for example, the aims may be:
1. Assessing how much information there is in the aggregated data about
the individual effects
2. Investigating how the inclusion of a small sample of individual data
can improve ecological inference, and conversely how inclusion of aggregate data can reduce the mean square error from an analysis of
individual level data alone
3. Investigating jointly the influence of individual and contextual effects
on the health outcome.

3

Aggregation of individual level models

In general, the functional form of the local dependence between the probability pij of binary outcome for individual j in group i and an exposure
Xij can be represented as: pij = g(λ0ij , Xij , β), j = 1, ..., Ni ,, where g()
is a suitable link function.
Assume that individual-level exposures and baseline risk are unknown and
that their joint probability distribution in the group i is given by fi (λ0 , X).
The marginal probability pi of health outcome for any individual in the
group i is then given by the integral of the individual’s conditional outcome
probability pij with respect to the joint within-group distribution of λ0 and
X. Throughout, we shall make the additional simplifying assumption that
the baseline risks and the exposures X are independent within the group,
so that their joint distribution is simply the product fi (λ0 )fi (X) where
fi (λ0 ) and fi (X) denote respectively the within-group distributions of λ0
and X. We thus obtain the expression:
ZZ
pi =
g(λ0 , X, β)fi (λ0 )fi (x)dλ0 dx
(1)
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Then, we model the number of cases yi in the group by
yi ∼ Bin(Ni , pi ).

(2)

Note that we are not insisting on the health outcome being rare and so a
Poisson approximation is not warranted. Throughout we use the binomial
model (2) for the likelihood of the aggregated data. A different likelihood
that involves instead a convolution model that conditions on known individual level exposures has been discussed at length by Wakefield (2004).
Several assumptions can be made in order to obtain an explicit expression
for (1) that can be combined with the binomial model (2) in order to
estimate the parameters of the link function g. We start by recalling some
simple cases where explicit integration can be carried out in (1).
3.1

Linear dose-effect relationship

Suppose that
g(λ0ij , Xij , β) = λ0ij + βXij ,

(3)

This formulation supposes that suitable constraints are operating on the
range of X and β, so that the function in (3) still defines a probability. Because of this, the linear model (3) has not been much used in epidemiology
and we include it here for reference. From (1) and (3), we obtain:
pi = Ei (λ0 ) + βEi (X)

(4)

where Ei (λ0 ) and Ei (X) represent the mean baseline risk and mean exposure respectively in group i. Note that it is then easy to combine (2) and
(4) to obtain direct estimates of β from aggregate data on the number of
cases and mean exposure per area for each of the covariates. Note further
that the linear form of (4) is preserved if an additional group level covariate
effect: ‘+γZi ’ is included in (3), with corresponding change to (4).
3.2

Exponential dose-effect relationship with normally
distributed exposure

A common form of dose-effect relationship used in epidemiology assumes
multiplicative effects of risk factors (here, for simplicity, Xij is univariate):
g(λ0ij , Xij , β) = λ0ij exp (βXij ) .

(5)

Substituting in (1), we obtain:
pi = Ei (λ0 )Ei (exp(βX)),

(6)

an expression that does not involve directly Ei (X). If X ∼ N (mi , s2i ),
we have: Ei (exp (βX)) = exp βmi + 0.5β 2 s2i . (Note that in the case of
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multivariate exposures, the full variance-covariance matrix of the joint exposure distribution enters here). In general, we can evaluate the expression
Ei (exp (βX)) for any distribution of X for which the moment generating
function (Laplace transform) is known explicitly, as was noted in Richardson et al (1987). Substituting in (6) with mi = Ei (X), we obtain as aggregated form of (1) in the Gaussian case

pi = Ei (λ0 ) exp 0.5β 2 s2i exp (βEi (X)) .
(7)

We see that in this case, the aggregated form for pi is also a function of the
within-area variance of the exposure variable (or the within-area covariance
matrix for multiple exposures). Neglecting this term thus leads to a biased
functional relation at the group level. This bias is often referred to as specification bias (see Richardson and Monfort, 2000, Wakefield, 2003). There are
some situations where this bias can become negligible (Plummer and Clayton, 1996). This is the case if either (i) s2i is small, or (ii) s2i hardly varies
with i and thus can be absorbed in a constant term. Essentially for (i) to
hold, the exposure has to be nearly uniform over the group which is rarely
the case, except if the group is small, whilst it is difficult for (ii) to hold
if the mean mi also varies between groups. Thus, it is important to have
some knowledge of the within-area (co)variance of the exposure(s), and to
input this into the specification of the dose-effect relationship at the group
level, especially since the terms s2i and Ei (X) are often correlated. Note
that calculations in the Gaussian case can be extended to other within-area
distributions for X (Wakefield and Salway, 2001). However, in general, the
moment generating function of X will involve higher order moments of the
within-area distribution of X and these would be hard to estimate. When
partial information on moments or on bounds of the covariate distribution is available, some progress can also be made by resorting to maximum
entropy approximation of the covariate distribution (Cressie et al., 2004).
Finally, note that additional group level covariates Zi can be incorporated
multiplicatively in (5), which then becomes: λ0ij exp (βXij ) exp (γZi ) with
corresponding multiplicative term in (7).
3.3

Logit link with binary and continuous covariate (normally
distributed)

We now consider a more realistic situation where a mix of binary and continuous exposures are of interest, a case that has been considered in detail
by Jackson et al. (2005). For simplicity, we shall restrict our discussion to
the case where the health outcome of individual j in group i is influenced by
(1)
(2)
one binary variable, Xij , and one continuous variable Xij , but extension
to several dichotomous covariates is straightforward. In our case:


(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
g(λ0ij , Xij , Xij , α, β) = expit λ0ij + αXij + βXij .
(8)
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Here, we have used the natural logit link to model the dependance between
pij and the covariates, with expit(x) = exp(x)/(1 + exp(x)). In contrast
to 3.1 and 3.2, no constraints are necessary. Note that in the formulation
(8), we have not included any contextual variables that could explain the
between group variability of the baseline λ0ij . The logistic formulation
could be extended to include these.
To obtain an explicit expression for pi , we perform the integral (1) over the
distribution of each exposure and the baseline risk using the link specified
in (8). We assume that the probability of binary exposure within area i is
a constant φi and that the two exposures are independent. By summing
over the two unknown values x = 0, 1 of the binary exposure, we obtain:
pi = q0i (1 − φi ) + q1i φi

(9)

where q0i is the marginal probability of outcome for an individual who is
not exposed to the binary covariate and similarly, q1i is the equivalent for
an exposed individual, both given by:
Z
q0i =
expit(λ0 + βx)fi (λ0 )fi (x)dλ0 dx
(10)
Z
q1i =
expit(λ0 + α + βx)fi (x)fi (λ0 )dλ0 dx.
(11)
Further assumptions are necessary to proceed. By reference to the discussion of (7), if both the baseline risk and the continuous covariate are
constant within area, with values Λ0i and mi respectively, we obtain:
q0i = expit(Λ0i + βmi )

(12)

q1i = expit(Λ0i + α + βmi ).

(13)

These equations are often used even when the covariate is not constant,
leading to an aggregate model that is misspecified. We refer to this model
as the naı̈ve ecological model. In general, as the covariate is not constant
within each area, we need to integrate over its distribution fi . By reference
to Section 2.2, we assume that the baseline is constant within area, Λ0i ,
(2)
and that Xij ∼ N (mi , s2i ). We use a probit approximation to the logit
link function to obtain instead of (12) and (13) (Jackson et al, 2005):
n
o
q0i = expit (1 + c2 β 2 s2i )−1/2 (Λ0i + βmi )
(14)
n
o
q1i = expit (1 + c2 β 2 s2i )−1/2 (Λ0i + α + βmi )
(15)
√
where c = 16 3/(15π). The use of (14) and (15) corresponds to a well
specified ecological model, in contrast to the naı̈ve model of (12) and (13).
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Modelling of the baseline risk

The baseline risk of disease typically depends on the age and sex of the
individual, and possibly other factors such as genetic susceptibility. The
baseline risk will therefore vary from individual to individual, a concept
that is often termed ‘frailty’ in survival analysis. Baseline risk is also likely
to vary from group to group. For example, groups defined by small areas are
likely to share similar lifestyle and unobserved environmental or contextual
factors that may lead to between-group variations in Λ0i .
The simplest form of between-group variability is to suppose that the Λ0i
are exchangeable between the groups, in other words that all the Λ0i come
from a common distribution and are independent:
Λ0i ∼ p(φλ ), independently for i = 1, . . . , I.
Examples of commonly adopted parametric forms for p(φλ ) are a Gaussian
or a Student t-distribution with a chosen small degree of freedom. In both
cases, φλ consists of a mean and a variance parameter.
The simple exchangeable structure is appropriate if there is no reason to
suspect that some of the groups are more closely related than others in
terms of their baseline risk. In many ecological designs though, the structure
of the group renders this assumption implausible, in particular if the groups
represent temporal or spatial units. A spatial (or temporal) structure for the
Λ0i can then be built by using a decomposition Λ0i = λ0 + νi , where νi is a
spatially structured process, constrained to have zero mean over the areas.
Typically, the specification of νi will be based on a definition of ‘closeness’
between areas encoded by a neighbourhood structure: commonly, i ∼ i′
when the areas i and i′ are contiguous. Then, a frequently-used model of
spatial dependence, referred to as an intrinsic or conditional autoregressive
(CAR) model, specifies the distribution of νi by:
p(νi |νi′ , i′ 6= i) ∼ N (ν i , σ 2 /ni )

P
where σ 2 is an unknown variance parameter and ν i =
νi /ni , ni
si′ ∼iP
denotes the number of neighbours of area i, and we impose that
νi = 0.
The CAR model has been extensively used in disease mapping studies
concerned with rare diseases after its introduction by Besag et al (1991).
The resulting estimates of the {Λ0i } borrow strength from the neighbouring
areas and are smoothed towards a local mean.

4

Combining aggregated and individual level data

Once the aggregated model has been derived from individual level specification, it is reasonably straightforward to combine it with a sample of
individual level information. For example, the ecological regression model
defined by the binomial distribution (2) together with (14) and (15), can
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be combined with (8) (where the base line is Λ0i ). The models will have in
common the parameters α, β and Λ0i . The ecological data will consist of
(1)
values for yi , Ni , the proportion X̄i of people with dichotomous covariate
taking the value 1, and values for mi and s2i (the model could be easily
extended to include instead a sample of values of the continuous covariate
(2)
modelled as Xij ∼ N (mi , s2i )). The individual data will consist of a sample
(1)

(2)

of values of yij , Xij , Xij . Note that it is not necessary to have individual
data available on all the units for which there are aggregated data.
As discussed previously, different models can be used to borrow information across the areas to estimate the baseline risks Λ0i . In this particular
case, we suppose that the Λ0i are exchangeable and follow a normal distribution. Once the individual and ecological regression have been specified, a
Bayesian hierarchical model is then used to carry out the data integration.
Care has to be taken when choosing the priors for α, β and for the mean
and variance of the exchangeable distribution for log Λ0i , as standard flat
priors would lead to marginal priors for pij that are biased toward 0 or 1.
Normal priors for α, β with suitable variances, a logistic prior for the mean
of the random effect and an inverse Gamma for the variance were chosen
(see Jackson et al., 2005 for full details).
Some of the benefits of integrating ecological and individual level data are
illustrated in Table 1, which reports part of the results of a comprehensive
simulation study. The results correspond to averages over 50 simulated
data sets with I = 100 groups of Ni = 1000 individuals, α = log(2) = 0.69,
β = log(2.3) = 0.8, a 95% sampling interval for the baseline disease risk Λ0i
(1)
of (0.07, 0.14) and values for X̄i equally spaced between 0 and 0.2 (this
narrow range is challenging for the analysis but realistic if for example,
(1)
(2)
Xi represents smoking). The simulated data for Xij are illustrated in
(2)

Figure 2, which represents the within-area distribution of Xij for each of
the 100 areas. Note that there is a small negative correlation (-0.3) between
(2)
mi and s2i . Within each group i, Xij are fixed to be 100 equally spaced
quantiles of N (mi , s2i ).
Altogether, we see in Table 1 that the risk estimate β related to the continuous covariate is well estimated, even with a naı̈vely specified model. This
may well reflect the fact that the between-area variation in mean exposure
to the continuous covariate is reasonably large compared with the within
area variance, and so the ecological data contains a reasonable amount of
information. However, in view of the narrow range of proportion exposed
to the dichotomous covariate, there is little information in the ecological
data to estimate it. We see that the risk estimate α is indeed estimated
altogether with wider uncertainty. When using the naı̈ve ecological model,
it is clearly underestimated and there is a marked improvement when the
information of the individual sample is integrated, in particular with the
naı̈ve ecological model. Individual data alone leads to risk estimates with
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TABLE 1. Posterior mean and posterior SD of the risk estimates, (average over
50 replicates). True values α = 0.69 β = 0.8.

Model
Ecological (naı̈ve)
Combined (naı̈ve)
Ecological (well specified)
Combined (well specified)
Individual data only

Sample
0
10
0
10
10

α(SD)
0.58 (0.32)
0.66 (0.24)
0.62 (0.33)
0.65 (0.24)
0.64 (0.29)

β(SD)
0.78 (0.09)
0.79 (0.09)
0.81 (0.10)
0.81 (0.10)
0.81 (0.22)

sizeable intervals, while the combined models (naı̈ve and well specified) give
both narrower intervals and small bias.
Other cases were simulated corresponding to the more complex situation of
correlated exposures (i.e. a different within group distribution of the continuous covariate following the value of the dichotomous one) or an additional
interaction term for the effect of both exposures on pij . In each case, even
with appropriate modification of the specification of the aggregated model,
the information in the ecological data alone is limited and combining with a
sample of individual level values reduces the bias (see Jackson et al., 2005).

5

Ecological Analysis of the risk factors for Limiting
Long-Term Illness

To illustrate some of the ideas discussed above in a real application, we
carry out an ecological study of the prevalence of limiting long-term illness
(LLTI) among men aged between 40 and 59 years of age in London, UK.
It was the only health outcome systematically recorded in the 1991 census,
using the question “Does the person have any long-term illness, health
problem or handicap which limits his/her daily activities or the work he/she
can do. Include problems which are due to old age”. Its interpretation has
been discussed by Cohen et al. (1995), who found it to be correlated with
several illnesses such as arthritis, asthma, chronic bronchitis, heart disease
or diabetes. Note that here we restrict our attention to middle aged men.
Aggregate data on limiting long-term illness, age, sex and ethnicity for all
761 electoral wards in London are taken from the UK census in 1991. This
excludes some wards with very small resident population. From the census,
characterisation of the socio-economic deprivation of each ward can also be
obtained. We have chosen to use the classical Carstairs deprivation index
(Carstairs and Morris, 1991) based on rates of male unemployment, car
ownership, low social class and household overcrowding. Estimates of the
mean household income, in UK pounds, for each ward are obtained from the
ACORN consumer classification database (CACI, Limited). We also have
small samples of individual-level data available from the Health Survey
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for England (HSE) (Department of Health, U.K., http://www.dh.gov.uk),
including limiting long-term illness, age, sex, ethnicity, and income. Individual ward identifiers were made available under a special arrangement
with the data providers. Individual-level data are available from 255 wards,
with 1–9 observations per ward (median 1.6). Thus, in this case the individual data is very sparse and does not cover all the wards for which the
aggregated data are available. We are interested in characterising the effect
of ethnicity and income on LLTI, and to investigate whether there is a
residual contextual effect of area-level deprivation.
The basic individual logistic model that we consider is given by:
(1)

(2)

logit(pij ) = Λ0i + γZi + αXij + βXij .

(16)

(1)

where Zi characterises the deprivation of the ward, Xij is ethnicity (di(2)

chotomous white/non white) and Xij is log income. Since the analysis
is restricted to one sex and age class, it seems reasonable to assume that
the baseline is the same for all individuals in the group. The variability of
Λ0i quantifies the remaining contextual or environmental sources of heterogeneity of LLTI prevalence. The naı̈ve, well specified ecological models and
the combined models are derived along the lines of Section 4. Exchangeable normal random effects were used for Λ0i . One additional modification
to the combined model was rendered necessary in view of the discrepancy
between the overall prevalence of LLTI as reported by the census and the
HSE: 15% and 26% respectively among men aged 40 to 59 years. Cohen et
al. (1995) found a similar discrepancy between census and survey data on
LLTI in Scotland. A constant increment of 0.7 is thus added to the logit
baseline of the individual-level component in the combined model.
An exploratory analysis of the between-group variability of the aggregate
covariates indicate a somewhat similar pattern between the wards, with
wards with a higher proportion of non white tending to have low average income, both covariates being also linked to the prevalence of LLTI,
and contextual variables such as the deprivation index, (see Figure 1).
Log household income has a wide within-area variability compared to its
between-area variability (Figure 2), although the variance is approximately
constant between areas, which may prevent specification bias when withinarea variability is ignored, as discussed in Section 3.2.
Results of the fit of a variety of models are summarised in Table 2. The
individual analysis indicates a negative effect of non-white ethnicity and a
negative effect of income on the risk of LLTI (first line of Table 2), but the
power is low and the interval estimates are wide and inconclusive for the
effect of non-white ethnicity. The coefficients α and β are not changed when
area-level deprivation is included in the analysis of the individual data, but
this is to be expected as the data are very sparse in each ward. On the other
hand, at the aggregate level, the inclusion of deprivation has a marked influence on the estimates of the coefficients α and β, indicating substantial
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unmeasured confounding if contextual variables are not included. Once deprivation is included in the model of the baseline, the estimates for α and β
become more compatible between the individual and well specified ecological model, in the sense that interval estimates overlap. The combined model
estimates are little changed from the well specified ecological model in this
case due to the sparsity of the individual level data. Non-white ethnicity
and income are clearly associated with LLTI, in opposite directions. Future
work in this area should address design issues, to maximise the amount of
information available in the individual-level data.
We were further interested in characterising the pattern of the residual
baseline rate across the wards. Figure 3 shows a map of these residual
risks for London wards, for the combined model of Table 2, after adjusting
for area-level deprivation. A spatial pattern appears quite clearly, suggesting that fitting spatial random effects as described in Section 3.4 rather
than an exchangeable normal model for the baseline is appropriate. When
this spatial correlation is modelled, the coefficients of ethnicity and log
income are moderately altered but association stays significant. The estimated spatially-correlated baseline rates are represented in the map of
Figure 4. The baseline pattern is smoothed with comparison to Figure 3.
The posterior mean Deviance Information Criterion (Spiegelhalter et al.,
2003) of the spatial model is 5915, compared to 5982 for the model with
exchangeable baselines, indicating that the spatial model gives a significant
improvement in fit.
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standard deviation of the spatially-correlated random effects.

Model
Individual
Individual
Ecological (naı̈ve)
Ecological (naı̈ve)
Ecological (well specified)
Ecological (well specified)
Combined (well specified)
Combined (well specified)
Combined (spatial)
Combined (spatial)
Model
Individual
Individual
Ecological (naı̈ve)
Ecological (naı̈ve)
Ecological (well specified)
Ecological (well specified)
Combined (well specified)
Combined (well specified)
Combined (spatial)
Combined (spatial)

Non-white ethnicity
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Deprivation
–
-0.022(-0.032,0.074)
–
0.068 (0.063, 0.074)
–
0.066 (0.061, 0.072)
–
0.067 (0.061, 0.073)
–
0.060 (0.050, 0.067)

SD(Λ0i )
0.17 (0.053, 0.56)
0.18 (0.052, 0.64)
0.24 (0.23, 0.26)
0.17 (0.16, 0.18)
0.33 (0.30, 0.35)
0.18 (0.16, 0.19)
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Abstract: Now that the human genome has been sequenced, emphasis is shifting
toward the identification and characterization of all the functional elements in the
genome. This work is crucial for identifying the causal variants that confer inherited susceptibility to complex disease, as well as variable sensitivity to drugs and
other environmental factors. One approach is first to identify functional elements
based on the presence of variability that results in expression level differences.
This will identify functionally variable regions that are likely to contribute to
complex and quantitative phenotypes and disorders in human populations. The
Dermitzakis group at the Sanger Institute is focussing on the identification of
allelic variants that modulate the spatial and temporal patterns of gene expression in humans. To achieve this, they are associating primary nucleotide variation
with gene expression variation.
Expression levels are often monitored using microarrays, typically either two-color
spotted arrays or oligo arrays such as those from Affymetrix. The low-level analysis of such arrays has provided some challenging statistical problems. In this talk
I will discuss the low-level analysis of data obtained from the Illumina expression
platform, which is based on a bead technology. After describing the system, I will
focus on the issues of background correction and normalization using bead-level
data. Results from Dermitzakis lab experiments will be described.
Keywords: Expression, variation

An extended version of this paper will be made available to delegates at
the conference.
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Abstract: This paper points out that a full likelihood analysis of finite population survey data is possible without any approximating population or superpopulation model, using the empirical likelihood (Hartley and Rao 1968, Royall 1968,
Owen 1988). Further, this analysis can be fruitfully extended to a full Bayes
analysis using a Dirichlet prior (Hartley and Rao 1968, Rubin 1981), allowing
straightforward posterior distribution computation for even complex parametric
functions defined over the finite population.
Keywords: Finite population; survey sampling; empirical likelihood; Dirichlet
prior; Bayesian bootstrap.

1

Introduction

In the field of official statistics with large-scale official surveys, explicit
models are generally avoided, and analysis is based on the “design-based”
concept of the sampling distribution of estimators over the hypothetical
replication of the survey design, that is of the sample selection indicators,
rather than over the distribution of the response variables. Modern treatments of design-based analysis (for example Särndal, Swenson and Wretman 1992) do employ models, but only as a guide to the choice of a suitable
estimator: the analysis is not based on this model since it might not hold in
the finite population. The preferred analysis uses design-based probability
calculations which are independent of, and unaffected by, any population
model assumption.
It is remarkable that the likelihood formulation of finite population analysis
was given more than 30 years ago by Hartley and Rao (1968) and Royall
(1968). It appears to have been overlooked subsequently, perhaps because
of the severe computations required at the time, but it has recently been
revived following the fundamental work on empirical likelihood by Owen
(1988, 2000), though Lindsey (1974) had earlier used the empirical likelihood for assessing competing parametric models for survey data. Owen’s
69
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work has been applied to finite population sampling by Chen and Qin
(1993), Chen and Sitter (1999) and Zhong and Rao (2000), among others.
Owen considered empirical likelihood in the usual repeated-sampling frequentist framework. Rubin (1981) elaborated the Bayesian approach of
Hartley and Rao (1968) using a Dirichlet prior, to develop the Bayesian
bootstrap, a close analogue of the usual bootstrap resampling from a given
sample.
The recent dramatic increases in desktop computing power have made
the Bayesian bootstrap (called here Bbootstrap) approach an extremely
powerful tool for finite population inference. In particular, the Bbootstrap
sampling of the complex parametric functions required in clustered and
stratified samples provides posterior distributions giving direct and precise inferential answers to population parameter questions even in small
samples, whereas both classical survey sampling and empirical likelihood
analyses depend on asymptotic arguments for their validity.
Further, the contentious issue of weighting in stratified designs is simply
resolved in this approach by a careful specification of the finite population
parameters relevant to the inferential questions of interest.
In the remainder of this paper we discuss and illustrate the formulation of
empirical likelihoods and posterior distributions for finite population parameters; we give examples of simple and stratified sample designs. Section 2
formulates the implicit multinomial model underlying the finite population,
and gives the empirical likelihood and its maximum likelihood analysis for
a simple random sample. Section 3 gives the Bayes formulation with a uniform Dirichlet prior and discusses sampling from the Dirichlet posterior.
Section 4 extends the analysis to stratified samples with disproportionate
strata sampling proportions. Section 5 has discussion and conclusions.

2

The implicit multinomial model

Consider a population of size N in which a response variable of interest
Y takes the values Y1∗ , ..., YN∗ . We draw a simple random sample of size n,
and obtain sample values y1∗ , ..., yn∗ . We assume here and subsequently that
the sample size n is small compared to the population size N so that finite
population corrections are negligible. The assumption made here holds in
most large-scale official surveys, to which our interest is mainly directed.
What inference can be drawn about the population mean? We define
µ=

N
X

YI∗ /N.

I=1

The values yi∗ are observed to a finite measurement precision, which we may
apply without loss of generality to the entire population. The population
values YI∗ are thus discrete, on a finite grid of D distinct values which we
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denote by YJ , J = 1, ..., D. We may conceptually tabulate the population
by these distinct values, with YJ having frequency NJ . Define pJ = NJ /N ;
then pJ is the population proportion at YJ , and the population mean can
be expressed as
D
X
µ=
pJ YJ .
J=1

The sample values can be correspondingly tabulated, with nJ being the
number of values of YJ observed in the sample. Unobserved values of YJ
have nJ = 0, and the number of distinct sample values is d.
We now regard the pJ as unknown population parameters; the multinomial
(empirical) likelihood of the sample values is
L(p1 , ...pD ) =

D
Y

pnJ J .

J=1

PD
The parameter of interest is the mean µ =
J=1 pJ YJ , with the pJ as
PD
nuisance parameters subject to pJ ≥ 0, J=1 pJ = 1.
2.1

Maximum empirical likelihood (MEL) analysis

Maximizing the empirical likelihood, and computing the profile likelihood
in µ, was considered by Owen (1988). Using a Lagrange multiplier, he
maximized
X
X
U = log L − λ(
pJ YJ − µ) − θ(
pJ − 1)
J

giving

J

∂U
nJ
=
− λYJ − θ = 0
∂pJ
pJ

and after simplification
p̂J = nJ /[n + λ(YJ − µ)] = p̃J /[1 + λ(YJ − µ)/n]
where p̃J = nJ /n is the sample proportion at YJ . The multiplier λ =
λ(µ) has to be determined by numerical methods, Newton-Raphson or grid
search, subject to the constraint that p̂J ≥ 0, implying
−n/(ymax − µ) ≤ λ(µ) ≤ n/(µ − ymin ).
The profile empirical likelihood can be computed over a grid of values of µ,
and (remarkably) the classical asympotic χ2 distribution applies to profile
likelihood inference about µ, so that
−2 log[P L(µ)/P L(µ̂)] ∼→ χ21 .
However sample sizes needed for this result to hold accurately may be larger
than for parametric profile likelihoods.
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2.2

Bayesian bootstrap analysis

We add to the multinomial model a prior distribution on the multinomial
parameters. Hartley and Rao (1968) and Rubin (1981) used the conjugate
Dirichlet prior:
π(p1 , ..., pD ) =

D
Y

paJJ −1 /C(a1 , ...aD )

J=1

over the D-dimensional simplex pJ ≥ 0,
is the normalizing constant:

PD

J=1

pJ = 1, where C(a1 , ...aD )

D
D
X
Y
C(a1 , ...aD ) = Γ(
aJ )/
Γ(aJ ).
1

1

The posterior distribution is again Dirichlet:
π(p1 , ..., pD |y) =

D
Y

pnJ J +aJ −1 /C(n1 + a1 , ..., nD + aD ).

1

Simulation of the posterior distribution of µ is now direct, by generation of
(m)
M realizations m = 1, ..., M of {pJ } from the posterior distribution, and
the computation of
D
X
(m)
µ(m) =
pJ YJ .
1

The generation of the D Dirichlet random variables for each realization is
straightforward (Owen 2000 p. 189): we generate D independent U (0, 1)
values UJ , transform them to D gammaPvariables GJ with parameters 1
and nJ + aJ , and then define pJ = GJ / J GJ .
Simulation is not restricted to the mean µ – we can simulate any parametric
function of the pJ – the variance or standard deviation and higher moments
are just as simple.
2.3

Example

The following simple random sample of n = 40 values of family income Y
(in hundreds of 1962 dollars) at birth of a child come from the STATLAB
population (Hodges, Krech and Crutchfield 1975) of N = 1296 families:
----------------------------------------------Family incomes for random sample of 40 families
(hundreds of dollars)
----------------------------------------------26 35 38 39 42 46 47 47 47 52 53 55 55 56
58 60 60 60 60 60 65 65 67 67 69 70 71 72
75 77 80 81 85 93 96 104 104 107 119 120
-----------------------------------------------
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FIGURE 1. Empirical and parametric likelihoods

Conventional parametric modelling of the income distribution would use a
lognormal or gamma distribution for these right-skewed income values: the
lognormal model requires a non-linear parameter transformation and profiling over the variance parameter, while the gamma model requires profiling
over the degrees of freedom parameter. Details are given in (for example)
Aitkin, Francis and Hinde (2005). Asymptotic 95% profile-likelihood-based
confidence intervals for the mean are [60.4, 75.5] for the lognormal and
[60.4, 74.7] for the gamma.
The profile empirical likelihood for the mean is shown in Figure 1, together
with parametric profile likelihoods assuming gamma and lognormal distributions for income (solid line – empirical, dashed line – gamma, dotted line
– lognormal).
The agreement with the gamma profile likelihood is very close, that with
the lognormal less so. The profile empirical likelihood-based asymptotic
95% confidence interval for the mean is [60.5, 74.4] which is slightly shorter
than the gamma interval.
We show in Figure 2 a normal kernel density estimate for the mean, from
a simulation of size M = 10, 000, using a bandwidth of 1.0.
The posterior density is very close in shape to the empirical likelihood, with
only very mild skew. The 95% equal-tailed credible interval is [60.6, 74.2];
it is very close to the empirical profile likelihood interval, but is slightly
shorter.
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FIGURE 2. Posterior density, income mean

The posterior distribution used a flat prior distribution (aJ = 1, ∀ J); a
justification for this is given in Section 5.

3

Stratified sampling

This analysis is very simply extended to stratified sampling. Suppose the
population is stratified by a factor into K levels, with selection probabilities
pk in stratum k. If these are not equal, the strata with larger pk are oversampled relative to those with smaller pk , and have to be downweighted in
estimating the overall population mean.
The observed distinct data values in stratum k are now YJk with frequencies
P
nJk and stratum sub-population proportions πJk P
at YJk , where J πJk =
1. The sub-population mean in stratum k is µk = J πJk YJk ; the posterior
distribution of µk can be simulated using only the observations in stratum
k as for the single population mean with simple random sampling. The
overall population mean is
P
µk /pk
µ = Pk
;
k 1/pk
the strata means, not the observations, are weighted by the inverse of the
stratum selection probabilities. The simulated values of the µk are simply
combined by the sampling weights to give the simulated posterior distribution of µ.
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Discussion

Since even in large samples many of the positive values of nJ will be 1
or a small integer, the choice of a prior is more important than usual in
parsimonious parametric models. We propose the use of a flat prior with
aJ = 1. This contrasts with Rubin’s use of the prior with aJ = 0. The
latter prior gives infinite spikes in the posterior for population proportions
πJ corresponding to unobserved YJ with nJ = 0. This requires an additional prior specification that unobserved values in the sample have zero
probability in the population: nJ = 0 → πJ = 0, and only the observed
values can have non-zero posterior support. A second consequence of this
prior is that for YJ with nJ = 1, the posterior is flat in πJ – observing one
YJ tells us nothing about πJ , and for posterior information on πJ we need
at least two observations at YJ .
Rubin (1981 pp. 133-4) highlights the difficulty with this approach:
“... First, is it reasonable to use a model specification that effectively assumes all possible distinct values of [Y ] have been observed?
“... Second, even assuming all distinct values of [Y ] have been observed, is
it reasonable to assume a priori independent parameters, constrained only
to sum to 1, for these values? If two values of [Y ] are ‘close’, isn’t it often
realistic to assume that the associated probabilities of their occurrence
should be similar? Shouldn’t the parameters be smoothed in some way?”
The uniform prior avoids these difficulties – nJ = 0 tells us nothing about
πJ – but requires a larger computation since all possible values of YJ will
now be involved in the posterior computation; minimum possible and maximum possible values of Y are required. It also corresponds exactly to the
finite population sampling approach where nothing is assumed about the
nature of the distinct values of Y . In particular, the fact that a certain
YJ has been observed in the sample says nothing, in the survey sampling
approach, about the existence in the population of YJ−1 or YJ+1 , or about
their proportions. Rubin’s smoothness argument is itself a statement of
prior belief; the actual finite population of income values does not show
any such smoothness (Figure 3).
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Abstract: Parameter estimation in generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) is
highly challenging due to the problem of analytically intractable integrated likelihood. In this paper we propose to use Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) approach to
approximate the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) in GLMM. Particulary,
the sequential number-theoretic optimization (SNTO) approach is proposed to
calculate the MLE. Numerical comparison to existing approaches is made through
analyzing the infamous salamander mating data and conducting simulation studies.
Keywords: Generalized linear mixed models; Quasi-Monte Carlo technique;
Salamander data; Sequential number-theoretic optimization.

1

Generalized Linear Mixed Models

Generalized linear mixed models (GLMMs) are a natural extension of the
generalized linear models (GLMs) and linear mixed models (LMMs), which
takes into account the possible correlation and variation from different
sources. GLMMs are already widely used in a variety of areas, particulary, in longitudinal studies or repeated measurements (see, Breslow and
Clayton, 1993). Another testament to the growing popularity of GLMMs
is their inclusion in many statistical software such as SAS, GENSTAT, R,
STATA, etc.
Suppose that yi (i = 1, . . . , n) are the observed responses. Let xi be an
(p × 1) covariate vectors corresponding to the (p × 1) fixed effects β; and
zi be an (q × 1) covariate vector corresponding to the (q × 1) unobservable
random effects b. Conditional on the random effects bi , the responses yi are
independent and follow an exponential family of distributions
f (yi |b; β) = exp{[yi ξi − b(ξi )]/ai (φ) + c(yi , φ)}
which has the means and variances:
E(yi |b) = µi

var(yi |b) = φa−1
i v(µi )

and
77

(1)
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respectively, where ai is a prior weight, φ is a scalar parameter, ξi is the natural parameter and v(.) is the variance function. The definition of GLMMs
is completed by introducing a monotonic differentiable link function g(.),
which links the conditional expectation µi to the linear predictor through
ηi = x′i β + zi′ bi . Let
µ = (µ1 , . . . , µn )′ , η = (η1 , . . . , ηn )′ , g(µ) = {g(µ1 ), . . . , g(µn )}′ .
In matrix notation, GLMMs can be written into
g(µ) = Xβ + Zb,

(2)

where the matrices X and Z have rows x′i and zi′ (i = 1, 2, . . . , n).
The random effects bi are usually assumed to be normally distributed with
mean zero and covariance matrix Σ(θ), i.e., b ∼ N (0, Σ(θ), where θ is
an (m × 1) vector of unknown variance components. The magnitude of θ
measures the degree of overdispersion and correlation among responses.The
quasi-likelihood function of (β, θ) in GLMMs thus takes the integrated form
Z
n
X
L(β, θ) = exp{ℓ(β, θ)} = exp{
ℓi (β, θ)} dF (b; θ)
(3)
i=1

where
ℓi (β, θ) ∝

Z

µi

yi

ai (yi − u)
du
φν(u)

(4)

determines the conditional log quasi-likelihood of β given b. In general, the
maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) L(β̂, θ̂) that maximize L(β, θ) in (3)
are difficult to obtain because L(β, θ) may involve high-dimensional analytically intractable integrals. In the literature penalized quasi-likelihood
(PQL) approach (Breslow and Clayton, 1993) and Gibbs sampling (Karim
and Zeger, 1992) were proposed to estimate the parameters. A recent technique of maximizing L(β, θ) is the Quasi-Monte Carlo Newton-Raphson
(QMC-NR) algorithm proposed by Pan and Thompson (2004). However,
this may happen to cause trapping in the local maximum or failing to converge. In this paper we propose to a simple algorithm, namely, sequential
number-theoretic optimization (SNTO) approximation to calculate MLEs
of parameters in GLMM.

2

Quasi-Monte Carlo technique

Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) method is a deterministic version of the classical Monte Carlo (MC) method, in the sense that the random samples
in MC method are replaced by well-chosen deterministic sequences. These
well-chosen points have the property that they tend to be evenly distributed throughout of the unit cub. A review of MC and QMC methods was
presented by Caflisch (1998).
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For numerical integration, let f (.) be an integrable function on the qdimensional unit cube C q = [0, 1)q . Consider the problem of multiple integral
Z
I(f ) =

f (x)dx

(5)

Cq

In crude Monte Carlo integration, we generate K independent random
samples {xk : 1 ≤ k ≤ K} from the uniform distribution on C q and then
approximate the integral (5) through
K
1 X
IˆK (f, PK ) =
f (xk )
K

(6)

k=1

From the strong law of large numbers IˆK (f, PK ) −→ I(f ) with probability one as K → ∞. Additionally, the central limit theorem assures that
IˆK (f, PK ) is asymptotically normally distributed when the sample size K
is large enough. The convergence rate for MC integration has an order
O(K −1/2 ), which is independent of the integral dimension. Nevertheless,
the Monte Carlo algorithm has several serious drawbacks (Niederreiter,
1992). In particular, one criticism of random draws is that they often do
not fill the sample space well and so multiple draws are needed (see Figure
1 for example). Also, even though the rate of convergence is independent
of the dimension, it is quit slow.
Quasi-Monte Carlo integration is a deterministic alternative to Monte Carlo
integration. In contrast to MC sequences, QMC sequences have the nice
property that they uniformly scattered throughout the unit cub. Hence,
QMC technique has faster convergence rate and less computational load
than MC technique, which is much more desirable. The reason behind this
is due to Koksma-Hlawka inequality, which states that
|I(f ) − IˆK (f, PK )| ≤ V (f )D(PK ),

(7)

where V (f ) is abounded total variation of f (.) over C q in the sense of Hardy
and Krause (Niderreiter, 1992). D(PK ) is a measure of the deviation from
uniform distribution, defined by
D(PK ) = sup |UK (x) − U (x)|,
x∈C q

where U (x) is the uniform distribution on C q and UK (x) is the empirical distribution of PK . D(PK ) is called discrepancy of the set PK and is
known as the Smirnov-Kolmokorov statistics in goodness-of-fit tests. The
Koksma-Hlawka inequality (7) separates the integration error bound into
two components. These components correspond to the integrand variation
V (f ), which is a constant as long as the function f (.) is given, and the
discrepancy D(PK ) of the sequence used in evaluation of the function f (.).
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The inequality suggests we should use a sequence with the smallest possible discrepancy in evaluating the function in order to achieve the smallest
possible error bound. It is widely believed that the smallest discrepancy
has the order O((log K)q−1 /K) (Fang and Wang, 1994). Hence, QMC approximation is converge more quickly than MC integration. Regarding the
construction of QMC sequences it can be found in Fang and Wang (1994)
and Niederreiter (1992).
For illustration, Figure 1 below compares two sets of 40 sequences from a
MC and a QMC points in the tow-dimensional unit square. The associated
discrepancy is given underneath each plot.
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It can be seen from Figure 1 that the QMC points are scattered more
uniformly on C 2 than the MC points.
QMC technique is useful not only for numerical integration but also to other
numerical problems such as optimization. Let D = [a, b] be a rectangle
closed and bounded in q-dimensional real space Rq and f (.) be a continues
function on D. Suppose that we want to find a global maximum M of f (.)
over D and the maxima x∗ in D, i.e,
M = f (x∗ ) = max f (x).
x∈D

(8)

The idea of the QMC for optimization is given as follows: taking an QMC
points PK = {xk : k = 1, ..., K} on D and finding MK and x∗K ∈ P such
that
(9)
MK = f (x∗K ) = max f (xk ).
1≤i≤K

x∗K

Then MK and
are approximation of M and x∗ . Since f (x) is continues
and D is closed and bounded, it is easy to show that MK → M as K → ∞.
Theoretical and practical results showed, unfortunately, that the convergence rate of MK to M is rather slow, which is of the order O(K −1/q logK)

1
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(Fang and Wang ,1994). In order to improve the efficiency, Fang and Wang
(1990) proposed the following SNTO approximation for optimization.
SNTO algorithm: suppose D is a rectangle [a, b] in q-dimensional space.
• Step 0 (initialization). Set t=0, D(0) = D, a(0) = a and b(0) = b.
• Step 1 (Generating QMC points). Use QMC technique to generate Kt
points P t on the domain Dt .
• Step 2 (Compute new approximation). Find xt ∈ P t ∪ {x(t−1) } and
M t such that M t = f (x(t) ) ≥ f (y), ∀y ∈ P (t) ∪ {x(t−1) }, where x−1 is
the empty set. Then x(t) and M (t) are the best approximation to x∗ and
M so far.
• Step 3 (Termination criterion). Let ct = (b(t) − a(t) )/2. If max c(t) =
(t)
(t)
max(c1 , . . . , c1 ) ≤ δ, a pre-assigned small number, then D(t) is small
enough; x(t) and M (t) are acceptable; terminate the algorithm. Otherwise,
proceed to next step.
• Step 4 (Domain contraction). Form new domain D(t+1) = [a(t+1) , b(t+1) ]
(t+1)
(t)
(t)
(t+1)
(t)
(t)
as follows: ai
= max(xi − γci , ai ) and bi
= max(xi + γci , bi )
for i = 1, . . . , q, where γ is a pre-defined contraction ratio. Set t = t + 1
and go to step 1

Fang and Wang (1994) suggested to take K1 >> K2 = K3 = . . . and
γ = 0.5.
The choice of K1 and K2 are very crucial for the optimization performance
of SNTO. To overcome this argument, Zhang ,Laing and Yu (1996) proposed an algorithm for choosing K1 and they applied this algorithm to
problems in chemical quantitative analysis, which can be used here. Take
N1 < N2 < ... and generate QMC points of size N1 , N2 , ..., respectively. Denote the optimum value and optimization points on these QMC sequences
by M1 , M2 , ..., and x∗(1) , x∗(1) , ..., respectively. If both | Mt − Mt+1 | and
|| x∗(t) − x∗(t+1) || are small enough for some t, then choose K1 = Nt to
start SNTO.

3

GLMM Estimation Based on QMC

Following Pan and Thompson (2004), the log quasi-likelihood ℓ(β, θ) in (2)
can be approximated using QMC approximation as
ℓ(β, θ) = log

K
n
1 X
nX
o
exp
ℓi (β, Σ1/2 F −1 (ck ))
K
i=1

(10)

k=1

where PK = {ck : k = 1, ..., K} is a QMC set over C q = [0, 1)q , F −1 (.) is
the inverse of the cdf F and Σ1/2 can be taken as the Cholesky factor of Σ.
In order to obtain MLE (β̂, θ̂) in (10), we often use the Newton-Raphson
method to calculate the parameter estimates. Nevertheless, the NewtonRaphson does not always work properly because it may fails to converge
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or leads to local maximum, in particular, when the initial values are not
good enough. The situation becomes worse as the number of parameters
increases.
However, maximizing the log quasi-likelihood function ℓ in (10) attributes
to the optimization problem. Therefore, the SNTO algorithm above can
be used to calculate the MLEs. Let bk = F −1 (ck ), ηik = x′i β + zi′ Σ1/2 bk
and µik = h(ηik ) where h(.) is the inverse function of g(.). The parameter
space D, however, may be too large to be used as an initial domain for the
use of SNTO. Instead, we suggest using the following method to give an
initial domain: calculating the parameters estimates, e.g., θ∗ = (θ1∗ , . . . , θq∗ )
using the PQL estimation approach (Breslow and Clayton, 1993) and then
choose a set of positive constants c1 , . . . , cq which may depend on population distribution and sample size. General speaking {ci } should be small
with large sample size, and big with small sample size. Then the rectangle
D = [θ1∗ − c1 , θ1∗ + c1 ] × · · · × [θq∗ − cq , θq∗ + cq ]
can be taken as the initial domain for the use of SNTO in GLMM.
Since the second derivatives of ℓ(β, θ) with respect to β and θ are already
available (Pan and Thompson;, 2004), the standard errors can hence be
approximated by taking the square root of the diagonals from the inverse
of the observed information matrix.

4

Illustration: Salamander Mating Data

The infamous salamander mating data (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) involved ten males and ten females from two geographically isolated populations, the Rough Butt (RB) and the White Side (WS). The animals
mated in a pre-chosen crossed design. Each animal was mated six times
and the experiment thus has 120 correlated binary observations on mating
successes. The experiment was repeated three times during the summer
and autumn of 1986.
Denote by yij the outcome for the mating of the ith female with the jth
male, the logistic mixed model for each experiment
h
i
f
′
m
logit Pr{yij = 1|bfi , bm
(i, j = 1, . . . , 20) (11)
j } = xij β + bi + bj ,

2
is considered, where bfi ∼ N (0, σf2 ) and bm
j ∼ N (0, σm ) are independent
random effects for female and male individuals. The covariates are given
fm ′
f
by xij = (1, WSfi , WSm
j , WSij ) where WSi is an indicator for WS female
m
(0=RB and 1=WS), WSi is an indicator for WS male (0=RB and 1=WS)
and WSfijm represents their interaction.
When the three experiments data are pooled, the log-likelihood ℓ is a sum
of six 20-dimensional analytical intractable integrals (Pan and Thompson,
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2004). Computing the MLEs becomes extremely challenging. In the literature several analytical and numerical approximation were proposed, e.g,
MCMC by Karim and Zeger (1991) and PQL by Breslow and Clayton
(1993).
we analyze the pooled data through using QMC approximation twice, one
for integration and another for optimization. Since the dimension of integrals is 20 and the number of parameters is 6, we generate QMC points
on the cube C 20 = [0, 1)20 and C 6 = [0, 1)6 , respectively, implemented
using the square root of the first 20 and 6 prime numbers. When using
SNTO algorithm for optimization, we generate 2000 points for the initial
domain and 500 points for others , i.e, K1 = 2000, K2 = K3 = · · · = 500.
Table 1 below presents the MLEs of the parameters, where K is the number of points for QMC integration. Also Table 1 presents Gibbs sampling
(Karim and Zeger, 1992) and PQL (Breslow and Clayton, 1993) estimates
for comparison purpose.
Table 1. MLEs of parameters ( standard errors in parentheses)
K

β0

β1

β2

β3

σf

σm

ℓ̂max

500
1000
5000
10,000
20,000
40,000
50,000

1.12(.31)
0.83(.35)
1.14(.37)
0.81(.39)
0.84(.37)
1.22(.41)
1.21(.40)

-2.54(.45)
-2.33(.46)
-2.90(.50)
-2.73(.51)
-2.80(.51)
-2.84(.53)
-2.83(.53)

-0.84(.41)
-0.61(.40)
-0.63(.43)
-0.44(.41)
-0.53(.43)
-1.00(.48)
-1.01(.50)

3.51(.58)
3.43(.59)
3.73(.64)
3.42(.62)
3.51(.61)
3.67(.63)
3.71(.63)

1.22(.19)
1.25(.20)
1.22(.27)
1.09(.28)
1.06(.22)
1.28(.27)
1.26(.24)

0.76(.19)
0.80(.19)
1.04(.20)
1.00(.20)
1.02(.23)
1.21(.26)
1.24(.25)

-208.10
-209.54
-206.52
-207.26
-207.69
-206.19
-206.08

Gibbs
PQL

1.03(.43)
0.79(.32)

-3.01(.60)
-2.29(.43)

-0.69(.50)
-0.54(.39)

3.74(.68)
2.82(.50)

1.22
0.85

1.17
0.79

−
−

Table 1 above shows that the performance of the proposed method is very
encouraging due to its simplicity and easy implementation. It also avoids
the problem of being trapped at local optima and failure to converge. Moreover, the programming is easy and can be used for different problems with
only a minor modification. Regarding the standard errors of the MLEs, they
are easily obtained by calculating the inverse of the information matrix.

5

Simulation Study

In order to assess the proposed method, we conduct a simulation study
and report the resulted estimates in Table 2 where the protocol design of
the salamander mating experiment is a adopted. The simulation size we
conducted is 1000 (runs) and the number of points for QMC integration is
taking to be K = 5000. When implementing SNTO technique we choose
K1 = 2000, K2 = K3 · · · = 500. We also compare the numerical results
to these obtained by using the QMC-NR approach (Pan and Thompson,
2004), where the same K = 5000 QMC integration points were used, and
PQL method (Breslow and Clayton, 1993).
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Table 2. MLEs of the simulation study
(simulated standard errors in parentheses)
β0
true
QMC-SNTO
QMC-NR
PQL

1.03
0.92(.44)
0.93(.45)
0.84(.35)

β1
-3.01
-2.65(.59)
-2.61(.60)
-2.40(.46)

β2
-0.69
-0.64(.45)
-0.60(.50)
-0.56(.38)

β3
3.74
3.34(.56)
3.28(.59)
3.07(.45)

σf
1.20
1.12(.29)
1.06(.35)
0.86(.25)

σm
1.18
1.06(.29)
0.99(.36)
0.81(.23)

From the simulation study above we conclude that the QMC-SNTO approach is very promising when estimating the parameters in GLMM. Compared to Pan and Thompson’s (2004) QMC-NR technique, the QMC-SNTO
performs almost equally well but its implementation is much more simple.
On the other hand, the proposed QMC-SNTO approach is able to avoid
the possible trapping and convergence problems experienced when using
the QMC-NR method. Also, the QMC-SNTO approach estimates the parameters much more accurately than PQL estimation. The PQL technique,
on the other hand, leads to very biased estimate of the variance components when modelling binary data, as indicated by Breslow and Clayton
(1993).
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1

Presentation of the problem and the paper

The problem considered in this paper will be initially stated in terms of
the simple one-way classification model
zij = µi + vij ,

(1)

where zij and vij denote the data and the error terms, respectively. The
use of the standard ANOVA tables is based on the following two points:
1) the data, zij , must be known in order to compute the sums of squares
which appear in the tables, and 2) the error terms, vij , need to be normally
distributed, since the F-statistics are inapplicable otherwise. Both points
are brought into question in this paper. On the one hand, we will assume
that some of the zij -values may be recorded as grouped; on the other hand,
the distribution of the vij -errors may be arbitrary, not necessarily normal.
In the next section we will present a real life situation that justifies the
assumptions made. We propose an iterative sequential algorithm which is
valid to analyse the variance of the type of data described above. The
EM algorithm (see Dempster, Laird and Rubin (1977), McLachlan and
Krishnan (1997), Lange (1999), for instance) in the case of normal errors
was the embryo of the proposed algorithm. As general comments we can
85
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say that our algorithm a) allows us to estimate the parameters of model
(1) with grouped data and for a wide class of error distributions; and b)
the analysis of the variance is accomplished through the estimation of the
asymptotic covariance matrix of the parameter estimates.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 a motivating real life example
is presented. In section 3 we describe the algorithm. Section 4 is devoted
to hypotheses testing, first in the one-way classification model and then
in more complex cases. The performance of the algorithm is considered in
section 5, through a large amount of simulations and the analysis of the
case study presented in section 2.

2

A real life case study

Data of Table 1 was provided by the Nuclear Security Council of Spain
which funded a research contract with the aim of analysing the levels of
low environmental radiological contamination in the surroundings of the
nuclear power stations. By law, these levels must be periodically measured
and several samples are sent to different laboratories as a way of guaranteeing impartiality. In particular, Table 1 shows several radiological gamma
emissions (in units BQ/Kg) recorded from samples of vegetables taken
from points around the Spanish nuclear power stations of Almaraz (A) and
Trillo (T ) at distances of 100, 600 and 1000 metres. As said, these samples
were sent to different laboratories, each working with different exposition
periods and with apparatuses of several manufactures calibrated differently. As a consequence, some of the recorded levels of radioactivity were,
on the one hand, submitted to upper and lower limits of detection (these
are recognised by the signs + and −, which indicate that their corresponding measurements are above or below the upper or lower limits of detection
written on the left of the sign, respectively); and, on the other hand, some
rough measures were registered as interval censored (their extreme values
written in brackets).
Our objective is to determine the effects that the three distances (D) and
the two power stations (P) have on the environmental radiological measurements, through the analysis of the complete model with interactions
zijh = η + Di + Pj + DPij + vijh ,

(2)

(i = 100, 600, 1000 and j = A, T ), where zijh denotes the gamma emissions
and vijh are the error terms. The usual constrains that guarantee identifiableness imply that there exists only six independent variables in model
(2). Let us assume that these variables are η, D = (D100 , D600 )T , PA , and
DP = (DP100A , DP600A ). An alternative formulation of (2) is the model
zijh = µij + vijh

(3)
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If µ = (µ100A , µ600A , µ1000A , µ100T , µ600T , µ1000T )T , the variables of (2) and
(3) relate by η = µ̄, D100 = µ̄100− µ̄, PA = µ̄A − µ̄, DP100A = µ100A − µ̄100 −
µ̄A + µ̄, etc.. Clearly, D = A1 µ, PA = A2 µ, and DP = A3 µ, for certain
matrices A1 , A2 and A3 which can be easily determined.
Table 1

:

Input data of the factorial experiment
Central Power Station

A

T

Distance(in metres)
100
600
1000
110
97
38
108
[92,98] 22[109,115] 88
[32,37]
120+
87
43
101
90
39
102
94
20115+
[93,96] 17102
90
29
103
91
27
[95,99]
79
[21,26]
115+
85
2098
[79,87] 33
110+
84
1799
[83,88] [19,23]
[92,100] 81
[21,25]
89
[82,88] 21

Formulation (3) will be considered throughout this paper. With it the
one-way and two-way classification models (as well as their extensions to
more complex models) become similar. Although the errors are usually
assumed to follow a normal distribution, analysts of radiological measurements prefer to make the assumption that the error distribution is double exponential due to their exponential decay. Additionally, as was said,
some values zijh are unknown, since they were registered as interval censored. In this situation the question on which this paper focuses is: how
can we test the following null hypothesis (with H1 ≡ not H0 ): a) Distance main effects: H0 ≡ D = A1 µT = 0; b) Power station main effects:
H0 ≡ PA = A2 µT = 0; and c) Interaction between distance and power
station: H0 ≡ DP = A3 µT = 0?
Let us observe that, even assuming that the error distribution is normal,
the usual sums of squares can not be computed from the data of Table
1 unless we assign particular values to all the interval-censored data. The
following examples show how contrary conclusions of standard ANOVA derive from assigning different values to the censored data of Table 1. Our
attention will focus on test b) for simplicity.
Case 1 : In this case, (1) each grouped observation with unbounded cen-
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sure interval was given a value equal to the finite extreme of the censure
interval (for example, 115+ and 17−of station A were assigned 115 and 17,
respectively), and (2) the value assigned to any grouped data with a finite
censure interval was the lower extreme of interval if the data belonged to
station A, and the upper interval extreme if the data was of station T.
The resulting F-statistic for test b) was 11.151, thus the hypothesis of null
station effects must be rejected at both 5% and 1% α-levels.
Case 2: Now we have maintained the assignations of case 1, except that
the censored values 115+ and 110+ of station T are fixed at 130 and 125,
respectively. In this case the hypothesis of null station main effects is rejected at a level of 0.05, and accepted at a level of 0.01.
Case 3: Pivoting again from the assignation rules of case 1, we have given
the values 12, 10 and 7 to the grouped data 22−, 22− and 17− of station
A, in addition to the values assigned to 115+ and 110+ of station T in
case 2. We find that the null station effects must be rejected both at 1 and
5-percent levels.
Case 4: Finally, as an extreme case, if we maintain the assignations of case
1 with the sole exception of giving the value 200 to the grouped data 115+
of station T at distance 100, the case 1 rejected/rejected conclusions of
the null station effect hypothesis at 1 and 5% levels turn out to be accepted/accepted at the same α-levels in this case.
It is important to highlight that the standard ANOVA analysis is made under the assumption that the errors follow a normal distribution; otherwise,
the F-statistics are not applicable. If we assume, as was justified, that the
errors follow a Laplace distribution, a new inconvenience arises, added to
the inconclusiveness mentioned above. Both situations are tackled in this
paper.

3

The rationale of the proposed algorithm

Let us consider, for simplicity, the one-way classification model (1), where
i = 1, ..., F , j = 1, ..., ni and n1 + ... + nF = n. The error terms vij
are i.i.d. following a known density function f > 0, supposed to be symmetric and strongly unimodal (that is, log f is concave) and with a finite
variance. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the errors have
variance one. Finally, we will assume that the data may be either grouped
or non-grouped. When a datum zji is grouped its value is missing, although
we know its grouping interval (lij , uij ]. To simplify notation, we will suppose that each (lij , uij ] agrees with one classification interval of a finite
set previously fixed by the extremes −∞ ≤ c0 < c1 < .. < ch = ∞ (although the set of classification intervals may vary from one grouped datum
to another). Let us write (1) as z = Xµ + v, where µ = (µ1 , ..., µF )T ,
z = (z1 , ..., zk , ..., zn )T , zk = (zk1 , ..., zknk )T , v = (v1 , ..., vk , ..., vn )T , vk =
(vk1 , ..., vknk )T , X = (xT11 , ..., xT1n1 , xT21 , ..., xTF nF )T = (xT1 , ..., xTk , ..., xTn )T ,
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and xTij = (0, i−1
. . ., 0, 1, 0, F. −1
. . , 0) = xTk , for k = n1 + ... + ni−1 (1) is equivalent to
zk = xTk µ + vk , (k = 1, ..., n)
(4)
For a finite sample size n, the set Nn = {1, ..., n} can be partitioned into
Nng = {k|1 ≤ k ≤ n, zk is a grouped datum} and Nnu = Nn − Nng . Assuming
that the different levels, i, of the factor appear in the data population with
positive probabilities 0 < π(i) < 1 and, also, that a value zij within the
ith level of the factor has probability 0 < π(g/i) < 1 of being grouped,
then the probabilities that a certain index k is in Nng or in Nnu are positive
and equal to π(g) = Σi π(i)π(g/i) and π(u) = 1 − π(g), respectively. It is
clear that ni /n → π(i) with probability one, as n → ∞. Equally, if nui
denotes the number of ungrouped data within the ith level, then nui /n →
π(i)π(u/i) > 0 almost everywhere. A similar conclusion stands for ngi , the
number of grouped data. For a fixed n, if we assume that the error terms
follow a normal distribution, the EM algorithm estimate of the true vector
parameter µ in model (1) with grouped and non-grouped data is the limit
point, as p → ∞, of the iteration (from an arbitrary initial point)
µp+1
= (XnT Xn )−1 XnT y (n) (µpn )
n

(5)

in which y (n) (µpn ) = (y1 (µpn ), ..., yn (µpn ))T of order n, is defined as

zk ,
if k ∈ Nnu
p
yk (µn ) =
T p
T p
T p
xk µn + E(v/v ∈ (−xk µn + lk, − xk µn + uk ]), if k ∈ Nng ,
(6)
and E(v/v ∈ (α, β]) denotes the conditional expectation of the errors upon
the interval (α, β]. Since the EM estimate, µn , agrees with the maximum
likelihood estimate, the asymptotic distribution of µn , as n → ∞, is normal
and centred on the true value of µ. In fact, this means that, when we
consider the asymptotic properties of the EM estimate, we need to visualize
the following double iteration:
PRIMARY ITERATION:
Initialization: Let m be an initial sample size.
Iteration
1. Assuming the sample size n is fixed, let us run the following
SECONDARY ITERATION
Initialization: Fix an arbitrary vector µ0n as an initial estimate of the true
value of the parameter µ
Iteration:
1.1 Update the current estimate, µpn by the expressions (5) and (6)
1.2 µpn ←− µp+1
n and return to 1.1, until the convergence is achieved.
2. Let µn be the limit point of the secondary iteration.
3.n ←− n + 1, and return to 1.
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Double iteration EM algorithm, when its asymptotic behaviour is
considered

Expression (5) agrees with the EM algorithm only when the errors distribute normally. If the errors are non-normal, the convergence of (5) becomes
unclear. Additionally, the primary iteration is memoryless, meaning that,
if we increase the sample size in one unit, the secondary iteration which
computes the estimate µn+1 must be thoroughly repeated independently of
that carried out in the nth-primary iteration. This fact makes the algorithm
inefficient under the assumption that the data is sequentially received and
we wish to update the estimate up to the current sample available. Our
intention has been to avoid this pernicious conduct by means of the substitution of the two nested iterations by only one. The idea was to maintain
the primary iteration and to run one single loop of the secondary. After
this modification the new algorithm runs as follows:
Initialization: Let m be an initial sample size and let us assume that we
have fixed (or computed from this initial data) an initial estimate µm of µ.
Iteration: k
1. Let us assume that both a current sample size n − 1 and an estimate µn−1
based on this sample are fixed. As soon as a new datum is available,
update the estimate by

µn = (XnT Xn )−1 XnT y (n) (µn−1 ),
(n)
where y (n) (µn−1 ) = (y1 (µn−1 )) is defined as in (6), replacing µ0n by µn−1 .
2. n − 1 ←− n , and return to 1.
Proposed algorithm: one single iteration algorithm for the estimation of the
parameters of model (1)

In spite of the simplification, the most important theoretical contributions
of this paper with respect to the proposed algorithm are given in the following theorem (its proof is available on request from the authors):
Theorem: i) µn is a consistent estimate of true value of the parameter µ.
√
√
ii) Let £( n(µ
√ n − µ)) denote the distribution law of n(µn − µ). As n →
∞, £( n(µn − µ)) weakly converges to some normal distributions,
N (0, Λ).
iii) Under weak conditions, Λ can be consistently estimated by the following matrix based on the sample of size n:
Λn = n(Σnk mk xk xTk )−1 (Σnk V ar(vk (µn )xk xTk )(Σnk mk xk xTk )−1 ,
where a) mk = 1 if k ∈ N u , and mk =

dE(vk |vk ∈(z+lk ,z+uk ))
dz

z=−xT
k µn

otherwise; and b) vk (µn ) = vk if k ∈ N u and, otherwise, vk (µn ) is
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the discrete random variable which, for r = 1, ..., h, takes the value
E(vk |vk ∈ (−xTk µn + cr−1 , −xTk µn + cr )) with probability P (vk ∈
(−xTk µn + cr−1 , −xTk µn + cr )).
It follows from ii) that, if n is sufficiently large, the distribution of µn − µ
can be approximated by N (0, n−1 Λn ). This point is crucial in analysing
the variance, as it will be conveniently explained in the next section.

4

One way hypothesis testing and extensions

The usual ANOVA test for model (1) poses Ho ≡ µ1 = ... = µF vs H1 :
not Ho . The null hypothesis is equivalent to Ho ≡ Aµ = 0 for a certain
matrix A. From theorem 1, it follows that the distribution of µn can be
approximated by N (n, n−1 Λn ) if n is sufficiently large. Then we can use
the approximation Aµn ≈ N (Aµ, n−1 AΛn AT ). To carry out the test in
the standard form. Under the null hypothesis H0 , AT (AΛn AT )−1 Aµn approximately distributes as a χ2 -distribution with F − 1 degrees of freedom.
∗
To test the null hypothesis, we use as our critical region Rαn
= {µn |
T T
T −1
2
2
nµn A (AΛn A ) Aµn >F −1 (α)}, where χF −1 (α) is the value such that
P r{χ2F −1 > χ2F −1 (α) = a}.
Up to this point we have analysed variance with one single factor only.
However, extensions to more complex situations can be directly made.

5
5.1

Performance of the proposed algorithm
Simulations and computational results

We present the results of a simulation study carried out to analyse the performance of the proposed algorithm. The simulation corresponds to a one
way analysis of variance problem with three levels of the factor. Thus, the
linear model is zij = µi + vij , for which we have fixed µ = (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 )T =
(−1, 0, 1)T and assumed that the errors follow either a Laplace distribution, with density f (t) = 2−1 e−|t| , or a standard normal. In both cases,
a number n = 100 of z-values were generated with constant probabilities
π(i) = 1/3 and π(g/i) = 0.6 of being within the ith level of the factor and of
being grouped within this level, respectively. The grouping intervals taken
were (−∞, −1], (−1, 1] and (−1, ∞). With the resulting data, we have run
the proposed algorithm, for which 1) the initial sample size m was fixed
T
equal to the first value that makes the matrix (Xm
Xm ) non-singular (this
implies that one datum at least has been obtained from each factor level),
and 2) the vector (10, 10, 10)T was taken as the starting point. Finally, this
(r)
process was repeated 300 times and the sequences µn (n = m, ..., 100),
corresponding to the replication r, were recorded. With the intention of
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(r)

(r)

using µ̂(r) = µ̂100 as the limit point µ∞ , we have tested if the usual algorithm STOP condition ||µ100 − µ99 ||2 ≤ 10−5 held, the result being positive in all cases. For the two algorithms and each r, the diagonal matrix
(r)
Λ̂(r) = Λ100 , which consistently estimates the asymptotic covariance matrices Λ, was also computed and used for testing H0 ≡ µ1 = µ2 = µ3 .
This null hypothesis is equivalent to H0 ≡ Aµ = 0, where A is a 2 × 3
matrix whose rows are (1, −1, 0) and (0, 1, −1), respectively. Finally, the
χ2 -statistic nµ̂T AT (AΛ̂AT )Aµ̂ was computed, where the pair (µ̂, Λ̂) stands
for (µ̂(r) , Λ̂(r) ). The results were synthesised into the following empirical
(r)
indices: a) Bias: Ê(µ̂) − µ = 300−1Σ300
− µ; and b) Mean Li -errors
r=1 µ̂
−1 300
(r)
(I = 1, 2): Ê||(µ̂ − µ|| = 300 Σr=1 ||µ̂ − µ||i .
With a comparison aim, Table 2 also shows the former indices for two usual
ordinary least squares estimates. The first uses all the real z-values, before
being submitted to the censored process, and has been denoted by µ̂(r)OLS .
The second estimate, now identified by µ̂(r)ols , with the super-index written in small letters, was computed considering only the uncensored data,
after having discharged the resulting grouped z-values, in each replication.
Additionally, with the proposed algorithm, we have tested the hypotheses
H0 and , H1 and we have computed the number, R, of replications where
χ2 -tests commented on above led us to mistaken conclusions, for α-levels
of 0.05 and 0.01. Clearly, R agrees with the number of replications r for
which the inequality , is fulfilled. The fraction R/300 represents the empirical conditional probability of Type II errors given the true value of µ,
which is covered by H1 .
If µ̃ denotes either µ̂ols or our proposed estimate µ̂, the expressions
100{(E(|µ̃−µ|)/E(|µ̂ols −µ|))−1}% and, 100{(E(|µ̃−µ|2 )/E(|µ̂ols −µ|2 ))−
1}% quantify the L1 and L2 -error rates of increase of µ̃ with respect to the
OLS estimate. Let us represent these rates by r1 (µ̃) and r2 (µ̃), respectively.
In the case of Laplacian errors, r1 (µ̂ols ) = 180.3 and r2 (µ̂ols ) = 561.9.
These enormous rates of variation highly reduce with µ̂, as their values are
r1 (µ̂) = 26.8% and r2 (µ̂) = 60.2 %.
Table 2: Performance of the different estimates: simulation results
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Complete data situation 1.OLS estimates
Bias
Laplacian errors
Standard normal errors

(0.021,0.007,−0.018)T
(0.001,0.005,0.002)T

L1 &L2 -errors
Laplacian errors 1.302
0.919
Standard normal errors 0.924
0.455
Incomplete data situation given by the existence of grouped data
2. ols estimates, after discharging the grouped data
Bias
Laplacian errors
Standard normal errors

(−1.047,−1.142,−1.377)T
(0.459,0.466,0.179)T

L1 &L2 -errors
Laplacian errors
3.650
6.083
Standard normal errors
2.269
2.813
Rates of increase, r1 and r2 , with respect to the OLS estimate
Laplacian errors
180.3%
561.9%
Standard normal errors 145.69%
518.2%
3. Proposed algorithm estimates
Bias
Laplacian errors
(−0.058,0.131,−0.506)T
Standard normal errors
(−0.028,0.064,0.447)T
L1 &L2 -errors
Laplacian errors
1.651
1.471
Standard normal errors
1.401
1.121
Rates of increase, r1 and r2 , with respect to the OLS estimate
Laplacian errors
26.8%
60.2%
51.6%
Laplacian errors
146.3%
Conditional probability of Type II error(1) Laplacian 0.054(2)
0.108(3)
Standard normal errors 0.006(2)
0.016(3)
(1)

5.2

given the true parameter µ=(−1,0,1)T , for the hypothesis testing:H0 ≡µ1 =µ2 =µ3
vs H1 ≡ not H0 ;(2) α=0.05;(3) α=0.01

Study Case: The real life experiment of section 2

Recalling the notation used in section 2, our intention is to analyse the
complete model with interactions zijh = η + Di + Pj + DPij + vijh (i =
100, 600, 1000 and j = A, T ) through the auxiliary model zijh = µij + vijh ,
and to test the ANOVA hypothesis a), b) and c) by means of the proposed
algorithm. We have considered that the error distribution is either double
exponential (as was said, usually assumed with environmental radiological
measurements due to their exponential decay) or standard normal. Since
eight observations per cell are available, the experiment sample size is 48.
Thus, we have used the 48th element of the sequence µn as the estimate of
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the true vector µ, which agrees, as is known, with the stochastic limit of
the sequence. As was mentioned, the inversion of XnT Xn is involved in the
computation of an element of µn , thus the initial sample size, m, must be
taken once a minimum of one datum has been recorded within each cell.
Then, we have taken m = 6 , assuming that the values of Table 1 are read
one by one from each cell, from left to right and from top to bottom. The
initial point was (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)T and the values of the consistent estimates
µ̂ = µ48 of the true parameter µ are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Analysis of the real life data of Table1
Estimates and ANOVA hypothesis
Using the proposed algorithm
µ̂

Laplacian errors
Standard normal errors

(108.74,91.60,29.74,101.62,84.02,23.09)T
(108.56,91.48,29.87,101.61,84.05,23.32)T

D̂=A1 µ̂T , P̂A =A2 µ̂T ,DP̂ =A3 µ̂T

Laplacian errors
Standard normal errors

(32.04,14.67)T

3.56

(0.009,0.21)T

(31.93,14.61)T

3.48

(−0.001,0.23)T

Λ̂=Λ18

Laplacian errors
Standard normal errors

diag(4.5,5.91,3.46,3.93,11.32,7.63)
diag(7.26,5.18,9.82,8.07,10.66,13,56)

nµ̂T AT (AΛ̂AT )−1 Aµ̂,(f orA=A1 ,A2 ,A3 )

Laplacian errors
Standard normal errors
Hypothesis H0 ≡ Aµ = 0
Laplacian errors

63254(1)

594.1(2)

1.33(3)

31988(1)

385.02(2)

0.999(3)

α=0.05

Rejected

Rejected

Accepted

α=0.01

Rejected

Rejected

Accepted

α=0.05

Rejected

Rejected

Accepted

α=0.01

Rejected

Rejected

Accepted

Standard normal errors

ols estimates from non-grouped data only (equal for both distributions)
µ̂ols
ols ,D P̂ ols
D̂OLS ,P̂A
(1) χ2 (0.05)=5.99
2

(10.4.6,91.00,37.25,97.25,84.00,27.00)T
(27.40,13.98)T

4.1

and χ22 (0.01)=9.21; (2) χ21 (0.05)=3.84 and
(3) χ2 (0.05)=5.99(1) and χ2 (0.01)=9.21;
2
2

(−0.425,−0.6)T
χ21 (0.01)=6.63;

This also includes the independent elements of their corresponding and
equally consistent estimates of both the main effects Di and Pj and their
interactions DPij , all calculated from the linear transformations mentioned
above. The usual restrictions commented on in section 5 directly allow us to
determine the remaining dependent elements of the estimates, which have
been omitted from the table. For the proposed algorithm, we have also
included in Table 3 the consistent estimates, Λ̂48 = Λ̂, of the asymptotic
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covariance matrix Λ. This diagonal matrix estimate is needed to compute
the χ2 -statistics nµ̂T AT (AΛ̂AT )Aµ̂, where the matrix A stands for A1 , A2
or A3 , which are involved in the former hypothesis tests a), b) and c). In
this respect, observe that, when the errors distribute normally, the value of
the χ2 -statistic of test a) obtained with the proposed algorithm is 31988,
which is greatly significant at both 1 and 5-percent levels (χ22 (0.05) =
5.99 and χ22 (0.01) = 9.21). Thus, the hypothesis H0 must be rejected.
The same conclusion follows with the proposed algorithm if we assume a
Laplace error distribution. In this case, the value of the χ2 -statistic of test
a) becomes 63254. Equally, for test b), the values of the similar statistic
with the proposed algorithm were 385.02 with normal errors, and 594.1 with
Laplacian errors. In both cases, these values are also highly significant, as
χ21 (0.05) = 3.84 and χ21 (0.01) = 6.63. This shows that H0 is also rejected
with both distributions, the two main factors having a sizeable effect. On
the contrary, the existence of D×P interaction effects, at α-levels of 5% and
1%, does not follow from the values of the χ2 -statistic, which were computed
for test c). These values are 0.999 (with normal distributions) and 1.330
(in the Laplacian case), which should be compared with χ22 (0.05) = 5.99
and χ22 (0.01) = 9.21.
Finally, as in the previous section and using a similar notation, in Table 3
we have also included the ordinary least squares µ-estimate µ̂ols , computed
from the non-grouped data of Table 1 only, once all the censored values
were erased.
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Abstract: We report on a project commissioned by the Department for Education and Skills (Df ES) in England to produce small area estimates of levels of
literacy, numeracy and ICT skills using hierarchical Bayesian multinomial models
applied to data collected in the national ‘Skills for Life’ (Sf L) survey. The models
included auxiliary variables at both the individual and small area level, as well
as allowing for area level heterogeneity not explained by these variables. The size
of the models presented substantial computational challenges, but full posterior
predictive distributions were obtained via MCMC methods taking into account
all components of variance in the model and allowing a full assessment of the
uncertainty associated with the small area estimates generated.
Keywords: Multinomial multi-level Bayesian models; small area estimation.

1

Introduction and background

As organisations try to extract the maximum information from sample
survey data, small area estimation has emerged as an area of interest in
statistics. The basic problem addressed is that of producing estimates of a
response for small geographical domains (e.g. local authority areas), based
upon data primarily collected for other purposes (e.g. national level surveys). Direct estimation cannot be used with any acceptable precision for
the local geographical areas because of the low (often empty) sample size
realised in most of these small areas. There is therefore a need to build indirect estimators that borrow strength from related areas through a modelbased approach. Good recent reviews of the various methods are provided
by Rao (1999) and Pfeffermann (2002). Many of the earlier techniques
build on classical linear and GLM modelling approaches from the sampling
survey literature, but more recently there has been an emerging focus on
applications of multi-level modelling to small area estimation (e.g. Moura
and Holt, 1999), and in particular on Bayesian hierarchical models (e.g. You
and Rao, 2000; Moura and Mignon, 2002). One advantage of the Bayesian
approach is that the associated MCMC sampling results in full posterior
97
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predictive distributions for the small area estimates which automatically
incorporate all components of variance at the different levels in the model.
A full assessment of estimation error is therefore more easily obtained in the
Bayesian as opposed to the classical framework, albeit at a computational
cost.
The latter issue becomes important in the work reported in subsequent
sections, where Bayesian multi-level models are used in a project commissioned by the Department for Education and Skills (Df ES) in England to
predict levels of literacy, numeracy and ICT skills in various small area
strata, based on data from the national ‘Skills for Life’ (Sf L) survey.
The background to that project lies in the 1999 Moser Report to the Department for Education and Employment in England (now Df ES) which
suggested that about 7 million adults in England could read and write at
only the level expected of an 11 year old, and that about 40% of adults
experienced significant numeracy problems. In response to such a potentially serious basic skills deficit the government initiated its ‘Skills for Life
Strategy’, and to establish a better evidence base for that strategy, the
Df ES commissioned an associated ‘Skills for Life’ (Sf L) survey. The survey was clustered by electoral wards within Government Office Regions
and involved 8,730 interviews with adults aged 16-65. Respondents were
assigned to one of five skills levels for both literacy and numeracy (Entry
Levels 1, 2 and 3, Level 1, and Level 2 and above). Subsequently, 4,562 of
the original respondents were followed up to sit an ICT practical test and
were assigned to one of two skill levels (Entry Level or Level 1 and above).
The results of the Sf L survey were published in October 2003 and provided a sound basis upon which to directly estimate levels of adult literacy,
numeracy and ICT Skills in England as a whole, and within Government
Office Regions (of which there are nine, ranging in size from 2 to 6.4 million adults). The findings at those levels broadly agree and flesh out the
somewhat disturbing conclusions of the 1999 Moser Report. For example:
an estimated 16% of adults in England have only Entry level literacy (not
able to understand more than straightforward texts on familiar topics) and
21% are estimated to have only Entry level 1-2 numeracy (equivalent to
what would be expected at age 7). In responding to these skills deficits,
much of the implementation of the government’s ‘Skills for Life Strategy’
falls to local agencies such as Local Authorities (354 in England), Local Education Authorities (150) and Local Learning and Skills Councils (47). To
act effectively, these organisations require information about skills deficits
at a much more detailed geographic scale than can be directly provided
by the Sf L survey. Subsequent to the completion of the original survey,
the modelling reported in subsequent sections was therefore commissioned
by Df ES to attempt, without undertaking further survey, to generate estimates, along with measures of their reliability, for various small area strata
down to the level of the electoral ward (of which there are 7,932 in England).
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Model specification

The modelling brief was demanding given that there were only 7,750, 7,900
and 4,470 valid respondents in the Sf L survey available for the analysis
of literacy, numeracy and ICT respectively. Fortunately, the Sf L collected
a detailed socio-demographic profile of all respondents which provided a
source of potential individual level covariates. It also recorded each respondent’s place of residence which allowed for a range of possible area level
covariates to be obtained from the 2001 census, along with small area population proportions in groups defined by values of the individual covariates.
Given the grading of the levels in the various response variables, an ordinal
modelling framework was originally considered, but rejected in favour of
a multinomial formulation because of a clear lack of parallelism in covariate relationships for different response levels. The general model structure
adopted was therefore a multinomial extension of the two-level Bayesian hierarchical model proposed for binomial data by Moura and Mignon (2002).
The K category multinomial response was represented by a set of binary
variables yijk , where k denotes category (i.e. level of literacy, numeracy
or ICT skills), j denotes small area (e.g. electoral ward) and i denotes individual within this area. At the first level, this response was related to
a p-vector, xij , of individual level covariates through parameters whose
values then depended, at the second level of the model, upon a q-vector,
zj , of small area level covariates and on small area heterogeneity effects.
A considerable amount of experimentation with the detailed structure of
the model, combined with the need to compromise on model complexity
given the large numbers of small areas involved relative to Sf L respondents,
led to a final basic ‘random intercepts’ structure i.e.: (yij1 , . . . , yijK ) ∼
PK
Mult(πij1 , . . . , πijK ) with: πijk = exp(ηijk )/ s=1 exp(ηijs ), where ηijK =
0, and where, for k = 1, . . . , K − 1:
ηijk

=

x′ij β k + φjk

φjk

=

z′j γ k + δjk

δjk

∼

N (µ, σk2 )

Independent diffuse Gaussian priors (mean 0, precision 0.001) were taken
for β k , γ k and for the hyperparameter µ; whilst independent gamma hyperpriors with equal shape and inverse scale parameter (0.01) were used for the
precisions 1/σk2 . The overall objective is inference about the population
proP
portion in small area j having response category k i.e. Πjk = i yijk /Nj ,
where Nj is the population of area j. However, we actually only observe
yijk for i ∈ sj , where sj represents the Sf L sample in area j (of size nj ).
Posterior predictive distributions
for the required small area estimates were
P
therefore obtained from Πjk =
i∈sj yijk + (Nj − nj )θjk /Nj where θjk
is the posterior mean probability of category k in area j predicted from the
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model by using the known census population proportions in area j in the
groups defined by the individual level covariates.

3

Results

Using the basic model framework described above, extensive model selection was carried out to determine the suitable subsets of individual and area
level covariates for each combination of response and small area strata under consideration. Space prevents detailed reporting of the final models
selected in each case, but individual level covariates included factors such
as: age, gender, educational qualifications, ethnicity, disability and socioeconomic status, as well as some interactions between these. Area level
covariates involved factors such as: the area’s Index of Multiple Deprivation and its ONS Geodemographic Group. Full specifications of all models
used are provided in a detailed technical report available from the Df ES
(http://www.dfes.gov.uk/readwriteplus_skillsforlifesurvey/index.shtml).
Models were fitted in WinBUGS (http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs),
using two parallel MCMC chains, each of length 6,000 iterations following
a burn-in of 2,000. Very intensive computation was involved for some of
the larger models (e.g. some 57 hours on a 3.2 GHz processor with 1Gb
RAM for the five category literacy model with 7,932 wards). Satisfactory
convergence was confirmed using a range of standard criteria. 3,000 samples
from the posterior predictive distributions of Πjk were obtained from a 1 in
4 thinning of the combined chains and these distributions were summarised
to provide the required point estimates and 95% credible intervals for the
population proportions in small area j having response category k. These
final estimated proportions of adults in each numeracy, literacy and ICT
skills level (and credible intervals) are now available to users (via the Df ES
website referenced earlier) at geographical levels of: Local Learning Skills
Council areas, local authority districts and electoral wards.
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Abstract:
T-cell response to peptides bound on MHC Class I or Class II molecules is essential for immune recognition of pathogens. T-cells are activated by specific peptide
epitopes that are determined within the antigen processing pathways and presented on the surface of other cells bound to MHC molecules. To determine which
part of pathogenic proteins stimulate T-cells is important for the treatment of diseases. We describe a method to comprehensively screen for T-cell epitopes within
a family or group of proteins. We have implemented an algorithm to generate a
set of unique short peptide sequences that incorporate all possible epitopes within
this group of proteins. We describe a statistical model to fit the data and an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate the parameters of interest
and analyse the resulting data.
Keywords: Biostatistics; Immunoinformatics; Biological data modelling; T-cell
assays; Coeliac disease.

1

Biology

The human immune system is designed to recognise, eradicate and “remember” invading pathogens. T-cells play a critical role in sensing and triggering immune responses. Every individual has a pool of T-cells, each with a
distinct T-cell receptor (TCR) relatively specific for certain 9-aminoacid sequences bound to specialised cell surface proteins, MHC Class I for viral and
intra-cellular proteins or MHC Class II on specialised antigen-presenting
cells (APC) for extra-cellular proteins (Townsend et al. 1998). An important challenge of human immunology is the identification of peptides
(epitopes) that activate T-cells causing protective or destructive immune
responses that could be used to develop protective vaccines or to induce
tolerance to antigens causing inappropriate immune responses e.g. autoimmune diseases.
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The simplest and earliest approach was to incubate peripheral blood Tcells with 20mer peptides overlapping by 10–12 aminoacids spanning a
protein of interest, and measure proliferation of T-cells. We sought to take
advantage of the falling cost of synthetic, screening grade peptides, and
devise a comprehensive, non-hypothesis-driven screen for T-cell epitopes
for a family of proteins. The use of the ELISPOT reader to count spots in
96 well plates has been essential to provide high-throughput, reproducible
data, and has facilitated increasingly large scale testing of T-cell epitopes
(Anthony et al., 2002).
We were interested in the study of coeliac disease (CD). CD is a T-cell
mediated hypersensitivity to gluten proteins from wheat, rye, barley and
oats in many foods (Dicke et al., 1953). CD affects 1% of western populations and is over 90% associated with a specific MHC Class II molecule,
HLA-DQ2. We have developed a method to comprehensively screen for Tcell epitopes implicated with CD. We have synthesised and tested unique
20mer peptides that incorporate all possible epitopes within glutens. T-cell
assays were performed in 96 well plates using the ELISPOT assay to screen
for responses in CD patients induced by in vivo gluten. To our knowledge,
no statistical method to analyse such data has been proposed so far. We
describe a statistical model to fit the data and an EM (Expectation Maximization) algorithm to estimate the parameters of interest and analyse the
resulting data. We have subsequently developed, tested and applied our
method to statistically analyse the 140,000 T-cell assays, currently in our
database, resulting from our studies.

2

Data

We have generated data to study the T-cell epitopes responsible for CD.
T-cell assays are used to measure how many T-cells react against a certain
peptide epitope. Blood is taken from a patient, and the peripheral blood
mononuclear cells are isolated from the whole blood. 200,000–1,000,000
blood cells are then incubated with the peptide epitope that is to be tested.
Figure 1 illustrates the process. The assay is carried out in a 96 well plate
format and the resulting spots, which indicate the responding T-cells, are
photographed and counted using an ELISPOT reader (Anderson et al.,
2000).
Here we use this assay to determine the parts of the gluten proteins from
wheat, rye, barley or oats that people with CD react to, i.e. which peptides
of these proteins are T-cell stimulating epitopes. CD patients had followed
a gluten free diet for at least 3 months, and then ate defined amounts
of wheat, rye, barley, or oats starting 6 days before the test. After the
gluten challenge blood was taken from the patient and used to perform
between 500 and 2,000 T-cell assays with different peptides. We screened
every unique 20mer peptide occurring within all families of gluten proteins.
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b) Assays are performed in 96 well plates

a) Illustration of T−cell assay
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FIGURE 1. a) Schematic representation of the T-cell assay. Blood cells of a
patient are incubated with a peptide and the number of responding T-cells is measured by a spot count. b) T-cell assays are performed in 96 well plate format and
spots are counted using an ELISPOT reader.

The following steps were performed: 1) Select families of gluten proteins
from GENBANK. 2) Select 20mer peptides to screen for epitopes. 3) Synthesise screening grade peptides for all selected 20mers. 4) Recruit CD
patients and perform gluten challenge. 5) Perform ELISPOT T-cell assays
using the blood from CD patients and the synthesised peptides in 96 well
plates. 6) Analyse data from T-cell assays. 7) Based on previously found
positive 20mer peptides design shorter peptides and use them for further
tests. Here, we focus on the statistical modelling and analysis of the data.

3

Statistical Modelling

The data generated as a result of T-cell epitope screening are counts of
spots, representing the number of T-cells of a certain patient responding to
a given peptide. Ideally we want to find out: how many people respond to
each peptide and what is the expected response rate (i.e. count of spots)
for the patients who do respond to this peptide. We also have to include
some normalisation between patients, as we observe that different patients
respond with quite different overall response rates.
We model this as an incomplete data problem. Our observed data yij are
the counts of spots for the different patients i and peptides j, which we
get from the ELISPOT reader as a result of our T-cell assays. Whether a
patient responds or not is unknown at this stage. We assume a response
indicator zij that is either 1, indicating that patient i responds to peptide j, or 0. We model the observed data using independent Poisson distributions: yij ∼ Poisson(αi λj ), if patient i is responding to peptide j, or
yij ∼ Poisson(αi λ0 ), if the patient is not responding. The complete data
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log likelihood is thus:
X
log Lc (α, λ, λ0 ) =
{zij log pj + (1 − zij ) log(1 − pj ) + yij log λij − λij )}
ij

with λij = zij αi λj + (1 − zij )αi λ0

and parameters: αi , a factor indicating the overall responsiveness of patient i; pj , the proportion of people that respond to peptide j; λj , the rate
of response for patients responding to peptide j; λ0 , the rate of response
for patients not responding.
We estimate the parameters and unobserved values using an Expectation
Maximization (EM) algorithm. The EM algorithm cycles between assuming current parameters and computing expected values ẑij , and maximising
the complete data log likelihood using the expected values ẑij and recomputing new parameters. The algorithm starts with initial guesses for the
parameters and cycles until convergence. Given a set of parameters, we can
then estimate expected values for zij :
ẑij = pr(zij = 1|yij ) =
=

pr(zij = 1)pr(yij |zij = 1)
pr(yij )

pj e−αi λj (αi λj )yij
pj e−αi λj (αi λj )yij + (1 − pj )e−αi λ0 (αi λ0 )yij

When maximising the likelihood we observe two problems. First, because
αi appears in both the background distribution as well as in the response
distribution, αs and λs cannot be estimated independently. To fix this we
adjust the αs after each iteration to have a mean of 1. Second, we need to
put in the constraint that λj ≥ λ0 .

4

Results

We have applied and tested these methods in a comprehensive study to
determine the T-cell epitopes involved in coeliac disease. Patients with CD
react against proteins in wheat, rye, barley or oats.
To test how well our Poisson assumption fits the data and how well we fit
the parameters, we have designed several control experiments. Among them
we have included repeated measurements for several peptides. The deamidated wheat gliadin peptide P04722E has previously been shown (Anderson
et al., 2000) to be a very potent peptide causing strong T-cell responses,
and has been utilised as a positive control in our study. Furthermore, all
20mers tested in our study containing the motif PFPQP[QE]LPY show consistently high responses and are predicted by our algorithms to be among
the most highly reactive epitopes. P04722E has an estimated response rate
in our database of 90.3 with an estimate of 78% of all patients responding.
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FIGURE 2. Normal Q-Q plot of estimated residuals. For the 364 measurements
on P04722E the deviance residuals, i.e. amount of deviation between of observed
and expected values, are computed, and the quantiles are compared to the theoretical quantiles from a normal distribution.

We have performed 19 replicate measurements of P04722E in each of 12
patients.
We observe that our model and estimates fit the data well, although some
over-dispersion is apparent. Deviance residuals were computed as described
in McCullagh and Nelder (1989):
s

rij = sign[yij − Ê(yij )] yij log

yij
Ê(yij )

− [yij − Ê(yij )]

Ê(yij ) = α̂i [λ̂j ẑij + λ̂0 (1 − ẑij )]
Figure 2 shows a normal Q-Q plot of the residuals, for the measurements
described above. We note that the variance of measurements with very high
spot counts is often higher than the theoretical Poisson variance. This is not
unexpected, as with very high spot counts the ELISPOT reader is unable
to determine the number of spots accurately. It is not overly concerning,
though, as for high spot counts the background and response distribution
are easily distinguished. Also the model should still work satisfactorily, even
if the variances are a multiple of the estimated Poisson variances.
The estimated response indicator zij distinguishes between measurements
that seem to follow background rate and those which are true responses,
the estimated value of zij is usually 1.0 or very close for responses. It gets
more difficult to decide for weak responders, especially when there are no
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FIGURE 3. Distributions of estimated parameters from T-cell assays in our database. (a) Distribution of estimated peptide responses λj from 2922 peptides. The
gray part of the bars indicates the number of peptides where responses (zij > 0.8)
were observed in at least 3 different patients. The dashed line indicates λ0 . (b)
Distribution of proportions pj of responding people to each peptide. The gray part
of the bars indicates the number of peptides with a response rate of higher than
10. (c) Distribution of responsiveness αi from 125 patient samples.

observed responses for a peptide, i.e. λj = λ0 in these cases the estimated
zij is usually between 0.2 and 0.5.
Figure 3 shows the distributions of parameters we have estimated for the
measurements performed on the 20mers. Responsive peptides were selected
for further analysis. In order to select only peptides sufficiently different
from non-responsive peptides we chose cutoffs based on the estimated response rate λj and the estimated number of people responding. We further
analysed peptides with a mean response rate of higher than 10, which is
well above background level, and we required that at least 3 people respond
(with zij > 0.8) in order to reduce outliers. The product of the estimated
response rate and proportion of responders λj pj is a good indicator of how
potent a peptide is as an epitope.

5

Discussion

In our study we have presented methods to comprehensively screen for potential T-cell epitopes in groups or families of related proteins. We have
implemented an algorithm that assists in selecting a comprehensive, nonredundant set of peptides to be tested. We have further introduced a statistical model to analyse ELISPOT T-cell assay data. We used the estimated
response rate λj and the estimated number of people responding to select
peptides which are to be further tested. The product of the estimated response rate and proportion of responders λj pj also seems to be a good
indicator of how potent a peptide can can be as an epitope. In the sub-
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sequent analysis fine mapping was performed using shorter peptides that
were derived from responsive 20mers.
Gluten challenge in CD generates substantial numbers of gluten-specific
T-cells in peripheral blood that can be assayed in a quantitative fashion by
the interferon-gamma ELISPOT assay. Systematic design of 20mer peptides
including all unique 12mers encoded by gluten genes entered in GENBANK
produced a peptide library that could be practically assessed in cohorts
of 20 or more volunteers after eating the physiologically relevant grain
(wheat, barley, rye or oats). During one year, a single laboratory worker was
able to perform all the assays required from over 150 such gluten-challenge
experiments and generate over 140,000 data points. Putative epitopes which
were found in our study are undergoing further testing, and are being used
to design diagnostics, vaccines and non-toxic wheat.
Certain issues downstream in the analysis have not been addressed here, e.g.
clustering structurally related responding peptides into families, and determining the non-redundant 9mer epitopes from the tested 20mer sequences.
Occasionally responding 20mers included several overlapping epitopes, and
we observed that their effects are roughly additive.
We have proposed novel methodology to study immune responses, including
a comprehensive screen for T-cell epitopes and subsequent statistical data
analysis. Using our model we were able to distinguish what responses are
likely to be significantly different from background. Furthermore, we were
able to estimate parameters, such as the expected response rate for each
tested peptide and the proportion of people that show positive responses
to each peptide. This amount of peptide- and patient-specific data has
not been available in previous T-cell epitope mapping studies of human
immune-mediated diseases. We have shown that these methods were useful
in CD research. We believe, however, that similar methodology can be
applied as well in other diseases where fairly large scale ELISPOT studies
have already been performed, e.g. HIV, hepatitis, diabetes, and cancer.
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Abstract: Statisticians can play a crucial role at the design stage of gene expression studies by suggesting designs that ensure the most effective allocation of
available resources. This paper will focus on optimal designs for gene expression
studies involving two-colour microarrays. Our optimality criterion is based on
the notion of admissible designs. Admissibility enables the recommendation of
designs that are particularly efficient for the effects of most interest to biologists.
This is relevant in the microarray context where analysis is typically carried out
separately for those effects. Our approach will allow for effects of interest that
correspond to linear compounds rather than solely considering parameters of the
linear model. We further develop the approach to cater for additional experimental considerations such as linear compounds that are of equal scientific interest.
This amounts to partitioning all relevant linear compounds into subsets of effects
that are of equal importance. Based on the partitions, a penalty is employed in
order to recommend designs for complex and varied microarray experiments. The
approach will be illustrated in studies of leukaemia and breast cancer.
Keywords: microarray; experimental design; factorial.

1

Introduction

Research in the area of microarray experiments has emerged over the past
decade to be of great interest to scientists, including biologists and statisticians. Statistical research has involved the design and analysis of microarray experiments. Our approach to statistical design is concerned with
maximizing the precision of the effects that are of particular interest to
biologists.
In this paper, we consider the analysis of two-colour microarray experiments
using linear models of the form
E(M ) = η = Xβ

(1)

where M is the vector of log intensity-ratios from all slides in the experiment, X is the design matrix and β is the parameter vector. The linear
model is applied separately for each gene.
In the microarray context, inference is usually carried out separately for
each of the parameters or linear compounds of interest. For the purposes of
109
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this paper, we will define a linear compound to be any linear combination
of the expected values in the linear model (1). Typically, separate t-tests
or moderated t-tests, Smyth (2004), are used. As introduced in Glonek
and Solomon (2004), the admissibility criterion optimizes explicitly for the
parameters of interest and is therefore most relevant in this context.
This paper extends the notion of admissible designs in Glonek and Solomon
(2004) to enable inference for linear compounds of interest rather than
solely considering parameters of the linear model (1). In particular, our
extension incorporates derived linear compounds that are linear combinations of parameters. In addition, we take into account other experimental
considerations such as subsets of linear compounds that may be of equal
scientific interest. Based on those subsets, appropriate constraints are used
to form a penalty that is incorporated into the admissible framework. Our
approach enables a manageable selection of efficient designs based on all
relevant linear compounds and other experimental considerations. Illustrations will include studies of leukaemia and breast cancer.

2
2.1

Motivating examples
Leukaemogenesis experiment

The Child Health Research Institute in Adelaide has conducted various factorial microarray experiments to investigate the genetic basis of leukaemia.
One such experiment is a 2 × 2 factorial microarray experiment considering
cell line and time as outlined in Glonek and Solomon (2004). The cell lines
considered are the control, F I(∆), and leukaemic cell line V 449E. The relevant time points that allow for the detection of differential expression are
0 and 24 hours. The interaction between cell line and time is of primary
interest in this experiment. In addition, the effects relating to cell line and
time separately are of subsequent interest.
In Glonek and Solomon (2004), the admissibility criterion optimizes explicitly for the effects of biological interest that correspond to the three
parameters of the linear model. These are given by the interaction parameter, the cell line parameter that represents the change in expression of
the two cell lines at time 0 and the time parameter that represents the behaviour of the cell line F I(∆) over time. In the present paper, we consider
two additional linear compounds of biological interest, namely the change
in cell line at 24 hours and the behaviour of cell line V 449E over time.
The extended approach based on linear compounds provides a framework
to consider all effects of interest in this experiment.
A further consideration is that there are two subsets of effects that are of
equal biological interest. One consists of the two linear compounds representing the behaviour of a given cell line over the two time points. The
other consists of the two linear compounds representing the change in ex-
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FIGURE 1. Parameterization and hybridizations for 2 × 3 sphingosine kinase
experiment.

pression of the two cell lines at a given time point. The consideration of
subsets of equal interest is incorporated into the extended framework.
2.2

Sphingosine kinase experiment

The Hanson Institute in South Australia is conducting research to discover
genes associated with the disregulation of sphingosine kinase in the study
of breast cancer. One particular experiment is a 2 × 3 factorial microarray
experiment involving three cell types and exposure to estrogen. Cell type
is related to sphingosine kinase production and the levels considered are
the control (0), active mutant (a) and switched-off mutant (b). Estrogen
is also required to stimulate a response and its levels are absent (0) and
present (g). The various interactions between cell type and estrogen are of
primary interest as they relate to the disregulation of sphingosine kinase.
In addition, simple effects involved with cell types and estrogen are of
secondary interest.
The parameterization is represented in Figure 1. The baseline parameter µ
represents the control cell type in the absence of estrogen. The parameter
γ represents the behaviour of the control in the absence and presence of
estrogen, α the change in expression between the active and control cell
types when estrogen is absent and β the change in expression between the
switched-off and control cell types when estrogen is absent. The two parameters that relate to interaction are γα, the change in expression between
the active and control cell types in the absence and presence of estrogen,
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and γβ, the change in expression between the switched-off and control cell
types in the absence and presence of estrogen.
Interactions between cell type and estrogen are of primary interest in the
study. The interaction defined by the derived linear compound γβ − γα,
representing the change in expression between the active and switched-off
cell types in the absence and presence of estrogen, is therefore of equal
primary interest.
The simple effects relating to cell type and estrogen are of separate secondary interest. For cell type, this amounts to the subset of linear compounds that represents the change in expression between cell types for a
given level of estrogen. Each linear compound in the subset is of equal
scientific interest. A subset for estrogen is formed in a similar way.
Although the model involves 5 parameters, there are 12 linear compounds
of scientific interest and these are partitioned into the following subsets
• (γ, γ + γα, γ + γβ),
• (α, β, α + γα, β + γβ, β − α, β + γβ − α − γα) and
• (γα, γβ, γβ − γα).
Within each subset, the linear compounds are of equal importance.
In this paper, our approach takes into account all relevant linear compounds
and subsets that are of equal importance in the extended admissible framework.

3

Parameters and linear compounds

Linear models of the form given in Equation (1) can be expressed in many
different but equivalent ways. This follows from the many possible ways in
which the design matrix X can be chosen provided that its columns form
a basis for the underlying model space M. Depending on the choice of X,
the parameters represented by β will have different interpretations. For
example, suppose
η = X1 β1 = X2 β2
(2)
such that the columns of X1 6= X2 form different bases for the model
space. The parameters represented by β1 and β2 would then have different
interpretations. The interpretation of the vector η, however, is unique and
there is no ambiguity in the specification of linear models.
It can be shown that the estimates of η, expected values and variances are
given by
η̂ = P M , E(η̂) = η and Var(η̂) = σ 2 P.
where P is the orthogonal projection matrix on M, see for example Christensen (2002). It is well known that P = X(X T X)−1 X T for any X whose
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columns form a basis for M. It follows that the quantities above are the
same regardless of the parameterization chosen.
In what follows, we will consider a set of linear compounds, γ, corresponding to a set of estimable linear functions of η. Let the ith linear compound
be given by
γi = cTi η
where ci is a suitable vector of coefficients. The best linear unbiased estimator for γi is
γˆi = cTi P M
and its variance is given by
Var(γˆi ) = σ 2 cTi P ci ,

(3)

Recall that the orthogonal projection, P , is the same regardless of the choice
of the design matrix X. The estimation of variance for a linear compound
is therefore independent of the parameterization.
In this paper, we extend the notion of admissible designs based on parameters given in Glonek and Solomon (2004) to consider a set of linear
compounds. Our extended approach is motivated by the following considerations. Firstly, there is not always a one-to-one correspondence between
the linear compounds of interest and the parameters of the linear model.
For example, in the sphingosine kinase experiment, the 5 parameters of the
linear model and a further 7 derived linear compounds form the total of 12
linear compounds that are of interest. Secondly, there may be situations
where various linear compounds are of equal importance. For example,
subsets of compounds may be of equal scientific interest. Our approach,
therefore, will cater for a relevant set of linear compounds and allow for
subsets that may be of equal importance based on appropriate constraints.

4

Admissible designs

The notion of admissible designs, introduced by Glonek and Solomon (2004),
provides a direct approach to recommend optimal designs for microarray
experiments when inference is to be made separately for each parameter in
the linear model. The motivation is to develop a flexible framework that
enables design choice to optimize for the effects of interest.
Under standard assumptions, it can be shown that the standard error for
the ith parameter is given by
√
σ vi ,
(4)
where σ is the standard deviation between slides for a given gene and vi is
the ith diagonal element of the variance matrix
Var(β̂) = σ 2 (X T X)−1 .

(5)
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Based on statistical efficiency, an admissible design is defined as follows
(Glonek and Solomon, 2004).
A design with a total of n slides and design matrix X is said to be admissible
if there exists no other design with n slides and design matrix X∗ such that
vi ≥ vi∗ ,

(6)

for all i, with strict inequality for at least one i, where the variance coefficients vi and vi∗ are the diagonal elements of (X T X)−1 and (X∗T X∗ )−1
respectively. The set of all admissible designs is called the admissible set.

5
5.1

Extended admissible framework
Linear compounds

In Section 3 it was shown that the formulation of linear compounds provides
a specification that is not affected by the choice of parameterization. For
the purpose of calculation, however, it is convenient to use a parametric
specification of the form η = Xβ. The vector of linear compounds can then
be given as γ = Bβ where B is a suitably chosen matrix of coefficients. It
follows that
Var(γ̂) = σ 2 B(X T X)−1 B T .
(7)
Thus the variance of the ith linear compound estimate is given by σ 2 vi ,
where vi is the ith diagonal element of the matrix B(X T X)−1 B T .
5.2

Constraints

For a given microarray experiment, it is often appropriate to introduce constraints based on additional information. For example, a multi-level factor
may have no natural choice of baseline. In such cases, applying constraints
to linear compounds may be required to ensure that the admissible set is
invariant with respect to any arbitrary choice of baseline. In addition, there
will often be situations in which certain subsets of the linear compounds
are of equal scientific interest. In this case it is reasonable to require that
the variances for such linear compounds are equal or at least approximately
so.
Enforcing such constraints corresponds to partitioning γ and ensuring the
variance coefficients are constant within partitions. For example, in the
sphingosine kinase experiment, this would require that the variance coefficients corresponding to interactions, cell type and estrogen are constant
within each of the subsets.
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Penalty Approach

Enforcing constraints exactly can be unduly restrictive for discrete optimization problems. For example, there may be situations where none of
the admissible designs satisfy the constraints. In extreme cases, it may
happen that there are no designs at all that satisfy the constraints. The
imposition of constraints may also be problematic from a computational
perspective in situations where the set of all designs that satisfy a given
set of constraints may be difficult to construct.
An approach that avoids these difficulties is to construct a suitable penalty
function, D, based on the differences in variance coefficients of linear compounds that appear in the constraints. The penalty approach takes the ith
objective to be
(D)
vi = (1 − w) ∗ vi + w ∗ D
(8)

where w ∈ [0, 1] is the weight associated with the penalty. Then the admissible set is generated using the new objectives.
An attractive feature of this approach is its simplicity with regard to implementation. In addition, the admissible set generated has the potential
to be substantially smaller than would arise from the original approach
by Glonek and Solomon (2004). This is of practical importance when selecting an appropriate design. Furthermore, employing a penalty extends
naturally to more complex applications for which metaheuristics may be
required rather than the enumerative approach used in this paper.

6
6.1

Applications
Leukaemogenesis experiment

Recall, from Section 2.1, that there are 5 linear compounds of biological
interest in this experiment and the interaction between cell line and time
is of primary interest. Of subsequent interest are the two subsets of linear
compounds relating to cell line and time. Within each subset, the squared
difference in variance coefficients for the two linear compounds of equal
interest form the basis for the penalty function.
Suppose 24 slides are available. Application of the penalty approach with
w = 0.999 produces a set of 32 admissible designs. Each of these designs
appear in the larger admissible set of size 20, 692 obtained for all linear
compounds with no penalty. The minimum variance coefficient for the interaction parameter within the constrained set of 32 designs is equal to
the unconstrained minimum. Hence, in this example, the constraints do
not lead to a loss inefficiency with respect to the parameter of primary
interest. One such design is given in Figure 2. In addition to its high efficiency for interaction, this design is recommended as it is balanced for
other effects. This example demonstrates that employing the penalty approach based on constraints enables a manageable selection of designs that
are highly efficient for the parameter of primary interest in this experiment.
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FIGURE 2. Recommended design for leukaemogenesis experiment with 24 slides.
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FIGURE 3. Recommended admissible design for sphingosine kinase experiment
with 18 slides.

6.2

Sphingosine kinase experiment

In Section 2.2, 12 linear compounds of interest were identified and partitioned into 3 subsets corresponding to interactions, cell type and estrogen.
The penalty function is formed based on the differences in variance coefficients within each subset and the penalty approach is employed.
If a total of 18 slides are available, then there are 471, 435, 600 possible
designs. It could be expected that the set of admissible designs without
constraints will also be very large. Application of the penalty approach
with w = 0.999 produces a set of 10 admissible designs, of which 9 are
admissible when no constraints are imposed.
The design given in Figure 3 corresponds to that having minimum variance
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FIGURE 4. Another example of an admissible design for the sphingosine kinase
experiment with 18 slides.

coefficients for interactions and is balanced within each of the subsets of
linear compounds of interest. The variance coefficients for subsets relating
to interactions, cell type and estrogen are 0.364, 0.424 and 0.205 respectively. This design can also be seen to be near optimal for the interactions
within the much larger unconstrained set.
The design in Figure 4 also arises in the constrained set of admissible
designs. The variance coefficients for the linear compounds corresponding
to interactions, cell type and estrogen are 0.4, 0.267 and 0.3 respectively.
Despite its symmetry, this design is less efficient for the interactions than
the design shown in Figure 3.
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Abstract: Methods of display for three-dimensional shape data are discussed.
Animation is particularly effective in illustrating the meaning of derived quantities such as principal components. Statistical and software issues are discussed in
the context of an application where the source of information is rich, including
points curves and surfaces.
Keywords: Shape, principal components, three-dimensional data.

1

Introduction

Rapid advances in imaging technology in recent years have made the collection and analysis of three dimensional data increasingly available. An example of the use of this imaging technology is a recent study investigating
facial development of Scottish children (see Hood et al. (2004) and White
et al. (2004)) which captured 3D facial images of a cohort of children with
cleft conditions and a control group. The 3D images were captured using
a stereophotogrammetry system developed within the Computing Science
Department at Glasgow University (Ayoub et al. (1996)). The three dimensional images contain a rich set of information for each child at each
time point. In order to analyse this data, the images are processed to extract corresponding information for each model, i.e. each (subject x time)
combination. The most fundamental information are the coordinates of 31
anatomical landmarks which were carefully identified by experienced clinicians. The left hand panel of Figure 1 shows a two dimensional snapshot of
the anatomical landmarks identified on a three dimensional facial image.
Clearly, 31 anatomical landmarks is an inadequate representation of the
full model. To get a more detailed representation algorithms were developed to extract curves and surface patches representing key feature of the
face. The middle panel of Figure 1 shows six curves identified on the full
model. The right hand panel in Figure 1 shows a nose surface patch.

2

Shape Analysis

A variety of methods of analysis for sets of landmark coordinates are available in the stable of techniques known as statistical shape analysis (see Dryden and Mardia (1998) for an excellent introduction and overview). This
analysis treats each configuration of coordinates as a single observation
119
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FIGURE 1. Illustrations of landmarks, curves and surfaces from the facial data.

and, after suitable projections onto an approximately linear space (”tangent space”), employs standard multivariate analysis to compare groups
and model variation. These techniques can be also applied to the curves
and surface patches, given the correspondence properties described above.
A major component of shape analysis is a registration process known as
procrustes analysis which solves a least squares minimization to match corresponding points in different configurations as closely as possible. Specifically, shape is defined as that which remains when the effects of location
and size have been accounted for. Procrustes analysis, therefore, computes
the degree to which configurations need to be translated, rotated and scaled
in order to leave only variation due to shape differences. Once procrustes
analysis has been employed to distill shape information, principal components analysis (PCA) is used to describe and analyse the variation in shape.
Although the observations are of high dimensionality, it is often the case
that a much smaller number of principal components summarise a large
proportion of the overall variability. Although the principal components
are calculated in tangent space, an inverse projection is used to express
these components in terms of the original configurations. The 3D nature
of the data and the specific clinical research questions of interest in the
current context required that novel methods of displaying and exploring
variation in shape based on PCA be developed.

3

Displaying the variation in curves and surfaces

While methods of shape analysis are well developed for landmarks, fewer
tools are immediately available for more complex shape information, such
as curves and surfaces. The raw information which is collected from the
camera captures to define curves is itself a collection of point positions.
These are irregularly spaced along the curve of interest and so it is necessary
to regularise the points into a set of pseudo-landmarks, each of which has a
corresponding interpretation in terms of position along the curve sequence.
A convenient route to achieving this is to create a new variable d which
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FIGURE 2. Illustration of the average nasal shape (centre), together with the
shapes associated with ±3 standard deviations along the axis defined by the first
principal component (left and right).

represents the distance travelled along the curve, as a proportion of curve
length. Each of the sets of observed x, y and z co-ordinate values can then
be smoothed with respect to d by any convenient smoothing procedure, to
create a fitted curve. Only a small degree of smoothing should be applied
so that the principal effect is one of interpolation between the observed
values. Evaluation of each co-ordinate curve at a regular grid of values of
d then creates a well-defined set of pseudo-landmarks with the required
properties of correspondence across each subject.
With surface data, methods of regularisation are more complex. The raw
data for each image again consists of an irregularly spaced collection of
point positions. Andresen et al. (2000) and Ju & Siebert (2001) describe
how a generic three-dimensional surface mesh can be stretched and scaled
to fit the observed data in a systematic manner. The end result is meshes of
the type displayed in Figure 2, where again there is correspondence across
cases in the positions of the pseudo-landmarks.
When this process has been completed, the standard forms of statistical
shape analysis for landmarks, described in Section 2, can then be applied
to the appropriate collections of psuedo-landmarks. The resulting principal
components are best displayed in animated form and software tools to
perform this are discussed in Section 4. The central panel of Figure 2 shows
the mean nose of three month old control children while the left and right
hand panels show the shapes associated with the positions at ±3 standard
deviations along the axis of the first principal component. Even in the static
printed plots, the broad nature of the first principal component is apparent,
with a braodening and narrowing of the nose as its dominant characteristic.

4

Software tools for the display of variation in
three-dimensions

In order to view three-dimension shapes effectively, suitable display software is required. The ability to plot and ‘spin’ clouds of three-dimensional
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data points is provided by a number of statistical computing packages but
much more flexible tools are required for shape display and animation.
Sophisticated and powerful systems for the display of three-dimensional
objects are available. In particular, the OpenGL system provides a rich set
of basic tools. Nenadic, Adler, & Zucchini (2003) have developed a link to
these from the statistical computing system R, known as the RGL library.
This creates a very powerful resource directly from the R system. We have
used these tools to build display facilities for shape analysis and these will
be illustrated.
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Abstract: We present a spacial model linking spatial variation in ambient air
pollution to prevalance of cardiac disease. The model incorporates risk factors
measured at the individual level, such as age, income, education, and at the spatial level, such as air pollution. We demonstrate that the spatial autocorrelation
in community cardiac disease prevalence, an indication of not fully characterizing potentially confounding risk factors to the air pollution prevalance of cardiac
disease association, can be accounted for through the inclusion of location in the
model assessing the effects of air pollution on prevalance of cardiac disease. We
present a statistical approach that can be implemented using widely available
statistical computer software. Our methods are illustrated with an analysis of air
pollution and prevalance of cardiac disease in ten large Canadian cities to determine whether prevalance of cardiac disease is associated with concentrations of
gaseous air pollutants.
Keywords: air pollution; cardiac disease; spatial regression.

1

Introduction

Ambient air pollution is an important population health issue because current levels seen in North America and Europe(Dockery 2002, Bascom 1996),
have been associated with a variety of adverse health effects, including increased mortality and hospital admissions due to cardiac disease. However,
none of studies linking ambient air pollution to hospital admissions due to
cardiac disease considered spatial clustering. There could be two type of
clustering. First clustering within cities. Clustering will induce a positive
correlation of the response of subjects in the same location and thus suggest that there are inadequately modeled risk factors specific to the location
itself. Failure to account for this clustering issue can lead to underestimation of the uncertainties associated with effect estimates. Second, health
responses of subjects living in closer cities may be more similar compared
123
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to health responses of subjects living in cities further apart. Failure to account for this type of clustering can also lead to underestimation of the
uncertainties associated with effect estimates. In this paper, we present a
statistical model for linking spatial variation in ambient gaseous air pollution to prevalence of cardiac disease. Our method is illustrated with an
analysis of health data obtained from the Canadian Institute for Health
Information (CIHI) to determine whether prevalence of cardiac disease is
associated with concentrations of ambient gaseous pollutants.

2

Method

The Study Population: The study population was all emergency admissions to hospital for cardiac conditions between April 1, 1993 and March
31, 2000 in ten of the largest Canadian cities from the Atlantic to Pacific Coasts: Calgary, Edmonton, Halifax, London, Ottawa, Saint John,
Toronto, Vancouver, Windsor, and Winnipeg. The hospitalization data
were provided by the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI)
which collects information on virtually all cardiac condition admissions in
Canada, made possible by the fact that acute care general medical hospitals in Canada are publicly funded. There were a total of 316,234 hospital
discharge records for cases in which the principal reason for hospitalization
was a cardiac disease coded by the International Classification of Disease
9th Revision (ICD-9 code): congestive heart failure 428, ischemic heart
disease 410-414, dysrhythmias 427.
Meteorological and Air Pollution Data: For each city, the following
daily data provided by Environment Canada and the National Air Pollution
Monitoring System: mean, maximum and minimum temperature, mean relative humidity, maximum twenty-four hour change in barometric pressure,
and one-hour maximum concentrations of sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO) and ozone (O3). Twenty-four
hour averaged particulate matter of less than ten microns in aerodynamic
diameter (PM10) and sulphates (SO4) were measured every sixth day.
Individual Level Data: Information on family income and family education was obtained from the 1996 Canadian Census. Each subject was
assigned the socio-demographics of the enumeration area in which he/she
resided. An enumeration Area (EA) is the smallest standard geographic
area for which census data are reported and it is enumerated by one census representative. Individual information on age and gender were available
from the hospitalization database.
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Statistical Model

We analyzed the data with a two-stage model (Cakmak 2003). In Stage
One, health outcome data is modeled by covariates at the individual level
and indicator functions for each city using logistic model. Air pollution is
not included at this stage. Estimates of the city-specific health responses
are determined using standard computer software for logistic model. We
used SAS procedures because they can accommodate very large sample
sizes (SAS, 1997). For our model, we did not specify an intercept term.
The estimates of the indicator functions can be interpreted as the average
response in a specific city after adjusting for individual-level covariates. In
this stage, we considered prevalence of cardiac disease as dependent variable
and age, gender, family income, family education and city of residence
as an independent variables. Output from stage one is the city-specific
logarithm of the relative risk adjusted for personal level risk factors other
than air pollution denoted by {δ̂(s), s = 1, ..., S}, where denotes a zero
dimensional point in Cartesian (x,y) space representing the location of one
of 10 cities under study. Additional output from this stage is the variancecovariance matrix of the δ̂(s), denoted by v̂, which describes the uncertainty
in the estimates of the city-specific adjusted health response. In Stage
Two, estimates of adjusted city specific log-relative risks were related to
risk factors defined at the city level, such as air pollution, using a linear
random effects regression model as follow:
δ̂(s) = ζ(s) + β T Z(s) + η(s) + ǫ(s)

(1)

where ǫ(s)is a random process with zero expectation, uncorrelated in space,
and variance-covariance matrix v̂, independent of the spatial random effects
process η(s).
ζ(s)is the two-dimensional trend term to account for residual spatial variability, and β is a vector of unknown regression coefficients linking the
vector of spatial level risk factors, Z(s), to the community-specific health
responses.
The spatial random effects, η(s) , are shared by all individuals in area s.
We assume that the spatial process η(s) is stationary (i.e., expectation
does not vary in space), has zero expectation, variance θ > 0, and correlation matrix Ω(ρ), which is characterized by a vector of unknown correlation prarameters ρ. Here, δ̂(s), has expectation µ(s) = ζ(s) + β T Z(s)
and variance-covariance matrix Σ = θΩ + V̂ . If the number of subjects
and events in each community is large, as is assumed here, the {δ̂(s)} have
approximately a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector µ and
variance-covariance matrix Σ = θΩ + V̂ . We have decomposed the variance into a term representing between subject variation within the same
area, v̂, and variation between areas θ . A practical limitation of this error model is that no commercially available software accommodates this
stochastic structure when ρ 6= 0 . We can remove much of this spatial
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autocorrelation by a judicious choice of the spatial surface . We consider
non-parametric smoothed estimates of using the robust locally-weighted
regression (LOESS) smoothers(Cleveland,1988) within the generalized additive model framework(Hastie, 1990) . This method can be implemented
in the statistical computing software package S-Plus(Splus 2000) The unknown parameter vector linking the spatial risk factors to the prevalence
of cardiac disease is also estimated using generalized additive models in
S-Plus.
For the case ρ = 0 , estimation of the model can proceed by defining a
weight function equal to the inverse of the variance of each observation.
That is
−1
[θ + v(s)] .
However, using this approach requires that an estimate, θ̂ , of θ be obtained.
Such an estimate is given by the sample variance of the random effects,
S −1

s
X

η(s)2 .

s=1

However, the random effects are not known and have to be estimated from
the data by maximum likelihood methods with the log-likelihood function
minimized by a Fishers Scoring algorithm(Burnett, 1995).

η(s)(α+1) =

θ̂(α)
θ̂(α) + v(s)

h
i
δ̂(s) − µ̂(α) (s)

(2)

where α represents the current value of the parameters and α+1 represents
the updated value. Substituting these estimates of the random effects into
the sample variance yields a biased estimate of θ. However, an unbiased
estimator of θ is given instead by the iterative procedure(Burnett, 1995)

h
i2 

s 
h

i2
θ̂(α)
X
(α+1)
(α)
−1
(α)
θ̂
= θ̂ + S
η̂
−
(3)

θ̂(α) + v(s) 

s=1 

where the last term in the above equation is a bias correction representing
the variance of the estimator of the random effects. The estimation procedure is as follows. First, we estimated the unknown parameters in the
spacial model (equation 1) using the generalized additive model (GAM)
estimation routing in S-Plus with weights specified by v(s)−1 , yielding an
initial prediction function µ̂(0) (s). Then we determined a starting value for
θ̂ which is the penalized least squares estimator of θ using Fishers scoring
algorithm(Burnett, 1995). We then obtained updated estimates of the random effects η(s) and their variance θ using equations 2 and 3, respectively.
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Given the current estimate of the random effects variance we obtain updated estimates µ̂(α+1) (s)using the GAM estimation routine with weights
h
i−1
θ̂(α) + v(s)
. This procedure is repeated until the relative difference between consecutive estimates of θ is small (in our case ≤ 10−4 ). We examine
the sensitivity of the air pollution association with prevalance of cardiac
disease to the complexity of the specification of the spatial surface, as measured by the span of the LOESS nonparametric smoother.

3

Results

Ozone concentrations ranged from 13.5 ppb in Vancouver to 23.7 ppb in
London with a population weighted average 17.4. Nitrogen dioxide concentrations ranged from 8.8 in Saint John to 25.4 in Toronto with a pooled
average 21.4. sulphur dioxide concentrations ranged from 2.8 ppb in Edmonton to 10.2 in Halifax with a pooled average 4.6 ppb, and Carbon
monoxide concentrations ranged from 0.5 in London and Winnipeg to 1.0
ppm in Toronto with a pooled average 0.8 ppm. The first step in the analysis was to use the logistic regression procedure in SAS with all available
relevant individual risk factors that were associated with cardiac disease.
This model also included indicator functions for the 10 cities. The variables
representing age (a cubic polynomial to account for potential non-linear
association with disease), gender, age-gender interaction, educational attainment and family income. We then fit our spatial linear random effects
model with air pollution as the only spatial predictor, assuming that the
data are uncorrelated and determined the standardized residuals from this
model. The association between the autocorrelation of these standardized
residuals and distance showed a cyclic pattern in the autocorrelations. The
pattern of autocorrelation with distance is eliminated by the inclusion of
a non-parametrically estimated surface with a LOESS span of 50 percent.
However, the autocorrelation for the shortest distance is negative, possibly due to sparse data and larger variance. The smoothed representation
of the spatial surface may have removed the negative autocorrelation at
small distances because the LOESS surface used a large amount of available data (50 percent) for estimation. We also note that the autocorrelation
pattern with distance can be modeled by including a LOESS surface with
span of 20 percent assuming no autocorrelation structure. We can thus obtain our desired results of removing the autocorrelation in the data with a
more complex surface model (span of 20 percent) and assume no autocorrelated stochastic structure. The Sensitivity of air pollution effect, β̂, to the
model specification is given in Table 1. The air pollution effect based on
the standard logistic regression model(M odel 1) assuming subjects are independent was somehow less than the corresponding estimate based on our
spatial random effects model(M odel 2) under the identical assumption of
independence, but the difference between the 2-stage estimation approach
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TABLE 1. Effects of gaseous air pollutants on hospital admissions for cardiac disease. Model type and span of LOESS smoother of location surface and Percentage
increase in hospital admissions in ten large Canadian Cities , April 1,1993 to
March 31, 2000.

Model
Logistic(1)
Spatial(2)
Spatial(3)
Spatial(4)

Ozone
1.6(0.2, 2.3)
1.8(0.4, 3.2)
1.9(-0.1, 3.9)
2.2(-0.1, 4.5)

Pollutants⋆
Nitrogen
4.9(2.1,
5.6(2.9,
4.2(0.7,
4.3(0.8,

7.7)
8.3)
7.7)
7.8)

Sulfur
Dioxide
0.9(-1.8, 3.6)
0.6(-2.1, 3.3)
1.1(-1.7, 3.9)
1.3(-1.4, 4.0)

Total
Dioxide
7.4(1.5, 13.6)
8.0(1.4, 14.8)
7.0(-1.3, 15.7)
7.6(-0.7, 16.3)

⋆ The effect of Carbon Monoxide was zero.
(1): The standard logistic regression model
(2): Two-stage spatial random effects model under the identical assumption of independence
(3): Two-stage spatial random effects model with a location surface model
(span=50 percent)
(4): Two-stage spatial random effects model with a location surface
model(span=20 percent)

and the logistic regression model was not significant. This was most likely
due to the large number of subjects and cases of cardiac disease per city.
The 95 percent Confidence limits of the air pollution effect for the two approaches were also were very similar. The inclusion of a random effect for
location(M odel 3) with a LOESS span of 50 percent decreased further the
estimate of the gaseous air pollution effect slightly but the estimated confidence limits were much wider compared to the confidence limits obtained
from models assuming independence among subjects(M odel 1, M odel 2).
This suggests that there is a lot more variation in cardiac disease between
cities had can be fully explained by the within city estimation error and
gaseous pollutants. The gaseous air pollution effect estimates appeared to
be insensitive to inclusion of location surfaces estimated with a LOESS span
of 50 percent (M odel 3) or 20 percent(M odel 4) . However their standard
errors increased such that the confidence limits of effect estimates included
zero.

4

Discussion and Conclusions

With regards to the first concern, while our model gave similar gaseous
air pollution prevalence cardiac disease estimates as the standard logistic
model, the standard errors of these estimates were somewhat higher than
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those from the standard logistic model. With regard to the second concern,
we have observed a pattern of spatial autocorrelation in mortality that
cannot be fully explained by ambient gaseous air pollution concentrations,
even after controlling for a host of risk factors measured at the individual
level. We also found that the association between air pollution and prevalence of cardiac disease was somewhat sensitive to the specification of the
complexity of the spatial surface, with more complex surface specifications
resulting in lower estimates of the air pollution effect and higher standard
errors. These results suggest that there may be some confounding due to
missing or systematically mis-measured risk factors that are also spatially
correlated with pollution. We demonstrate that the spatial auto-correlation
in community health outcomes can be accounted for through the inclusion
of location in the deterministic component of the model assessing the effects
of air pollution on prevalance of cardiac disease.
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Abstract: In this paper regression trees are used to detect multiple structural
breaks in the mean occurring at unknown dates. This goal is achieved exploiting
the Fisher grouping algorithm (1958) proposed for grouping a single real variable,
within the framework of least squares regression trees. The proposed approach is
applied to study the changes in mean water levels of Lake Michigan-Huron.
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1

Introduction

The detection of structural breaks is challenging and lot of effort has been
devoted to this task both in the statistic and econometric literature (for a
review see Hansen, 2001). In this paper we focus on the problem of detecting
multiple breaks in the mean occurring at unknown dates. To this aim we
propose a non parametric approach based on regression trees.
Given a continuous response variable Y and a set of p predictors X1 , . . . , Xp ,
regression trees model the relationship between the response and the covariates employing a recursive partitioning approach that results into a
partition of Y based upon the values of the predictor variables. Our procedure makes use of an artificial covariate (so that p = 1) that is an arbitrary strictly ascending (or descending) sequence of numbers thus we
call it Atheorethical Regression Trees (so forth denoted by ART) because
it is theory-free being the covariate not a predictor variable but rather a
counter. In what follows we will show that the use of such covariate in least
square regression trees (Breiman et al., 1984) resorts to a sequential use
of the Fisher’s method of exact optimization (1958) proposed for grouping n elements into g mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsets having
maximum homogeneity i.e., minimizing the within-groups sum of squares.
Fisher’s algorithm is designed for situations in which the data points are
ordered and groups consist of intervals of data. Two subclass of problems
are considered: the unrestricted case when the observations can be ordered
according to their numerical values, and the restricted one when an a priori
ordering is given. Time series data belong to the second case as the ordering is provided by the time and observations are not exchangeable. In this
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case seeking the minimum within sum of square partition corresponds to
segment the series into homogeneous subperiods that contrast with each
other i.e., it corresponds to detect breaks in the mean. A drawback of
the Fisher’s method is that it can deal with moderate-sized values of n
and g while ART overcomes these limitations because it corresponds to a
sequential application of the Fisher’s algorithm to a problem of g = 2 subperiods. Furthermore, whereas Fisher’s method produces a single partition
and it is advisable to create several partitions by varying g, ART produces
a hierarchical structure. The final partition and the corresponding set of
break dates can result either from automatic procedure such as pruning
along with model selection criteria or from subjective choice of the applied
scientist based on a priori knowledge.

2

Atheorethical Regression Trees

In least square regression trees (LSRT) a node t is split into the left and
right descendants tl and tr to reduce the deviance of the response variable.
Thus the algorithm selects theP
split s for which SS(t) − [SS(tl ) + SS(tr )]
is maximum, where SS(t) = yi ∈t (yi − ȳ(t)), (i=1,. . . ,n) is the sum of
squares for node t, and SS(tl ) and SS(tr ) are the sums of squares for the
left and right descendants, respectively. The splitting criterion is equivalent
to maximize the between-groups sum of squares BSS(t) that can be writr )ȳ(tr )
l )n(tr )
ten BSS = n(tn(t)
(ȳ(tl ) − ȳ(tr ))2 being ȳ(t) = n(tl )ȳ(tl )+n(t
. Thus,
n(t)
in LSRT the splitting criterion searches for the child nodes consisting of
subsets of y values whose means are as far as possible. Once the binary partition of a node is found, the splitting process is applied separately to each
subgroup, and so on recursively until the subgroups either reach a minimum
size or no improvement of the criterion can be achieved. The resultant tree
usually is overly large so that a pruning method is applied to trim it back.
Minimizing the within-group sum of squares is a natural criterion for partitioning a single real variable. This is the case in the Fisher’s algorithm of
exact optimization (1958) whose key aspect it’s the concepts of contiguous
partitions. Let i, e and h be three data points that have order i ≤ e ≤ h;
a partition is said to be contiguous if it consists of groups such that if i
and h are assigned to the same class then e must be also assigned to that
class. For ordered data only contiguous partitions require to be considered
to detect the optimal one minimizing the within-group sum of squares. In
the restricted case of time series data the contiguity applies to time i.e.,
only subsequent intervals in terms of the ordering specified by time are
admissible. The number of possible contiguous partitions of n (whatever)
ordered objects into g groups makes a global search unfeasible but Fisher
shows that the the number of computations can be substantially reduced by
exploiting the additivity property of the sum of squares criterion by means
a dynamic programming approach that allows to deal with the problem of
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finding the optimal partition into g groups making use of the results obtained while dealing with the problem of g − 1 groups. Despite the saving,
even with today’s computers a complete enumeration and search it is possible only for g = 2. The concept of contiguous partitions can be naturally
exploited in the framework of least square regression trees. At this aim let
k be an arbitrary ascending (or descending) sequence of completely ordered
numbers, for sake of simplicity take k = 1, 2, . . . , i, . . . , n. The use of such
sequence as covariate into least square regression trees resorts to create
and check at any node t all the admissible binary partitions of the yi ∈ t
whose number is n(t) − 1 and thus it is treatable. Indeed, the contiguity
property ensures that at any node t the best split for the given order lays
in k and it will be identified by the splitting criterion. Note that in the
original Fisher’s method optimal partitions for different values of g need
not to be hierarchically nested. In the ART method as splitting goes on,
the previous partitions are fixed, but for many sets of data this represents
a reasonable approximation providing good partitions at a much less expensive computational cost. Indeed, the Fisher’s method requires O(n2 g)
steps, whereas ART, at any tree node requires O(n(t)) steps to identify the
best split. Hartigan (1975) provides an excellent justification in favor of
the binary division algorithm in the case of time series data: suppose that
the time interval consists of g intervals within each of which the values are
constant. Then there is a partition into g segments for which the within
sum of squares is zero and it will be identified by the tree algorithm.
ART generates a hierarchical structure and a nested sequence of partitions
corresponding to candidates sets of break dates can be identified by means
of pruning, that is the process of discarding terminal nodes whose contribute to reduction in deviance is negligible. In order to find the subtree
whose terminal nodes provide the optimal partition corresponding to the
actual number of break dates and distinct subperiods present in the data,
we use cross validation (CV) and classical model selection criteria (on the
use of these criteria in tree methods see Su et al., 2003).

3

Application to Lake Michigan Huron data

In order to illustrate the proposed procedure we present an application to
the Lakes Michigan-Huron data. The two lakes, which are hydrologically
inseparable, represent one of biggest body of water worldwide. Thus, studying the variations in the water levels is a relevant issue because fluctuations
have high ecological, climatological and economic impact. The data reports
the lake yearly mean water levels over a time span of 140 years running
from 1860 to 1999. The series has been partitioned by ART (setting the
minimum segment length equal to 5) producing a maximal tree of 10 terminal nodes. By means of the CART pruning method a sequence of subtrees
has been created. In order to select the final set of break dates identifying
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periods of fairly constant mean water level, we have used CV and model
selection criteria, namely, AIC, AICC and BIC. Whereas AIC and AICC
select as final optimal partition the maximal tree, CV and BIC select the
8-segment partition. The latter is depicted in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. Breaks in the mean detected by ART (CV and BIC selection criteria).
The horizontal lines indicate µ and µ ± σ.

Declining lake levels are of concern to the Great lakes community. Our
study allows an insights into the phenomenon showing that up to now no
lowering trend can be identified and that rather lake mean water levels are
characterized by a high instability over the years, alternating higher and
lower phases.
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Abstract: Australia’s surface air temperatures have risen, 0.7◦ C from 1910 to
1999, in line with global trends. Such changes in the climate are expected to have
profound and complex impacts on virtually all natural systems, with evidence
mounting that the anomalously high temperatures seen in the 20th century have
already been associated with changes in many physical and biological systems
around the globe.
Despite numerous studies of natural process or species have been associated with
regional temperature change listed against the Northern Hemisphere, the Third
Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change lists very
few studies for the Southern Hemisphere and none for Australia. However, since
this report was produced, progress has been made linking climate change and
Australia’s natural systems, with some interesting findings.
Linking climate change and natural systems requires careful analyses, often fraught
with difficulty, and a multi-disciplinary approach is clearly required, involving climate scientists, ecologists and statisticians.
Keywords: Climate Change; Phenology; Statistics.

1

Introduction

Global surface air temperatures are approximately 0.6◦ C warmer than they
were in the mid-19th century; the largest recorded warming in any century over the last 1000 years (IPCC 2001a). Australia’s continental average temperature has also increased (0.7◦ C from 1910 to 1999), with most
of the increase recorded since 1950 (Collins et al. 2000; Nicholls 2003).
Climate change is expected to have profound and complex impacts on virtually all natural systems, with evidence mounting that the anomalously
high temperatures seen in the 20th century have already been associated
with changes in many physical and biological systems around the globe,
including accelerated glacial retreat, lengthening of growing seasons, and
alterations in the phenology of flowering, breeding and migration of many
species (Hughes 2000; Walther et al. 2002; Parmesan and Yohe 2003; Root
et al. 2003).
Linking climate change and natural systems requires careful analyses, often fraught with difficulty (examples including: a large number of climate
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variables, a single climate realisation, interactions between variables, small
often incomplete species data, non-climatic influences on species). A multidisciplinary approach is clearly required, involving climate scientists, ecologists and statisticians.

2

Phenology and climate change

In the early years of meteorology, climate was often described in terms of its
observed effect on plants and animals. To some extent this has persevered
today, with the general public still tending to think of spring in terms of
biological events, rather than in astronomical terms (Sparks and Smithers
2002).
Phenology is the study of the timing in natural systems, for example, the
timing of flowering in plant species or bird migration. In recent years there
has been a resurgence of interest in the use of phenology as an indicator of
climate change. Many natural systems have been shown to be sensitive to
changes in climate and these changes are often easier for the general public
to understand than, say a 0.6◦ C rise in global temperature. In addition,
such changes are often seen in their backyard, making the climate change
message more relevant and pressing. From an environmental management
perspective, it is important to determine the impact of climate change on
the environment, with the information obtained supporting policy development and further monitoring used to assess policy responses. Finally,
many plant and animal species respond to changes in not only temperature, but also in rainfall, humidity, sunshine and other climate variables.
This makes them valuable indicators of combined changes in the climate
system through their integration of the various climate elements.

3

Status of knowledge in Australia

The Third Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC 2001b) illustrated, using figures and tables, locations around
the globe where studies of natural process or species have been associated with regional temperature change. Despite numerous studies listed
against the Northern Hemisphere, there were very few studies listed for
the Southern Hemisphere, and none for the Australian region, other than
a glacier in New Zealand. In the four years since that IPCC report was
produced, progress has been made on addressing the knowledge gaps identified, though there is still a long way to go. Knowledge gained includes
relationships between climate and timing of breeding in Little Penguins
(Chambers 2004); the timing of migration in arid and semi-arid birds and
changes in regional temperatures (Chambers 2005); and rainfall and temperature influences on flowering in eucalypts (Keatley et al. 2002). Work
has also commenced on documenting data sets of potential use for future
climate change / phenological studies (Chambers et al. 2005).
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Issues in phenological / climate change research

When using phenology as in indicator of climate change, or when assessing
the impact of climate change on species, a number of important issues need
to be considered. Importantly, there needs to be a statistical relationship
between some aspect of climate (for example, average monthly maximum
temperature) and some component of the species life cycle (for example,
the timing of breeding). In addition to the statistical relationships, there
also needs to be a physical reasoning behind the relationship (for example,
warmer temperatures may increase food abundance which can act as a
breeding stimulus). The next step is to determine if there has been a change
over time in the climate and in the phenological variables, and if these
changes are consistent with those physically expected under climate change.
These steps require an inter-disciplinary approach.

5

The value of statistics

The use of statistics increases our ability to understand the complex relationships between climate change and phenology. Often when working in
the climate change / climate impact field, complex analyses need to be
performed on, sometimes, less than perfect data sets. There can be large
volumes of data, as in the case of long records of multiple daily climate
variables, or extremely short, as in the case of some phenological data sets.
In both cases, there are often missing data or data inhomogeneities, such
as climate station moves or changes in data collection practices. Statistics
is useful in determining the significance of relationships between climate
variables and phenological data, including non-linearities in relationships,
such as temperature threshold changes in species behaviour. Statistics can
also be used to objectively select the most appropriate climate variables
from among many possible choices. Finally, statistical modelling can be
used to project likely future impacts of climate change on species and can
provide the level of confidence associated with these projections.
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Abstract: This paper considers a Student-t stochastic volatility (SV) model
using full Bayesian approach. A new two-stage scale mixtures representation for
the Student-t density is proposed and used to speed up the efficiency of the
Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling schemes.
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1

Introduction

In financial world, volatility of an asset (or return of an asset) is an important measure of financial risk and many time series models have been
studied to model the volatility. Allowing the volatility to vary stochastically, stochastic volatility (SV) models have been widely used in modelling
financial risk. However, likelihood-based analysis is difficult and impractical for SV-type models because parameter estimation and forecasting involves high dimensional integration. Therefore, attention has been shifted
to the Bayesian approach. The advancement in Bayesian computational
techniques provides an efficient way for implementation. Jacquier et al.
(1994) adopt the Gibbs sampling scheme while Shephard and Pitt (1997)
employ the Metropolis-Hastings scheme.
Although a number of improvements have been proposed to make statistical
inference possible and simple, a deviation from the normality assumption
for the time series data does impose an increasing computational burden to
the analysis. In fact, many financial data exhibit a thick tail behaviour and
this tempts statisticians and econometricians to model asset returns using
heavy-tailed distributions such as Student-t distribution. See Jacquier et al.
(1994). However, the extension from normal to heavy-tailed distributional
assumption increases the computational load dramatically. Therefore, this
paper aims to provide a more efficient Gibbs sampler scheme than Jacquier
et al. (1994) by expressing the Student-t density function into a two-stage
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scale mixture. For illustrative purpose, an exchange rate data set is analyzed in detail.

2

Two-stage Scale Mixtures Representation for
Student-t Distribution

The mixtures of normal (SMN) distribution was characterized by Andrew
and Mallows (1974) using Laplace transformation approach.
Let θ and σ be the location and scale parameters of the SMN random
variable X. Then the probability density function of X is given by
Z
f (x) =
N (x|θ, λσ 2 ) g(λ)dλ
R+

where N (·|·) denotes the normal density, g(·) is a probability density function defined on ℜ+ = (0, ∞) and λ is referred to as a mixing parameter
which is commonly used as a global diagnostic check for outliers. See Choy
and Smith (1997) for details. In Bayesian framework, the mixture density
in (2.1) can be expressed into a two-stage hierarchy of the form
X|θ, σ 2 , λ ∼ N (θ, λσ 2 )

and

λ ∼ g(λ).

The Student-t distribution with degrees of freedom α is a member of the
SMN distribution with a gamma mixing distribution
λ−1 ∼ Ga (α/2, α/2)
where Ga(a, b) is the gamma density function with parameters a and b.
To facilitate an efficient computation for the SV models, we express the
normal density function into the following scale mixtures of uniform (SMU)
representation.
2

N (x|θ, σ ) =

Z

√
θ+σ u
√

θ−σ u

1
√ Ga (u |3/2, 1/2) du
2σ u

See Walker and Gutiérrez-Peña (1999) for details about SMU distributions.
Now the Student-t distribution with degrees of freedom α is expressed
hierarchically as
X|θ, σ 2 , λ, u

∼

λ−1 ∼
u ∼

U (θ − σλ1/2 u1/2 , θ + σλ1/2 u1/2 )
Ga (α/2, α/2)
Ga (3/2, 1/2)

where U (a, b) is a uniform distribution defined on the interval (a, b).
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Let rt be the asset value of an equity at time t = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n. The mean
adjusted asset return yt at time t is defined as
n

yt = ln (rt /rt−1 ) −

1X
ln (ri /ri−1 ) ,
n i=1

t = 1, 2, . . . , n.

Let Ht and ht be the volatilities and log-volatilities, respectively. The standard (traditional) SV model for the asset return, yt is defined as
yt
ht

1/2

= β Ht
=

(

ση1

ǫt ,

t = 1, 2, . . . , n

p
1 − φ2

φ ht−1 + σηt

t=1
t>1

where {ǫt } and {ηt } are independent standard Gaussian processes. β is a
constant factor that represents the model instantaneous volatility which is
usually set to one in many literatures. σ is the standard deviation of the
log-volatilities and φ ∈ (−1, 1) is the persistence of the volatility.
As the objective of this paper is to develop an efficient simulation scheme for
the SV model, the mean adjusted returns, yt , are modelled by a Student-t
distribution while the log-volatility is assumed to follow a normal distribution. In fact, we can also use heavy-tailed distribution for modelling the
log-volatility to achieve a higher degree of robustness.
In the current setup, the Bayesian model for the SV model is given by


1/2 1/2 1/2
1/2 1/2 1/2
yt |ht , λt , ut ∼ U −βHt λt ut , βHt λt ut
λ−1
t

ut
ht |ht−1 , φ, σ 2
φ+1
2
σ −2

∼ Ga (α/2, α/2)

∼ Ga (3/2, 1/2)

∼ N φht−1 , σ 2

∼ Be (αφ , βφ )
∼ Ga (aσ , bσ )

for t = 1, 2, . . . , n. This model is implemented by the Gibbs sampler. Details
will be provided upon request.

4

Example

Figure 1 presents 1000 mean adjusted daily closing exchange rate returns
of US dollars to Sterling pounds from January 2, 1981. Obviously, some
trading days produce extreme returns. In the simulation study, we set β = 1
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FIGURE 1. (Left) Time series plot of mean adjusted daily exchange rate returns. (Right) Bayes estimates of the products of mixing parameters, λi ui for the
Cauchy SV model. Large values correspond to extreme daily returns.

for simplicity and aσ = bσ = 0.001 to reflect the non-informative prior
knowledge about the variance of the log-volatility σ 2 . (φ + 1)/2 is, however,
assigned a beta Be(20, 1) informative prior. We ran the Gibbs sampler for a
single series of 30000 iterations after a ‘burn-in’ period of 5000 iterations. A
random sample of 1000 drawings is taken for providing posterior summaries.
Obviously, the data set contains some outlying observations. From the
robustness point of view, heavy-tailed distributions can protect inference
against outliers. Bayes estimates of volatilities Ht are more accurate under
the Cauchy distribution than the normal distribution. (Results are available
upon request). Apart from parameter estimation, the mixing parameters,
λi and ui , of the SMN and SMU representations can be used as global
indicators for outliers detection. Figure 1 displays the posterior means of
λi × ui . Large values associate with outliers. The five most influential daily
returns are on Days 106, 697, 840, 34 and 858. The advantages of using
two-stage scale mixtures distributions are fully demonstrated here.
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Mixed linear models are powerful models for the analysis of data in many
settings. They include for example ANOVA models with repeated measures (so called within-subjects designs or randomized block designs), hierarchical or multilevel models (random nested designs), longitudinal data
(repeated measures) and others. They are used in many fields such as in
biology, medicine, psychology, education, sociology, political sciences, economics, business, etc. Mixed linear models are based on the normality assumption. Indeed the data generating model is the multivariate normal
distribution with constrained covariance matrix. Inference based on the
likelihood function is the approach used to estimate and test the parameters of the model (see e.g. Searle, ,Casella and McCulloch 1992). However,
likelihood based inference under the assumption of normality is well known
to be non robust to small model deviations (in the case of mixed linear
models, see Welsh and Richardson 1997). In other words, if the data are
not exactly generated by the multivariate normal distribution, the resulting
classical estimators can be severely biased and the classical tests such as
the F -test can become too conservative. Model deviations result for example in (a minority of) observations (i.e. subjects) not belonging to the same
population, or simply gross errors in the data. This problem of statistical robustness is actually shared by classical estimators and tests in many
models, like the regression model.
Several proposals exist for the estimation of the parameters of the mixed
linear model when the model is slightly misspecified. A good review of these
methods can be found in Richardson and Welsh (1997).
Here we adopt another approach which starts with the formulation of mixed
linear models as multivariate normal distributions with constrained covariance matrices. A high breakdown point estimators, namely an S -estimator
is then adapted to the model. We also derive estimating equations that
can be solved in an iterative manner. This approach has two important
advantages. It first guaranties a high breakdown point for the resulting estimator which is a very important property in multivariate settings. Second,
the development of robust inference for the model’s parameters can be then
developed in a straightforward manner. In particular, a robust score type
test (see Heritier and Ronchetti 1994) is proposed as a robust alternative
to the F -test.
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Linear mixed models can be expressed generally by the regression type
equation
y = Xα+

r
X

Zj βj + ε

(1)

j=1

where y is the N -vector of all measurements, X is a N ×q0 design matrix for
the fixed effects, the Zj are the N ×qj design matrices for the random effects
βj , ε is the N -vector of independent residual errors, with ε ∼ N (0, σε2 IN ), α
is a q0 -vector of unknown fixed effects, βj are the unobserved qj -vectors of
independent random effects, with βj ∼ N (0, σj2 Iqj ). It follows that E[y] =
r
P
Xα and var(y) =
σj2 Zj ZTj = V, with σ02 = σε2 and Z0 = IN . We
j=0

assume that all the q0 + r + 1 effects are identifiable and concentrate on
models for which we can write
V = diag(Σi )

(2)

with Σi = Σ, ∀i = 1, . . . , n. For such models, we have an equivalent multivariate formulation for (1) which is
yi ∼ N (µ, Σ)

(3)

with yi the p-vector of independent observations obtained by partitioning
y according to the covariance structure in (2) and µ = xα with x a p × q0
matrix obtained by partitioning X according to the covariance structure in
(2). The case in which µ = µi = xi α, i.e. with the presence in the model of
covariates is also considered. Most of the well known models can actually
be written as in (3). For example, for the simplest one factor within subject
design
yij = µ + λj + si + εij
Pl
with j=1 λj = 0 (in this case p = l), si ∼ N (0, σs2 ) ∀i = 1, . . . n, etc. we
have µ =vec(µ + λj ), β1 = (s1 , . . . , sn )T , Z1 = In ⊗ el , with el being an
l-dimensional vector of ones and ⊗ denoting
 the Kronecker product, so that
T
Z1 ZT1 = (In ⊗ el ) (In ⊗ el ) = In ⊗ el eTl and therefore Σ = σs2 Jl + σε2 Il ,
Jl being a matrix of ones of dimension l × l.
We also show that for all these models we can write Σ as
r
X
Σ = σj2 zj zTj

(4)

j=0

where the zj are p× qj matrices obtained by partitioning the corresponding
matrices Zj according to the covariance structure in (2). For example, for
the one factor within subject models, we have z1 = el and z0 = Ip .
Using the multivariate formulation of mixed linear models given in (3), we
propose to build a robust estimator of multivariate mean and constrained
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covariance. Robust estimators of multivariate mean and (free) covariance
have been regularly proposed in the literature since Maronna (1976). They
could in principle be built from weighted score functions, but as Maronna
(1976) showed, if the weights are not redescending (no weights of 0), their
breakdown point becomes smaller as the dimension p rises. The breakdown
point is defined as the smallest proportion of model deviation the estimator can withstand before it breaks down or it takes arbitrary values. For
the maximum likelihood estimator (M LE) of the mean vector for example,
the breakdown point is 0. Since in multivariate models in general and in
the mixed linear model in particular the dimension can be large, it is important to consider so-called high breakdown estimators. Among the latter
one has the class of S-estimator (Rousseeuw and Yohai 1984). Here we
propose to adapt an S-estimator to the case where the covariance matrix
is constrained.
For a sample (yi ) , i = 1, . . . , n, approximately generated from (3), an Sestimator of multivariate mean and covariance is defined as the solution for
µ and Σ which minimizes det(Σ) = |Σ| subject to
n−1

q

n
X
ρ
(yi − µ)T Σ−1 (yi − µ) = b0

(5)

i=1

with b0 a parameter to be chosen in order to determine the desired breakdown point and ρ a function having the properties given in Rousseeuw
and Yohai (1984). In particular, ρ is such that EΦ [ρ]/ρ(c) = ǫ∗ where Φ
is the standard normal model, c = maxc ρ(c) and ǫ∗ is the desired breakdown point (up to 1/2), so that it can be chosen for a fixed value of the
breakdown point. When the covariance matrix is as in (4), we show that
an iterative system for finding the S-estimators for the mean and variance
components is given by
P
u(di )yi
µ= P
(6)
u(di )
and
 X
−1
1
S0 =
u(di )d2i
Q−1 U
(7)
n
p
where di = (yi − µ)T Σ−1 (yi − µ) are the Mahalanobis distances, u(di ) =

∂
2
2 T
, and
∂di ρ(di )/di = ψ(di )/di , S0 = σ0 , ..., σr
  −1 T −1

Q = tr Σ zj zj Σ zk zTk j,k=0,...,r
 X

1
U=
pu(di )(yi − µ)T Σ−1 zj zTj Σ−1 (yi − µ)
n
j=0,...,r
When µ = µi = xi α, (6) becomes
hX
i−1 X
α=
u(di )xTi Σ−1 xi
u(di )xTi Σ−1 yi

(8)
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Note finally that to compute the di and hence the weights u(di ), one needs
to reconstruct from S0 , the covariance matrix Σ by using (4). The distances
can be used as a diagnostic tool to detect outlying observations.
A usual choice for the function ρ is Tukey’s biweight (Beaton and Tukey
1974). Rocke (1996) proposes instead a translated Tukey’s biweight which
can control the so-called asymptotic rejection probability (ARP). The latter
can be interpreted as the probability for an estimator to give a null (or
nearly null) weight to an extreme observation (in large dimensions). The
translated biweight ρ-function leads to the weight function

0≤d<M
 1
2 2
u(d; c, M )
(9)
(1 − ( d−M
)
)
M
≤d≤M +c
c

0
d>M +c

where the constants c and M can be chosen to achieve the desired breakdown point and ARP. Using (9) in (6) and (7) defines the CT BS estimator
(for constrained translated biweight S-estimator). Copt and Victoria-Feser
(2005) state the consistence and the asymptotic normality of the CTBS of
α and S0 .
Testing in mixed linear models is probably the central issue. One would like
to test for example if there is a significant difference between two or several
treatments. Here, we propose robust testing procedures for univariate hypothesis (corresponding to t-test in the classical setting) and multivariate
hypothesis (corresponding to F -tests or χ2 -tests in the classical setting).
Indeed, there would be no sense in estimating robustly the parameters of
a model and leave unchanged the testing procedures.
Berry (1987) analyzed the data from an experiment in which five types
of electrodes were applied to the arms of 16 subjects and their resistance
measured. The experiment was designed to see whether all five electrode
types performed similarly. The model is the one-way within factor design
with l = 5. Berry (1987) actually proposed to use a log(y + c) (c = 32)
transformation of the data. What is interesting here is that in the scatter
plot of the Mahalanobis distances (Figure 1) the CT BS estimator detects
observation no 15 as outlier since it has a large Mahalanobis distance (above
the 0.9 quantile on a χ25 ) but a relatively small one (below the 0.9 quantile
on a χ25 ) when computed using the classical estimator.
A natural hypothesis to test is
H0
H1

: λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ4 = 0 µ unspecified
: one of the λj 6= 0 µ unspecified

The F -test produces a p-value of 0.03 whereas the robust score type test
produces a p-value of 0.139. In conclusion, observation 15 seems to have
a considerable influence on the F -test from which we should deduce that
the resistances of the electrodes are significantly different. Moreover, Berry
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FIGURE 1. REML and CTBS Mahalanobis distances.

(1987) also analyzed the data with observation 15 deleted (with the transformed data) and found in this case that the F -test produced a p-value of
0.10 which leads to the same conclusion as with the robust score type test
at the 5% level.
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Abstract: Modelling rainfall presents difficulties: one is that rainfall is both continuous and discrete. The discrete component corresponds to exactly zero rainfall.
Some researchers circumvent this by using two models—one for determining the
presence and absence of rainfall, another for the rainfall amount. Here, we use
power-variance (Tweedie) generalized linear models, which can explictly model
continuous data with exact zeros. We demonstrate there is a basis for using these
models; that the parameters, in some cases, lend themselves to a useful interpretation; and show the models fit the data well using monthly rainfall data from
Charleville. We then model Australian annual rainfall, and develop a contour
map for the power-variance model index parameter.
Keywords: Tweedie model; rainfall; generalized linear model; power-variance
models.

1

Introduction

Generalized linear models are used for modelling rainfall by numerous researchers, often by separately considering two models: one for rainfall occurence and another for rainfall amounts. The former is often modelled
using a binomial distribution, and the latter by a gamma distribution (see,
for example, Chandler & Wheater, 2002). In this paper, we consider modelling both aspects in one model using the power-variance exponential dispersion models. A special case of these models, called the Poisson-gamma
models, have support for continuous real data with a discrete mass at zero,
ideally suited to modelling rainfall. We consider a parameterization of the
models that enhance the interpretation in some cases. Using quantile residuals, the power-variances distributions are shown to effectively model the
monthly precipitation at Charleville, Australia. Finally, we consider annual
rainfall in Australia, and provide contour maps showing how the models fit
numerous Australia rainfall stations.
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Background

Generalized linear models (McCullagh & Nelder, 1989), or glms, have been
used for fitting models to climatological data such as rainfall by numerous
researchers (for example, Coe & Stern, 1982; Stern & Coe, 1984; Chandler
& Wheater, 2002). One difficulty is that rainfall data is continuous with
exact zeros (when there is exactly no rainfall). Consequently, the modelling often consists of two stages: first, modelling the presence or absence
of rainfall using a binomial model (for example, Feuerverge, 1979; Chandler
& Wheater, 2002); secondly, modelling the rainfall using a gamma distribution, a variation of a gamma distribution, or a combination of gamma
distributions (for example, Allan & Haan, 1975; Stern & Coe, 1984; Wilks,
1999; Chandler & Wheater, 2002). Das (1955) and Wilks (1990) use a modified gamma distribution to allow exact zeros to be modelled. In this paper,
we demonstrate an attractive alternative using power-variance generalized
linear models. A special case of the power-variance models, the Poissongamma models, are a convenient starting point.
The Poisson-gamma models can be developed as follows. Assume any precipitation event i gives an amount of precipitation Ri , and each Ri has a
gamma distribution Gam(−α, γ). (In this parameterization, the mean is
−αγ and variance −αγ 2 .) The negative value for α is used to be consistent
with that used elsewhere in this paper. Assume the number of precipitation
events in any one day, say N , has a Poisson distribution (implying days
with no precipitation events when N = 0.) The total daily precipitation,
Y , is the Poisson sum of the gamma random variables,
Y = R1 + R2 + · · · + RN ,
where N has a Poisson distribution with mean λ.
An identical argument can be applied to monthly precipitation, when N
refers to the number of precipitation events in the month, Ri refers to the
precipitation recorded in those events, and Y the total monthly precipitation. The generalization to longer time scales follows.
The distribution of total precipitation Y is deduced by working with cumulant generating functions (see Smyth, 1996), noting that Y given N has
the gamma distribution Gam(−N α, γ).
The resulting probability function is complicated, and cannot be written
in closed form; see Dunn & Smyth (2005) for an infinite series expansion.
Because of the relationship to the gamma and Poisson distributions, Smyth
(1996) calls these distributions the Poisson-gamma distributions, the terminology adopted here.
Poisson-gamma models belong to the exponential dispersion model, or edm,
family of distributions (see Jørgensen, 1997). edms have density functions
or probability mass functions of the form


1
f (y; θ, φ) = a(y, φ) exp
yθ − κ(θ) ,
(1)
φ
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for suitable known functions κ() and a() (Jørgensen, 1997). The mean of
the distribution is µ = κ̇(θ) and the variance is φκ̈(θ). Since the mapping
from θ to µ is invertible, write κ̈(θ) = V (µ) for a suitable function V (µ),
called the variance function of the edm. The Poisson-gamma distributions
have variance functions of the form V (µ) = µp for some p such that 1 <
p < 2. More generally, edms exist for all values of p outside the interval
(0, 1) (Jørgensen, 1987). This family is called the power-variance family of
distributions, or the Tweedie model family, because the underlying linear
exponential families were first studied systematically by Tweedie (1946).
The notation Y ∼ EDp (µ, φ) is used to indicate Y is distributed as a
Tweedie edm with mean µ, dispersion φ and variance function V (µ) = µp .
When p ≥ 2, the Tweedie models have support on the positive reals; indeed,
p = 2 corresponds to the gamma distribution. We concern ourselves with
the cases p > 1.
The relationship between the parameters of the Poisson and gamma distribution, and the edm notation is
λ=

3

1 µ2−p
,
φ2−p

α=

2−p
,
1−p

τ = φ(p − 1)µp−1

(2)

Fitting models

The Tweedie family is a three parameter family of distributions in µ (the
mean), φ > 0 (the dispersion parameter) and p. The estimation of µ follows
standard algorithms; see McCullagh & Nelder (1989) for details.
The maximum likelihood estimation of φ is more difficult; complicated
algorithms are available for maximum likelihood estimation of φ (Dunn &
Smyth, 2001; Dunn & Smyth, 2003). An alternative method of estimation
is to use the mean deviance estimator of φ; this is closely related to using
the saddlepoint approximation (see Jørgensen, 1997) in place of the true
likelihood. Dunn & Smyth (2005) show this method may have difficulties
for continuous data with exact zeros. In this paper, the maximum likelihood
estimate of φ is used unless stated otherwise.
Estimating the maximum likelihood value of p is performed using a profile (log-) likelihood plot which requires the computation of the density.
This is difficult, though computational programs are available (Dunn &
Smyth, 2003). Here, we use the series expansion of the densities (Dunn
& Smyth, 2005) to compute the log-likelihood. For a given fixed value of
p, maximum likelihood estimates of µ and φ are computed as above, and
the log-likelihood computed. The value of p for which the log-likelihood is
maximized is chosen as the maximum likelihood value. Some examples are
shown in the next section.
Nominal confidence intervals for p can also be found, since 2 [log L(p̂) − log L(p0 )]
has, asymptotically, a χ21 distribution, where p0 is the true parameter value.
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TABLE 1. Maximum likelihood estimates of p, µ and φ for fitting Poisson-gamma
distributions to total monthly precipitation at Charleville.

Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

p̂
2.4
1.7
1.7
1.6
1.5
1.6

µ̂
669
679
591
327
317
280

φ̂
0.065
7.6
8.2
13.1
16.1
11.1

Month
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

p̂
1.6
1.6
1.7
1.7
2.3
1.9

µ̂
285
203
211
345
414
572

φ̂
10.7
11.6
7.3
5.1
0.24
0.91

TABLE 2. The maximum likelihood estimates from Table 1 for Charleville, reparameterized in terms of λ (the mean number of precipitation events per month),
γ (the shape of the rainfall gamma distribution) and −αγ (the amount of rain
per event). Note that for January and November, this interpretation is nonsense
as p > 2.

Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

4

λ̂
−2.6
3.3
2.7
1.8
2.0
2.3

γ̂
871
422
524
282
184
162

−α̂γ̂
−252
203
218
177
161
120

Month
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

λ̂
2.1
1.9
2.2
3.6
−3.4
27.5

γ̂
228
151
226
241
594
343

−α̂γ̂
137
107
94
96
−123
20.8

Example

Consider the total monthly precipitation recorded at Charleville, Queensland, Australia, from 1882 to 1994. Each month has 113 observations. Rainfall was recorded every January, November and December; consequently,
1 < p < 2 for all other months. The maximum likelihood estimates of µ, p
and φ for each month are shown in Table 1.
Table 2 shows the parameters expressed in terms of λ (the mean number
of precipitation events per month), γ (the shape of the rainfall gamma distribution) and −αγ (the amount of rain per event). This interpretation is
enlightening; for example, the model estimates a mean of 2.3 precipitation
events in June with a mean rainfall of 120mm per event. Using this parameterization, it is possible to investigate finer-scale climatological structure
when only coarse-scale (eg monthly) data are available (called statistical
downscaling). Note this interpretation only applies when 1 < p < 2.
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FIGURE 1. The QQ-plots from fitting a power-variance glm to the April monthly
rainfall at Charleville. The quantile residuals indicate the model fits well; the
deviance residuals are less conclusive.

5

Evaluation of models

To assess the quality of the fitted distributions, quantile residuals are best
used (Dunn & Smyth, 1996). One feature of quantile residuals is they have
an exact standard Normal distribution (apart from sampling error) provided the correct distribution is used. This is true even for discrete distributions, or distributions with a discrete component (like the Poisson-gamma
distributions). In this case, the smallest necessary amount of randomisation
is introduced, and replications of the residuals are recommended; any pattern not preserved across replications are then considered artefacts of the
randomisation. One typical QQ-plot of these quantile residuals are shown
in the right plot of Figure 1. In all cases, the plots show the distributions
model the total monthly precipitation well. In contrast, using deviance
residuals makes this decision difficult (see the left plot of Figure 1) as the
residuals corresponding to exact zeros form distinct and distracting lines
in the plots.

6

Contours for Australian rainfall stations

Poisson-gamma models are fitted to annual rainfall data for 591 selected
Australian rainfall stations. For comparison, the fitting process was performed using both the saddlepoint approximation, and a very accurate
likelihood-approximation method based on the series expansions of Dunn
& Smyth (2005). The saddlepoint method is relatively fast; however, within
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FIGURE 2. Contours for fitting the Poisson-gamma models to 591 randomly
selected mainland Australia rainfall stations using the saddlepoint approximation.

the automated process used here it provided usable estimates for only 375
of the rainfall stations considered. The series method, while substantially
slower, was able to automatically estimate p for 550 of the selected stations.
Using the sgeostat kriging function with an exponential fit to the variogram, the contours of the index p are plotted in Figures 2 (using the
saddlepoint approximation for estimation) and 3 (using the series expansion for estimation). The area in central Australia is sparsely populated
with few meteorological stations. The variogram was undertaken using a
maximum distance between pairs of 3◦ (approximately 300 km).
A comparison of the methods in Figure 2 and Figure 3 suggests the saddlepoint method is inaccurate (as implied in Section 3). Compare the estimates of p in north-west western Australia: the saddlepoint estimates give
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FIGURE 3. Contours for fitting the Poisson-gamma models to 591 randomly
selected mainland Australia rainfall stations using an accurate series expansion
to evaluation the likelihood.

1 < p < 2, implying many years with no rainfall. In contrast, the more
accurate (but slower) series method ensures p > 2.
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Abstract:
We revisit a multidimensional varying-coefficient model (VCM), by allowing regressor coefficients to vary smoothly in more than one dimension, thereby extending the VCM of Hastie and Tibshirani. The motivating example is 3-dimensional,
involving a special type of nuclear magnetic resonance measurement technique
that is being used to estimate the diffusion tensor at each point in the human
brain. We aim to improve the current state of the art, which is to apply a multiple regression model for each voxel separately using information from six or more
volume images. We present a model, based on P-spline tensor products, to introduce spatial smoothness of the estimated diffusion tensor. Since the regression
design matrix is space-invariant, a 4-dimensional tensor product model results,
allowing more efficient computation with penalized array regression.
Keywords: Brain imaging; P-splines; Varying coefficient model

1

Introduction

Varying-coefficient models (VCM) were introduced by Hastie and Tibshirani (1993) to handle situations in which regression coefficients vary
smoothly (interact) with another variable. Unlike standard regression, where
coefficients are assumed to be constant, VCMs produce coefficients that are
smooth curves, e.g. reflecting slow change over time or space. Hastie and
Tibshirani used iterative backfitting to estimate these curves, but Eilers and
Marx (2002) showed how to use P-splines to eliminate backfitting, in effect
estimating all varying coefficient terms simultaneously. In this paper, we
show how to use multidimensional P-splines (tensor products of B-splines,
combined with roughness penalties) to construct VCMs with coefficients
that smoothly change in 3-dimensional space.
The motivating application, i.e. estimation of the the diffusion tensor in
brain images from data obtained at a set of magnetic gradients, as well
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as a proposal for applying varying coefficient tensor models (VCTM) are
described in Heim et al. (2004). Presently linear regression is applied in
each image voxel separately; the six unique elements of the diffusion tensor
correspond to six coefficients in the regression. Noise can be reduced, and
possibly also acquisition time, if the coefficients can be forced to change
smoothly in space.
To allow enough detail in the model, relatively large numbers of B-spline
knots are needed. Also the number of the data cubes (M = 128×128×24) is
large. We propose to implement an efficient method for smoothing on grids
with tensor products that was developed by Eilers, Currie, and Durbàn
(2005). Such an approach avoids the computation of large Kronecker products of B-spline bases, and with a slight modification, this algorithm turns
the 3-dimensional VCM into smoothing with 4-dimensional tensor products. In the next section we briefly describe the physical background. The
VCM model and penalized estimation are described in Section 3. Array
regression is presented in Section 4. An illustrative example, and a variety
of details are discussed in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.

2

Diffusion tensor (DT) imaging

In general, the data basis consists of a set of diffusion weighted images
{Sr : r = 1, . . . , R} and a non–weighted reference image S0 at each of
M voxels of a specified 3-dimensional volume. The voxels are indexed in
space by s = (s1 , s2 , s3 ). Each response image is acquired at a different
uniform magnetic gradient. Diffusion is recorded along each gradient gr =
(g1r , g2r , g3r )′ , r = 1, . . . , R, as attenuation of the radio frequency signals
which are emitted by the atomic nuclei of the randomly travelling water
molecules in a magnetic resonance tomograph. The resulting covariance
ellipsoid of the local diffusivity is characterized by the voxel-wise diffusion
tensor


D1 (s) D4 (s) D5 (s)
D(s) = D4 (s) D2 (s) D6 (s) .
D5 (s) D6 (s) D3 (s)
Neuronal fibers in white matter are densely packed and highly ordered such
that the water molecules therein preferentially pass along the biophysiological structures instead of perpendicular to them. Conversely, we determine
the principal diffusion direction with the dominant eigenvector of the local
diffusion tensor and identify it with the local fiber orientation in space.
The relation of the measured signal loss Sr (s) in voxel s and applied gradient gr is given by the Stejskal-Tanner equation
Sr (s) =

S0 (s) exp {−b gr ′ D(s)gr } ,

r = 1, . . . , R .

(1)

Here, b is a scalar comprising several acquisition parameters such as gradient strength and duration.
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To fully determine the six free parameters of the DT in (1), one has to
apply gradients in r ≥ 6 independent directions. Usually, measurements
are repeated for the same gradient set or the number of different gradients
are chosen to be over determined in order to mitigate the effects of noise.
Following Papadakis et al. (1999), (1) can be reformulated, for voxel s, as


1
Sr
yr (s) = − log
(s)
= xr ′ β(s) ,
(2)
b
S0
with the unknown elements of the diffusion tensor
β(s) = (D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 , D5 , D6 )′ (s) and a nonlinear mapping of the gradi2
2
2
ent to a six-dimensional vector xr = (g1r
, g2r
, g3r
, 2g1r g2r , 2g1r g3r , 2g2r g3r )′ .
In (2) we recognize a linear regression problem, in which the 6-dimensional
vector β(s) has to estimated for each voxel, using 6 or more images obtained
at different magnetic gradients. Note that xr is the same for all voxels, and
thus we face a repeated measures design.

3

The varying-coefficient model

The current state-of-the-art method of estimating the diffusion matrix from
DT imaging experiments is through voxel-wise multiple regressions. Yet the
voxel spatial structure encourages an assumption of smooth coefficients. A
major benefit of smoothed coefficients is that the DT can be approximated
at any arbitrary position within the recorded volume. Consequently, a fiber
tracking algorithm is allowed to operate on a markedly finer grid, which
should result in more precise neuronal tract reconstruction. Hence, the βt
(t = 1, . . . , T = 6) could be preferably modelled non-parametrically via
penalized tensor product B-splines or multidimensional P-splines.
We first present a direct VCM presentation. Consider
βt (s) =

KLH
X

Tv (s)γtv = T(s)γt ,

(3)

v=1

where T(s) denotes the 3-dimensional tensor product of 1-dimensional Bsplines, evaluated at voxel s, γt is the vector of unknown amplitudes, and
K × L × H is determined by the (generous and regularly gridded) knot
partition and degree of the basis function.
Using tensor coefficient expression in (3), we aim to find a practical solution
to the penalized objective
Q = ky −

T
X
t=1

Υxt (s) T(s)γt k2 + Penalty,

(4)

where Υxt (s) = diag{xt (s)}. The penalty term places difference penalties
on the rows, columns, and layers of tensor product coefficients, for each
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regressor t, such that
Penalty =

T X
K X
L X
H
X

{λ1 (∆d1 γtklh )2 + λ2 (∆d2 γtklh )2 + λ3 (∆d3 γtklh )2 }.

t=1 k=1 l=1 h=1

(5)
Here ∆d1 (∆d2 , ∆d3 ) denotes the d-th order differences across a row (down a
column, along a layer) of the K × L × H matrix of tensor product B-spline
coefficients, Γt = [γklh ]. In theory, an explicit solution to γ = (γ1′ , . . . , γT′ )′
can be found using
−1
γ̂ = (U′ U + P) U′ y,
(6)
where U = [Υx1 (s) T, . . . , ΥxT (s) T], and P consists of a carefully arranged
matrix representation (using block diagonal matrices of Kronecker products) of the differences found in (5). Given γ, then the varying coefficient
volumes can be built. For practical brain imaging applications, we may
need, e.g., K × L × H = 32 × 32 × 8 knots, thus T has approximately
3 × 109 elements: if each floating point takes 8 bytes, then T will use several of Gb memory, which is beyond reach of current computers.
As the straight-forward approach to VCM runs into difficulties, we can alleviate computation by taking advantage of the repeated measures structure,
i.e. x does not depend on s or vary across voxels. Since the x are on a grid,
the mean can be expressed as a tensor product involving x. Hence we can
apply the fast, compact smoothing algorithm of Eilers, Currie, and Durbàn
(2005), which uses a relatively moderate amount of memory, making the
brain VCM model tractable again.

4

Array regression applied to brain imaging data

To simplify the presentation, we will consider a VCM that models only data
in one dimension, e.g. assuming smooth regression coefficients along a line
of voxels. We then will move into two dimensional smooth coefficients using
slice images. To start, we first present the current approach ofP
voxel-wise
T
multiple regression. For each voxel, we model the mean E(yr ) = t=1 xrt βt
or E(y) = Xβ, where in our example r = 1, . . . , R and T = 6 given by the
magnetic field gradients. The matrix X has dimension R×T , where R ≥ T ,
with normal equations X ′ X β̂ = X ′ y.
With a line of I voxels, the y vectors can be placed into a matrix Y of
dimension R × I, as well as the coefficients into a matrix A of dimension
T ×I. Thus Y = XA+E, where E is a matrix of random (normal errors). To
ensure smoothness on the rows of A, we project each row onto a (common)
B-spline basis, and hence A′ = BΓ, where B (I × K) of degree q is built
along the index 1, . . . , I, and Γ is of dimension K ×T . Thus we have E(Y ) =
XΓ′ B ′ , which shows directly the tensor structure of X and B. There is only
one set of penalties on Γ: one penalty for each row. Thus the penalty term
in (5) is greatly simplified, as it only involves sums over t and k.
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With 2-dimensional brain slices, instead of voxels, we conventionally think
of pixels indexed by i = 1, . . . , I and j = 1, . . . , J. Standard matrix notation
now breaks down, as Y and Γ become 3-dimensional arrays. The R images
at each pixel are denoted by Y = [yrij ] r = 1, . . . , R and the gradient
information by X = [xrt ], t = 1, . . . , T . If we arrange Y as a matrix with
R rows and IJ columns (each column corresponding to one pixel), we can
write Y = XA + E, with a T × IJ coefficient matrix A = [αtij ] and E
is a R × IJ matrix of random (normal) errors. In this format, pixel-wise
regression would simply lead to the normal equations X ′ X Â = X ′ Y . We
again impose spatial smoothness of the elements of A by projecting them
onto (K × L) tensor products of B-splines. Let B = [bik ] and B̃ = [b̃jl ]
(k = 1, . . . , K; l = 1, . . . , L) beP
B-spline
bases, of degree q, along the two
P
axes of the image. Thus αtij = k l bik b̃jl γklt . For simplicity we use the
same tensor product B-spline basis for each t. This leads to
µrij = E(yrij ) =

T
X
t=1

xrt

K X
L
X

bik b̃jl γtkl ,

(7)

k=1 l=1

in which, by virtue of space-invariant x, we recognize a 3-dimensional tensor
product model. Again, we ensure further smoothness through additional
difference penalties on the coefficients of the tensor products. The simplified
version of (5) is written as
Penalty =

T
K X
L
K X
L
X
X
X
{λ1
(∆d1 γtkl )2 + λ2
(∆d2 γtkl )2 }.
t=1

k=1 l=1

(8)

k=1 l=1

Here ∆d1 (∆d2 ) denotes the d-th order differences along a row (down a column) of the T × K × L array of tensor coefficients, Γ = [γtkl ].
Eilers et al. (2005) showed how to fit a multidimensional tensor product
model with penalties efficiently. Their method adapts to any number of dimensions, and thus can be applied to the original 3-dimensional DT varying
coefficient model. Lack of space does not allow us to go into the details of
3-dimensional extensions, but can be found in Eilers et al. (2005). In this
setting, both Y and Γ will become 4-dimensional arrays, and the B-spline
basis will come in a triple: B, B̃, B̆. The mean of Y can again be expressed
in a tensor form, E(Y ) = XΓ⋆ B ⋆ , where Γ⋆ and B ⋆ are both carefully
arranged matrices involving Kronecker products.

5

Illustrative example

The example consists of the 128×128 middle axial slice of a brain volume of
diffusion tensor images. First we consider 1-dimensional VCM models. Figure 1 (top panel) shows the response signals for the 75th row of the brain
slice and the varying coefficients for the diagonal tensor elements (middle panel) and the off-diagonal elements (bottom panel). Figure 2 shows
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FIGURE 1. Signals at six gradients and smoothed DT coefficients.

the corresponding coefficients using pixel-wise multiple regression. Figure
3 (left, top and bottom) presents example 32 × 32 images from the first and
third gradients. The center panels present the diagonal D1 (s) (center) and
the off-diagonal D4 (s) element pixel-wise. The right panels presents the
corresponding DT elements computed with VCM models and interpolated
to a 128 × 128 resolution; thus demonstrating a benefit from an analytic
P-spline approximation.

6

Details

In all cases, cubic B-splines, and a second order difference penalty, with
the penalty parameter set to 0.01, were used. We used a knot at every
second pixel for both the 1D and 2D cases (in the latter we analyzed only
a 32 × 32 image). Unfortunately, the demands on computer memory and
computation time load increase sharply with knot density. For 3D images
of the original size it will essentially be impossible to explicitly form and
solve the penalized normal equation. We would have to deal with about
50 by 50 by 10 by 6 knots, or 1.5 105 equations. We will research direct
iterative methods to circumvent theses difficulties. Our approach naturally
accommodates observation weights, so that missing data does not present
a problem, and adjustments can be made for voxels with uncertainty, e.g.
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FIGURE 2. Estimated pixel-wise DT coefficients.

at the boundaries. Further as parameter estimation is grounded in classical
methods, model summaries, such as: effective dimension and information
criteria, and delete-one diagnostics, such as cross-validation (CV) are easily obtained. Accessible CV can also be a practical matter when searching
for the “optimal” penalty tuning parameters, e.g. when isotropy is relaxed.
Anisotropic penalization can be achieved by placing different λs on the
indexing axes of Γ, leading to a higher dimensional grid-search. We are
currently researching methods to optimally choose the penalty parameters
(λ), including an E-M algorithm that alternates between: a) estimating
the residual variance and the var(γ̂t ) to update penalty parameters, and
b) estimating Γ with these updated penalty parameters. Since we are ultimately interested in plotting the smooth coefficients, we are also investigating choosing λ based on mean square error of the coefficient estimates,
as an alternative prediction oriented criteria. Further, our penalized VCM
approach can be transplanted into a generalized linear model framework,
e.g. smoothing coefficients associated with a binary or threshold response.
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same DT elements as computed with VCM model, and interpolated to a 128 by
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Abstract: Loch Leven (Scotland) has been monitored by the Centre of Ecology
and Hydrology in Edinburgh since 1967. Over this period there has been evidence
of climate change and a period of eutrophication and recovery at the loch. While
the eutrophication process is well known, the combined effects of climate change
and eutrophication are less understood and it is knowledge of these combined
effects that is required in order to establish the implications for the European
Community (EC) Water Framework Directive (WFD), which states that good
ecological status should be achieved in all lakes by 2016. Transfer functions and
additive models have been considered in an attempt to unravel the effects of climate change and eutrophication through investigating the relationships between
variables, the presence of trends and changes in seasonality.
Keywords: Climate Change; Eutrophication; Transfer Function; Additive Model.

1

Introduction

The European Community (EC) Water Framework Directive (WFD) 2000
(European Parliament, 2000) states that good ecological status should be
achieved in all lakes by 2016. For shallow lakes, in particular, it is therefore required that such waters should have low levels of phytoplankton
biomass, to prevent eutrophication (a deterioration in water quality as a
result of increased algae from increased nutrient loading) and high water
clarity in order to meet this objective. It may be that climate change will
make historical reference conditions (one of the key concepts behind the
WFD) impossible to achieve. Therefore, knowledge of the combined effects
of climate change and eutrophication is required in order to establish the
implications for the Directive.
Loch Leven (Scotland) is the largest shallow, eutrophic lake in the UK and
has been monitored by the Centre of Ecology and Hydrology in Edinburgh
since 1967. The 150 variables measured at the loch cover the chemistry, biology and meteorology with key variables of chlorophylla , nutrients (phosphorus and nitrogen, NO3 N), zooplankton (Daphnia, water fleas which graze
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on phytoplankton) and water temperature. The sampling dates are irregular in time (weekly to monthly) and there are substantive periods when no
sampling took place (notably 1984, 1986 and 1987). By the mid-1980s Loch
Leven was showing signs of eutrophication and therefore in an attempt to
improve the ecology and water quality of the loch the phosphorus loadings
from the catchment were reduced. The eutrophication and recovery at Loch
Leven spans a period when temperatures began to increase due to climate
change. These features make Loch Leven an ideal site for investigating statistical techniques that can differentiate between the impacts of climate
change and eutrophication on lake ecosystems.

2

Transfer Functions

Transfer functions (Box et al, 1994) are classic linear time series models
consisting of lagged inputs (covariates) used to describe the output (response) in a system. The basic form of a non-seasonal transfer function
model with k inputs, a single output and an ARMA model for the noise is
given in Model 1.

Yt = α +

k
X
ωi (B)
i=1

δi (B)

Xi,t−b +

θ(B)
at
φ(B)

(1)

Here, Yt is the output and Xi,t−b is the ith input to the system with
lag b, B(Xt ) = Xt−1 , at ∼ WN(0,σ 2 ) and ωi (B), δi (B), θ(B), φ(B) are
polynomials with distinct orders. Model 1 can be developed to include
seasonal terms and the noise can take on different forms.
The identification of multiple input, seasonal transfer function models can
be difficult. However, there are automatic identification procedures that
can be used, for example SMISO (Seasonal Multiple Input Single Output)
(Chiogna et al, 2003). Particular criteria have to be specified for SMISO to
indicate the number of lags to search through and the level of differencing
to be performed to account for trend and/or seasonality. SMISO searches
through a variety of models, given these criteria, and selects the model with
the minimum value for the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).
2.1

Application to Loch Leven

Lagged relationships between ecological variables are typical in a system
such as that at Loch Leven. Therefore, transfer function models were applied to the system, using SMISO, to explore lagged relationships between
the inputs and output.
SMISO requires that the data are equally spaced with no missing values.
Therefore, in order to implement SMISO for the Loch Leven data, the sampling dates were aggregated to monthly means and two different methods
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for filling in missing data were considered; an additive decomposition technique (where noise was added to fitted values for each missing point) and a
multivariate normality technique (where missing periods of data were estimated given known points either side and AR(1) correlated errors). Therefore, complete data were generated by imputation for the monthly means
over the period April 1989 to December 2001 and, reassuringly, both methods gave similar results. For many of the variables, with the exception of
water temperature, a natural log transform was also applied to reduce the
variability and stabilise the variance.
Chlorophylla (phytoplankton biomass) can provide an indication of the
water quality, with high levels denoting poorer water quality. Therefore,
loge (chlorophylla ) was taken to be the output with inputs of loge (Soluble
Reactive Phosphorus(SRP)), loge (Daphnia), water temperature (which is
highly correlated with air temperature) and loge (NO3 N). The criteria specified for SMISO included the level of differencing and searching up to 4 lags.
For the Loch Leven data the automatic identification procedure selected
Model 2 on the basis of the Bayesian Information Criterion of -154.9 (standard errors are given in brackets). For this model no differencing was selected by SMISO.
log(chlorophylla)t

= 3.92(0.15) − 0.18(0.06)log(SRP)t−4
−0.10(0.03)log(Daphnia)t−1 +

(2)

1
at
1 − 0.52(0.07)B

Model 2 suggests that log(chlorophylla) at a particular time can be described by log(SRP) four months earlier and log(Daphnia) one month earlier, with an autocorrelated error term. The fitted model appears to represent the data reasonably well when compared with the original data,
including imputations, in Figure 1. However, the main peaks are underestimated by Model 2.
2.2

Discussion

One particular drawback with automatic identification techniques such as
SMISO is that changing the criteria slightly can result in a different model
being selected. The model in Section 2.1 was re-fitted specifying no differencing and Model 3 was obtained with a BIC value of -164.5.
log(chlorophylla)t

=

3.28(0.16) − 0.12(0.03)log(Daphnia)t−1
(3)
1
+0.04(0.01)watertempt−2 +
at
1 − 0.54(0.07)B

Model 3 identifies negative terms for log(Daphnia) lag 1 and water temperature lag 2 but the log(SRP) lag 4 term (from Model 2) is not identified.
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FIGURE 1. Original log chlorophylla , including imputations, (dotted line) with
fitted model (solid line), Model 2.

However, for both Models 2 and 3 the values for the Bayesian Information
Criterion were similar and coefficients and standard errors for like-terms
(i.e. intercept, log(Daphnia) lag 1 etc.) were virtually the same.
Alternatively, additive models can be used to consider nonparametric components and assess the assumption of linear relationships between variables.

3

Additive Models

Additive models (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990), such as 4, can be used to
model responses in a flexible nonparametric manner by replacing covariates
with smooth arbitrary functions and incorporating separate components to
represent trend and seasonal effects.

Y =α+

n
X

mj (Xj ) + ε

(4)

j=1

Here, Y is the response, mj (Xj ) is a smooth function of the jth explanatory
variable and ε ∼ N(0,σ 2 ).
For time series data, methods for additive models that include correlated
errors and circular smoothers, to account for serial correlation and seasonality, have been developed (Giannitrapani et al, 2005) and these are applied
here to the Loch Leven data.
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FIGURE 2. Separate component plots for each covariate with shaded regions to
indicate confidence bands for Model 5.

3.1

Application to Loch Leven

A backfitting algorithm using local linear smoothing (see, for example,
Bowman and Azzalini, 1997) has been used to fit models, such as 5 below,
with the univariate response of log(chlorophylla).
log(chlorophylla)t

=

α + m1 (Yeart ) + m2 (Montht ) + m3 (log(SRP)t )
+m4 (log(Daphnia)t ) + m5 (Water Tempt )
+m6 (log(NO3 N)t ) + ηt

(5)

where ηt ∼ N(0, σ 2 V) and V is the AR(1) correlation matrix.
With this approach it is not necessary to impute missing values to create a
regular time series. Therefore, the original monthly means were considered
from April 1989 to December 2001 and smooth components for Year and
Month were included, to represent trend and seasonal effects, along with
the other covariates. The output from Model 5 can be used to produce
separate component plots (Figure 2) for the effect of each covariate on
the response, log(chlorophylla). Excluding the minor effects of trend and
seasonality, the other covariates appear to have a mainly negative effect
on the response with the exception of water temperature which at higher
values appears to result in a slight increase in log(chlorophylla).
In order to test the significance of each covariate, Hastie and Tibshirani
(1990) indicated that approximate guidance can be given by comparing
the full and reduced models using the F statistic:
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F =

(RSS2 − RSS1 )/(df2 − df1 )
,
RSS1 /df1

(6)

and referring this to an F distribution with (df2 − df1 ) and df1 degrees of
freedom. These quantities have been adjusted here to incorporate correlated
errors (Giannitrapani et al, 2005). Therefore, Table 1 displays the p-values
to test the significance of each nonparametric covariate, in column 2, along
with a p-value to test whether a linear term is adequate (excluding Month),
in column 3. For this full model all terms appear non-significant with the
lowest p-value of 0.15 for log(NO3 N). The p-values in column 3 (Table 1)
are large and hence linear terms would be justifiable here.
TABLE 1. Table of p-values for testing Model 5.

Variable
Year
Month
log(SRP)
log(Daphnia)
water temperature
log(NO3 N)

3.2

Test of No Effect
1
1
1
0.90
1
0.15

Test of Linearity
0.73
1
0.69
0.94
1

Incorporating Lagged Covariates

The transfer function, Model 2, highlighted a significant lag 4 term for
log(SRP) and a lag 1 term for log(Daphnia). These terms can be incorporated in an additive model to assess their significance and the assumption
of linear relationships. Model 7 includes both lagged terms in addition to
trend and seasonal components.
log(chlorophylla)t

=

α + m1 (Yeart ) + m2 (Montht )

(7)

+m3 (log(SRP)t−4 ) + m4 (log(Daphnia)t−1 ) + ηt
Figure 3 displays separate component plots for each covariate in Model 7
and Table 2 contains the corresponding p-values to test covariates in terms
of significance and linearity.
The results in column 3 of Table 2 suggest that linear relationships may be
reasonable for this model. For the nonparametric components, log(Daphnia)
lag 1 has a significant p-value of 0.006 along with a borderline significant
p-value for the seasonal(monthly) effect at 0.08. Therefore, with the exception of the log(SRP) lag 4 term these results are consistent with the
transfer function results, Model 2, indicating no significant trend and weak
seasonality.
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FIGURE 3. Separate component plots for each covariate with shaded regions to
indicate the confidence bands for Model 7.

TABLE 2. Table of p-values for testing Model 7.

Variable
Year
Month
log(SRP) lag 4
log(Daphnia) lag 1

3.3

Test of No Effect
0.77
0.08
0.16
0.006

Test of Linearity
0.46
1
0.19

Discussion

All covariates are non-significant in Model 5 and hence models to test each
covariate individually in addition to trend and seasonality, e.g. Model 8,
have also been fitted for the time period April 1989 to Dec 2001. These
highlight that Month and log(SRP) are significant in addition to Year. For
the other covariates (log(Daphnia), water temperature and log(NO3 N))
only the Month term is significant indicating moderate/strong seasonality.
log(chlorophylla)t = α+m1 (Yeart )+m2 (Montht )+m3 (log(SRP)t )+ηt (8)

4

Conclusion

A variety of models is required to explore the combined effects of climate
change and eutrophication at Loch Leven. Transfer functions indicate significant lagged relationships between the output, chlorophylla and inputs
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of phosphorus and Daphnia. The additive model including lagged covariates, Model 7, also highlighted the lagged effect of Daphnia and suggested
that linear relationships between variables may be reasonable. Therefore,
a model for this time period at Loch Leven should incorporate lagged relationships with the assumption of linearity appearing justifiable.
It is known that low nutrient levels will limit the production of chlorophylla
and data exploration has highlighted that relationships between chlorophylla
and nutrients differ across months and seasons. Therefore, since many relationships appear linear for this time period, varying coefficient models
(Hastie and Tibshirani, 1993) are being considered with linear relationships between a response and covariates and varying coefficients for each
month; which can be extended to the irregular sampling dates.
Figure 2 indicates that an increase in water temperature, for higher temperatures, results in a slight increase in chlorophylla. This positive relationship
is also highlighted by transfer function Model 3. However, increasing temperatures will also increase the grazing pressure of Daphnia on algae (as
indicated by the transfer functions). Therefore, a multivariate regression
model is being developed to explore the hypothesis that the overall effect
of climate change on the system at Loch Leven may enhance ecological
recovery from eutrophication.
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Abstract: Two different methodologies, Nonlinear PCA and Partial Credit version of Rasch model, are applied to real data to obtain a quantitative measure of
a latent factor. Specifically the goal is to identify the level of damage of a set of
particurarly valuable public buildings. Several ordinal variables are observed on
each building, which describe various aspects of damage severity. Scores on each
bulding are then assigned on the basis of computed ’vulnerability’ level.
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1

Introduction

The goal of the paper is the comparison between two different approaches
for the treatment of many interrelated variables, with the aim of summarizing the data and highlighting possible latent factors.
Environmental issues are often characterized by various factors and aspects. When a phenomenon is described by a large number of variables of
different origin and type, statistician is often required to handle the entire
information as a body to translate the complexity of the real world into a
simpler model. The problem is particularly felt when there is the need to
measure abstract concepts such as, for example, the structural vulnerability
of particular buildings or the hydrological risk degree of geographical areas.
Typically these type of analyses are carried out on the basis of observations
on a large set of variables, of various nature, that describe various aspect
of the phenomenon. In this paper we focalized our attention on ordinal
variables.
In the case under examination, the goal is to quantify the vulnerability
degree of valuable historical-architectonical buildings located in a Northern
geographical area in Italy. The starting dataset is a wide set of ordinal
variables, which describe different aspects of the ‘decay condition’ of the
building. The ultimate result is to assign a score to each building to make
comparisons among them, in order to establish which buildings are more
damaged and, also, how much is ‘more’. It is also important to identify the
role that variables play in defining building vulnerability.
173
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The underlying hypothesis of these kind of analyses is that the phenomenon to be measured represents the latent factor that cannot be observed
directly but only indirectly by many variables, whose categories represent
different aspects and/or levels of the latent dimension. Since we are dealing with ordinal data, the final ordination should be consistent with ordinal
properties of the original dataset.
To solve the problem we adopted two different statistical approaches to
extract latent factors that, in the last decade, have been used for treating
qualitative data in various contexts: the Nonlinear version of classical PCA
(Gifi A., ’90) and the Partial Credit version of the Rasch model (Fischer &
Molenaar, ‘93). The former technique belongs to the wider class of Nonlinear Multivariate Analysis (Nonlinear MVA) and it is suitable for treating
simultaneously different types of variables. The solution of the analysis consists of both quantifications of variables categories and scores on objects in
the reduced optimal space. As most MVA techniques, Nonlinear PCA is to
all intents an exploratory analysis as it is not based on any probabilistic
model. The Partial Credit version of the Rasch model differs from Nonlinear PCA mostly because the Rasch model is actually a model and its
assumptions are then to be tested. Rasch analysis has been conceived as a
psychometric tool for the social sciences and it has lately applied mostly
in medical contexts. Our attempt is here to explore its validity and constraints in a different setting, such as the ordering of units on the basis of
the observation of ordinal variables, being assessed the one-dimensionality
of the data.
Applying the selected techniques to building data, allowed comparisons
between the two methods with the aim of highlighting their differences regarding both starting assumptions and type of outputs. Major attention has
been put on comparisons between scores obtained by the two approaches.
As it will be shown, if on one hand Nonlinear PCA provides category quantifications, which are indeed precious for classification of other buildings not
included into the initial sample, on the other hand Partial Credit model
suggests which is the ‘best’ number of categories to be used for each observed variable. These are two different outputs which can be jointly used
to improve further analyses of the type.

2

Nonlinear PCA

As outlined above, the goal is here to find a measuring procedure to compare units. In the case of buildings dataset, the variable to be found is the
risk degree of a particular building. Clearly the risk degree or vulnerability
cannot be directly measured or quantified, unless precise guide lines are
available, and it constitutes a latent dimension underlying the data.
The use of Nonlinear PCA is our first proposal to the setting up of a risk
degree of valuable buildings that are damaged in some way. The starting
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point for the derivation of Nonlinear PCA is the minimization of a loss
function of the ‘least squares’ type (Gifi A., ’90). More precisely, let H be
the data matrix of order nxm where m is the number of ordinal variables
observed on n units (objects). Let kj denote the number of possible categories of variable j. Nonlinear PCA can be formulated in terms of the
following loss function:
m

σ (X; y1 , ...., ym ) =

′

1 X
tr X − Gj yj a′j X − Gj yj a′j
m j=1

where X is the matrix nxp of object scores, Gj is the indicator matrix nxkj
for variable j, yj is the vector of order kj that contains single category
quantifications for variable j, aj is the vector of component loadings of
order p (p = number of dimensions). In our case we are interested just
in the unique latent dimension, once it has been verified that the first
dimension is actually the major one by eigenvalues comparison. Hence in
computation we set p=1.
Nonlinear PCA computes the minimum of loss function σ(X; y1 , ...ym ) under various normalization conditions and also under a particular restriction
termed ‘rank-1 restriction’, that allows the analysis to take into account the
measurement level of ordinal variables (Michailidis & de Leeuw, ’98). In our
case, variables can take up three (1, 2, 3) or four (1, 2, 3, 4) ordered values.
In all cases, the higher the observed value, the higher the corresponding
level of damage.
Computed object scores x (nx1) are finally used to set up a unique ranking
of buildings.

3

Partial Credit version of the Rasch model

The Rasch approach is generally applied for the measurement of human
performance, attitudes or perceptions. Since individuals are involved in
this type of analyses, concepts as ability and difficulty refer to human perceptions.
Our attempt is here the ‘translation’ of concepts of the Rasch model to
other contexts, such as environmental studies. In our case ‘individuals’ are
valuable historical-architectonical Italian buildings. The ability of a individual (building) is then intended as its level of damage and the difficulty
of a item (variable) becomes the variable sensitivity. In other words, the
higher the difficulty computed for one item, the lower the modelled probability of getting high scores on that variable and then the lower the level of
degradation described by that variable, or, in other words, the ‘sensitivity’
of the variable in detecting a certain damage.
Due to the nature of the variables involved, the selected version of Rasch
Model is Partial Credit (PC ), since it incorporates the possibility of defin-
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ing different number of categories for different items (variables). In addition
PC model does not impose the same distance between variable categories.
The probability of observing category h for variable j on building i, is
modelled as:




exp ϑi − βj + δh(j)
P Xij = h; ϑi , βj , δh(j) = k
j


P
exp ϑi − βj + δh(j)
h=1

where θi is the ‘person ability’ parameter in classical Rasch models, here
intended as the vulnerability degree of building i, β j is the ‘classical’ item
difficulty parameter, here intended as sensitivity of variable j. Parameters
δ h(j) are category thresholds for variable j.
Under the so-called property of local independence, row marginal frequencies ri and column marginal frequencies cj of data matrix H(nxm) ,are sufficient statistics for the Maximum Likelihood estimate of parameters θi and
β j (Fischer & Molenaar, ’95).
In our case θi parameters are finally used to set up a ranking of buildings,
to be compared to buildings scores previously obtained by Nonlinear PCA.

4

Results

To find building vulnerabilities and to compare selected techniques, we
applied Nonlinear PCA and Partial Credit version of the Rasch model to
our data. Special attention was devoted to advantages or disadvantages
of one technique with respect to the other and to differences in the final
ranking of public buildings.
Nonlinear PCA computes categories quantifications and object scores by
means of loss function, σ(X; y1 , ...ym ), minimization, through a procedure
that iteratively computes object scores and optimal category quantifications. When convergence is reached, object scores are expressed as weighted
means of quantified variables observed on that object. Since buildings are
our objects, the object scores can be used for quantitative comparison
among buildings. Another interesting feature of Nonlinear PCA is that
category quantifications and variable loadings can be successively used for
assigning scores to ‘new’ buildings, i.e. buildings that do not belong to the
initial sample.
The Partial Credit version of Rasch model is applied here since observed
data have a one-dimensional structure and are expressed by ordinal measurement levels. Also in this case the technique provides a quantitative
measure of the latent factor, vulnerability of buildings, since parameters θi
are here interpreted as building scores and allow building comparisons.
After several Rasch analyses, we chose to recode some variables collapsing
their categories, in order to increase measurement effectiveness (separation)
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of building ranks.

and increase parameter stability. In most cases, recoded variables are transformed into dichotomous ones. Rasch model is in fact a useful technique to
calibrate the measuring scale of variables, and in our case it represents an
important tool for defining the appropriate number of response categories
for the optimal measurement level of the variable.
Finally, Figure 1 shows comparison between buildings ordination obtained
by the two methods. The Spearman correlation value, 0.972, highlights a
general agreement between buildings vulnerability degrees by Nonlinear
PCA and PC Rasch model. The encouraging result is the almost perfectly
correspondence of extreme values (to the left and to the right part of the
picture), which obviously represent critical situations. Since the ultimate
result is to objectively identify highly damaged buildings, it is interesting
to note that both methods lead almost to the same results.
We are presently carrying on further analyses to highlight possible theoretical similarities between the two techniques when applied to ordinal
qualitative data.
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1

Introduction

In this paper we deal with regression models for response variables which
are partially censored. Such kind of responses may frequently occur in
econometrics and, hence, are well known there. Green (2000) lists several examples of censored variables. In the econometric literature, gaussian
dependent censored variables are often called limited dependent variables
and censored linear regression is sometimes known as the tobit model. The
model is called tobit because it was first proposed by Tobin (1958) and
because it involves aspects of probit analysis. It was Goldberger (1964, p.
253) who gave it this nickname (Tobin’s probit) in analogy with the probit
model.
Tobit models have been also successfully applied on censored data from
various other fields like social science research, biomedicine and epidemiology, or others. Here we are interested to generalize this censored normal
linear regression model with respect to (1) extending the distributional assumptions on to the exponential dispersion family, and (2) allowing for an
additional latent random grouping of the responses. On the other hand we
concentrate on models where the procedure of truncation can be assumed
as something which is fixed, e.g. we will not consider models for random
censoring times.

2

The General Model

Suppose that Y is a continuous non-negative response (e.g. concentration)
and G is a discrete group indicator with mass function
P (G = g) = πg ,
179

g = 1, . . . , L .
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The joint distribution of (Y, G) is then completely determined by specifying
the conditional density of Y given G,
f (y|G = g, λ) = fg (y|λg ) ,
where λ = (λ1 , . . . , λL ) comprises all group-specific parameter sets λg .
Suppose that in practice the population G from which the Y is obtained
is unknown, and Y is only measured if it exceeds a known threshold value
T . The observable part of the data then consists of pairs, (Y ∗ , C), where
Y ∗ = max(Y, T ) and C = I(Y < T ) is a censoring indicator.
Suppose that the data consists of N such independent pairs (Yi∗ , Ci ) generated according to the statistical model described above but the threshold
value is allowed to vary from one observation to another. Let Ti denote the
known threshold associated with the ith observation.

3

An MCEM Algorithm

The loglikelihood function based on the (unobserved) complete data, (yi , gi ),
i = 1, . . . , N , is given by
log f (y, g|λ, π) =

N
X
i=1

{log πgi + log fgi (yi |λgi )} .

Let (λ(t) , π(t) ) denote the estimate of the parameters after t iterations of
the EM algorithm of Dempster et al. (1977). These parameter estimates
are updated by maximizing the EM objective function, which is the conditional expectation of the complete data loglikelihood given the observed
data. This implies that in the tth iteration the expectation step of the EM
algorithm is to calculate
N X
L n
X

Q(λ, π|λ(t) , π(t) ) =

i=1 g=1

+

(t)

(t)

(1 − ci )pig + ci qig

o

log πg

N X
L n
o
X
(t)
(t)
(1−ci )pig log fg (yi |λg )+ci qig Hig (λg |λ(t)
)
,
g
i=1 g=1

with posterior weights
pig (λ, π) =

πg fg (yi |λg )
,
L
P
πl fl (yi |λl )

if ci = 0

l=1

qig (λ, π) =

πg Fg (Ti |λg )
L
P

l=1

πl Fg (Ti |λl )

,

if ci = 1 ,
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where Fg is the distribution function corresponding to the density fg , and
(t)
(t)
pig = pig (λ(t) , π (t) ) and qig = qig (λ(t) , π (t) ). The function
R Ti
log fg (y|λg )fg (y|λ(t)
g )dy
(t)
Hig (λg |λg ) = −∞
(t)
Fg (Ti |λg )
denotes the conditional mean of the loglikelihood contribution log fg (yi |λg ),
given this response is left censored and from group g. Notice that the functions pig and qig are evaluated at the current parameter value and hence
only enter into the maximization step as known weights. All of the other
terms are analytically tractable with the exception of Hig . However, this
term can easily be approximated by the Monte Carlo average
H̃ig (λg |λ(t)
g )=
(t)

S
1X
(t)
log fg (yirg |λg ) ,
S r=1

(t)

where yi1g , . . . , yiSg are a random from the left tail (truncated at Ti ) of
the conditional density fg (·|λ(t)
g ). These pseudo responses can be easily
generated by applying the inversion method, i.e.


(t)
(t)
yirg = Fg−1 Ur · Fg (Ti |λ(t)
,
g ) λg

with U1 , . . . , US i.i.d. uniform on the interval (0, 1).
Maximization
the EM function Q with respect to π subject to the conP
straint g πg = 1 is straightforward. Using the method of Lagrange multipliers results in the expression
πg(t+1) =

N
P

i=1
N P
L
P

i=1 l=1

where

4

(t)
wig

= (1 −

(t)
ci )pig

(t)

wig

=
(t)

wil

N
1 X (t)
w ,
N i=1 ig

(t)

+ ci qig .

Exponential Dispersion Models

Let µig = E(Yi |Gi = g) and suppose that the mean is determined by a
linear predictor and inverse link function,
µig = h(x′ig βg ) ,
where x is the vector of fixed covariates. Suppose further that the probability density of responses in population g is of exponential dispersion form,
i.e.
1
log fg (yi |β g , σg2 ) = 2 {yi θig − b(θig )} + c(yi ; σg2 ) ,
σg
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where the canonical parameter, θig , is related to the mean via the equation
µig = b′ (θig ).
The M-step of the Monte Carlo EM algorithm described in the previous
section reduces to fitting a generalized linear model with appropriately
(t)
defined weights. Let yi0g ≡ yi for all t ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N and g = 1, . . . , L
and define weights
(t)

(t)

(t)

wirg = (1 − ci )δr0 pig + ci (1 − δr0 )

qig
,
S

where δrs is the Kronecker delta function. Then, assuming the exponential
dispersion density, the quantities to be maximized at iteration t + 1 can be
written in the form,
2
L(t)
g (β, σ )

=

N X
S
X
i=1 r=0

(t)
wirg




o
1 n (t)
(t)
2
yirg θig − b(θig ) + c(yirg , σg ) .
σg2

For each g = 1, . . . , L, this is identical to the loglikelihood for a GLM for
(t)
the responses, yirg , with weights, wirg .
The EM estimates of the group-specific dispersion parameters σg2 are found
in a similar way.

5

Mixed Tobit Models – Simulation Results

Censored gaussian responses are a very special case in the sense that Hg
is tractable and the above EM objective function Q is therefore in closed
form and can be directly maximized. Thus, there is no imperative need
to utilize the computationally expensive MCEM algorithm. This allows to
check the performance of the MCEM algorithm by comparing it to the
deterministic EM procedure. Details about the estimating procedure for
two normal components are given in Atkinson (1992).
In the following simulation study we consider a two component mixture
of gaussian responses using an intercept only model without further explanatory variables. We chose group means µ = (3, 0), variances σ 2 =
(0.10, 1.25), and mixture proportions π = (1/10, 9/10). We generated samples of size N = 50 and utilized a simple censoring mechanism by assuming
that Ti = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , N . The following results are based on 200
repetitions. The MC sample size was chosen as S = 100 for all iterations
(till convergence) and was not increased during the iterations.
The estimates based on MC averaging are quite similar those from the
deterministic EM procedure. However, computation time for the MCEM
method is of course much larger.
To study the performance of the proposed algorithm also for regression
problems, we define an explanatory variable x and consider the model
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determ.EM
1st Qu.
Median
Mean
3rd Qu.
s.d.
MCEM
1st Qu.
Median
Mean
3rd Qu.
s.d.
true value

µ̂1
2.354
2.889
2.487
3.032
0.850
µ̂1
2.253
2.882
2.495
3.033
0.807
3.000

µ̂2
-0.191
-0.045
-0.072
0.132
0.318
µ̂2
-0.182
-0.048
-0.061
0.105
0.243
0.000

σ̂12
0.050
0.100
0.200
0.255
0.263
σ̂12
0.052
0.115
0.244
0.274
0.343
0.100

σ̂22
0.798
1.130
1.382
1.538
1.004
σ̂22
0.805
1.126
1.326
1.513
0.880
1.250

π̂1
0.099
0.139
0.159
0.185
0.084
π̂1
0.106
0.147
0.155
0.188
0.062
0.100
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−ℓ
67.1
64.2
63.8
60.4
4.6
−ℓ
67.2
64.2
63.9
60.4
4.6

TABLE 1. Simulation results for a two component mixture of gaussian responses
using an intercept only model

µg (x) = β1g + β2g x, again for two latent groups g ∈ {1, 2}. In the following simulation we fix x = (0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0). For samples of size N we
use N/10 such blocks of x vectors and define β1 = (1, 3) for group one
and β1 = (0, 1) for the second group. Group probabilities are specified
as π = (2/10, 8/10), variances σ 2 = (0.1, 0.5) and the common threshold
value is Ti = 0 for all observations. A typical data situation together with
these two mean structures and the marginal mean is shown in Figure 1.
Table 2 includes the results of 200 repeated simulations.

6

Discussion

Direct maximization without the need of MC averaging is possible for the
gaussian model, because Q is in closed form there. This special class of
censored regression models is closely related to the so-called Tobit-model
with fixed truncation as known from the econometrics literature. For all
other exponential dispersion models we have the problem of how to chose
the size S of the MC sample.
The proposed estimating procedure is not only exclusively suitable for left
censored responses. Only some slight modifications of the censoring indicator c and the conditional mean H are necessary in order to handle also
right censored and/or interval censored responses.
Various proposals for an adaptive choice of S will be discussed in the presentation, details on how to implement a respective estimating procedure
will be given, further results from a MC study reported, and the model
class will be finally also applied onto a real data regression problem.
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FIGURE 1. Group specific linear regression models with typical data generated
for N = 50.
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det.EM
1st Qu.
Median
Mean
3rd Qu.
s.d.

β̂11
0.702
0.967
0.886
1.132
0.503

β̂12
-1.260
-1.004
-0.945
-0.678
0.594

β̂21
2.628
3.027
2.944
3.378
0.933

β̂22
-2.444
-1.948
-1.908
-1.435
1.042

σ̂12
0.049
0.080
0.135
0.142
0.165

σ̂22
0.334
0.415
0.450
0.539
0.205

π̂1
0.173
0.226
0.241
0.280
0.106

−ℓ
64.5
61.4
61.5
58.7
4.3

MCEM
1st Qu.
Median
Mean
3rd Qu.
s.d.
true val

β̂11
0.705
0.963
0.889
1.137
0.504
1.000

β̂12
-1.270
-0.997
-0.945
-0.666
0.592
-1.000

β̂21
2.620
3.026
2.944
3.377
0.932
3.000

β̂22
-2.438
-1.950
-1.910
-1.443
1.044
-2.000

σ̂12
0.049
0.081
0.135
0.144
0.162
0.100

σ̂22
0.335
0.415
0.449
0.532
0.193
0.500

π̂1
0.173
0.228
0.239
0.282
0.100
0.200

−ℓ
64.5
61.4
61.5
58.7
4.3

TABLE 2. Simulation results for a two component mixture of gaussian responses
using a model with intercept and slope parameters

Global and local climatic factors on sulfur
dioxide levels: comparison of residential and
industrial sites
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Abstract: The aim of this study is to investigate the different sulfur dioxide
(SO2 ) measured at a residential (Coles Place) and an industrial site (Hornby)
in Christchurch, New Zealand (1998-2002), to climatic influences, using the subcomponents determined by singular spectrum analysis (SSA) (Golyandina et al.,
2001). Analysis successfully identifies that SO2 levels at the residential site are
strongly controlled by seasonal factors, and their pattern of changes associates
more with a change of wind direction. The consistent and irregular SO2 levels at
the industrial site are weakly associated with seasonal factors, and their pattern
of changes is similar to changes in climate that relate to a temperature inversion.
Global climate is also found to have an influence on both local climate and SO2
levels.
Keywords: SSA; air pollution; climate.

1

Introduction

SSA (Golyandina et al., 2001) not only allows smoothing of time series,
it detects their sub-components (SCs) by decomposing a noisy time series
into several similar components. Climatic impacts on Eucalyptus flowering
were also investigated successfully using SSA (Hudson et al., 2004; Hudson
and Keatley, 2005). In this study, four years (1998-2002) of daily climate
(temperature difference between 1 m and 10 m above the ground, wind direction, and wind speed) and SO2 data in Christchurch, New Zealand, are
studied. The study area is known to suffer from wintertime air pollution under anticyclonic weather and light northwesterly airflow (Spronken-Smith,
et al. 2002). A local emission rate study (Scott and Gunatilake, 2004) suggests that the main SO2 sources are industry and commerce (81%), motor
vehicles (15%) and domestic heating (4%). In this study, SSA provides three
different SCs of the climate and air pollution time series: the dominant SC,
the second dominant SC and the least dominant SC, which respectively indicate general trends, seasonal structures and small changes. Investigating
187
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FIGURE 1. Original SO2 time series from the residential site (left) and industrial
site (right)

each SC from SSA successfully identifies climatic trends and influences of
climatic changes on SO2 levels at a residential and an industrial site. In
particular, application of SSA on SO2 at the industrial site is advantageous,
since SSA extracts hidden underlying structures despite the original data
being irregular, without its own strong structure. Further investigations
of global climate, El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) index, found that
global climate also impacts on both local climate and SO2 levels.

2

Data

Four years (1998-2002) of daily climate (temperature difference, TD; wind
direction, WD; and wind speed, WS) and SO2 data were provided by Environment Canterbury (ECan). Wind variables and SO2 data were collected
from a residential site (Coles Place) and an industrial site (Hornby), located
less than 10 km apart. Note that wind direction variables are measured in
degrees (◦ ); 0◦ for north, 90◦ for east, 180◦ for south, 270◦ for west and
360◦ for north. In this analysis, the temperature difference was calculated as
the difference between temperature measurements at 1 m and 10 m above
the ground, measured at Coles Place. Negative values of temperature difference indicate the formation of a temperature inversion, which traps air
pollutants under a layer of warmer air. Missing values in either the SO2
or climate series were filled by neural networks. This imputation does not
alter the fundamental structures of the time series. The original SO2 series
is shown in Figure 1; note that the SO2 Hornby profile was three months
shorter than Coles Place. The residential SO2 has a strong seasonal structure (Figure 1 left), while the industrial series shows neither seasonality
nor constant emission (Figure 1 right).
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Methods

The SSA procedure has four steps (Golyandina et al., 2001), that are applied to the scaled climate and air pollution data. The first step, the embedding step, is where the original time series, F = (f0 , f1 , ..., fN −1 ), is
transferred with the window length (L) of 365 to the L-lagged vectors (Xi ),
Xi = (fi−1 , · · · , fi+L−2 )T ,

1 ≤ i ≤ K,

(1)

which have dimension L, with K=N -L+1. The L-trajectory matrix (X) of
F is a Hankel matrix where i+j=const,


f0
f1
f2
· · · fK−1
 f1
f2
f3
···
fK 


 f2
L,K
f3
f4
· · · fK+1 
X = (Xij )i,j+1 = 
(2)
.
 ..

..
..
..
 .
.
.
.
··· 
fL−1 fL fL+1 · · · fN −1
The second step, singular value decomposition (SVD), decomposes X into
a sum of rank one elementary matrices,

X = X1 + · · · + XL ,
(3)
√
to eigentriples: eigenvalues ( λi ), principal components (Ui ) and eigenvectors (Vi ), where the elementary matrix is determined from
Xi =

√
λi Ui ViT .

(4)

The third step, eigentriple (ET) grouping, groups ETs and sums their matrices into similar components. In this step, the new FastGrouping software,
which uses a Fourier expansion method (Equation 5) (Fukuda et al., 2004;
Golyandina et al., 2001), was applied to computationally improve the ET
grouping procedure for constructing SCs. For each pair of ETs, a spectral
similarity metric, ρR, was computed first for the eigenfunctions, then the
PCs:
q
P[N/2] q N
Π
(k/N
)
ΠN
k=0
f2
f2 (k/N )
ρR12 = qP
.
(5)
P
[N/2] N
[N/2] N
Π
(k/N
)
Π
(k/N
)
k=0
f2
k=0
f2

The last step, diagonal averaging, is to reconstruct resultant components
from additive groups of ETs, to form reconstructed time series – so-called
SCs. In this analysis, the first five SCs, i.e. constructed from the 1st eigentriple (ET1) to the 5th eigentriple (ET5), were applied to reconstruct three
different time series: the dominant SC from ET1, the second dominant SC
from ET2 and ET3, and the least dominant SC from ET4 and ET5. These
are subsequently used to investigate the relationship between climate and
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SO2 levels. Generally, lower numbered ETs, e.g. ET1, contain lower frequencies and have larger variances, while higher numbered ETs, e.g. ET5,
contain higher frequencies and have less variance. Results are described as
relative measurements of components, and are additive. Thus all except the
dominant SC are centred around zero.

4
4.1

Key results and discussions
Comparison of major SO2 level differences between sites

Examination of detected dominant SCs (accounting for > 80% of the structure) of SO2 level shows different longer term trends between the two sites:
SO2 decreases at the residential site and increases at the industrial site
(Figure 2 (a)). The second dominant SCs (4-5% of the structure) of SO2
indicate a smooth and strong seasonal structure such as high SO2 levels in
winter and low SO2 levels in summer for residential SO2 , but a weak seasonal structure for industrial SO2 (Figure 2 (b)). This seasonal structure
is not seen in the original SO2 time series at the industrial site (Figure 1
(right)). Note that the seasonal impact on SO2 is less strong at the industrial site, i.e. the SC is smaller and flatter and the SO2 peak is delayed at
the industrial site (Figure 2 (b)) (Fukuda and Hudson, in prep 1,2).
4.2

Major local climate profiles

The upward trend of the dominant temperature difference SC indicates
formation of fewer temperature inversions over the study period (positive
values of TD indicate less frequent temperature inversion: Figure 2 (c)). The
second dominant SC of temperature difference shows negative temperature
difference values in winter, which indicate that temperature inversion is
observed in winter (Figure 2 (d)). Thus winter pollution levels are associated with winter temperature inversion formation. The flat dominant SCs
of the wind direction and wind speed are similar for both sites (Figure 2
(e and g)). The second dominant wind direction and wind speed SCs at
both sites are almost identical (Figure 2 (f and h)). This suggests that the
impacts of wind variables on SO2 levels do not significantly differ between
the sites. The flat dominant SCs of wind direction variables may be related
to the nature of the original data, in that the change of wind direction
is dramatic over the year: it fluctuates between 0◦ (north) and 360◦ (also
north). Consequently the numerical values (degrees) are averaged by SSA
to produce an average wind direction around south (180◦ ). Note that the
dominant wind direction SC at the residential site is higher than that at the
industrial site, indicating a slightly more westerly average wind direction
at the residential site (Figure 2 (e)). The second SCs of the wind direction
variables successfully indicate seasonal trends for both sites, with westerly
wind directions dominant in winter (Figure 2 (f)). The flat dominant SCs
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FIGURE 2. Dominant and second dominant SCs of SO2 and climate; residential
site (thick line) and industrial site (thin line). Upward and downward relative
measurement of wind direction (f ) indicates westerly and easterly respectively.

of the wind speed variables suggest also that neither site had a (general)
wind speed trend that changed dramatically, i.e. either increasing or decreasing over the study period (Figure 2 (g)). Note the higher values of
the dominant wind speed SC of the industrial site indicate stronger wind
speed than the residential site (Figure 2 (g)). The second dominant SCs
of the wind speed variables also suggest seasonal structures such as low
wind speed in winter (Figure 2 (h)). These statistical observations agree
with previous observation, i.e. high pollution levels occur during a light
northwesterly air flow (Spronken-Smith et al. 2002).
4.3

Impacts of local climate on SO2 levels

Examination of the least dominant SCs (< 0.5% of the structure) indicates
biannual cycles, and provides information on changes in the climate and
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FIGURE 3. Least dominant SCs of SO2 and climate series (a to e) and multivariate ENSO index (f ) (NOAA, 2004); residential site (thick line) and industrial
site (thin line); La Niña (positive values) and El Niño (negative values).

SO2 structures (Figure 3). In this study, the analysis is focused on detecting structures of similar shape between climate and air pollutants, which
indicate similar changes across structures. Two pairs of similar structures
are found: one between SO2 at the residential site (Figure 3 (a)) and wind
direction at both sites (Figure 3 (c)); and a second between SO2 at the
industrial site (Figure 3 (b)) and temperature difference (Figure 3 (d)). Results suggest that the changes in residential SO2 levels are associated more
with changes in wind direction, and that changes of industrial SO2 levels
are associated more with changes associated with a temperature inversion
(negative TD). However, it is important to note that the least dominant
structures of both residential SO2 and temperature difference show inclining levels. This result may be explained by strong consistent industrial SO2
emissions over the years, which perhaps are not significantly influenced by
a decrease in temperature inversion over the four years. In contrast, at the
residential site, the dominant SC of SO2 decreased over time, similar to
the decrease in temperature inversion formation (as seen in the dominant
SC). Alternatively, industrial chimneys may be high enough not to be affected by the formation of lower types of temperature inversions, compared
to the seasonal emissions from lower domestic chimneys in the residential
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area, which may have a more direct impact with the low winter temperature inversion layer. However, further investigation is recommended. The
independent structures of the least dominant wind speed SC (Figure 3 (e))
show different structures between the two sites. This suggests that changes
in wind speed affects SO2 differently at each site. Additionally, residential
wind speed is more similar to industrial SO2 , and industrial wind speed is
more similar to the residential SO2 .
4.4

Impacts of global climate on air pollution level

Interestingly, the least dominant SCs of all variables (Figure 3) show abnormal structural changes in mid-2000; these changes may be due to external
impacts such as global climate changes. A possible scenario is hypothesised
from the change of the ENSO cycle in mid-2000 (NOAA, 2004): the moderately sized La Niña that brought a warm summer at the end of 1999
and beginning of 2000 changed to a neutral ENSO event in mid-2000, and
moved to small La Niña later in 2000 (Figure 3). These global climate
changes may impact on local climate, and consequently the air pollution
levels in the study area. In fact, the original residential SO2 time series
(Figure 1 left) shows a broad peak in winter 2000 and the second dominant
SO2 SC from the residential site shows slightly lower SO2 levels in winter
2000 than other years, due to the warmer weather caused by the warmer
global climate.

5

Conclusions

SSA successfully highlights and characterises structural differences in the
SO2 levels between the residential and industrial site, and shows different
climatic influences on SO2 . The main driver of SO2 is strongly associated
with seasonal factors at the residential site; this association is weaker at
the industrial site. Whilst information is hidden in the original industrial
SO2 time series, SSA successfully detects the association of seasonal impacts. Investigation of the least dominant SCs helps us to understand how
small changes in climate and SO2 time series structures are associated;
namely the connection between wind direction and residential SO2 , and
the connection between temperature inversion and industrial SO2 . The investigation of change of global climate (ENSO) provides knowledge about
the association between SO2 levels and impacts on local climate. Detailed
investigations of different ET groups via FastGrouping also found that levels of other air pollutants, e.g. particulate matter and carbon monoxide,
are directly related to sensitive short changes of local climate (Fukuda et
al. 2004). Statistical analysis of the relationship between climate and air
pollution agrees with local research (Spronken-Smith et al. 2002), although
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further investigation will be required to understand the detailed relationship between temperature difference and air pollution levels (Fukuda and
Hudson, in prep 1,2).
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Abstract: In this paper we compare some of analyzing modern approaches i.e.
EM algorithm, MI and joint modelling of response and non-response mechanisms
for multivariate normal data with missing responses.
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1

Introduction

The EM algorithm for a multivariate normal data matrix with an arbitrary
pattern of missing values was described by Dempster, et al. (1977). The
general theory of multiple imputation (MI) has been presented extensively
by Rubin (1987) and references there. Like parameter simulation, MI is a
Monte Carlo approach to the analysis of incomplete data. The technique
is quite general and can readily be used in many non survey applications.
MI shares the same underlying philosophy as EM; solving an incomplete
data problem by repeatedly solving the complete data version. MI uses
Data augmentation which is a simulation approach of Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods. Recently joint modelling of response and nonresponse in cross-sectional and longitudinal data has been extensively used
(Little and Rubin, 2002, Diggle and Kenward, 1994, Crouchley and Ganjali,
2002).
Rubin (1976) and Little and Rubin (2002) define different missing response mechanisms. Under their definitions, missing completely at random
(MCAR) arises when the probability of missing an observation is independent of responses and non-responses. Under missing at random (MAR)
this probability, given observed responses, does not depend on missing responses. In missing not at random (MNAR), which is called by Diggle
and Kenward (1994)“informative dropout” for monotone pattern of missing responses, this probability depends on missing responses and when this
happens, missing mechanism can not be ignored.
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In this paper we compare EM algorithm, MI and joint modelling of responses and non-response mechanism (i.e. generalized Heckman model presented by Crouchley and Ganjali, 2002) for multivariate normal data with
missing responses.
In Section 2, EM, data augmentation and joint modeling are shortly reviewed for use in analyzing multivariate normal data with missing responses. In Section 3, we have some words about these approaches and
advantages and disadvantages of them will be discussed. In Section 4, we
use these approaches in an applied example where outliers play an important role.

2
2.1

Modern approaches for analyzing incomplete
normal data
EM algorithm

When portions of the data matrix Y are missing, we should use iterative
computations like EM to find ML estimates or to impute the missing values.
Assume the data set as a matrix of n rows and p columns, with rows
corresponding to individuals observations and columns corresponding to
variables measured on each individuals. Denote Y = (Yobs , Ymis ) as complete data where Yobs and Ymis are the observed and missing portions of
the data matrix, respectivley. Let yij denote an individual element of Y ,
i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , p. The ith row of Y , is yi = (yi1 , yi2 , . . . , yip )T . We
assume y1 , y2 , . . . , yn independent which have multivariate normal distributions with mean vector µ and positive definite covariance matrix Σ. Let
θ = (µ, Σ) be the vector of unknown parameter. In the following we use
the notation of Schafer (1997).
The row of Y can be grouped by their missingness patterns. We shall
index the missingness pattern by s = 1, 2, . . . , S, Where S is the number of
patterns in the data matrix with missing values.
The E-step Let R be S × p matrix of binary indicators with typlical
element rsj , where rsj = 1 if Yj is observed in pattern s and rsj = 0
if Yj is missing in pattern s. For each missingness pattern s, let O(s)
and M(s) denote the subsets of the column lables {1,2,...,p} corresponding
to variables that are observed and missing, respectively,
O (s) = {j : rsj = 1},

M (s) = {j : rsj = 0}.

Finally, let I(s) denote the subset of {1,2,...,n} corresponding to the rows
of Y that exhibit patterns., In E-step of EM algorithm for normal data,
one calculates the expectation of the complete-data sufficient statistics over
P (Ymis |Yobs , θ) for an assumed value of θ. These statistics are of the form
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P

P
yij and i yij yik , so to perform the E-step we need to find the expectations of yij and yij yik over P (Ymis |Yobs , θ). These expectations are given,
using sweeping the θ-matrix on the positions corresponding to the variables
in yi(obs) , in Schafer(1997, page 164). To see this, let A denote the swept
parameter matrix
A = SW P [O (s)]θ,
i

and let ajk denote the (j,k)th element of A, j, k=0,1,...,p. The first two
moments of yi(mis) with respect to P (Ymis |Yobs , θ) are given by
E(yij |Yobs , θ) = a0j +

X

akj yik ,

k∈O(s)

Cov(yij , yik |Yobs , θ) = ajk
for each i∈ I (s) and j,k∈ M (s). For any j ∈ O (s) the moments are
E(yij |Yobs , θ) = yij ,
Cov(yij , yik |Yobs , θ) =0.
Applying the relation
E(yij yik |Yobs , θ) = Cov(yij , yik |Yobs , θ) + E(yij |Yobs , θ)E(yik |Yobs , θ)
it follows that
E(yij |Yobs , θ) =



f or j ∈ O (s),
f or j ∈ M (s),

yij
∗
yij


 yij yik
y ∗ yik
E(yij yik |Yobs , θ) =
 ij
∗ ∗
ajk + yij
yik

where

∗
yij
= a0j +

f or j, k ∈ O (s),
f or j ∈ M (s), k ∈ O (s),
f or j, k ∈ M (s),

X

akj yik .

k∈O(s)

The E-step consists of calculating and summing these expected values of
yij and yij yik over i for each j and k. The output of an E-step can then be
written as E(T |Yobs , θ), where T is the matrix of complete-data sufficient
statistics

T = [1, Y ]T [1, Y ] =



1T Y
T
Y 1 Y TY
n



.
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The M-step Once E(T |Yobs , θ) has been found. The M-step can be carry
out. For a given value of T the complete-data MLE is θ̂ = SW P [0]n−1 T ,
and M-step carries out this same operation on E(T |Yobs , θ) rather than T.
A single iteration of EM can thus be written as
θ(t+1) = SW P [0]n−1 E(T |Yobs , θ(t) ).
By EM the last values of E(yij |yobs , θ(t) ) imputed for missing values.
2.2

Data augmentation

Data augmentation is the method that MI uses to impute the missing values
several times.
The I-step Data augmentation for incomplete multivariate normal data
has two steps; I- and P-steps, where the I-step simulates
(t+1)

Ymis

∼ P (Ymis |Yobs , θ(t) ),

and the P-step simulates
(t+1)

θ(t+1) ∼ P (θ|Yobs , Ymis ).
because the rows y1 , y2 , ..., yn of Y are conditionally independent given θ,
the I-step draws
(t+1)
yi(mis) ∼ P (yi(mis) |yi(obs) , θ(t) )
independently for i=1,2,...,n. The I-step of data augmentation involves the
independent simulation of random normal vectors for each row of the data
matrix, with means and covariances given by Schafer(1997, page 181).
The P-step Under the prior distributions, for µ given Σ, as multivariate normal [N (µ0 , τ −1 Σ)] and inverted wishart [W −1 (m, Λ)] for Σ, the
complete data posterior P (θ|Yobs , Ymis ) is normal inverted Wishart distribution. The P-step of data augmentation, therefore, is merely a simulation
of the normal inverted-Wishart distribution, which is:
µ|Σ, Y ∼ N (µ′0 , (τ )′−1 Σ),
Σ|Y ∼ W −1 (m′ , Λ′ ),

for updated hyperparameter (τ ′ , m′ , µ′0 , Λ′ ) (see Schafer,1997), the observed
(t)
data Yobs and the missing data Ymis imputed at last I-step.
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Multivariate generalization of Heckman’s selection model

Heckman (1979) joint model for a continuous response yi and a sample
selection mechanism is generalized to the situation of repeated responses
with droupout by Crouchley and Ganjali (2002). This model is
∗
Rit
= αTt Wit + νit

(1)

∗
yit
= βtT Xit + εit ,

where t=1,2,...,Ti . For generality the vectors of covariates Wit and Xit can
include covariates at time s, s < t. We have
yi = (yi1 , yi2 , ..., yiTi )

Ri = (Ri2 , ..., RiTi ).

where
∗
yit = yit
yit = 0

∗
if Rit
>0
∗
if Rit ≤ 0

for i=1,2,...,n, where yit =0 is used to indicate a missing response at time
t. We also define an explicit missing data indicator
Rit = 1
Rit = 0

∗
if Rit
>0
∗
if Rit
≤0

It is assumed that all the subjects at the start of the study are observed,
i.e. Ri1 = 1, ∀i. For the case of monotone pattern (our example in the
section 4). The observations for the subject i take the form
∗
∗
(yi , Ri ) = ([yi1
, ..., yiT
, 0], [1, ..., 1, 0]),
(i−1)

if dropout occurs and
∗
∗
(yi , Ri ) = ([yi1
, ..., yiT
], [1, ..., 1]),
i

if a subject is indepenently right censored by the observation plan at time
Ti .
Let var(εi ) = ΣY Y and ΣY Y be unstructured so that var(εit ) = σY2 Yt,t and
cov(εis , εit ) = σY Ys,t . Also assume that the subjects are independent of each
other, so that cov(εis , εi′ t ) =0 for i 6= i′ for all s and t. Let var(νi ) = ΣRR ,
where the diagonal elements of ΣRR are 1, and the off-diagonal elements of
ΣRR = [cov(νis , νit )] = [σRRs,t ]. Let also ΣY R = [cov(εis , νit )] = [σY Rs,t ].
Both ΣY R and the off-diagonal elements of ΣRR are unstructured. For
a sequence without dropout, the variance-covariance matrix of the joint
responses (yi , Ri ) takes the form


ΣY Y ΣY R
Σ=
.
ΣRY ΣRR
For check of goodness of fit Crouchley and Ganjali (2002), using model
fitting of equation (1), introduced a modified Pearson residual for detecting
outliers.
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A comparison of EM Algorithm, multiple imputation and joint modelling

Some words about EM, MI and joint modelling

EM is a general-purpose algorithm which with its simplicity and stability
can be implemented, for multivariate normal model, on BMDP, Norm, Mix
and Cat statistical softwares.
In multiple imputation each missing value is replaced by m > 1 simulated
values. EM imputes only one value for each missing value and it can not
reflect uncertainty about the true values of the missing data, but MI can
do this job, well.
MCMC approach, not only provides point estimates of parameters, which
can be done by EM algorithm, but also it can provide measures of uncertainty associate with parameter estimates. MCMC methods are easier
to implement conceptually and computationally when number of unknown
parameters is high, EM is slow and may not converge to a unique global
maximum but MCMC methods are stochastic and can converge to probability distribution we need.
However, MCMC need high performance computers, monitoring the convergence could be difficult. Furthermore, in this method use of prior distribution can be regarded as subjective.
In an applied example with two responses Molenberghs et. al. (2001), using
a sensitivity approach, and Crochley and Ganjali (2002), using generalized
Heckman model, find some influential points and outliers as the reason for
MNAR, respectively. They find a MNAR mechanism when they use data
including the outliers and a MAR mechanism when outliers are removed.
So, In general we suggest one to detect outliers when she/he uses methods
such as EM or MI.
Kenword (1998) in the same example using a joint model, without removing the outliers, uses a t distribution for the second response given the
first response and find a MAR mechanism for missing responses. So, joint
modelling can test MAR for the data on hand, but for this we have to use
some assumptions that are not testable, and results may be sensitive to the
assumptions we use.
On the other hand, EM and MI are based on the MAR assumption and if
this assumption does not apply to the data on hand, results obtained by
EM and MI can be misleading. Therefore, we need to test for MAR in one
place where we have to put strong assumptions and in other place if we
ignore missing mechanism and data are in fact missing not at random we
would have wrong estimates.

4
4.1

Empirical illustration
Mastitis data

Mastitis can reduce the milk yield of infected animals. Diggle And Kenward
(1994) used the total milk yield (in thousands of litres) for 107 cows from a
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TABLE 1. Estimated parameter by EM, MI and selection model.

Parameter
µ1
µ2
σ12
σ22
ρ

EM
ES
5.765
6.484
0.867
1.296
0.581

MI
ES
5.767
6.492
0.806
1.220
0.623

NRD
ES
5.770
6.100
0.870
1.610
0.480

single herd, in two consecutive years, to investigate the relationship between
yield and mastitis. Of the 107 animals, 27 were infected in their second year.
The 27 animals with mastitis in their second year were treated as missing.
A bivariate normal model is used to display milk yield as a response during
two years. i.e. yields that might be observing in absence of infected mastitis.
we have (for i=1,2,...,107),







Yi1
µ1
σ12
ρσ1 σ2
Yi =
∼N µ=
,Σ =
.
Yi2
µ2
ρσ1 σ2
σ12
Complete data are in Yn×2 = (Yobs , Ymis ) term. yij is milk yield for ith cow
in jth year (i=1,2,...,107 , j=1,2). In table 1 estimated parameter by EM
algorithm and MI are given using package Norm which has been designed
by Schafer. By viewing this table we can conclude that estimates of values
of µ1 and µ2 are very close to each other by EM and MI, but the estimated
covariance matrix (Σ) are different. In EM algorithm the estimate of σ12
and σ22 are greater than these of MI method. The estimates of ρ in MI
method is greater than that of EM algorithm.
Crouchley and Ganjali (2002) show that in these data the MAR assumption
is not satisfied. They also find 3 outliers (cows 4, 5 and 66) in these data.
MI and EM can be used when MAR assumption is true. If data show
a MNAR mechanism one should use a joint model. Heckman’s selection
model for mastitis data is formed as below;
∗
yi1

= µ1 + εi1 ,

∗
yi2
∗
Ri2

= µ2 + εi2 ,
= α0 + νi2 .

The results using this model are also given in table 1. Using this method,
as the data is MNAR, estimate of µ2 is less than that of EM or MI and
the estimate of covariance matrix is completely different. After eliminating
outliers the result of EM algorithm, MI(m=10) methods and Heckman’s
selection model are given in table 2. This table shows that results using
different methods (after removing outliers) are closed to each other. We
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TABLE 2. Estimated parameter after eliminating 4th, 5th and 66th cows.

Parameter
µ1
µ2
σ12
σ22
ρ

EM
5.798
6.400
0.761
1.086
0.726

MI (m=10)
5.800
6.406
0.706
1.026
0.752

NRD
5.800
6.430
0.760
1.100
0.730

expect this because EM and MI methods are based on MAR assumption
and when data are MAR joint modelling gives the same results.
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1

Introduction

A key element in the design and conduct of randomised clinical trials is
ensuring, without comprising the design aspects of the study that, wherever possible the imbalance between the allocated treatments is minimised.
In medical trials the opportunity to repeat a randomised study may be
severely limited and so maximum efficiency is essential at the design stage
of the trial. Thus, from a statistical perspective, next to critical design
issues such as sample size and outcome measurement/assessment, employing a randomisation scheme which attempts to maintain treatment balance
across important prognostic factors (or strata) will increase the efficiency
of the final treatment comparisons. The so-called simple randomisation
(coin tossing) whilst delivering consistent estimates of treatment comparisons may nevertheless result in a trial where there is a large imbalance
between the treatment groups and even larger treatment imbalances in key
prognostic factors. With the cost of conduct of clinical trials increasing,
the past three decades have seen the emergence of a number of schemes
which attempt to deliver some degree of balance across the treatment allocations whilst at the same time, still providing some degree of randomness.
Two broad randomisation strategies have gained popularity in clinical trials methodology, namely stratified permuted blocks [Beller et al., Pocock
S.] and minimisation [Beller et al., Taves D.R.].
1.1

Permuted Blocks and Minimisation

The idea behind permuted blocks of size b is to guarantee a treatment
allocation balance after b, 2b, 3b . . . subjects have been randomised. For
example, suppose two treatments are being compared A and B. Then, if
we wish to maintain a treatment balance after say every b=4 treatment
allocations (i.e. permuted blocks of size four), we first form a list of all the
possible combinations. In this case, there are six combinations viz., AABB,
203
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BBAA, ABAB, BABA, ABBA and BAAB. A block is selected at random
and the order given in this block will determine the sequence of the next
four treatment allocations. So, if the third block is selected then the order next four treatments to be allocated are A, B, A, B. More complex
schemes can be devised (e.g., combining blocks of size 6 and 4) to minimise
the ability of investigators from predicting the next treatment to be allocated (minimising subject selection bias). Provided the number of strata
(prognostic factors which impact on the outcome of interest) and/or strata
levels is modest, the scheme can be easily adapted to maintain balance
of treatment allocation in levels within these strata. In many large multicentre/multinational clinical trials however, institution is a strata and each
hospital will form a level of this strata. Studies recruiting over 100 sites
and having say, four other key strata (each with two levels), will require a
minimum of 1600 blocking schemes. If sites cease recruiting into a study,
blocking schemes may result in a potentially large overall treatment imbalance [Zelen M.]. Attaining treatment balance within important prognostic
factors increases the efficiency of treatment estimates [Grizzle J.].
Minimisation attempts to minimise treatment imbalance marginally across
the specified strata. In a two treatment trial for instance, the strata profile
for each subject is ascertained (e.g., male under sixty years of age with no
previous smoking history in the hospital site 3), the number of previously
allocated treatment A’s and B’s to this profile ascertained (i.e. the sum of
each treatment allocation of all subjects fitting this profile) and the absolute
value of the difference between these sums calculated. If this difference is
zero, the next treatment is allocated at random otherwise the treatment
with the smaller sum will be prescribed. This randomisation strategy has
proven very popular in clinical trial conduct. Adaptations of this approach
have also been proposed to increase the level of randomness [Pocock S.J.,
Weir et al.] where if, for a particular subject profile the treatment sums are
within a specified interval, say ±d, then a biased coin is tossed to determine
the next treatment allocation. The bias of the coin may vary depending on
how close the imbalance, i.e. difference in the treatment sums, is to zero.
1.2

Dynamic Balancing Randomisation

A third approach termed dynamic balancing randomisation (DBR) seeks
to extend the minimisation idea to incorporate a priority to maintaining
a balance to different strata [Signorini et al., Heritier et al.]. Thus for example in a trial comparing two chemotherapy regimens in advance breast
cancer, it may be more desirable to maintain a treatment balance within
the subgroups of women who present with liver metastases than say, those
who are older than sixty years. Where different strata may differentially
impact on the outcome, it may be desirable to ensure a tight balance within
these strata levels compared to the other strata levels, which potentially
may not have as large an impact on the outcome.
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Randomisation schemes employing strata priority are part of dynamic or
covariate-adaptive allocations schemes and their properties are still the subject of research [Heritier et al.]. Irrespective of the method used to allocate
subjects to the treatment groups, the choice of analysis to be performed
when making the treatment comparisons is becoming very sensitive. In the
absence of a formal theory for inference based on such dynamic allocation
methods regulatory bodies have recently demanded sensitivity analyses to
be performed [CPMP guideline, 2003] to justify that the method used did
not alter inference. However the directives do not include blocks in the list
of methods subject to the sensitivity analysis although this approach is not
fundamentally different. They do not suggest any practical implementation
either, generating strong reactions among biostatisticians [Buyse M.]. This
paper describes an approach to perform such a sensitivity analysis in a
large trial based on DBR and, discusses potential pitfalls that may occur
in this validation exercise.

2

Implementation of a Dynamic Balancing
Randomisation (DBR) Method

We consider an implementation of the DBR to a clinical trial comprising of
both a large number of strata (13) and a large sample size (10,000 subjects).
In the area of clinical trials in cardiovascular disease, such designs studies
are not uncommon [LIPID Study Group, FIELD Study Investigators]. We
consider the case where twelve of the strata were each at 2 levels and the
thirteenth being the institution, comprising of 63 sites. The need for such a
large number of strata is dictated by the clinical considerations - the need
to ensure that wherever possible, the key prognostic factors are balanced.
Treatment balanced within the strata levels will also allow for further epidemiological evaluation of the mechanisms of action of treatment, impact
of protein and gene expression on outcome etc to be investigated long after
the study results are known. Thus the strata profile of a patient is modelled
using a data structure called a ’binary tree’. In the case of the DBR algorithm, the binary tree built by the algorithm is ”complete”, meaning that
apart from the last layer of nodes in the tree (the institutions), the nodes
in each layer have exactly 2 branches. The problem of treatment allocation
within institutions is considered separately from the main DBR algorithm.
The nodes in the last layer of the tree have no branches.
The DBR binary tree we consider comprises of 12 layers of nodes, one layer
for one stratum (Figure 2). For each stratum there are two levels: yes or
no depending on the stratum condition.
For example, the two stratum levels for the age stratum are the patient is
older than 65 years (i.e. yes) or the patient is 65 years or younger (i.e. no).
The list of 12 strata used in the DBR algorithm is given in Table 1. Note
that the order of the strata denotes the priority of the strata in descending
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FIGURE 1. Tree vs. Binary Tree

order. Prior MI is the most important strata (i.e. lowest imbalance tolerated
between the treatments) in the patient profile, and HbA1c is the least
important strata (i.e. highest imbalance tolerated).
TABLE 1. Strata Conditions

Strata
1.Prior MI
3.Male
5.Current smoker
7.Compliance = 95%
9.Triglycerides > 2.3 mmol/L
11.On insulin (self-reported)

2. Urine albumin:creatinine ratio
greater than 3.4 mg/mmol
4.Age at Visit 1 > 65 years
6.Fibrinogen > 4.5 g/L
8.Average cholesterol ≥ 5.5 mmol/L
10.HDL ≤ 1.0 mmol/L
12.HbA1c ≥ 8%

For every patient randomised using the DBR algorithm, the status of all
the strata conditions (i.e. the ’yes’ or’ no’ for the 12 strata conditions) must
be included. A path in the tree will then represent the patient profile. A
path is a way of navigating the binary tree layer by layer, from one node
to another, starting from the root node (i.e. the top node of the tree) down
to a node at the last layer of the tree.
A strategy for implementation of the algorithm is outlined below. To check
the site (institution) imbalance the algorithm checks if site ID is present in
the input. If site ID is not present the algorithm assigns the randomisation
to the first site present in a file containing site codes and names. If site
ID is present in the command string input the algorithm calculates the
difference in patients allocated to treatments A and B for the site. If the
absolute difference between A and B is ≥ the maximum imbalance specified for the site the algorithm forces the allocation to the treatment with
the lower number of patients allocated to that treatment. If the absolute
difference between A and B is ≤ the maximum imbalance specified for the
site the algorithm traverses the tree (from the most important to least
important node) determined by the levels of the strata input. To check
the strata imbalance the algorithm checks whether the absolute difference
in totals allocated for A and B, |A-B| for each level of the first [highest
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FIGURE 2. Strata Profile Tree

priority] strata is ≥ the maximum imbalance specified for this strata. If
this difference exceeds this maximum imbalance the algorithm forces the
allocation to the treatment with the smaller number of patients allocated.
If the maximum imbalance is not violated, a similar condition is checked
for the strata with the second highest priority, with forcing occurring if the
threshold is violated otherwise the third highest priority strata is tested
and so on. The algorithm cycles through this condition for every strata
of interest. If the algorithm reaches the last strata in the input and first
condition is not satisfied then the subject is [conditionally] allocated A or
B at random. To check the site imbalance (2nd run) after the [conditional]
allocation the number of allocations of treatments A or B is now updated
depending on the result of the [conditional] allocation above. |A-B| for the
site is then calculated and if this is ≥ the maximum imbalance specified
for the site the [conditional] treatment allocation from above is reversed.
The process is complete and subject is provided with this treatment allocation. No further checking is performed. To check the strata imbalance (2nd
run) the algorithm now scans each stratum level [from highest priority to
lowest] to determine whether the respective maximum imbalance was violated if a switch in treatments was performed in above. If so, then the
allocation is reversed and no further action is performed. For every node in
Figure 2, the cumulative number of allocations for each available treatment
is recorded. Each time a patient is randomised, the information within the
nodes of the path representing the profile of that patient will be updated.
For example, suppose there are 2 treatments available (treatment A and
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treatment B). If after the randomisation process the patient was allocated
treatment B, then the cumulative number of allocations for treatment B in
every node in the path will be incremented by 1. When the DBR algorithm
performs imbalance boundary checks on the nodes in the patient profile
path, it starts from the bottom [highest priority strata] of the path and
proceeds up the path, going from one node to its parent ensuring that the
imbalance boundaries of the strata are checked from the highest priority
to the lowest. The incorporation of the institution strata requires separate
consideration. In the DBR algorithm, site is treated as a stratum level in
the randomisation process, and it is given a priority that precedes all the
strata levels. However, site is not included as a stratum in the strata profile
tree. The cumulative total of the allocations for treatment A and B in every
site (hospital) used in the DBR algorithm, are stored in a 2-dimensional
array. A typical representation of this array is as follows: The site stratum,
unlike the strata in the profile tree, has more than 2 stratum levels. Each
stratum level represents a hospital available for randomisation in the trial.
Like the Strata Profile Tree, the count for treatment A or B for every site in
the Site Array will be updated after each patient is randomised, according
to the treatment allocated by the DBR algorithm. Note that the Strata
Profile Tree, together with the Site Array, forms the ’state’ of a DBR trial.
After each patient is randomised, the ’state’ of the trial is different.
TABLE 2.

Site
[Trt A, Trt B]

1
[12,13]

2
[31,29]

3
[5,8]

...
...

63
[18,19]

64
[9,10]

The procedure may be described as follows.
Receive subject details;
Obtain current trial state information;
Perform imbalance check for Site and Strata Levels;
If a treatment is randomly allocated, temporarily update the trial state by
incrementing the counts for the treatment allocated;
Perform imbalance check for Site and Strata Levels again;
If at any stage the imbalance check failed, undo the previous update to the
trial state and update the trial state with the alternative treatment;
If all imbalance checks are passed, do not undo the previous temporary
update;
Save the trial state information. The maximum trial imbalance is used for
the imbalance boundary check if no strata are available for the trial.
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Validation Issues
Randomisation and Regulation

With guidelines from regulatory authorities stating that dynamic methods ”remain highly controversial” and are ”strongly discouraged” [CPMP
guideline, 2003] we face the dilemma of ascertaining the validity of the
DBR randomisation scheme in a study which has completed recruitment
and is about to be closed off for analysis. One strategy is to perform many
simulations of the study and conduct a permutation type test to ascertain how close the nominal significance level (from the study) is to the
desired significance level (from the simulations). We devised the following
permutation-simulation re-randomisation procedure. Assume that a specific test statistic z is available to test the null hypothesis of no treatment
effect on a specific outcome, say CHD mortality in our example.
• Set N, the number of simulations (e.g. N=50,000) Generate N simulated trials as follows:
• Generate N simulated trials as follows:
For trial i, i =1;;N.

i) For each subject j in the study (j = 1;;10000), re-randomise
their treatment allocation according to the DBR algorithm, using a
new ”seed” as a starting point. Use the previous cumulative strata
profile to determine whether the treatment allocation is forced or
random [Random allocations are likely to be different as the random
number seed has been changed from the original study. This will produce a new set of treatment assignments for the 10000 in the original
study].
ii) Append the sequence of new treatment assignments to the
subjects in the study to their outcome data.
iii) Compute the corresponding statistic (zi ) of the difference between the treatments for the outcomes of interest in the re-randomised
trial (proportions, time-to-event etc.)
Under the null hypothesis of no difference between the treatment groups,
the set z1 ,. . . ,zN represents the distribution of the test statistic using a
DBR randomisation scheme. This procedure is essentially the analogue of
a Fisher re-randomisation test preserving the allocation rule and the order
of subject entry into the study [Simon R., Rosenberger et al., p. 104]. Under
the null hypothesis, a permutation-test p-value can be obtained by computing the proportion of times the simulated test-statistic is greater than or
equal to the observed one. A 95% CI for this proportion can be calculated
using the results for a binomial proportion. In addition, the asymptotic distribution of the test can be compared to that from the permutation test.
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To do so, specify a nominal significance level, compute the corresponding
critical value for the asymptotic distribution and obtain the level of the
permutation test as the proportion of times the simulated test-statistic is
greater than or equal to this critical value. The boundaries of the CI for the
observed level can now be examined to determine whether they contain the
chosen nominal level of significance. If the latter falls within this interval,
then we conclude that the asymptotic analysis is consistent with that from
the permutation test.
3.2

Results

Table 3 shows that the results of the re-randomisation test correspond
closely with the asymptotic results obtained from traditional analyses as
columns 1 and 3 provide consistent results with each other, although the asymptotic result is possibly conservative compared to the permutation test
results. In any case the confidence interval given in the last column covers
the level of the asymptotic significance test, had this latter been used. Moreover a QQ-plot of the p-value distribution versus uniform numbers is not
visually distinguishable from the 45 degrees line providing further evidence
that both the asymptotic and permutation-based distribution are similar
under the null hypothesis. In fact, in most instances, re-randomisation tests
based on other allocation methods such as minimisation would also generate little distortion to the ideal line and highly correlate to their asymptotic
counterparts.
TABLE 3. Standard and re-randomisation tests

Significance
level
0.10
0.05
0.03
0.01

Quantile(χ2 )
2.70
3.84
4.71
6.63

Permutation-based
p-value
0.0975 (4875/50000)
0.0500 (2501/50000)
0.0289 (1448/50000)
0.0092 (462/50000)

95% CI
(0.095,
(0.048,
(0.028,
(0.008,

0.100)
0.052)
0.030)
0.010)

The fact that both methods agree is reassuring although the validity of the
approach still requires further investigation. Note also that this strategy will
work well as long as the given allocation rule preserves enough randomness
in the process, which turns out to be the case for this implementation of
DBR.
3.3

Discussion

Alternative approaches of computing the permutation test could also be
considered. One approach could be to randomly shuffle the patients first
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and then proceed as above; this procedure essentially assumes that the
patients themselves arrived at random which may be questionable. A second
approach may be to compute a permutation test based on a restricted set
of permutations obtained by shuffling only patients who are accrued within
a certain period of time (Huesing 2004, working paper). This approach has
similar concerns but may be less stringent as we would have to assume that
within that window patients still arrive at random. Moreover, using these
techniques as a validation tool may be potentially misleading as randomness
may artificially mask a procedure that is strictly deterministic. For example
if the randomisation procedure was to allocate treatment A to the first
50% of patients who are recruited into a study and treatment B to the
second 50%, then clearly, this procedure is entirely deterministic. However
a validation process by randomly shuffling the patient order would lead to
a conclusion that the algorithm satisfactorily generates random allocation
sequences. An extensive examination of the properties of the DBR would
include the degree of balance achieved in each stratum level as well as the
overall treatment balance and also include the degree of randomness in the
system (i.e. the number of times the treatments were not ’forced’) or a
forcing index [Heritier et al.]. For permuted blocks, the minimum degree
of forcing is over 30% whilst minimisation can yield over 85% forcing. In
this specific application of the DBR approximately 70% of the allocations
were forced. Despite this, as the order of entry of subjects into a study
itself may be thought of as a random process (in a general sense), for
multi-centre studies forced allocations should not be of concern. Ensuring
allocation concealment [Forder et al.] is of more importance to guarantee
the validity of the trial design.
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Abstract: Genetic maps of DNA markers have led to the discovery of many disease predisposing genes in humans. However, errors in the map can seriously bias
findings from genetic epidemiologic studies. Genetic maps are most accurately
constructed using multilocus linkage methods. In this paper, a new Bayesian
linkage procedure is presented for the multilocus construction of genetic maps.
This procedure can be used for the analysis of data from large general pedigrees
on many DNA markers. Preliminary analyses of a real data set reveal results
superior to a commonly used maximum likelihood technique.
Keywords: Bayesian linkage analysis; Marker mapping; MCMC.

1

Introduction

Genetic maps of DNA markers are an important resource in human genetics. Genetic maps detail the order and chromosomal location of DNA
markers and have led to the discovery of many disease predisposing genes.
Genetic maps, however, are not known with certainty. Inaccuracies in the
map can seriously bias findings from genetic epidemiologic studies. Genetic
maps are most accurately constructed using multilocus linkage methods.
Multilocus linkage methods use information from multiple markers simultaneously. These methods, however, are computationally intensive. For data
observed on L markers, there are L!/2 candidate orders. Also, the exact
calculation of multilocus likelihoods on pedigree data is computationally
demanding.
Marker loci are typically mapped using maximum likelihood estimation.
For a given marker order and set of marker allele frequencies, recombination fractions are estimated by finding values that maximize the likelihood. The “best” marker order is then the order with the largest maximized likelihood. Maximum likelihood estimates are often found using the
Expectation-Maximization (E-M) algorithm. However, obtaining maximum
likelihood estimates, under each candidate order, from multilocus likelihoods is computationally challenging. In practice, few markers are mapped
jointly.
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Little attention has been devoted to the development of Bayesian marker
mapping procedures. Bayesian procedures have the advantage of allowing
prior information to be correctly incorporated into the analysis, measuring
evidence for a particular order on the familiar probability scale, and taking
into account uncertainty about nuisance parameters. Bayesian procedures,
however, are computationally demanding. Several approximate procedures
have been developed, based on Monte Carlo sampling, but these implementations are limited to certain types of pedigree data.
In this paper, a Bayesian approach for mapping many markers jointly in
general pedigrees is presented. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is
used to draw dependent samples from the joint posterior distribution of
the model variables conditional on the data. Bayesian quantities are easily estimated from averages of the dependent samples. The performance
characteristics of the MCMC procedure are improved by combining Monte
Carlo sampling with exact computation. The methodology is demonstrated
through its application to the analysis of real data originating from the
Framingham Heart Study.

2
2.1

Methods
Bayesian Probability Model

Suppose marker data Y are observed on L arbitrarily ordered markers
{Mj : j = 1, 2, . . . , L}. Marker loci have population allele frequencies
p = (p1 , p2 , . . . , pL ) where at locus Mj the set of allele frequencies is
denoted by pj . Markers are ordered δ = (δ1 , δ2 , . . . , δL ) where δk is the kth
element in the ordered list of marker indexes. Let θ = (θ1 , θ2 , . . . , θL−1 ) be
the vector of recombination fractions (i.e., distances) between pairs of adjacent loci where θk is the recombination fraction between Mδk and Mδk+1 .
Let S denote the array of meiosis indicators Sij for i = 1, 2, . . . , m and
j = 1, 2, . . . , L where m is the total number of meioses in the families.
Meiosis indicators are latent binary variables used to trace the inheritance
of founder alleles (or identical-by-descent genes).
The joint prior distribution on (θ, p, δ, S) is
π(θ, p, δ, S) ∝ π(S|δ, θ)π(δ)π(p)π(θ)
(1)
Qm
The prior distribution on S, is π(S | δ, θ) = i=1 π(Si• | δ, θ) where
Si• is the vector of meiosis indicators
at meiosis i across loci. The prior
QL−1
distribution on Si• is π(Si• | δ, θ) = j=1 (1 − θj )1−|β| (θj )|β| where |β| =
|Siδj+1 − Siδj | equals 0 if no recombination event has occurred between
the j + 1th and jth ordered locus and 1 if a recombination event has
taken place. Equal prior probability is assigned to each candidate marker
order. The marker
QL allele frequencies are independent at different loci such
that π(p) = j=1 π(pj ). A Dirichlet distribution is placed on pj with
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QL−1
parameters set to one. The prior distribution on θ is π(θ) = j=1 π(θj ).
A truncated Beta distribution B(aj , bj ) is placed on θj over the interval
(0, 0.5].
The likelihood is the joint probability of the observed marker data Y given
the marker allele frequencies p and meiosis indicators S where
P (Y | p, S) =

L
Y

j=1

P (Y•j | pj , S•j ).

The joint probability of Y is the product of L single locus probabilties since
the data Y•j depends only on the allele frequencies and descent of founder
alleles at Mj . Calculation of the single locus probablity P (Y•j | pj , S•j ) is
due to Thompson (1974).
The joint posterior distribution of (δ, θ, p, S) conditional on Y is
π(θ, p, δ, S | Y) ∝ π(S|δ, θ)π(δ)π(p)π(θ)P (Y|p, S).

(2)

For given values of the model variables, calculation of (2) is computationally
inexpensive, a feature exploited in MCMC.
2.2

Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure

The MCMC procedure begins by generating an initial configuration (θ (0) ,
p(0) , δ (0) , S(0) ). Starting values for θ, p, and δ are drawn from their prior
distributions. An initial set of meiosis indicators S(0) , consistent with the
observed data and laws of Mendelian inheritance, is generated using Sequential Imputation Kong et al. (1993).
To draw (θ, p, δ, S) from the joint posterior distribution π(θ, p, δ, S | Y),
the following update steps are performed.
• Meiosis indicators are updated either across loci or across meioses
using a joint Gibbs sampler.
• Marker allele frequencies are updated for a randomly chosen locus
using the M-H algorithm.
• Marker order and recombination fractions are jointly updated using the M-H algorithm with an integrated acceptance probability.
To complete the move, meiosis indicators across select loci are also
updated.
The above steps can be performed in any order. After completion of these
three steps, a new sample is realized and the process is then repeated.
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TABLE 1. MCMC results from the analysis of chr 9 Framingham Heart Study
data. The five marker orders with the highest posterior probabilities are reported.
Four MCMC analyses, with different starting configurations, were performed.
Markers are labelled 1, . . . , 12. The published map order is 1 2 . . . 12. Markers
ordered differently to the published order are underlined.

Mrk Ord
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 7 6 8 9 10 11
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 9 11
12 1 2 3 4 5 7 6 8 9 10
12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 9

3

12
11
12
11
12
11
11

1
0.8008
0.1187
0.0497
0.0126
0.0124

MCMC
2
0.8247
0.1011
0.0352

Analysis
3
0.8146
0.1121
0.0259

0.0282
0.0067

0.0378

4
0.8635
0.1133
0.0113
0.0035
0.0058

0.0041

Real Data and Results

Multilocus data are observed on 11 large extended families from the Framingham Heart Study (Dawber et al. 1951; Feinleib et al. 1975). These families are large (between 26 to 47 individuals), have three and four generations, multiple founding couples and contain substantial missing marker
data. Data on 12 linked DNA markers on chromosome 9 are analyzed.
These markers are approximately evenly spaced along a 123 cM chromosomal segment. Each marker has between 6 and 13 possible alleles although
only a subset of these alleles are observed in any given family.
Four repeated MCMC analyses of the data were conducted as follows. Each
analysis began with a different randomly generated starting configuration
of the model variables. Convergence was diagnosed through inspection of
trace plots of the model variables and agreement of Bayesian quantities
across the four MCMC analyses. Computations were performed on a Linux
Workstation using a single AMD Athlon 1200MP processor. Results were
obtained from a run of 500,000 MCMC iterations taking approximately 20
hours. Here, long runs allow the MCMC procedure opportunity to adequately visit marker orders of low posterior probability. If marker orders of
low posterior probability are not of interest, analyses could be performed
considerably faster (less than an hour).
The five marker orders with the highest posterior probabilities for the four
MCMC analyses are given in Table 1. The Framingham marker order, denoted by the ordered marker labels 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 in Table 1, has
the highest posterior probability in each analysis. The top three marker orders are the same across analyses and are visited with approximately equal
frequency. These posterior probabilities are a simple measure of the data’s
support for an order, taking into account uncertainty in the marker loca-
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TABLE 2. The estimated posterior means (Mean) of the recombination fractions
(θ1 , . . . , θ6 ), under the published marker order, from the Bayesian MCMC analysis
of the Framingham Heart Study data. The 95% credible interval (CI) is given in
parentheses. Results are based on a single MCMC run. For comparison, published
values and the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) obtained via CRI-MAP are
also given.

Analysis
MCMC

Published
mean
CI

CRI-MAP

MLE

1
0.15
0.17
(0.10,
(0.26)
0.20

Recombination Fractions
2
3
4
5
0.11
0.12
0.07
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.11
0.12
(0.06, (0.06, (0.06, (0.07,
(0.17) (0.17) (0.15) (0.18)
0.12
0.13
0.15
0.11

6
0.04
0.03
(0.01,
(0.07)
0.00

tion, marker allele frequencies and latent indicators. It is interesting to note
that there is a 10% posterior probability that marker 12 is at the wrong
end of the marker map. For a practitioner, this may suggest closer scrutiny
of the marker typings is warranted. Also, this result may have significant
clinical importance. It may suggest a possible cause if disparate linkage
findings are being obtained under the assumed marker order.
For comparison, the data are also analyzed using the CRI-MAP software
package. CRI-MAP is a commonly used computer program for the maximum likelihood construction of genetic maps. The ”best” marker order, as
determined by CRI-MAP, is 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9. The remaining markers could
not be uniquely positioned with certainty. This is in contrast to the results
given in Table 1 where there is strong posterior evidence in favor of the
published marker order. Here, by fully using the available information, a
clearer interpretation of the data is achieved.
The MCMC procedure also allows a variety of other Bayesian quantities
to be easily calculated on the model variables. To demonstrate, Table 2
reports the posterior means and the 95% credible intervals of the recombination fractions under the published marker order. To conserve space, only
the recombination fractions between the first seven adjacent markers are
reported but these results are indicative of results across the entire set of
recombination fractions. Since there is little variation in the Bayesian estimates across repeated analyses, only results from a single MCMC analysis
are reported. For comparison, published values of the recombination fractions and maximum likelihood estimates obtained via CRI-MAP under the
published marker order are also reported. Here, MCMC and CRI-MAP give
similar results but other statistics such as standard errors and confidence
intervals are not easily obtained via CRI-MAP. In contrast, these quantities are easily calculated from the MCMC output, offering opportunity for
a more detailed investigation of the data.
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Discussion

In this paper, a new MCMC procedure has been developed implementing
a Bayesian multilocus approach for ordering many markers. Unlike previous Bayesian MCMC implementations, the approach presented in this
paper can be applied to data on general pedigrees. In the analysis of real
data, the Bayesian MCMC procedure performed well, correctly ordering 12
linkage DNA markers. CRI-MAP, the software package currently used for
the analysis of data on general pedigrees, only partially ordered the markers. MCMC and CRI-MAP, under the published map order, gave similar
estimates of marker position.
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Abstract: This paper is concerned with the analysis of a case-control study on
the effect of travelling speed on the risk of serious motor vehicle accident. The
design is characterised by heterogeneous variance between the cases and controls
and by the presence of differential measurement error with no replication. A
simulation study is performed to assess the effect of various levels of measurement
error. It is found that the estimates of risk are surprisingly resistant to moderate
levels of pure measurement error but not bias.
Keywords: Case-Control; Differential Measurement Error; Road Accident

1

Introduction

This paper presents an analysis of 83 serious road accidents that occurred
on rural South Australian roads within a 100 km radius of Adelaide, from
March 1998 to March 2000. The data were collected by the Road Accident
Research Unit at Adelaide University and are defined fully in Kloeden et
al (2001). The purpose of the study was to estimate the effect of vehicular
speed on the risk of serious accident.
The design employed was a matched case control study. Serious accidents in
which at least one vehicle had been travelling at free speed were considered.
Free travelling speed was defined to be the speed of a vehicle moving along
a road, or with right of way through an intersection, not closely following
another vehicle and not slowing to leave a road or accelerating on entering
one. For each of the 83 serious accidents considered, the speed of the vehicle
travelling at free speed was estimated using accident reconstruction techniques detailed in Kloeden et al (2001). For each accident, the speeds of
10 control vehicles were also recorded using a laser speed gun. The control
vehicles were matched to the accidents on the basis of location, direction
of travel, day of week, time of day and weather and lighting conditions.
The purpose of the study was to determine the relationship between vehicle
speed and the log-odds of serious accident. The basic design is that of a
case-control study and the standard technique for analysis is conditional
logistic regression. However, this study violates the assumptions needed for
conditional logistic regression in two important ways.
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• First, the variance of the speeds for the accident vehicles can be expected to be larger than for the controls. This suggests that the linear
logistic regression model is unlikely to apply in this case and in the
case of normally distributed speeds it is well known that the resulting
regression model is quadratic. Although a quadratic regression model
with stratum specific intercepts can be fitted using conditional regression, such models do not have a useful interpretation as stratified
regression models.
• Second, and perhaps more importantly, all recorded speeds are subject to measurement errors and the error variance is much larger for
the cases than the controls. In particular, the radar measurements for
the control vehicles are extremely accurate and the errors can be assumed to be negligible. On the other hand, the estimates of speed for
the crashed vehicles obtained from accident reconstruction methods
are likely to have large errors.
The analysis of case-control data with differential measurement error in the
covariate has been discussed extensively by Carroll et al (1993). In general,
analysis requires either that a distribution for the measurement errors be
given or else that replicate measurements of the covariate be available. In
the present problem neither replicate measurements nor a well founded
statement of accuracy for the accident speed reconstructions are available
and the approach taken here is one of sensitivity analysis. In particular,
we consider a range of assumptions for the errors in the measurement of
accident speed and then estimate the effect of speed on the risk of accident
under each of the assumptions.

2

The Model

The normal distribution can be used to motivate a quadratic regression
model for the relationship between speed and log-odds of serious accident.
For a particular location i the baseline speed ηi is defined to be mean speed
of control vehicles for that location. The normal model for the actual speed
Wi of a vehicle at location i is then
(
N (ηi , σ12 )
in the control population
(1)
Wi ∼
2
N (ηi + δ, σ2 ) in the accident population.
It follows that the probability of serious accident is related to speed by a
quadratic regression model of the form
log

π(w)
= β0 + β1 (w − η) + β2 (w − η)2 .
1 − π(w)

(2)
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FIGURE 1. Deviations from η̂i for accident and control vehicles.

Examination of the data shows some evidence against the model (1). For
the ith location let wij be the recorded speed for the jth control vehicle
for j = 1, 2, . . . , 10 and wi0 be the speed of the accident vehicle. Taking
10

η̂i =

1 X
wij ,
10 j=1

the assumption of normality can be tested by considering the distributions
of wij − η̂i . Figure 1 shows normality to be reasonable for the control group
but not the accident vehicles. Nevertheless, the quadratic regression model
(2) appears to provide an excellent approximation, as compared to a spline
fit, for speeds in the range (η̂i − 10, η̂i + 30) km/h as is shown in Figure 2.
In what follows the quadratic model will be assumed.
Finally, it is necessary to specify a model for the measurement errors. For
the control vehicles, it is assumed that measurement errors are negligible
and for the crashed vehicles
X =W +E
where X represents the observed speed obtained by accident reconstruction
techniques, W represents the true speed and E is the measurement error.
As a working assumption, W is taken to have a shifted gamma distribution across the set of accident sites and E is assumed normally distributed
independently of W . Although the available data do not permit the estimation of µe = E(E) and σe2 = var(E), it is plausible that the reconstructed
accident speeds will be subject to both measurement error and bias. For
this reason, a sensitivity analysis is considered. In particular various values
for µe and σe2 are assumed and the effect on the estimated log odds-ratio
calculated.
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FIGURE 2. Log-odds from logistic regressions with quadratic and spline fits.

3

Analysis

To correct for the bias arising from the measurement errors, simulation is
used. In particular, for a given level of measurement error, the parameters
of the corresponding gamma distribution for the true speed is estimated
using the method of moments. Simulation is then used to obtain an estimate
of the bias associated with the naive application of logistic regression. The
derived bias correction is applied to the results of the naive application of
logistic regression to the actual data.
One complication arising from the form of the quadratic regression (2) is
the presence of the unknown term ηi and an obvious strategy is to use η̂i .
The effect of this substitution on the accident speeds is to add an extra
component of variance and, in the present analysis, that term can be considered to be amalgamated with the measurement error. For the control
speeds, the effect of subtracting the location means could be expected to
produce a bias arising from under-estimation of σ12 . For this reason, the
differences corrected multiplicatively for degrees of freedom
r
829
(wij − η̂i ) for j = 1, 2, . . . , 10
747
will be used in the following analyses.
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The simulation algorithm used to assess the bias comprised the following
steps.
1. For each pair (µe , σe2 ) the parameters for the shifted gamma model
can be estimated using the method of moments.
2. A single set of true speeds for the accident vehicles was simulated
from the gamma model.
3. 100 sets of measured speeds were then simulated by adding normal
measurement errors to the true accident speeds speeds obtained in
step 2.
4. A quadratic logistic regression model was fitted to each data set comprising the actual response, the actual speeds for the controls and a
set of simulated speeds for the cases. (This involves 101 separate logistic regressions).
5. The bias was calculated by averaging the estimated log-odds for the
100 simulations with measurement errors and subtracting the corresponding values for the log-odds estimated from the true speeds.
6. Steps 2-4 were repeated 100 times and the results averaged to give a
single estimate of the bias for each level of (µe , σe2 ).
Confidence intervals for the log-odds ratios are generated using a bootstrap
algorithm. 10,000 bootstrap samples were generated from the control and
accident speeds and the quadratic logistic model fitted to each sample.
For each assumed level of measurement error, the estimated log-odds were
corrected for bias. The quantiles of the resulting distribution of estimated
log-odds were then used to obtain confidence intervals. It is worth noting
that the observed distribution of measured accident speeds can be taken
as an estimate of the convolution of the actual speed distribution and the
measurement error distribution for each of the assumed levels of measurement error. Hence the bootstrap sampling of the observed accident speeds
applies in all such cases. The bias corrections arising from any assumed
parameters for the measurement errors can be applied to the endpoints of
the intervals.

4

Results

To illustrate the effect of measurement errors, the bias was calculated for
each of µe = −5, 0, +5km/h and σe = 0, 5km/h. Figure 3 shows the estimated log-odds with σe = 0 for each of µe = −5, 0, +5km/h. As might
be expected, the effect of a large bias in the reconstructed speeds of the
accident vehicles is also large. For example, if the reconstructed speeds are
biased downwards by 5km/h then the odds-ratio at +10km/h will also be
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FIGURE 3. The effect of bias in the reconstructed speeds.

biased downwards by approximately 33% and similarly for an upwards bias
of 5km/h. It is of interest to observe that the shape of the response curve
is altered by the presence of bias in the accident speed reconstruction. This
phenomenon can be explained by the skewness in the distribution of accident speeds but no details will be given here. The effects of measurement
error variance are illustrated in Figure 4 and can be seen to be surprisingly
small compared to the effect of bias.
The estimated odds ratios are shown in Table 1. Since the absolute probabilities are very small, these values can be considered as relative risks.
Under each model considered for the measurement error, the risk of serious
accident can be seen to increase dramatically with speed.
Bootstrapped confidence intervals for the odds-ratios were calculated under
the assumption of no measurement error and are shown in Table 2. For other
assumed distributions of measurement error, confidence intervals for the
odds-ratios are obtained by applying the appropriate bias correction to the
endpoints of the intervals shown in Table 2. The illustrate, the confidence
intervals assuming µe = −5 and σe = 5 are shown in Table 3.
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FIGURE 4. The effect of measurement error in the reconstructed speeds with
biases of 0km/h, -5km/h and +5km/h.

TABLE 1. Odds-ratios estimated under various assumptions for the measurement
error distribution.

Speed
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
25
30

5

µe = 0
σe = 0
0.66
0.78
1.00
1.38
2.06
3.31
5.74
10.74
21.66

µe = −5
σe = 0
0.36
0.60
1.00
1.73
3.06
5.57
10.41
20.01
39.48

µe = +5
σe = 0
1.00
0.95
1.00
1.18
1.55
2.26
3.69
6.71
13.60

µe = 0
σe = 5
0.57
0.74
1.00
1.43
2.17
3.46
5.84
10.41
19.61

µe = −5
σe = 5
0.28
0.53
1.00
1.87
3.47
6.45
11.95
22.08
40.70

µe = +5
σe = 5
0.92
0.91
1.00
1.20
1.58
2.29
3.63
6.31
12.04

Conclusions

This paper has demonstrated a simulation based method for assessing the
possible impact of differential measurement error in a case-control study
where estimation of the measurement error distribution is not possible.
The substantive conclusion of the analysis is that speed has a substantial
effect on the probability of serious accident and this applies under a broad
range of assumptions about the measurement error distribution. It is interesting to observe that the effect of pure measurement error assuming no
bias is surprisingly small over a large range of values. On the other hand,
the presence of systematic bias in the reconstructed accident speeds can
be seen to have a much larger effect and also changes the shape of the estimated dose-response curve. These phenomena can be explained in terms
of the underlying density functions but no details are presented here.
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TABLE 2. Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for the odds-ratios assuming no
measurement errors.

Speed
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
25
30

Lower
Limit
0.40
0.63
1.00
1.23
1.66
2.43
3.74
5.97
9.84

Point
Estimate
0.66
0.78
1.00
1.38
2.06
3.31
5.74
10.74
21.66

Upper
Limit
0.93
0.91
1.00
1.63
2.75
5.09
10.51
25.63
73.20

TABLE 3. Bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals for the odds-ratios assuming
measurement errors with µe = −5 and σe = 5 km/h.

Speed
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
25
30

Lower
Limit
0.18
0.43
1.00
1.66
2.81
4.73
7.78
12.26
18.48

Point
Estimate
0.28
0.53
1.00
1.87
3.47
6.45
11.95
22.08
40.70

Upper
Limit
0.40
0.62
1.00
2.20
4.64
9.92
21.87
52.68
137.50
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Abstract: Non-compliance is a serious problem in estimating treatment efficacy
in randomized controlled trials. In this paper we present a Cox model incorporating compliance status and potential exposure levels. The model is illustrated
on a classic data set from the 6-mercaptopurine trial (Cox & Oakes, 1984), with
artificially derived non-compliance. The methodology clearly specifies assumptions such as the Exclusion Restriction and No access of treatment in the control
group. Computation was performed from a Bayesian perspective, given a counting
process formulation for time-to-event data using WinBUGS. Our method allows
generation of values for the unobservable compliance status.
Keywords: Causal effect; Compliance status; Cox model; Counting process.

1

Introduction

Survival data from randomized trials are most often analyzed via the Cox
proportional hazard (PH) model which follows the intention-to-treat (ITT)
principle. When not all the patients comply to the assigned treatment, the
ITT-estimator mixes its effect on treatment compliers with its absence of
effect on non-compliers. For time-to-event data, non-compliance presents
a particular problem because both the censored time and compliance status are at least, partially missing. Censoring time is typically viewed as
an ignorable missing value, whereas compliance status can be seen as a
non-ignorable missing covariate. Recently Loeys and Goetghebeur (2003)
(LG) proposed a causal PH estimator for the effect of treatment actually
received, allowing for any selection mechanism in a randomized trial with
all-or-nothing compliance in the treated group. LG fit their C-PROPHET
model using a non-Bayesian approach emphasizing point estimation and
jacknife estimation for parameter variances. In this paper we present a
similar Causal Cox model (CCM), but approach inference from a Bayesian
viewpoint within a counting process formulation for time-to-event data.
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Notation and Assumptions

Suppose that n independent subjects are enrolled in a randomized trial,
each assigned randomly to a treated group (Z = 1) or control group
(Z = 0): Z is the assigned treatment variable. D(1) = 1 denotes the case
where a subject in the treated group actually receives his allocated treatment, otherwise D(1) = 0. Here D(Z) is called the actual received treatment variable. Under the assumptions of Exclusion restriction (Angrist et
al 1996, Imbens and Rubin, 1997) (A.1) and No access of treatment in the
control group(see LG) (A.2), a binary variable can be used to represent
compliance status, which is defined in Imbens and Rubin (1997). Thus let
U = 1 denote compliance, satisfied when D(Z) = Z, for Z = 0, 1; and U = 0
denote never-takers, since under A.1 and A.2, only compliers and nevertakers exist. In general, compliance status is unknown because its determination requires knowledge of both D(1) and D(0). However, under A.2,
D(0) is assumed known for all individuals and therefore compliance status
can be determined for those individuals who actually assigned to the experimental treatment; because D(1) is directly observed for these individuals.
Compliance status remains unknown for individuals assigned to the control
treatment. The potential outcomes of interest are the survival times Ti (0)
and Ti (1), corresponding to receipt of the control or experimental treatment, respectively. Associated with each of these potential event times is a
hazard function, which for A = 0, 1 is written as λ(t, A|Vi ) for an individual
with covariates Vi . Once the treatment allocation and treatment actually
received are known, only one of the potential survival times is observable
and this observable survival time is denoted by Ti (Di (Zi )),with corresponding hazard function λ(t, Di (Zi )|Vi ). The censoring indicator, the censoring
time and the observation time are denoted by δi , Ci , Xi , respectively, and
where Xi = min(Ti (Di (Zi )), Ci (Di (Zi ))). For simplicity, in this paper, we
assume there are no other related explanatory variables. The observable
data for the ith individual is therefore (Xi , δi , Zi , Di (Zi )). We assume
the full set of potentially observable entities (T (1), T (0), C, Z, D(Z), U )
is i.i.d. over i. Our aim is to use the observable data to make inferences
about the causal effect of treatment received, D(Z).
2.1

Causal Cox model

Our model, the Causal Cox model or (CCM), combines a marginal structural PH model for the causal effect of treatment with a model relating
the hazard in the absence of treatment to individual characteristics. The
latter model accounts for the selection effects associated with compliance
status. However inference for this model is complicated by the fact that
compliance status, U, is not fully observed. For the ith subject, the causal
or structural part of the model is given by,
λi (t, A) = λi (t, 0)exp(β1 A), for A = 0, 1.

(1)
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and, conditionally on compliance status, Ui the model accounting for selection effects is λi (t, 0) = λ0 (t)exp(β2 Ui ), leading to the full CCM model
λi (t, A) = λ0 (t)exp(β1 Ai + β2 Ui ). This implies the following model for the
hazard function associated with the observable event time
λi (t, Di (Zi )) = λ0 (t)exp(β1 Di (Zi ) + β2 Ui ).

(2)

It can be shown that β1 can be used to describe causal effects at both an
individual and population level. The introduction of the compliance status
variable is assumed to explain selection effects associated with the actual
treatment received, that are effects, which are due to factors influencing the
self-selection of treatment rather than directly attributable to the causal
effect of treatment (Graham 2001). In this sense, the parameter β2 , can be
viewed as representing a selection effect and a term for actual treatment
received D(Z), is not required in the selection model relating hazard
in the absence of treatment to individual characteristics. Randomization
of treatment assignment (Z) guarantees that a term for Z is also not required in equation (2). If necessary, the causal model (1) can be expanded
to allow the causal effect parameter, β1 to vary with compliance status,
effectively introducing a treatment by compliance status interaction into
the full model.
2.2

Formulation and computation

If compliance status was observed for all study participants, fitting the
CCM would reduce to fitting the PH model given by (2). However, although under the assumption A.2 the compliance status for all individuals
assigned to the treatment group (Z = 1) can be derived from D(Z) this
is not the case for individuals assigned to the control group. Consequently
the problem of fitting the CCM is equivalent to fitting a Cox PH model
with a partially missing covariate. Because treatment assignment is randomly allocated, the compliance probability is identical in the treatment
and control groups of the study. Compliance status distribution in the
treatment group is therefore informative regarding the compliance status
distribution in the control group. A Gibbs Sampler implemented in WinBugs (Spiegelhalter et al 2000) alternates between imputing the missing
compliance status values Ui for i such that Zi = 0 and generated from
the posterior distribution of the model parameters. Compliance type is
modelled as a Bernoulli variable and a Uniform(0,1) prior for the success
probability is adopted.
In the CCM model, the parameters of interest are
Rt
β and Λ0 (t) = 0 λ0 (u)du, the former is a vector with two components
and the latter is the integrated baseline hazard rate, which can be estimated non-parametrically. We use a counting process formulation to fit
the PH model. The information contained in (Xi , δi ) can be expressed as
{Ni (t), Yi (t) : t ≥ 0}, where Ni (t) = I(Xi ≤ t, δi = 1) counts the number
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of failures which have occurred up to time t, and Yi (t) = I(Xi ≥ t) counts
the number at risk up to time t. Let dNi (t) denote the increment of Ni
over the small time interval [t, t + dt], and dNi (t) = 1 when subject i is
observed to fail during this time interval, otherwise dNi (t) = 0. The likelihood contribution for the ith individual at time t, has the Poisson form
(ρi (t)dt)dNi (t) exp(−ρi (t)dt), where ρi (t)dt represents the intensity process,
which is given by ρi (t)dt = E(dNi (t)|Ft− ), where Ft− is the history at an
instant just prior to time t, and ρi (t) = Yi (t)λ0 (t)exp(β1 Di (Zi ) + β2 Ui ).
The likelihood function for β and Λ0 (t), conditional on compliance status,
is therefore


n
Y
Y
 (ρi (t)dt))dNi (t) exp(−ρi (t)dt) ,
L(dNi (t)|Λ0 (t), β) ∝
(3)
i=1

t≥0

(WinBUGS Manual, 2000). We assume that the prior distribution of dΛ0 (t)
is given by dΛ0 (t) ∼ Gamma(cγ, c) and the prior distribution of β is a
bivariate Normal distribution β ∼ N ormal(µ, Σ).

3

Application

The CCM model is illustrated on the data set from the 6-mercaptopurine
(6-MP) trial for children with acute leukemia reported by Freireich et al. in
1963 (Cox & Oakes, 1984). We artificially derived non-compliance. In summary our CCM model successfully estimated causal and selection effects.
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Abstract: Among the challenges for statistics posed by proteomics are various
alignment and matching problems. Here we consider matching protein gels in 2
dimensions, and aligning active sites of proteins in 3 dimensions. In the latter
case, we also want to use information related to the grouping of the amino acids.
We introduce hierarchical models for matching configurations of points in space,
where the points are either unlabelled, or have at most a partial labelling constraining the matching, and in which some points may only appear in one of the
configurations. We derive procedures for simultaneous inference about the matching and the transformation, using a Bayesian approach. Our model is based on a
Poisson process for hidden true point locations; this leads to considerable mathematical simplification and efficiency of implementation. We find a novel use for
classic distributions from directional statistics in a conditionally conjugate specification for the case where the geometrical transformation includes an unknown
rotation. Throughout, we focus on the case of affine or rigid motion transformations. Under a broad parametric family of loss functions, an optimal Bayesian
point estimate of the matching matrix can be constructed, that depends only on
a single parameter of the family.
Implementation and performance of these methods on the proteomic tasks is
described, and we discuss some open problems and suggest directions for future
work.
Keywords: Matching; Protein gels; Protein structure; Shape analysis.

1

Introduction

In various contexts, data arise in the form of two or more configurations of
points in two or three dimensions, that are to be matched after filtering out
some transformation. Usually the transformation is a rigid transformation
or similarity transformation. Several new problems are appearing where the
points of configuration are either not labelled or the labelling is ambiguous, and in which some points do not appear in each of the configurations.
An example of ambiguous labelling arises in understanding the secondary
structure of proteins, where we are given not only the 3-dimensional molecular configuration but also the type of molecules (amino acids) at each
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point. A generic problem is to match such two configurations, where the
matching has to be invariant under some transformation group.
We build a hierarchical Bayesian model for the point configurations and
derive inferential procedure for its parameters. In particular, modelling hidden point locations as a Poisson process leads to considerable simplification.
We discuss in particular the problem when only a linear or affine transformation has to be filtered out. We discuss prior specifications, and provide
an implementation of the resulting methodology by means of Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) samplers. Under a broad parametric family of loss
functions, an optimal Bayesian point estimate of the matching matrix can
be constructed, which turns out to depend on a single parameter of the
family.
The paper concludes with some open problems and future directions.
The principal innovations in our approach are (a) the fully model-based
approach to alignment, (b) the model formulation allowing integrating out
of the hidden point locations, (c) the prior specification for the rotation
matrix, and (d) the MCMC algorithm.

2

Hierarchical modelling of alignment and matching
problems

We will build a hierarchical model for the observed point configurations,
and derive inferential procedures for its parameters, including the unknown
matching between the configurations, according to the Bayesian paradigm.
Suppose we are given two point configurations in d-dimensional space Rd :
{xj , j = 1, 2, . . . , m} and {yk , k = 1, 2, . . . , n}.
Both point sets are regarded as noisy observations on subsets of a set of
true locations {µi }, where we do not know the mappings from j and k to
i. There is a geometrical transformation A between the x-space and the
y-space, which may also be unknown. The objective is to make modelbased inference about these mappings, and in particular make probability
statements about matching – which pairs (j, k) correspond to the same true
location?
The mappings between the indexing of the {µi } and that of the data {xj }
and {yk } are captured by indexing arrays {ξj } and {ηk }; we assume that
xj = µξj + ε1j
for j = 1, 2, . . . , m, where {ε1j } have probability density f1 , and
Ayk = µηk + ε2k
for k = 1, 2, . . . , n, where {ε2k } have density f2 . All {ε1j } and {ε2k } are
independent of each other, and independent of the {µi }.
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The matching of the configurations is represented by the matching matrix
M , where Mjk indicates whether xj and yk are derived from the same µi
point, or not, that is,
(
1 if ξj = ηk
Mjk =
0 otherwise.
Although our formulation is presented more generally, the special case that
is implemented has the following main features:
• the transformation between x and y is affine: x = Ay + τ , where A is
a rotation matrix, and τ a translation
• the hidden points {µi } are generated by a homogeneous Poisson
process with rate λ
• points are observed in the two configurations, subject to spherical
Gaussian noise with scale σ, independently from point to point, but
dependently between configurations, dependence governed by a parameter ρ
Under these assumptions, we can derive a joint model for the unknown
quantities A, τ , M , σ and the data x, y in terms of λ and ρ:
p(M, A, τ, σ, x, y) ∝ |A|n p(A)p(τ )p(σ)

3

Y

j,k:Mjk =1



√ 
ρφ({xj − Ayk − τ }/σ 2)
√ d
λ(σ 2)

Prior distributions and computational
implementation

Our model will be used to make simultaneous inference about M , τ , σ 2
and sometimes A, given the data {xj } and {yk }. Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) methods must be used for the computation.
The prior assumptions we use are typically at most weakly informative,
and all quite natural and standard, with the exception of the prior for the
rotation matrix A. Here we use the classic von Mises–Fisher distribution
from directional statistics (see Mardia and Jupp, 2000), discovering a new
role for this as a prior conjugate to the Gaussian observational error in our
model.
This specification generates novel MCMC samplers for the rotation matrix,
that are amenable to fast and effective implementation.

4

Applications in proteomics

We describe application of our methods to the two examples from Bioinformatics mentioned above: matching Protein gels in 2 dimensions and
aligning active sites of Proteins in 3 dimensions.
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FIGURE 1. The 17 most probable matches in the gel data; + symbols signify
x points, o symbols the y points, linearly transformed by premultiplication by
the fixed affine transformation A given in (1). The solid line for each of the 17
matches joins the matched points, and represents the inferred translation τ plus
noise.

4.1

Matching protein gels

In the 2-dimensional gel data each point is a protein itself and the transformation group is affine. In this case we have a partial matching identified
already by experts, that we can use to assess our procedures.
In this case, experts have already identified 10 pairs of matching points;
see Horgan, et al (1992). Based on the information of these 10 matches, the
linear part of the transformation is estimated a priori, with the consequence
that if the y points, regarded as column vectors, are preprocessed by premultiplication by the matrix


0.9731 0.0394
A=
(1)
−0.0231 0.9040
(Dryden and Mardia (1998, pp. 20–21, 292–296)), then the x and y spaces
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differ only in their location.
Here, we take the x and transformed y points as our starting point, and
have only to make inference on the translation τ and the unknown matching
between certain of the proteins. The model of Section 2 will therefore be
taken to apply, with d = 2 and with A held fixed. The MCMC sampler
mentioned in Section 3 was run for 100 000 sweeps, after a burn-in period
of 20 000 sweeps, considered on the basis of an informal visual assessment
of time series traces to be adequate for convergence. Prior and hyperprior
settings were: α = 1, β = 16, µτ = (0, 0)T , στ = 20.0 and λ/ρ = 0.0001.
Such a run took about 2 seconds on a 800MHz PC. Acceptance rates for
the moves updating M were between 0.6% and 2.1%.
The posterior expectation and variance of τ were estimated to be (−35.950, 66.685)T
(to be compared with (−36.08, 66.64)T obtained by Dryden and Mardia
(1998)) and


0.5776 −0.0227
.
−0.0227
0.6345
The posterior mean and variance of σ are 2.050 and 0.1192.
The 17 most probable matches are displayed graphically in Figure 1.
All of the expert-identified matches are declared to be matches with high
probability in the Bayesian analysis. We also repeated the analysis with
these 10 pairs held fixed, with virtually identical results.
4.2

Aligning active sites of proteins

We now apply the matching method to a problem in three dimensional
structural biology, previously considered by Gold (2003). The problem consists of finding the matches for two Active sites 1 and 2 corresponding to
two Proteins A and B respectively. The x and y configurations are the centres of gravity of the amino acids of the two sites. Here m = 40 and n = 63.
The biological details of the two proteins are as follows. Protein 1 is the
human protein “17–beta hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase” and is involved in
the synthesis of oestrogens. This protein binds the ligands (molecules comparatively smaller than proteins) oestradiol and NADP. Protein 2 is the
mouse protein “carbonyl reductase” and is involved in metabolism of carbonyl compounds. This protein binds the ligands 2–Propanol and NADP.
The common element between these two sets of ligands is NADP. From
chemical properties of the sites, the relevant matching should be invariant
under rigid transformation. There is information about the identities of
the amino acids in the two configurations: we defer use of this to the next
section.
The MCMC sampler was run for 1 000 000 sweeps, after a burn-in period
of 200 000 sweeps, considered on the basis of an informal visual assessment
of time series traces to be adequate for convergence. Prior and hyperprior
settings were: α = 1, β = 36, µτ = (0, 0, 0)T , στ = 50.0, λ/ρ = 0.003 and
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FIGURE 2. The most probable 35 matches in the protein alignment data analysis,
using colouring information; symbols signify the amino acid group: groups 1, 2,
3 and 4 are denoted by circles, triangles, plus signs and multiplication symbols.
b given in (2),
The y points have been rotated by the inferred rotation matrix A
and the first two principal axes of the joint configuration are used for display.

the matrix F0 defining the prior for A set to the zero matrix. Such a run
took about 71 seconds on a 800MHz PC. Acceptance rates for the moves
updating M were between 0.41% and 5.6%.
The posterior expectation and variance of τ were estimated to be (31.60, 8.89, 17.44)T
and


0.227 0.120 −0.044
 0.120 0.307
0.176 
−0.044 0.176
0.428

The posterior mean and variance of σ are 1.051 and 0.00996. In representing
the centre of the posterior distribution for the rotation matrix A, we we
need to use a defintion of mean appropriate to the geometry. We form the
mean elementwise from a thinned sample of 2000 values of A from the
post-burn-in MCMC run. This mean matrix A is of course not a rotation
matrix, but post-multiplication by the positive definite symmetric square
T
root of A A yields a rotation matrix that is known as its polar part (see
Mardia and Jupp, p. 286, 290). This is an appropriate measure of location
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of the posterior, and takes the value


0.4339 −0.8444
0.3140
b =  −0.7118 −0.5350 −0.4550 
A
0.5522 −0.0261 −0.8333

in this case.
As would be anticipated, simultaneous inference for the rotation A and the
matching matrix M (as well as τ and σ) is a considerably greater challenge
for MCMC than is the problem of the previous section, where the rotation
matrix is held fixed. It is clear that there is a possibility of severe multimodality in the posterior, with the conditional posterior for M and τ given
A depending strongly on A. This challenge is quantified empirically by a
heavy-tailed distribution of times to convergence, and by ‘meta-stability’
in the time series plots of various monitoring statistics against simulation
time. We found the log-posterior to be a useful summary statistic for quality of fit, and pilot runs provided experience to choose a threshold value,
exceedance of which we hypothesised diagnosed convergence to the main
mode of the posterior. Considerable care was taken with repeating runs of
the algorithm from random starting points, to increase confidence that the
sampler is adequately exploring the main mass of the posterior distribution.
4.3

Using information about types of amino acid

The protein alignment data includes identifiers of the type of amino acid
at each point. There are 20 different types, which can be categorised into 4
groups: hydrophobic (1), charged (2), polar (3) and glycine (4); we use the
group identifiers (‘colours’) in defining a modified likelihood, in which x
and y points are generated with colours as well as locations, and in which
the two colours observed for a matching pair are positively dependent.
The analysis was repeated with this modified model, leaving all other details unchanged. The 35 most marginally probable matches are displayed
in Figure 2; in this 3-dimensional example, the axes signify the first two
principle coordinates of the combined cloud of data.
The posterior expectation and variance of τ were now estimated to be
(31.94, 8.94, 17.61)T (slightly shifted from that obtained in the analysis of
the previous section) and


1.284 −0.763 −0.118
 −0.763
3.534 −0.015 
−0.118 −0.015
1.320

The posterior mean and variance of σ are 1.3122 and 0.1984. The increased
estimate of σ is perhaps anticipated. The centre of the posterior distribution
of A is in this case:


0.4240 −0.8512
0.3092
b =  −0.7235 −0.5237 −0.4497  .
A
(2)
0.5447 −0.0331 −0.8379
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Our methods and results can be compared with those of Eidhammer, et al.
(2004), Pedersen (2002) and Wu, et al. (1998).

5

Discussion

The main conclusion of this paper is that a probability model based approach is successful in allowing simultaneous inference about partial matching between two configurations of points, and a geometrical transformation
between the coordinate systems in which the configurations are measured.
This seems an advance over previous more ad-hoc methods.
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Abstract: There has been much interest recently in monitoring health systems
and making comparisons between individual health-care providers, such as hospital trusts, surgeons and general practitioners. It is hoped that, by such monitoring, a learning environment could be established, whereby good practice could
be replicated; also, indications of poor standards of care could be investigated
and addressed.
There are two major difficulties in developing useful and powerful monitoring
tools to be used in health care. The first is making proper allowance for local risk
factors (that is, factors that affect outcomes but are external to the process of
care) (Grigg & Farewell (2004)). The second is taking into account the substantial
multiplicity present (hundreds, perhaps thousands of units/individuals may be
being compared across time for an indefinite period). Here, we address both of
these issues in the context of a particular example.
Keywords: Random effects; CUSUM; Performance monitoring; FDR.

1

Introduction

The example we consider is that of monitoring 441 National Health Service
units in England & Wales, the outcomes to be monitored being mortality in
orthopaedics by quarter over a five-year period. Retrospective monitoring of
this type of data was discussed by Marshall et. al (2004), wherein attention
was drawn to the fact that the counts were markedly overdispersed over
the cross section of units. Also in that paper, a false discovery rate (FDR)
approach to characterising chart performance was considered.
Overdispersion of counts from the developed risk model may be due to poor
choice of measured factors, or the presence of important unmeasured factors, possibly including those relating to aspects of ‘quality of care’. Hence,
tools that allow for possible extra variability in the data are required.
In the paper by Marshall et. al extra variability is allowed for by assuming
a null model of multiplicative overdispersion away from a common effect
for units. However, we will demonstrate by way of a practical example
that allowance for a random unit effect, leading to an additive model for
overdispersion, may be more appropriate for the type of data considered.
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Where Marshall et. al apply standard CUSUMs to units, taking multiplicative overdispersion into account, we develop a random-effects cumulative
sum (RE-CUSUM) scheme that allows for additive overdispersion.
The RE-CUSUM tests for changes in the random effects structure of the
data by way of two CUSUMs, one of standard form testing for local changes
in unit performance, and one a special form of CUSUM that tests for relative divergence from the global ‘in control’ unit population.
Marshall et. al characterise the performance of their set of CUSUM charts
by considering the rate of false discoveries (FDR) of charts over a fixed
period of time. A discovery is defined as the crossing of a boundary h on
a chart (the same boundary for every chart). Examination of the FDR (by
simulation) guides the choice of h.
Here an FDR approach is considered that controls the proportion of false
discoveries at any instant in time (as in Benjamini & Kling (1999)), so that
the length of monitoring period does not need to be known. The chart values
are assigned p-values, according to their extremity in the null steady-state
distribution (not, note, in the same way as in Benjamini & Kling), and at
every quarter these values are ranked and compared to a threshold by the
method of Benjamini & Hochberg (1995). Simulation results indicate that,
when using this method, the FDR is quite strongly controlled at the level
specified, and that truly out of control units are efficiently detected.

2

Method

In this section, the local and relative CUSUM tools are defined.
The data Zit are assumed to come from a Normal additive random effects
distribution as follows
Zit |θi
θi

∼ N(θi , σ 2 )
∼ N(0, τ 2 ),

i ∈ [1, I],

t = 1, 2, . . .

(1)

where i denotes unit and t, time.
We wish to detect departures from the null model, H0 , specified by (1),
where departures may be local (within unit) or relative (between unit i
and other units j 6= i ∈ [1, I]).
Specifically, suppose that we wish to detect a shift of absolute size β
(within-unit) standard deviations at a local level and a shift of absolute
size γ (between-unit) standard deviations of a local effect to the global
norm θ0 . It is assumed that θ0 is fixed over time (and wlog is zero).
For i ∈ [1, I], at a local level, we wish to test the hypotheses
H1l : θi
H0l : θi

= θi0 ± βσ
= θi0

vs

where θi0 represents a local target, established prior to monitoring.

(2)
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Relative to the norm, we wish to test
H1r : θi
H0r : θi

∼ N(0 ± γτ, τ 2 )

vs

2

∼ N(0, τ ).

(3)

Local and relative cumulative sum (CUSUM) charts can be set up to carry
out the specified tests (2)—(3), and to do so sequentially over time t.
CUSUM charts (Page (1954), Hawkins & Olwell (1997)) plot the aggregate log likelihood ratio of a hypothesis H1 versus the null H0 given all the
data so far and compare it to a pre-specified threshold h.
The two-sided CUSUM for the local test, {Clt , Clt′ }, can be defined by




zit − θi0
β2
Clt = max 0, Clt−1 + β
−
(4)
σ
2




zit − θi0
β2
′
Clt′ = min 0, Clt−1
+β
+
,
t = 1, 2, . . . (5)
σ
2
It is standard to set the chart to signal when Clt > hl , or when Clt′ < −hl .
For the relative test, we have that the marginal distribution of outcomes
under the null H0r is given by
Zi ∼ N (0, σ 2 + τ 2 )

(6)

and under the alternative H1r , that the distribution is given by
Zi ∼ N (±γτ, σ 2 + τ 2 )

(7)

′
The CUSUM for the relative test, {Crt , Crt
}, can then be defined by




γ2τ 2
γτ
−
Crt = max 0, Crt−1 + zit
σ2 + τ 2
2(σ 2 + τ 2 )




γτ
γ2τ 2
′
′
+
Crt
= min 0, Crt−1
+ zit
, t = 1, 2, . . (. 8)
σ2 + τ 2
2(σ 2 + τ 2 )

Again, it is standard to define a signal to be when Crt > hr , or when
′
Crt
< −hr .

3
3.1

Retrospective Model Building and Verification
Transformation of Counts

We transform the observed counts (deaths) per quarter using the variance√
stabilising transformation or –transformation. We assume that Oi ∼
P(Ei Si ), where Oi is the observed number of deaths in unit i and Ei , the
expected and where Si is the unobservable standardised mortality ratio
(SMR) for unit i.
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The transformed data, Zi , are obtained by
p
p 
Zi = 2
Oi − Ei .

(9)

In order to assess the validity of the transformation, a fixed effects regression of transformed outcome by unit was carried out. Not all units
were entered into the regression, roughly 75 percent being selected to form
an ‘in-control’ set—the non-signallers on local and relative CUSUMs with
hl = hr = 5.8 and β = γ = 3. The estimate obtained for the within-unit
variance was 1.058. As expected, this is close to 1, suggesting that a Pois√
son assumption is valid in this case and that the –transformation may be
appropriate.
3.2

Random Unit Effects

We provide justification here for the assumption of a random effects model
on quarterly mortality in units. The data used to explore this issue are
those from the ‘in-control’ selected units discussed in the previous section,
excluding units with many zero counts (whose estimated effects are extremely low). In this way, exploration should be restricted to core units
(139 out of 441), and hence those that could be considered exchangeable.
Upon fitting the regression of transformed outcome by unit it is seen that
the fixed unit effects differ significantly from the central unit effect, which
is very close to zero (the p-value is roughly zero). Specifically, 27 percent of
the selected units have estimated effects significant at the five percent level,
and the variance of estimated effects is 0.389 which is considerably larger
than that expected by chance (1/20 = 0.05). The estimated within-unit
variance is 1.071, indicating that the Normal-Normal model fits well.
The difference between our approach to modelling unit as a random effect
and the approach of Marshall et. al (2004) can be analysed by considering
√
the regression to the mean over time t of the averaged –transformed
observations from ‘in-control’ units, Z̄t .
The Marshall et. al model assumes that the transformed counts Zi for
‘in-control’ units are N(0, φ−1 ), since it defines over-dispersion to be multiplicative by a factor φ−1 on the variance of transformed counts. Under
this model,
Z̄t ∼ N[0, (tφ)−1 )],
t = 1, 2, . . . 20
(10)
whereas under our additive dispersion model (similarly to (6), where σ 2 =
1),
Z̄t ∼ N[0, τ 2 + t−1 ],
t = 1, 2, . . . 20.
(11)

Figure 1 displays the empirical distribution of the Z̄t . This looks to regress
to a band rather than a point, suggesting that overdispersion present may
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FIGURE 1. Quintiles of empirical distribution of the mean transformed mortality
Z̄t over quarter t (based on selected ‘in-control’ units)

be additive rather than multiplicative. That regression to the mean occurs
here indicates that trusts effects are unlikely to be separate fixed effects.
Figure 2, a plot of the empirical variance of Z̄t , strengthens the conclusion
that overdispersion may be additive, as the variance derived from (11)
(dashed line) fits the data visibly better than that obtained from (10).
The value of τ 2 was estimated by the constraint Z̄T = P
τ 2 + T −1 (where
T = 20) to be 0.265 and the value of φ was estimated as t Zt2 /T = 4.391
(quasi-likelihood method).

4

Prospective monitoring of units

Given that the random effects model on outcome by unit appears to fit the
(‘in-control’) data reasonably well, we now proceed to set up a null model
based on this to use in the prospective monitoring of transformed mortality
in units over time. We approach this by taking the first year of data and
using it to set up a null specification by which to monitor the rest of the
data.
To guard against the effects of regression to the mean, we robustly estimate the initial local transformed mortality levels θi0 using the technique of
shrinkage. This naturally requires a prospective (and robust) estimate for
the between-unit variance τ 2 , which may be obtained by taking a weighted
empirical variance of the set of Winsorised levels. For five percent Winsorisation (where the levels for the outer five percent of units are shrunk into
that for the unit at the 95th percentile) this leads to a value of τ 2 = 0.369.
Setting up the RE-CUSUM as in Section 2, we assume that we are testing
for a 2-sd shift at the local level (β = ±2) and a 3-sd shift relative to the
global distribution of unit effects (γ = ±3). Given mortality counts are
roughly Poisson, we have within-unit variation σ 2 = 1.
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FIGURE 2. Empirical variance of the mean transformed mortality Z̄t over quarter
t (based on selected ‘in-control’ units). Solid line—empirical variance; dashed
line—additive variance; dotted line—multiplicative variance
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FIGURE 3. Raw O and E counts and random-effects CUSUMs for units 67, 88
and 114 with discovery rank out of discoveries at that quarter (the lower the rank,
the more extreme the chart value). O — ; E · · · . Local — ; relative · · · .

Figure 3 shows the RE-CUSUMs for units 67, 88 and 114 as an example.
The raw observed and expected mortality figures for the example units are
plotted foremost alongside the RE-CUSUMs. For unit 67, both the local
and relative charts signal an increase, the O’s increasing more than the
E’s; for 88 the relative chart signals an increase, reflected in the way that
the O’s remain consistently some distance above the E’s; for 114 the local
chart signals a decrease, the O’s going from being higher than the E’s to
being lower.
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As noted in Section 2, it is standard to define a signal on CUSUMs to be
when Ct is greater than a boundary h. Here, instead, at every quarter t
we assign the CUSUM value for chart i, Cit , a p-value pi (based upon the
extremity of Cit in the null steady-state distribution for C – approximately
exponential). For the upper CUSUM, pi ≥ 0.5, and for the lower, pi ≤ 0.5.
For the local and relative CUSUMs separately the pi i ∈ [1, 441] are sorted
and signallers taken to be those where pi ≤ pj , pj being the largest pi such
iq∗
that pi ≤ 441
. This is the approach to controlling the false discovery rate
(FDR) in a general system derived by Benjamini & Hochberg (1995), where
q ∗ is the level at which the FDR is controlled. Here we choose q ∗ = 0.05
for both the local and relative charts.
A simulation study was carried out to investigate sensitivity and power.
Based upon 90% of 500 charts in control and 5% out of control by two
standard deviations (three for the relative charts) either side of the mean,
the FDR over 10,000 runs and the successful detection rate (SDR) up to a
certain time point (six or nine quarters) were measured for both the local
and relative charts.
Table 1 gives the summary statistics from the simulations. The maximum
FDR is defined as the largest proportion of false discoveries amongst the
500 charts observed at any one quarter over all runs. The mean FDR is
defined to be the total number of false discoveries over the total number of
discoveries, counted over all runs.
From simulations, the chosen value for q ∗ gives suitable sensitivity and
power of roughly 89% over reasonably short intervals. For the full data on
441 units, 89 (20%) were found to be divergent, 60 of these (14%) displaying
significantly lower outcomes than that expected based upon the null model.
We expect, given that q ∗ = 0.05 and given the number of local and relative
charts actually signalling, that at most 5 of the 89 signals correspond to
false discoveries.

5

Conclusion

The RE-CUSUM is a reasonably powerful and relatively simple monitoring
tool that appears to be capable of controlling large systems whose outcomes
may be overdispersed.
From Table (1), the local CUSUM component of the RE-CUSUM looks to
be more powerful than the relative CUSUM component, even though the
relative CUSUM was designed in this case to detect a larger shift (3-sds
rather than 2). This is thought to be because the increments on the relative
CUSUM are not independent if the local level differs persistently from the
global. Nonetheless, in both cases, the FDR at any one quarter seems to
be controlled in expectation.
It may be that the RE-CUSUM could be extended to monitoring hierarchical processes of a form other than that assumed here (Normal-Normal).
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TABLE 1. Results from simulations of FDR and SDR of 500 charts, 90% in
control and 5% out of control by ±2 sds for local charts, ±3 for relative charts.

CUSUM

q∗

maximum FDR

mean FDR

local
relative

0.05
0.05

0.180
0.180

0.0480
0.0447

SDR within T quarters
T =6
T =9
0.898
0.988
0.549
0.889

If that were the case, this would allow for more flexibility at the modelling
stage and, hence, a wider applicability of the method.
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Abstract: This paper devises a methodology of fully Bayesian inference for multivariate Gaussian mixtures using the reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo
algorithm. Under preserving the first two moments before and after the split and
combine moves, Richardson and Green (1997) first applied the reversible jump
Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm to univariate Gaussian mixture models.
Alone the same line, we extend the algorithm to multivariate Gaussian mixtures
by using the Cholesky decomposition of a positive definite matrix. We also apply
a modified version of our algorithm to the linear mixed-effects model with both
random intercept and random slopes. Experimental results on simulated and real
datasets demonstrate the efficacy of our algorithm.
Keywords: RJMCMC; Multivariate Gaussian Mixtures; Bayesian Hierarchical
Model; Linear Mixed Models

1

Introduction

Gaussian mixture models (McLachlan and Peel, 2000) are widely used in
density estimation, pattern recognition and functional regression problems
due to their analytical tractability. Generally, we can model through a finite
mixture model with fixed number of components. However, it is usually not
easy to predetermine the number of mixture components. To obtain more
robust results, one may want to estimate both the number of components
and the model parameters simultaneously from the data. A novel algorithm which is also the subject of our study, the reversible jump MCMC
(RJMCMC), was introduced in Green (1995).
The reversible jump MCMC (RJMCMC) algorithm (Green, 1995) is designed for simultaneous estimation of model parameters and model dimensions and has received much attention in many applications such as pattern
recognition, computer vision and signal processing. Richardson and Green
(1997) first applied this algorithm to Bayesian estimation of Gaussian mixtures with unknown number of mixture components. In their pioneer work,
247
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they considered the problem in one dimensional setting and their method
is based on the condition of preserving the first two moments of the unconditional distributions when the parameter space changes dimension.
The contribution of this paper is two-fold. Firstly, we construct an algorithm that can be applied to multivariate Gaussian mixture. We do not need
to impose any constraint on the mixture components. The algorithm is a
genuine extension of Richardson and Green (1997) to multi-dimensional settings. The second contribution of this paper is the application of the RJMCMC algorithm to linear mixed-effects models. Some recent research sought
to use a mixture of normal distributions to replace traditional normal distributions in mixed-effects model (Verbeke and Lesaffre, 1996; Magder and
Zeger, 1996). The RJMCMC algorithm is attractive alternative to estimate a more flexible random effects distribution. It was introduced to some
mixed-effects model with random intercept by Watier and Green (1998).
We show that our algorithm is applicable to random intercept and random
slope models.

2

RJMCMC algorithm for Multivariate Gaussian
Mixture

We also use a hybrid MCMC sampler in each sweep as in Richardson and
Green (1997). That is, we employ the Gibbs sampling to update the (hyper)parameter values and the Metropolis-Hastings sampling, based on the
reversible jump technique, to update the number of components in the
Gaussian mixture model.
2.1

Problem formulation and prior settings

We consider a set of n independent and identically distributed d-dimensional
observations X = {x1 , . . . , xn } from a mixture of multivariate Gaussian
distributions. That is, we assume
xi ∼

m
X
j=1

wj N (µj , Σj ),

where N (µj , Σj ) is a d-dimensional Gaussian density with mean µj and
covariance matrix Σj , and wj ’s are the mixing weights that subject to
P
m
j=1 wj = 1. For each observation xi , we associate an unobservable state
variable zi that takes value in {1, 2, . . . , m} representing the Gaussian component from which the observation is obtained. Note that xi |zi is thereby
a Gaussian random vector. We let m be an unknown random variable and
estimate it from the data together with the model parameters. Thus the
dimension of the parameter space changes as m changes.
In a fully Bayesian framework, the unknown parameters m, wj ’s and (µj , Σj )’s
are assumed to be drawn from their prior distributions. Let Φ = {(µ1 , Σ1 ), . . . , (µm , Σm )},
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W = {w1 , . . . , wm } and Z = {z1 , . . . , zn }. Then the joint distribution of
these parameters, states and observations can be represented in the generic
form:
p(m, W, Z, Φ, X) = p(m)p(W|m)p(Z|W, m)p (Φ|m) p(X|Φ, Z).
Here we have imposed natural conditional independence relationships. Our
target is to estimate the posterior distribution p(m, W, Z, Φ|X). We first
specify the prior distributions of the unknown parameters:
i. m ∼ U{1, 2, . . . , Mmax }, where U means an uniform distribution.
ii. (w1 , . . . , wm ) ∼ D(δ, . . . , δ), where D denotes a Dirichlet distribution.
iii. zi ∼ P (zi = j) = wj

for j = 1, . . . , m.

iv. Σj ∼ IW(r, Θ−1 )
for j = 1, . . . , m, where IW stands for an
inverted Wishart distribution.
v. µj ∼ N (ξ, τ −1 D)

for j = 1, . . . , m.

vi. To allow for weak prior information, we add one more hierarchy to
the model:
Θ ∼ IW(a, S −1 ).
We used weakly informative prior settings as suggested in Richardson and
Green (1997).
2.2

Updating schemes of posterior distributions

Each sweep of the RJMCMC procedure consists of Gibbs moves updating
w, (µ, Σ), z, Θ through simple gibbs samplers and followed by two transdimensional moves, namely the split/combine move and birth/death move.
We shall only discuss the construction of the split/combine move which is
the most technical part.
In each call of split/combine move, a split or a combine move will be proposed with probability r (·). After proposing a split move, the dimension
of parameter space will increase and thus we need to generate a vector of
random variables v, which is independent of the current parameter vector
θ, from a density q (·). In the enlarged parameter space, we set the new
parameter vector θ∗ = f (θ, v) with f being a deterministic invertible function. We will then accept the split move with the acceptance probability
min {1, A}, where
p(θ∗ |x)r(θ∗ ) ∂θ∗
A=
.
p(θ|x)r(θ)q(v) ∂θ
The last term above is the Jacobian of the invertible transformation. The
combine move is exactly
the inverse of the split move with acceptance prob
ability being min 1, A−1 . As mentioned in the introduction, the difficulty
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in extending RJMCMC from the univariate setting to a multivariate setting
lies in the design of an appropriate invertible function f (·) that maintains
the positive definiteness of the resulting covariance matrices in split move
and the availability of the Jacobian in an explicit form. Following the suggestion of Richardson and Green (1997), our algorithm maintains the zeroth, first and second moments of the unconditional distribution unchanged
before and after splitting. We randomly select a component indexed by j
and split it to components indexed by j1 and j2 . Then the moment conditions become:
wj
wj µj
wj (Σj +

µj µTj )

= wj1 + wj2
= wj1 µj1 + wj2 µj2
= wj1 (Σj1 +

µj1 µTj1 )

(1)
+ wj2 (Σj2 +

µj2 µTj2 ).

In order to obtain wj1 and wj2 , we draw u ∼ U(0, 1) and set
wj1 = uwj ,

wj2 = (1 − u)wj .

(2)

Secondly, in order to obtain µj1 and µj2 , by the Cholesky decomposition
we obtain Σj = Lj LTj , where L is lower triangular with positive diagonal
entries. We next draw a random d × 1 vector v = (v1 , . . . , vd )T such that
kvk < 1 that leads to a method of splitting the mean vector as:
r
1−u
µj1 = µj −
Lj v,
u
r
u
µj2 = µj +
Lj v.
(3)
1−u
Thirdly, in order to obtain Σj1 and Σj2 , we denote Qj = Σj − Lj vv T LTj
and perform Cholesky decomposition of Qj . Namely, Qj = Cj CjT where
Cj is a lower triangular matrix with positive diagonals. The next step is to
generate a matrix H from the multivariate Beta distribution Beta( n21 , n22 )
with n1 ≥ d and n2 ≥ d (Muirhead (1982), Theorem 3.3.1,p.109 ). The
resulting H and I − H are both positive definite. Then, we obtain the
solutions of Σj1 and Σj2 as
Σj1

=

Σj2

=

wj
Cj HCjT ,
wj1
wj
Cj (I − H)CjT .
wj2

(4)

We can verify that Σj1 and Σj2 are positive definite and satisfy the second
moment condition in (1). We accept the split move with the probability
min(1, A), where A is just a product of likelihood ratio, prior ratio and a
jacobian term (Richardson and Green, 1997). In our setting, we obtain a
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closed form of the Jacobian to be
wj
|J| =

d
Q

i=1


 d+1
2
2
|Σ|(d+2)/2 1 − kvk
[u(1 − u)]

d2 +2d
2

.

(5)

The detail of the calculations is not shown here. We can see that the term
reduces to the Jacobian of Richardson and Green (1997) in the univariate
setting after careful matching of the variables.

3

Experimental Results

In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm
on a simulated dataset and two real datasets. The 3-dimensional simulated dataset is formed from a mixture of three gaussian distributions with
means:
T
−10.1942 −31.2385 20.2818
µ1 =
,
T
26.7443 20.6468 −13.8535
µ2 =
,
T
−22.8089 3.5010 2.6542
µ3 =
.

We sample 25 points from each of N (µ1 , 100 × I3 ) and N (µ2 , 100 × I3 )
and 50 points from N (µ3 , 100 × I3 ). The real datasets are salmon data
from Johnson and Wichern (1992) and the first two principal component
of the Iris-Virinica data from McLachlan and Peel (2000). Descriptions of
the datasets are refered to the sources.
We performed 100,000 sweeps for the first 2 datasets and 200,000 sweeps
for the last dataset. For the following analysis, we treat the first half of the
sweeps as “burn-in” and use the remaining half for our inference.
Table 1 reports the estimated posterior distribution for the number of mixture components in each dataset. For the simulated dataset, two of the
components have weights of one-fourth each and the remaining one has
weight of one-half. From Table 1, we see that over 60% of the posterior
probability falls in m = 3. In the case of m = 3, the posterior mean for w1 ,
w2 and w3 are 0.2455, 0.2535 and 0.5010, respectively. For “Salmon” data,
we see that a large portion of the posterior probability falls on m = 2 which
matches well with the number of underlying “groups” in the data. For the
“Iris-virginica” data, we see that m = 1 and m = 2 are the most favored
number of mixture components which accounts for more than 50% of the
outputs. The posterior probability of m = 2 is slightly higher than that of
m = 1 by 3.95% only. This result partially agrees with the comment made
by McLachlan and Peel (2000) that a two-group structure in this dataset is
not significant. The Bayesian approach provides us a clearer picture of the
posterior distribution of m which is more informative than merely selecting
the m that best fit the data.
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RJMCMC Inference in the Linear Mixed-Effects
Model

In this section, we consider the application of our RJMCMC algorithm
to linear mixed-effects models, which is commonly used in longitudinal
studies. We assume that the data yij , for i = 1, . . . , c and j = 1, . . . , ni ,
where c is the number of groups and ni is the number of measurements
of the ith group, are independently drawn from densities f (yij ; αi ) with
unknown random parameters αi . Here we apply our algorithm to estimate
models with random intercept and random slopes. We denote that Waiter
and Green (1998) considered the models with random intercept only.
4.1

Linear Model with Mixed-Effects

For illustration, we consider a simple linear model, for i = 1, . . . , c; j =
1, . . . , ni ,
yij

=

α1i + α2i uij + β1 vij + β2 sij + εij ,

εij

∼

αi

∼

N (0, σ 2 ),
m
X
wk N (µk , Σk ) ,
k=1

where αi = (α1i , α2i )T . The {uij , vij , sij } are known covariates associated
with observed data {yij }. We model the intercept and slope as a random
vector from a Gaussian mixture. The number of components m is also estimated from the data. In fact, we only need to apply a 2-dimensional setting
of our RJMCMC algorithm to this linear mixed-effects model with αi ’s as
missing data . We thus add one more hierarchy to our model and estimate αi ’s from the observed data {yij }. Let Y = {yij }, A = {α1 , . . . , αc },
Z = {z1 , . . . , zc }, W = {w1 , . . . , wm } and Φ = {(µ1 , Σ1 ), . . . , (µm , Σm )}.
Then the hierarchical model becomes:

p Y, A, β1 , β2 , σ 2 , W, m, Φ, Z


= p(σ 2 )p(β1 , β2 )p(m)p(Φ|m)p(W|m)p(Z|W, m)p (A|Φ, Z) p Y|A, β1 , β2 , σ 2 .

The modification to our algorithm is not shown here.
4.2

Simulation Results with Linear Mixed-effects Model

With reference to the notations in Section 4.1, the first dataset is constructed by drawing αi from
  


 

3
2 0
−2
3 −2
0.5N
,
+ 0.5N
,
.
3
0 2
−2
−2 3
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TABLE 1. Posterior distribution, p(m|x)(%), of m for the three datasets.

Data set
Simulated
Salmon-fish
Iris-virginica

n
100
100
50

m=1
0.04
8.71
26.90

m=2
0.09
56.59
30.85

m=3
61.21
21.42
15.40

m=4
23.95
7.66
8.75

m=5
8.72
3.17
5.48

m>5
5.99
2.45
12.62

TABLE 2. Fixed effects estimation results on the simulated datasets.

Dataset 1
Dataset 2

β̂1
1.9894
β̂1
2.0303

SD
0.0273
SD
0.0278

β̂2
4.9788
β̂2
5.0180

SD
0.0270
SD
0.0281

σ̂ −2
0.5184
σ̂ −2
0.4901

SD
0.0393
SD
0.0261

We set c = 100, ni = 10 (i = 1 . . . , c), σ 2 = 2, β1 = 2 and β2 = 5.
For
the fixed
  covariates,
 we simulate {uij } from N (1, 2) and (vij , sij ) from
3
3 0
N
,
. For the second dataset, we keep the same setting
3
0 3
except generating (α1i , α2i )T from
  


 

0
1 0
−2
1
−0.5
0.4N
,
+ 0.2N
,
0
0 1
−2
−0.5
1
  

3
1
−0.5
+0.4N
,
.
3
−0.5
1

For both datasets, we used 20,000 sweeps as burn-in and the next 20,000
sweeps to estimate the posterior distribution. Table 2 and Figure 1 summarise the fixed effects estimation results and the posterior predictive density of the random effects respectively.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we extended the RJMCMC algorithm of Richardson and
Green (1997) to multivariate Gaussian mixtures. We also illustrate its applicability in linear mixed effects models. In fact, the basic algorithm can be
applied to a lot of complex models such as nonlinear mixed effects models,
time series models and measurement error models.
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Abstract: The aim of this work is to explore various statistical techniques to
identify genes which contribute to some change in phenotype level. For example,
the response of fish kept under stressful conditions for various lengths of time.
We aim to assess the level of differential expression of each gene in the tissue
samples and also attempt to model the expression patterns of genes over time,
not only to classify genes by similarities in expression patterns, but also to model
these patterns as specified functions.
Keywords: Microarray; Longitudinal; Mixtures; Mixed Models.

1

Introduction and Background

The aim of this work is to explore various statistical techniques to identify
genes which contribute to some change in phenotype level. Experiments are
carried out using microarray technology to allow the simultaneous screening
of several thousands of candidate genes.
Each of the thousands of spots on a single slide represents different genetic
material and each gives two measurements, Cyan5 and Cyan3. The intensities of these dyes indicating the presence and abundance of that genetic
material from two sources, or varieties, referred to as the treatment and
control tissue samples. The aim is to compare the intensities of these signals at each spot to assess the level of differential expression, of each gene,
in the respective tissue samples. We also attempt to model the expression
patterns of genes over time, not only to classify genes by similarities in expression patterns, but also to model these patterns as specified functions.

2

Outline of the Data Provided

Samples of fish, kept under stressful conditions, were taken at times 2, 6, 24
and 168 hours, and tissue material taken from the brain. This experiment
employs a reference design with a dye-swap. The control, is prepared by
pooling the samples from all time-points into one sample and is used in all
arrays as a reference. The treatment tissues are those of each time-point,
one to each array. The dye-swap repeats the arrays but reverses the use of
255
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the indicator dyes, resulting is eight slides in total. Taking variety M-values
of the measured intensities ygt for each of the arrays, reduces the data to
2 measurements for gene g ∈ [1, m] and time-point t ∈ [1 : 4]
treat
control
Mgt = log2 ygt
− log2 ygt

Averaging M-values over the dye swap arrays reduces any dye-bias,
M gt =

1
reverse
(M f orward + Mgt
)
2 gt

and produces a (m × 4) data matrix Y where the entries are Ygt = M gt .

3

Formulation of Cluster Model and Estimation

For a particular component i ∈ [1 : c] and design matrices Xg and Zg of
known covariates let Y g = Xg β i + Zg big + ǫig . Where the errors have a
normal density ǫig ∼ N (0, Σi ), and the random effects big have a normal
density function fi (big ) = φ(0, Di ), then the marginal model for Y g is
normally distributed, fi (Y g ) = φ(Xg β i , Vig ) with Vig = Zg Di Zg′ + Σi .
The full distribution f (Y g ; Ψ) is a mixture of the components so that
Yg ∼

c
X

πi N (Xg βi , Vig )

i=1

Let the set of parameters for each of the component densities be denoted by
θi = (βi , Vig ) then Ψ = (θ1 , · · · , θc , π1 , · · · , π(c−1) )′ is the vector containing
all unknown parameters. Estimation of these parameters can be done via
the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.
The M-step estimates the parameters, Ψ(1) , from the complete data vector
xg = (Y g , z g ) where the vector z g = (zg1 , zg2 , · · · , zgc ) is defined as zgi = 1
if Y g came from ith component and 0 otherwise. The procedure begins
with random allocation initial values zgi denoted by z (0) . The simple MLE
of πi is
(0)
m
X
zgi
(1)
π
bi =
m
g=1

We estimate values of θ i = (βi , Di , Σi ) for each component i independently
by a weighted regression using R-subroutines GLS for a model with no
random effects and LME fitting a model with a random intercept or slope.
(1)
The E-step updates the allocation ratios zgi using the estimated set of
parameters Ψ(1) from the M-step. The iterations continue until there is
little difference in the observed log likelihood calculated in the E-step,
|logL(Ψ(k) ) − logL(Ψ(k+1) )| < tolerance.
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Results

To support the formulation of the mixture model a number of simulated
data sets with a variety of structures have been produced. In particular,
Dataset 17 is simulated as three groups of genes, 201 inactive, 20 overexpressed and 179 under-expressed genes, simulated from multivariate normal distributions, N ((0, 0, 0, 0), I4 ), a linear trend, N ((2, 4, 5, 8), J4 + I4 ), a
linear trend and N ((−4, −3, −4, −5), I4), a quadratic trend. Incorporated
2
into the over-expressed genes, is a random intercept variation σig
= 1. We
expect to recover the distribution as a mixture of regression curves
Mg ∼

3
X

2
πi N (βi0 + βi1 Tt + βi2 Tt2 + βi3 Tt3 , σig
J4 + σi2 I4 )

i=1

The mixed linear model recovers the three groups well with an improvement
in the logLik from the fixed linear model, see rows 1 and 3 of Table 1
and the left hand plot of Figure 1. However from some random starts the
procedure is stopping in favour of another local stationary point, plotted
on the right hand side of Figure 1. Allowing a random intercept while
fitting a linear trend to this dataset poses a difficulty for the procedure to
decipher any difference between the inactive and under expressed genes as
they have almost the same slope. The existence of spurious local maximizers
unfortunately is an undesired feature of mixtures of normal distributions.
The solution is to examine the logLik values from many random allocation
starts. Looking at the output in row 2 of Table 1 we see a poor logLik value
in comparison to the optimum mixed linear fit.
Extending the model to quadratic and cubic fits can now pull out the
quadratic trend in the under-expressed genes and so recognizes the difference between that component and the inactive genes. Thus resulting in the
correct grouping and an improvement in the logLik.

5

Remarks

Fitting mixtures of regression curves as opposed to a mixture of means may
result in a saving on the number of parameters needed to be estimated. For
example in this model a quadratic fit may be enough to fully specify the
model reducing the total number of parameters needed by 3, one for each
component. In particular in microarray applications which have typically
thousands of genes and may display many more components or with more
time-points this is certainly an advantage.
Also in certain applications the practical aim may require a higher emphasis
on genes with similar trend patterns regardless of their initial position or
overall expression level. In these situations the incorporation of a random
effect is of fundamental importance. Examples arise when interested in
treatment trends instead of differential expression trends or in modelling
dye-effects.
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TABLE 1. Fitting mixtures of regression curves to dataset 17 with various variance-covariance structures. Also shown are the observed log Likelihood, Akaike’s
Information Criterion and Bayesian Information Criterion.

model
σi2 I4
2
σig J4 + σi2 I4
2
σig
J4 + σi2 I4
σi2 I4
2
σig J4 + σi2 I4
σi2 I4
2
σig J4 + σi2 I4

curve
linear
linear
linear
quad
quad
cubic
cubic

p
11
14
14
14
17
17
20

start
zrand1
zrand1
sim
zrand1
zrand1
zrand1
zrand1

iters
8
50
2
8
23
8
14

AIC
3637.8
4799.5
3611.6
3168.3
3136.4
3017.3
2963.6

BIC
3697.0
4874.8
3686.9
3243.6
3227.8
3108.7
3071.1

5
time− effect
0
−5

−5

0

time− effect

5

10

M trends for all genes

10

M trends for all genes

logLik
-1807.9
-2385.8
-1791.8
-1570.2
-1551.2
-1491.7
-1461.8

T1

T2

T3
400 genes

T4

T1

T2

T3

T4

400 genes

FIGURE 1. The three groups as simulated from top to bottom, over-expressed,
inactive and under-expressed genes. Fitted regression lines are highlighted in bold.
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Abstract: There is worldwide consensus that phenology can be viewed as an
”early warning system” for global climate change impacts. Yet despite this, and
the many significant scientific contributions, over the years, to phenological methods and modelling, phenology, is regarded by the wider scientific community as
the domain of natural historians, and thus lacking scientific rigour. In this paper
we review some popular and new statistical applications that are adding statistical rigour to the science of phenology. It is our view that phenologists need to
link with other disciplines, such as mathematical statistics.
Keywords: Wavelets; MTD; SSA; P-splines; GAMs; Change points.

1

Introduction

Phenology is the study of the timing of recurring biological events (e.g.
first flowering, first bird arrival) (Sparks & Braslavsk 2001; Fitter & Fitter 2002) and the causes of this timing with regard to climate has had a
long history with agricultural phenological calendars. In Europe, the most
vital and broadest tradition of phenological monitoring is found and enormous phenological observations especially in plants exist. There is significantly less phenological data in Australasia (Keatley et al. 2004, Hudson
et al. 2003, Keatley & Fletcher 2003; Hughes 2003). There is now worldwide consensus that phenology can be viewed as an integrative indicator
of global climate change impacts (IPCC 2001). Changes in phenological
processes have huge consequences to human health, biodiversity, forestry,
agriculture; thus enhancing its value as a generic indicator for changes in
human and ecological systems. However, with the exception of agricultural
phenology, phenology is regarded by the wider scientific community as the
domain of natural historians (Sparks & Menzel 2002), and thus lacking
scientific rigour. This is despite many significant scientific contributions to
phenological methods (Bassett et al. 1961; Idso et al. 1978; Linkosalo et
al. 1996; Schaber 2002; Schwartz 2003; Dose & Menzel 2004, Hudson et al.
2004, Kang et al. 2004, Kim et al. 2005). The renewed interest in phenology has highlighted that popular analytical methods, whilst worthwhile,
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have serious limitations (Sparks & Tryjanowski 2005)(ST). An example is
the use of linear regression methods to determine if a change in the commencement time of a phenophase has occurred. Sparks & Menzel (2002)
and Menzel (2003) showed that slopes are influenced by the length of the
pheno-series, as well as when the series commences and finishes. As temperature in the last 20 years, covers the warmest period recorded, this impacts
on resultant slopes and on the ability of regression to estimate the true rate
of change over time, if any, of a phenophase. Recently it has been recognised (Keatley et al. 2004, Keatley et al. 2005(a-c), Dose & Menzel 2004)
that there is need for disseminating current statistical methods, that could
better phenological research, in addition to developing new methods that
address the limitations of current tools. Statistical techniques used, need
to accommodate for the inherent complexity of phenological records, often
ignored. Complexity, such as their frequent time series (correlated) nature,
their often discrete and non-stationarity properties, and the presence of
excess zeros (non occurrence). Other complexities are: left truncation and
censoring (as in ‘time of first bird’ data; Sparks et al. 2005), how best to
combine phenological records over time and space; and optimal ways to
impute missing data within records. Additionally given the increased momentum worldwide on reporting results from climate impact studies and
now from long-term phenological series, every opportunity is being taken to
extract climate signals within such records (Stenseth et al. 2002; Root et al.
2003). Yet to date, it is not appreciated that the identification of significant
change-points (CPs) in long-term pheno-time-series is a prerequisite for the
analysis and interpretation of phenological observations as bio-indicators
of climate change. As far as the authors are aware, design and bias issues
in phenological research have also not been comprehensively discussed to
date. This overview considers current techniques in the phenological literature and newer techniques. It is our view that phenologists need to link
with other disciplines (Hughes 2003; Hudson, et al. (in prep(a)), Keatley et
al. 2005(a,b), Keatley and Hudson (in prep), Keatley et al. 2004). Future
research directions in statistical methods will also be addressed. It is hoped
that the information presented here will address some of the perceived limitations of current methods and provide researchers new ways to critically
examine and model their data.

2
2.1

Current Methods: Benefits and Limitations
Linear Regression

Linear regression is a commonly used method to determine rates of change
in phenological data (Fitter & Fitter 2002). The limitations of linear regression have been highlighted in the phenological literature (Menzel 2003).
Phenological data is non-linear. The slopes of the resultant regression lines
are influenced by when a series commences and finishes and by the length of
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the series (Schaber 2002; Sparks & Menzel 2002). Given that temperature
in the last 20 years encompasses the warmest period recorded, this affects
the slope of the regression lines and the ability of regression to accurately
detect a trend and estimate the true rate of change over time, if any, of a
phenological phase. The difference in rate of change has been illustrated by
Menzel (2003). Until more robust methods are widely used, the suggestion
by Menzel (2003) that trends should be reported in days per year along
with the number of years analysed, in addition to the years study, should
be taken up.
2.2

Correlation

Phenological bivariate relationships are often non-linear, as shown recently
by Hudson et al. (2003) in a study of the relationship of E. leucoxylon flowering and temperature. Correlation pertains only to linear trends. Spurious
correlations abound in phenological literature. ST (2005) recently warn the
climate impacts community that correlation does not imply causation, illustrated by the classical relationship between stork populations and human
birth rates. They appeal for an eclectic approach, involving empirical and
conceptual evidence, by which to examine findings, suggesting researchers
consider these questions. Are the results plausible? Is there a known mechanism driving the change? Are the results supported by work elsewhere,
over the longer term and by expert judgement?
2.3

Multiple linear regression (MLR) or stepwise regression

Multiple linear or stepwise regression are often used to investigate the influence of temperature on first day of flowering (Keatley & Hudson 2000).
These methods often lead to a grouping of data, typically weather is aggregated (daily to monthly) and information lost. MLR or stepwise methods have delineated similar results across different regions (Roberts 2005;
Roberts et al. 2004; Fitter & Fitter 2002). Methods for regressing over
many correlated covariates exist such as ridge regression. What has not
been highlighted in the phenological literature is that phenological series
are correlated by nature, an aspect not accounted for by linear, MLR, nor
stepwise regression methods.
2.4

Smoothing

There are various methods for smoothing though they do not appear to
be commonly used in plant phenology models. Running means (Schaber
2002) and LOWESS have been applied (Roy & Sparks 2000). Splines, which
smooth via applying polynomial regressions, appear to have been only recently applied to phenological data (Roberts 2005; Roberts et al. 2004;
Hudson et al. 2003).
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2.5

Trend studies: F-test, Mann-Kendall

Phenology is the simplest and most frequently used bio-indicator to track
climate changes (Dose & Menzel, 2004). Since springtime phases are sensitive to temperature, pheno-series can be used to show temperature-related
shifts and provide a so-called ‘fingerprint’ of the amount of change. Trend
studies have also been used to identify turning points. Reviews of phenological trend studies indicate that most recent data originate from the last
4-5 decades. These recent data reveal advancing of flowering/leaf unfold
in Europe and North America by 1.2–3.8 days per decade and a strong
seasonal variation. In re. to the southern hemisphere, Keatley et al. (2004)
recently reported changes, in flowering commencement of Twining glycine
and Tufted fringe lily, with concomitant shifts in climate (1983-2002). Reviews of trend studies suggest that only 40% of the reported trends have
proved statistically significant.
2.6

Combining phenological time series

Old phenological data vary with respect to both their reliability and length
of observation. Häkkinen et al. (1995) found that the systematic linear effect of differences in observers, genotypes, geography and climate produced
disturbing variation and bias in the means of some time points. Reliability
can be improved if several time series are combined. The overlap of annual
observations of such data can then be used to detect and remove systematic
differences in the overall level of the series. Linkosalo et al. (1996) developed two techniques for selecting the most robust observations to improve
reliability of the combined series. Removing outliers was the most effective
method of improving reliability, i.e., it resulted in the greatest improvement with the smallest number of discarded observations. Häkkinen et al.
(1995) developed three methods based on adjustment of individual series,
with the method based on a linear mixed model AOV and MLE shown to
be optimal.

3
3.1

Newer Methods
Beyond Linear Regression: Generalized Additive Models

GAMs (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1999) have been used in many fields such
as ecological modelling (Guisan et al. 2002) and environmental research.
In a time series context, GAMs were used by Dalrymple (2004) to model
sudden infant deaths with climate; by Dominici et al. (2002) to study air
pollution in relation to health; by Hyndman & Grunwald (2000) (with
mixed distribution Markov models) to study rainfall. The utility of GAMs
in phenological research has yet to be valued. Rothery & Roy (2001) used
GAMs to model butterfly transect count data for describing patterns in
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counts during the flight period. Kenny et al. (2000) used GAMs and other
tools in investigating climate change impacts and critical thresholds for NZ
agriculture. Recently, GAMs proved valuable in the identification of upper
and lower thresholds of temperature to cease/induce flowering in a Eucalypt
species (Hudson et al. 2003, Hudson et al. (in prep(d)). These thresholds
agree with those gleaned recently by mixed transition distribution (MTD)
methods (Kim et al. 2005).
3.2

Smoothing: P-splines in one and two dimensions

Regression splines are a compromise between linear and non-parametric
regression models. Spline methods, part of non-parametric modelling, fit
curves without prior formulation of the underlying function (linear, polynomial etc). The advantage of splines is that they allow examination of
data without the need to aggregate data. Recently smoothed regression
(Elston & Proe, 1995) and P-splines (Eilers and Marx 2003), which allow
the use of daily temps, were used to model the first flowering dates of 217
plant species measured over 24 years, linking these with weather (Roberts
2005). This work uses mixed models and smoothing, and shows that later
flowering species tend to be affected by temperatures later in the year. Also
one particular pattern was shown to exist across species. P-splines can be
applied to models with serially correlated errors (Currie & Durban 2002).
This is an important issue for further research, as typically flowering dates
form a time series, with autocorrelation present between observations. Psplines can also be extended to more than two dimensions (further details
in the oral).
3.3

Bayesian Methods in Phenology

We know of only three papers which have examined plant phenological data
using Bayesian methods (Menzel 2004; Dose and Menzel, 2004; Hudson et
al. 2003). Bayesian methods have been applied in climate reconstructions
(Robertson et al. 1999) and in climate change detection. Dose and Menzel
(2004) developed a Bayesian approach to non-parametric function estimation and applied it to the blossom time of snowdrop, sweet cherry and lime
tree. The functional behaviour of these series was represented by three models: the constant model, the linear model and the one change point model,
with the latter shown to be optimal. Hudson et al. (2003) showed that,
regardless of cyclicity of flowering, the ”negative” effects of temperature
on E. leucoxylon flowering are smoothly non-linear. These authors used
Bayesian hierarchical random effects models which allow for: lags in flower
counts and climate variables; multi-collinearity of the climate covariates;
sparseness of data, and better approximate smooth (GAM) trend functions.
This GAM approach confirmed that the upper temperature threshold to
stop flowering is 180 C, not 250 C (Keatley 1999b), as recently confirmed by
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MTD analysis (Kim et al. 2005, Hudson et al. (in prep(e)). We encourage
the use of GAMs as an analytic tool for the identification of thresholds of
flowering temperature (Kim et al. (2005)) or of any other ”trigger” of flowering, or start of season; and for visual indication of change points (section
3.5). GAMs have proved valuable in the determination of long/short-term
non-linear effects of climate (Hudson et al. 2003).
3.4

Singular spectrum analysis (SSA)

Singular spectrum analysis (SSA) was introduced by Broomhead and King
(1986). SSA decomposes a time series into their underlying components
and is particularly useful for short, noisy time series, which phenological
data are. SSA overcomes the suggestion by Ahas & Aasa (2003), that, as
most phenological series are between 30-50 years, oscillations which occur
at intervals longer than 16 years, cannot be studied. SSA is not a method
which is widely applied to phenological data. Recently Hudson et al. (2004,
2005a) used SSA to prove that the flowering intensity of four eucalypts (E.
leucoxylon, E. tricarpa, E. microcarpa and E. polyanthemos) are significantly influenced by rainfall and temperature. This study identified unique
sub-structures in flowering and climatic series, not seen to date. Cross correlation analysis was applied to the resultant SSA sub-structures. Time lags,
at a seasonal and sub-seasonal scale, showed that significant correlations
exist and importantly, that Eucalypt flowering is impacted by both local
and global climate (El Niño Southern Oscillation Index (ENSO) effects
(NOAA; 2004). Indeed significant change points of climate and flowering
showed a strong association with ENSO. Hudson et al. (2004, 2005a) successfully detected both the position of peak flowering in association with
climate and established some main climatic drivers of flowering. This SSA
adaptation confirmed that Eucalyptus flowering responds to changes in local climate in the short-term (1-2, 5, 2-3, 4-5 months) and longer-term (7,
11, 8, 10 -11 months) (4 species in order). This study proved that two
species (E. leucoxylon & E. tricarpa), which are known to occupy the same
spatial/temporal niche, avoid competing with one another; likewise for E.
microcarpa and E. polyanthemos. Recent advances of SSA (Fukuda, 2004;
Fukuda et al. 2004; Fukuda et al. 2005(a,b), Hudson et al. 2005b) will be
discussed in the presentation.
3.5

Change Point (CP) analysis of long-term records

The identification of changes in long-term phenological series is a prerequisite for their analysis and interpretation as bio-indicators of climate change.
There are only two studies, to date, where CPs have been determined statistically in phenological series (Dose & Menzel 2004; Hudson et al. 2004).
Dose and Menzel (2004) studied long-term pheno-series (1896–2002) in Germany and analyzed variations of the onset of phenological phases in the
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20th century. They reported a Bayesian one CP piecewise model, which
well described the functional behaviour of the series and gave annual predictions for the CP probability. The authors reviewed problems involved
in the commonly used methods of searching for CPs in phenological series,
done, in the main, by classical methods, slopes of simple linear regression (SLR) models. Trends, frequently reported in days/year or /decade,
or days of change over the study period, are sensitive to extreme values.
As recently illustrated by ST (2005), the length, start and end dates of a
time series are also critical determinants in detecting CPs. The limitations
of currently used CP methods render comparison of the observed changes
problematic (Hudson et al. 2004, 2005(in prep(a,c)), Keatley et al. 2004).
There is an urgent need for phenologists to use other than SLR methods
for CP detection. One example is delineated by Hudson et al. (2004) in a
study of four Eucalyptus species (1940-1971), who showed that underlying
sub-structures of climatic or phenological series, obtained by SSA (§3.4), allow CPs to be identified. Minor SSA sub-structures were shown to indicate
significant CPs in flowering, in conjunction with ENSO shifts. Eucalyptus
flowering was shown to be related to both local and global climate, with
impacts on flowering, species specific. A new approach to CP detection, a
cross-point eigentriple analysis (Fukuda 2004, 2005(a,b)) will be discussed
further.
3.6

Wavelets methods applied to phenological time series

Application of wavelets to time series (Kang et al. 2005, Hudson et al 2004)
has become popular. Using wavelets on a phenological-climatic series, Kang
et al. (2004) showed that the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) (Keinert,
2004) and the maximal overlap DWT (Gencay et al. 2001) are ideally suited
for analyzing the inter-correlations between climate and pheno-series which
exhibit non-stationary. Flowering of four eucalypts were shown to be influenced by rainfall and temperature. Via cross-correlational methods, Kang
et al. (2004) and Hudson et al. (in prep(b)) showed the same two species
group pairings (§3.4). Further work on wavelets will be discussed.
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Abstract: Consider an Internet traffic source sending packets into a single link
connected to (an)other source(s). The source’s ”window” is the maximum number
of packets discharged without waiting for acknowledgement, at any point in time.
Such a window concept is the cornerstone of a number of congestion control algorithms, such as Tahoe, Reno, NewReno, Vegas and Sierra (partly rate-based). All
these are briefly treated. We then develop quantitative (deterministic and probabilistic) models for the performance (throughput) levels of all these algorithms.
It is shown that Sierra is by far, analytically, the most superior among all these
algorithms. One of the goals of this paper is to contribute meaningfully to the
quantitative modelling literature on this subject.
Keywords: Window, Black Box, White Box, Tahoe, Reno, Vegas, Sierra, congestion.

1

Introduction

Common congestion control algorithms include
• TCP Tahoe/Reno
• TCP Vegas
• Sierra
These have been introduced and motivated elsewhere. The congestion control algorithms presented here all work at the Transport Layer. Whereas
this dichotomy of Black Box and White Box models was first introduced by
Van Jacobson, a father figure in the area of congestion control, in the late
eighties, his overtures have not been generally and readily adopted by the
congestion management community. In this paper we are concerned largely
with the Black Box solutions and we attempt to quantitatively compare
the relative performance of Tahoe/Reno, Vegas and Sierra.

2

Modelling-The Buffer Overflow Paradigm

As a general scenario for all further quantitative analysis, we consider a
simple setting wherein a single host accesses a single link, en route to a
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single destination. We will assume that that ’c ’ is the capacity of the link
in packets/sec. At the speed of light, let t be the propagation delay. It is
very easy to see the queueing delay at the link is 1/c. Hence the round trip
time (RTT) T is given by
T = τ + 1/c
We now see that if the link capacity is say 50 Mbps, with a packet size of
500 Bytes then
c = 12, 500packets/sec and
1/c = 0.08msecs
If the link length is say 1000 km, then the propagation delay τ is [ 2 x 106 /
3 x 106 ] = 6.6 msecs.
The factor cT is usually called the Bandwidth-Delay product.
Let B stand for the buffer size at the link. Let us further assume that the
propagation delay between source and destination is τ . Therefore (c τ ) acks
are in transit. Clearly the total number of un-acknowledged packets is cT
+ B.
It is obvious that if W ≥ cT + B, then there is buffer overflow and attendant
packet loss.
This above inequality will be the cornerstone for all our further analysis of
the performance of different congestion control algorithms. In a nutshell,
we presume that if ( W ≥ cT + B ), there is an exception in terms of
undelivered packets.
Assuming a Poisson random variable structure for the window sizes and
marking rates, we are able to obtain a key result that:
E[w(k + 1)] = E[w(k)] + κw,
i.e., an additive increase in window sizes where E denotes the expected
value of w, the window size.
We have
Wr(N ) (k + 1) = Wr(N ) (k) + κ(w − Mr (k))
E[∆Wr (k + 1)] = E[κ(w − Mr (k)]
X

= κw − E[κMr (k)]

E[∆W r(k + 1)] = N κw − E[κ∆W r(k)]
X
X
E[
∆Wr (k + 1)] = N κw − κE[
Wr (k)]
W (k + 1) = W (k)[1 − κ] + κw + κW (k)
= W (k) + κw
as earlier advertised.
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Modelling Tahoe/Reno

Slow Start: We can see that
W (nT + m/c) = 2n−1 ≤ 2n−1 + m + 1 ≤ [cT + B]/2
This implies that
2n−1 ≤ [cT + B]/2
n ≤ log2 (cT + B)

where
n = the number of sub-epochs in SS
c = the link capacity
T = the average round trip time
B = the link buffer size
So
B ≥ cT + 2
This is our simple expression for the non-occurrence of exceptions (timeouts/TD’s) If this inequality is satisfied there is no buffer overflow. So
Tss = T [1 + log2 (log2 (B − 1))] where B > 2
Similarly
Nss (packets delivered in SS) = 2n − 1
= 2log2 (B − 1) − 1

so, Nss = 2log2 [(B − 1)/2]
Congestion avoidance: In a nutshell
• Nss = 2log2 [(B − 1)/2]
• Tss = T [1 + log2 log2 (B − 1)]
• Nca = Tca [(cT + B)(1 + 2n−1 )/2n ]
• Tca = [cT + B]/T anθ
Where T anθ is the slope of the congestion avoidance line
Hence,
T hroughput(T ahoe/Reno) = [Nss + Nca ]/[Tss + Tca ] = 2log2 (B − 1)/2+

(cT + B)2 /[T anθ(1 + 2n−1 )/2n ]/T [1 + log2 log2 (B − 1)] + [cT + B]/T anθ
For a probabilistic treatment, we see that
[X(t) − X(t − T )]/T = X(t − T )[1 − p]/X(T ) − βX(t)p
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⇒ [1 − p]/E = βEp
so as earlier advertised,
Expected T hroughput (T ahoe/Reno) =
where p is the loss probability.
2.2

p
[(1 − p)/βp]

Modelling Sierra

Sierra maps very well into the simple loss model postulated earlier. This is
done deterministically.
The control equations are
SQS : cT + B = W/2n
→ Trigger SCAM

W ′ = W/2n > cT + B
W ′ = W/2n + ∆ ⇒ W ′ = W ′ + 1
W ′ = W/2n − ∆ ⇒ W ′ = W ′ − 1

We see intuitively that
Average throughput = [cT + B]/T
2.3

Modelling Vegas

The control equations were presented earlier.
With
Wmax = cT + B
we have
E − A = [cT + B][T + n/c] − T [cT + B + n]/T [T + n/c]
= [Bn/c]/[T (T + n/c)]
α ≥ (B/c)/(T 2 /n + T /c)
n ≤ αcT 2 /(B − T α)

So E[n] ≤ αcE[T 2 ]/(B − αE[T ])
= αcT 2 /B − αT

Hence,
Expected T hroughput = E[cT + B + n]/E[T + n/c]
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= cT + B +

X

E[n]/T +

X
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E[n]/c

= (cT + B + 6E[1])/(T + 6E[1]/c)
Let E[1] = [δcT 2 ]/[B + δT ] say
Expected T hroughput(V egas) = [cT + B][B + δT ] + 6δcT 2 /T + 6δT 2
It is easy to see that Expected Vegas Throughput ≤ (cT + B)/T
= Sierra throughput

3

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced a number of concepts starting from a basic discussion of the TCP/IP protocol stack. In relation to this we also
presented, albeit briefly, many popular congestion control algorithms, including Tahoe/Reno, Vegas and Sierra. In the second half of the paper,
we developed simple (mathematical) models to analytically study the behaviour and performance of all these protocols. In particular, we derived
expressions for the throughput of the congestion control algorithms, developed around the buffer overflow paradigm. Further research is needed when
we deviate from the single source-single link model that was assumed in
this paper, to carry over to the multi-source and shared-link model wherein
many of these protocols compete for bandwidth, wherein notions such as
fairness, etc. come into play. Whereas there have been some such, if complex, analysis, the buffer overflow model should provide a simple method
to compare the relative comparison of competing algorithms.
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Abstract: This paper presents two sets of simple R functions for fitting a zeroinflated negative binomial (ZNB) regression model using an EM algorithm followed by direct calculation of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the maximum
likelihood estimators to provide standard errors for the parameter estimates. A
half-normal plot with a simulated envelope is provided for checking the adequacy
of a selected ZNB regression model. The function performs well and can be modified for fitting any type of zero-inflated models and any type of distributions for
either the response variable or zero-inflation. Use of the functions is illustrated
on a set of experimental design data.
Keywords: EM algorithm; Negative binomial; R software; Zero-inflation.

1

Introduction

Negative binomial (NB) regression is commonly used to analysis overdispersed Poisson count data. However, in practice, the NB model may not
be appropriate because of zero-inflation due to extra zeros and the use
of a zero-inflated negative binomial (ZNB) model, a mixture of an NB
model and a degenerate distribution at zero, is commonly suggested for
such data. Procedures for fitting such models using statistical software are
rarely presented in literature. This paper describes a procedure for fitting
ZNB regression models using R, a free statistical software (R Development
Core Team, 2004). This includes the estimation of the covariance matrix of
the estimated parameters and a procedure to construct a half-normal plot
with a simulated envelope for checking the adequacy of a selected model.
Use of the function is illustrated on a set of experimental design data.

2

The Zero-inflated Negative Binomial Models

If Yi has a zero-inflated negative binomial distribution with the quadraticvariance (ZNB), the probability mass function is given by,
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−1
ωi + (1 − ωi )(1 + αλi )−α ,





P r(Yi = yi ) =
Γ(yi + α−1 )
αyi λyi i

(1 − ωi )
,

−1

yi !Γ(α ) (1 + αλi )yi +α−1



yi = 0
(1)
yi > 0,

with

n
o
E(Yi ) = (1 − ωi )λi and Var(Yi ) = (1 − ωi )λi 1 + ωi λi + αλi ,

(2)

where the parameters λi and ωi depend on covariates and α ≥ 0 is a scalar.
It is clear that the marginal distribution of Yi exhibits overdispersion or
zero-inflation when either α or ωi is greater than 0. When ω = 0, (1)
reduces to the NB model and when α = 0 it reduces to a zero-inflated
Poisson (ZIP) model. For a random sample of observations y1 , . . . , yn the
ZNB log-likelihood function is
h
i
Xn
−1
ℓ = ℓ(λ, α, ω; y) =
I(yi =0) log ωi + (1 − ωi )(1 + αλi )−α
i

+ I(yi >0) [log(1 − ωi ) + yi log λi + yi log α − log yi !
o
− (yi + α−1 ) log(1 + αλi ) + dlg(yi , α−1 ) ,
(3)

where I(·) is the indicator function for the specified event and dlg(y, a) =
log Γ(y + a) − log Γ(a). Following joint model analysis for λ and γ as in
ZIP regression given by Lambert (1992), we assume the following specific
models


ω
log(λ) = Xβ and log
= Gγ,
(4)
1−ω
where X and G are covariate matrices and β and γ are respectively (p+1)×
1 and (q + 1) × 1 vectors of unknown parameters. The maximum likelihood
estimates for β, α and γ can be obtained by using the Newton-Raphson
method or the EM-algorithm. Here ZNB has the NB as the underlying
model and algorithm for logistic regression already exists in R, so that the
EM-algorithm is a convenient choice.

3

The EM Algorithm and ZNB Models

Let Zi be an unobserved indicator random variable so Zi ∼ Bernoulli(ωi ),
where


1 : zero state
(Yi |Zi = 1) ≡ 0
Zi =
and
0 : Poisson state
(Yi |Zi = 0) ∼ NB(λi , α).
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The complete data (y, z) log-likelihood ℓC = ℓC (λ, α, ω; y, z) is then
ℓC

=
−
=



 X
h
X
ωi
zi log
+ log(1 − ωi ) +
(1 − zi ) yi log λi + yi log α
1 − ωi
i
i
i
−1
−1
(yi + α ) log(1 + αλi ) + dlg(yi , α ) − log yi !

ℓ(ω; z) + ℓ(λ, α; y, z),

(5)

splitting up into a binomial likelihood for ω and a weighted negative binomial likelihood.
E-step : Since ℓC is linear in zi , for the E-step we simply need to find the
conditional expectation of Zi given the observed data and current
parameter estimates. Using the fact that Zi is a 0/1 indicator random
variable, by Bayes’ Theorem we have
zbi

= E(Zi |Yi , λi , α, ωi )
P(Zi = 1)P(Yi = yi |Zi = 1; λi , α, ωi )
=
1
X
P(Zi = j)P(Yi = yi |Zi = j; λi , α, ωi )

(6)

=

(7)

j=0

(

ωi
, yi = 0
ωi + (1 − ωi )(1 + αλi )−α−1
0,
yi > 0.

M-step for β and α : The parameters β and α can be estimated by maximizing ℓ(λ, α; y, z) using a weighted NB regression model for y with
weight (1 − b
z), where b
z is obtained from the E-step.

M-step for γ : γ can be estimated by maximizing ℓ(ω; z) using an unweighted logistic regression with response b
z from the E-step.

The E and M-steps must be alternated until convergence occurs.

4

Covariance Matrix of ZNB Maximum Likelihood
Estimators

A disadvantage of the EM algorithm is that it does not automatically
provide an estimate of the covariance matrix of the parameter estimates
and hence standard errors of the parameter estimates.. There are several
approaches that can be used to obtain the covariance matrix of the ZNB
parameter estimates. Here we use the incomplete data observed information
matrix I(β, α, γ), suggested in Lambert (1992). That is the asymptotic
b γ
b α
b , α̂) is I −1 (β,
b ) , where
covariance matrix of (β,
b, γ
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I(β, α, γ) = 
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b γ=γ
b , and α = α
evaluated at β = β,
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Model Checking

bi , α
Taking the maximum likelihood estimates zbi , λ
b and ω
bi for E(Zi |Yi , λi , α, ωi ), λi , α
and ωi , respectively, from the final iteration
of
model
fitting, the deviance
p
residual for the ith observation is rD,i = (1 − zbi )Di where
s 
 


yi
1
1+α
b yi
b
Di = sgn(yi − λi ) 2 yi log
− (y + ) log
(8)
bi
bi
α
b
λ
1+α
bλ
To construct a half-normal plot, 19 simulated samples for the response
variable Yji ∼ ZNB(λbi , α
b, ωbi ), j = 1, . . . , 19; i = 1, . . . , n are generated by
(nb)
(nb)
bi , α
simulating pairs of random variables (Yji , Zji ) with Yji ∼ NB(λ
b)
(nb)

and Zji ∼ Bin(1, ω
b i ) and then forming Yji = 0×Zji +(1−Zji )×Yji . The
model is then refitted for each sample using the same explanatory variables
∗
as in the original fit and the ordered absolute values of the residuals, rD,j(i)
,
are calculated. This gives 19 sets of residuals based on the assumed model
along with the observed residuals. The ordered observed residuals are then
plotted against the half-normal order statistics and this plot is augmented
with an envelope using the minimum and maximum (over simulations j) of
∗
rD,j(i)
along with the mean of these values. If the model is consistent with
the data the observed rD,i should lie within the envelope.

6

R Functions

R functions implementing the above algorithms for fitting ZNB models
named em.znb2.obs and model diagnostics named hnp.znb2 are available
at
www.math.psu.ac.th/nuke/math/staff/stat/research/naratip/zinb/em.znb2.obs.pdf
A description of their use follows.
6.1

em.znb2.obs

Usage : em.znb2.obs(y, beta, al, fit.binom, X.mat, G.mat, data)
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Arguments
y : a vector of the response variable.
beta : initial values of β.
al : an initial values of α.
fit.binom: a function for fitting binomial model for zero-inflation.
X.mat : a design matrix for mean counts.
G.mat : a design matrix for zero-inflation.
data : an optional data frame containing the variables in the model.
Values em.znb2.obs returns a list containing logistic model for the zeroinflation and log linear model for positive counts followed by overdispersion
estimate with its standard error, −2× ZNB log-likelihood, residual degrees
of freedom and AIC.
Remarks: Even though, em.znb2.obs for fitting a ZNB model was created
using EM algorithm approach, the weighted NB fitting in the M-step for β
and α is performed using Newton-Raphson method, where decent starting
values of β and of α are required. Possible values, for example, ones from
the baseline NB model.
6.2

hnp.znb2

Usage : hnp.znb2(y, beta, al, gam, fit.binom, X.mat, G.mat, data)
Arguments As above but with parameter vectors:
beta : a vector of βb estimates taken from em.znb2.obs.
al : α
b estimate taken from em.znb2.obs.

b estimates taken from em.znb2.obs.
gam : a vector of γ

7

Applications

The use of the R Functions presented above is illustrated using the set of
shoot generation from micro-propagation experiments on the apple variety
Trajan taken from Ridout et al. (1998) see Table 1. The data consist of
numbers of roots produced by 270 micropropagated shoots of the columnar apple cultivar Trajan under four different concentrations (2.2, 4.4, 8.8,
and 17.6 µM) of the growth hormone (cytokinin) BAP and two different
photoperiods (8 hours and 16 hours). Ridout et al. (1998) considered various ZNB models, however, here we will consider models that include P, as
factor, and linear trends over the levels of H. These are:
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TABLE 1. Apple Shoot Data: No. of roots classified by BAP concentration (H)
and Photoperiod (P = 8h. and P = 16h.). Counts > 12 are shown individually.
8h.
6h.
BAP (µM) 2.2
4.4 8.8
17.6
2.2 4.4 8.8 17.6
0 0
0
0
2
15
16
12
19
1 3
0
0
0
0
2
3
2
2 2
3
1
0
2
1
2
2
3 3
0
2
2
2
1
1
4
4 6
1
4
2
1
2
2
3
5 3
0
4
5
2
1
2
1
6 2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
7 2
7
4
4
0
0
1
3
8 3
3
7
8
1
1
0
0
9 1
5
5
3
3
0
2
2
10 2
3
4
4
1
3
0
0
11 1
4
1
4
1
0
1
0
12 0
0
2
0
1
1
1
0
>12 13,17 13
14,14 14

b = P , log
• Model 1: log(λ)



b
ω
b
1−ω



b = Lin(H) ∗ P , log
• Model 2: log(λ)

= P.



b
ω
b
1−ω



= Pi .

The overdispersion α for both models is assumed constant.
7.1

Example of using em.znb2.obs

Let roots be response representing numbers of roots, P, a factor, be a
vector of photoperiod and h, a covarate, be a vector of BAP concentration:
ZNB Model 1
# Data preparation
appleshoot.dat <-read.table("appleshoot.txt",header=T); attach(appleshoot.dat);
p2 <- appleshoot.dat$p-1 # create a dummy variable for photoperiod
# create a function for zero-inflation
fit.binom <-function(z){
logit <- glm(z~p2, family = binomial, data=appleshoot.dat)
logit
}
# create design matrices for mean counts and zero-inflation
X.mat <- cbind(1, p2); G.mat <- cbind(1,p2)
# initial values for beta and alpha
library(MASS); beta <- glm.nb(roots~p2, data=appleshoot.dat)$coefficients
al <- 1/glm.nb(roots~p2, data=appleshoot.dat)$theta
# parameter estimates
apple.p.znb2 <- em.znb2.obs(roots,beta,al,fit.binom,X.mat,G.mat,appleshoot.dat)
Logistic regression for zero state
Estimate
Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
Intercept -4.516331
0.9496893 -4.755588 1.978697e-06
p2
4.400061
0.9655081 4.557249 5.182802e-06
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====================
Log linear regression for Quadratic mean-variance NB counts
Estimate
Std. Error
z value
Pr(>|z|)
Intercept
1.970969
0.0402132 49.01298 0.0000000000
p2
-0.282899
0.0751937 -3.76227 0.0001683781
alpha :
0.08083360
S.E (alpha) 0.02599231
====================
-2 x ZNB log-likelihood :
df.residuals :
AIC :

1243.92
265.00
1253.92

ZNB Model 2 : Fitting ZNB model 2, the concentrate levels (H) are
needed to transform to standardized values, to avoid convergence problems
in the maximum likelihood estimation. The starting value of α obtained
from the baseline NB model makes the procedure fail to converge. However,
when we choose a small value of α, such as α ≤ 0.1, the function works
perfectly.
7.2

Example of using hnp.znb2

b γ
b and α
Obtaining estimates β,
b from em.znb2.obs, a half-normal plot with
a simulated envelope can be constructed. Steps of creating a half-normal
plot of the ZNB model 1 are described below and the corresponding graph
is presented in Figure 1 (c).
beta <- apple.p.znb2$beta; gam <- apple.p.znb2$gamma;
al <- apple.p.znb2$alpha
hnp.znb2(roots, beta, al, gam, fit.binom, X.mat,G.mat, appleshoot.dat)

Considering ZNB model 1 (AIC = 1253.92), we found that the model
fits the data better than NB (AIC = 1409.9) and ZIP regression (AIC
= 1269.30). These are also indicated by the half-normal plots in Figure 1.

8

Conclusion and Discussion

em.znb2.obs and hnp.znb2 work perfectly well when decent starting values
of β and α are given. em.znb2.obs can be easily modified to fit ZNB model
with fixed value of the α or let it depend on covariates. The modification
is only made at the M-step for the β and α. Moreover, the same idea of
creating these two functions could be used for any type of zero-inflated
model and any type of distributions for either positive counts, y or zeroinflation, z. For example, a ZIP regression is easily done by taking α = 0.

Acknowledgments: The author would like to thank Professor John P.
Hinde for reading the manuscript and giving considerably useful suggestion
and to thank Prince of Songkla University for financial support.
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(a): log(λ) = p, and constant α
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(c): log(λ) = p,logit(ω) = p and constant α
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FIGURE 1. Half-normal plot; (a): NB , (b): ZIP and (c): ZNB.
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Abstract: Product Partition models (PPMs) allow us to partition a set of objects
into k sets. PPMs are a special case of Bayesian Partition models. They use
partially exchangeable priors where given a partition ρ of the objects into k sets,
the objects in the same set are exchangeable and the objects belonging to distinct
sets are independent. PPMs specify prior probabilities for a random partition
and update these into posterior distributions of the same form. They provide
a convenient way of allowing the data to weight the partitions likely to hold.
Posterior estimates of the parameter of interest are obtained by conditioning on
the partition and summing over all generated partitions. Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) techniques are used to generate partitions of the data. PPMs can
be applied to many diverse problems and in this paper we outline some areas
where they are useful.
Keywords: Product Partition models; Meta-Analysis; Prediction.

1

Introduction

PPMs developed by Hartigan (1990) and Barry and Hartigan (1992) are
used to partition a set of n objects into k sets. PPMs assume that a set
of objects can be partitioned into sets such that each object is a member
of one set only and objects in different sets of a partition are independent.
In a PPM the likelihood, prior and posterior for a random partition are
products over partition sets (Dahl 2003). A prior probability distribution
for a random partition ρ is defined where each set S is assigned a cohesion
c(S) such that the prior probability of ρ is proportional to the product of
these cohesions.
The set of all objects is defined to be S0 = 1, 2, . . . , n. The objects in S0
are partitioned into sets and a partition comprising k sets
S is defined as
ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk }, such that Si ∩ Sj = ∅ for i 6= j and i Si = S0 . Each
possible set is assigned a cohesion c(S) ≥ 0 such that the prior probability of
ρ is proportional to the product of the cohesions across the sets comprising
285
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the partition. Thus the partition with k sets has prior probability
P (ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk }) = K

k
Y

c(Sr ),

(1)

r=1

where K is chosen so that the probabilities sum to 1 over all possible
partitions ρ. Therefore, the prior probability of a partition is determined
by prior cohesions c(Si ) for each possible set Si . As a consequence of the
model, the number of sets is a random variable ranging from 1 to n.
For each object i, there is an observation Xi . Let X S denote the vector
of observations Xi , i ∈ S and let pS (X S ) be the conditional density for
the observations in a set S, given S ∈ ρ. Given the random partition
ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk }, the observations XS 1 , XS 2 , . . . , XS k are independent
with density:
P (X | ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk }) =

k
Y

pS r (X S r )

(2)

r=1

Definitions (1) and (2) uniquely determine the joint distribution of X and
ρ, and the marginal density of X . This PPM is useful because the posterior distribution of ρ given the observations is also a product model with
cohesions c(S)pS (X S ), which are called posterior cohesions. The posterior
distribution of ρ given the observations is:
P (ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk } | X) ∝ P (X|ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk }) ×
P (ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk })
∝

k
Y

c(Sr )pS r (X S r ).

r=1

To specify a product partition model, we need to choose the prior cohesions
c(S) and the prior densities fS (θS ) for each set S. We also need to specify
the distribution of the data. This paper describes possible applications of
PPMs. In section 2 we describe some of the applications of PPMs that
the authors have studied, with section 2.1 giving details on the use of
PPMs for prediction and section 2.2 describing how PPMs can be used in
meta-analysis. Section 3 suggests how PPMs might be used to compare
institutional performance.

2
2.1

Some Applications of Product Partition Models
Prediction

A prediction problem has p predictor variables X1 , X2 , . . . , Xp and a response variable Y . Each of the predictor variables may assume any number
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of values. If the values are continuous they are grouped into predefined
classes. A pattern is defined as a combination of the values of the predictor variables in the dataset. Assume that the response variable is binary.
Suppose that for each of N objects, we have information on the value of
Y and the p predictor variables. A standard method for classifying data
is classification and regression trees (CART) (Brieman et al. 1984). CART
considers partitions of the dataset that correspond to trees. It is possible
that a situation may arise where the true partition of a dataset does not
correspond to a tree. We propose a Bayesian method for partitioning data.
This performs an analysis over the set of all possible partitions of the set
of patterns, not just tree-based partitions. We use PPMs to specify a prior
distribution over the set of all observed patterns. We describe how PPMs
may be used to partition the set of patterns.
Given a dataset consisting of t patterns, our aim is to estimate the probability that y = 1, known as θi , for the ith pattern in the dataset, i = 1, . . . , t.
This probability is known as the posterior mean and is denoted by θi . Let
ni denote the number of cases of the ith pattern and let Zi denote the
number of such cases having y = 1. Using notation from Crowley (1997),
let θS be the common value for the θi ’s with i ∈ S : θi = θS , i ∈ S.
(a) Distribution of the data.
Let θS be the common posterior mean for all patterns in S.
Zi | i ∈ S, θS ∼ Bin(ni , θi ),

i = 1, 2, . . . , t.

(b) Prior Densities for the sets.
Let θS have density U (0, 1). Hence, given a partition ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk }
we have θS 1 , θS 2 , . . . , θS k iid U (0, 1). It is thought that in the case where θ
is an unknown probability between 0 and 1, the situation where we ’know
nothing’ should be represented by taking a uniform prior and this is sometimes know as Bayes’ postulate (Lee 1997). Hence,

1 0 < θS < 1
S
fS (θ ) =
0 otherwise
(c) Prior Cohesions.
We consider cohesions of the form
c(S) = α,

∀S ∈ ρ.

Hence, a partition comprising k sets has prior probability
P (ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk }) ∝ αk ,
where partitions with an equal number of sets have the same prior probability. Setting α < 1 gives a low prior probability to partitions with many
sets, i.e. k large. Setting α < 1 encourages partitions with many sets.
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Using (a), (b) and (c) we can write down the posterior probability of a
partition given the data:
P (ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk } | Z) ∝
P
 P

k
Y
Γ ( i∈Sr Zi ) + 1 Γ ( i∈Sr ni − Zi ) + 1
k


P
α
.
Γ ( i∈Sr ni ) + 2
r=1

Our method involves determining partitions of the data. The number of
possible partitions of the data increases exponentially with the number
of patterns. It is not feasible to generate all possible partitions so we use
MCMC to generate a sequence of partitions ρ0 , ρ1 , ρ2 , . . .. We have the
posterior density of θi given by
P

i∈S Zi + 1

E(θi | Z, ρ) =  P
.
i∈S ni + 2

This posterior mean for each pattern is a weighted average of the θ values
associated with that pattern using the posterior probabilities as weights.
We estimate E(θi | Z ) by
θ̂i =

1
N − Nbi

N
X

j=Nbi +1

E(θi | Z),

where Nbi is the number of samples discarded during burn-in. We apply
this method to estimating the probability that an individual will have the
lung disease Byssinosis (Higgins et al. 1977), based on certain information
about the individual.
2.2

Meta-Analysis

Another use of PPMs is in the area of meta-analysis. PPMs were designed
to combine data from different sources and so are especially applicable to
meta-analysis (Hartigan 1990). In the area of biostatistics and epidemiology, meta-analysis usually has one of two aims: (1) to integrate the results
of independent studies on a given scientific issue to obtain a pooled estimate of an overall ’true treatment effect’ or (2) to ’borrow strength’ from
related studies to sharpen the effect in an individual study (National Research Committee on Applied and Theoretical Statistics 1992). Although
the approaches to borrowing strength are rarer in the medical and health
literature than the approaches to estimating population parameters (National Research Committee on Applied and Theoretical Statistics 1992),
some papers have been published in the area (DuMouchel et al. 1983, Higgins et al. 1996). In this paper, we focus on the use of PPMs to estimate
the mean effect θi , the log odds ratio, in an individual study using related
studies to sharpen the estimate.
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When ’borrowing strength’, it is important that the estimate for an individual study only gains strength from those studies that it is similar to. This
is achieved through the use of partially exchangeable priors in the PPM.
The advantage of this method compared to other published Bayesian approaches (Malec et al. 1992, Evans et al. 2001, Consonni et al. 1995, Mallick
et al. 1997) that also use partially exchangeable priors is that PPMs do not
require the researcher to decide on the ’plausible’ partitions to include in
the analysis.
We expand on the methodology proposed by Crowley (1997) which uses
PPMs for the estimation of means that allow for some of the means to
be equal using normal distributions. Consider a collection of n studies all
reporting on the same association. Let Xi denote the observed log odds
ratio for the ith study and assume that the sampling distribution of Xi is
well approximated by a normal distribution with mean θi and variance σi2 .
It is common practice to assume that the individual studies provide good
estimates of the within study variances, and so we assume that the variances
are known and equal to the reported variances of the studies (National
Research Committee on Applied and Theoretical Statistics 1992). We are
interested in the estimation of the means given the information that there
is some unknown partition of the set of n random variables into sets such
that the objects within each set share a common mean. Crowley (1997)
developed a method for the estimation of normal means in the model:
Xi | θi ∼ N(θi , 1), i = 1, . . . , n and our method is an extension of this
as we consider the model Xi | θi ∼ N(θi , σi2 ), i = 1, . . . , n where σi2 is
assumed known and estimate the normal mean for each study. We pursue
a fully Bayesian approach by specifying prior distributions for each of the
hyperparameters in the model.
(a) Distribution of the data.
Objects partitioned into the same set have a common mean. We let θS be
the common mean for the θi ’s with θi = θS , i ∈ S.
Xi | i ∈ S, θS , σi2 ∼ N(θS , σi2 ),

i = 1, . . . , n.

(b) Prior Densities for the sets.
P
We propose fS (θS ) to have density N(θ0 , w/hS ) where hS = i∈S 1/σi2
and θ0 and w are hyperparameters for which we will need to specify prior
distributions. The prior densities for the sets gives higher probability to
small departures from θ0 in sets S for which hS is large. Therefore, hS is
large when objects in S are informative and allow for the identification of
small departures from θ0 . This prior is equivalent to Crowley’s prior (1997)
in the case where σi2 = σ 2 , i ∈ S.
(c) Prior Cohesions.
Following Crowley (1997), we use:
c(S) =

(nS − 1)!
,
mnS −1
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where nS is the number of objects in a set S and m is a parameter that must
be estimated. Large values of m encourage a large number of sets. Using this
prior cohesion, the prior probability for the partition ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk }
is given by:
k

Γ(m)mk Y
(nS − 1)!.
Γ(n + m) i=1

P (ρ = {S1 , S2 , . . . , Sk }) =

(d) Priors for the Hyperparameters.
π(θ0 ) =
π(w)

=

π(m)

=

1

− ∞ ≤ θ0 ≤ ∞,

1
,
(1 + w)2
1, 2, 4, 8 or 16

each with equal probability.

The prior for θ0 is chosen to generate estimates invariant under location
1
and scale changes. The prior chosen for w is equivalent to giving 1+w
a
uniform prior in the range [0,1]. Following Crowley (1992), we chose the
above prior for m. This prior for m worked best in terms of a minimax
decision over the simulations that we performed. Based on this model, the
posterior density of θi , given i ∈ S, S ∈ ρ and w is a Normal density with
E(θi | X, ρ, i ∈ S, S ∈ ρ, w) =

1
w
θ̂S +
θ̂,
1+w
1+w

where θ̂ is the standard fixed effect estimate when all studies are included in
the meta-analysis and θ̂S is the fixed effect estimate when only the studies
in the same set as study i are included. It is evident that if w is large, most
of the contribution to the expected value comes from the set that study i
belongs to rather than from the group consisting of all studies. Both the
partition ρ and the hyperparameter w are unknown and must be sampled.
MCMC techniques are used to sample w values and to generate random
partitions. We estimate E(θi | X) by
θ̂i =

1
N − Nbi

N
X

j=Nbi +1

E(θi | X, ρj , wj ),

where Nbi is the number of samples discarded during burn-in. We apply
the proposed method to a published meta-analysis (Collaborative Group
on Hormonal Factors in Breast Cancer 1996) investigating the relationship
between breast cancer risk and the use of oral contraceptives.

3

Future Applications of Product Partition Models

In recent years, performance monitoring of institutions has become very
popular. In particular, the introduction of the Performance Based Research
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Fund (PBRF) for academic institutions in New Zealand (Tertiary Education Commission New Zealand 2004) means that resource allocation to
tertiary institutes will sooner rather than later be based on the assessed
research performance of that institute. We propose using PPMs to model
the variability between institutes.
Some research has been done on developing plausible statistical models for
the variability between institutions. Marshall and Spiegelhalter (1998) recommend a random effects model to overcome the problem of small samples
and to provide more reliable estimates of performance. Small samples are
also an issue in the PBRF data since for example, one of the institutes,
Anamata had only 2 professional staff rated in the exercise. Marshall and
Spiegelhalter (1998) suggest the use of MCMC which allows full flexibility
in the choice of random effects distribution and make it easy to quantify
uncertainty associated with the rating of an institute and obtain intervals
around this rating. They suggest a normal mixture model to allow for variability within groups, and hence to identify clusters of institutes. However,
fitting mixtures is considered a problem in MCMC because sometimes cells
become empty. We propose using PPMs to model the data, as by their very
nature, empty cells would never be produced.
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Abstract: We prove the feasibility of the discrete wavelet transform (DWT)
(Keinert, 2004) and the maximal overlap DWT (MODWT) (Gencay et al., 2001)
to test for commonality of the agitation-sedation dynamics of 8 ICU patients.
These wavelet methods are shown to distinguish between patients whose simulated profiles were “close” to their recorded profile vs those who did not track
well.
Keywords: Agitation-Sedation; Wavelet cross-correlation; Tracking index.

1

Introduction

Agitation–sedation cycling in critically ill patients, characterized by oscillations between states of agitation and over-sedation, is damaging to patient
health, and increases hospital length of stay. Chase et al. (2004) presented a
minimal differential equation model which captured the agitation-sedation
dynamics of 37 ICU patients. Closeness between a patient’s simulated and
mean recorded series was quantified in two ways. Firstly by the calculation
of the percentage of time a patient’s simulated profile fell within a 90%
probability band of their mean infusion rate µt . Local linear kernel regression (Lee et al., 2003) was used to obtain µt . Secondly, by the calculation,
via block bootstraps of time series, of a patient-specific tracking index (TI)
between the patient’s simulated and estimated mean µt . 100% tracking
is indicative of simulated and mean profiles synchronous and equivalent.
Recently a more refined model, which utilises kernel regression with an
Epanechnikov kernel and better “captures fundamental agitation-sedation
dynamics” was formulated by Rudge et al. (2004 a, b). This present study
investigates the use of wavelet signatures and statistics on Rudge et al’s.
(2004 a, b) simulated profiles, to test for commonality across patients, in
terms of wavelet (cross) correlations. A secondary aim of this study is to
test the feasibility of wavelet statistics to help distinguish between patients
whose simulated profiles were “close” to their mean µt profile vs those for
whom it was not. This study builds on work by Kang et al. (2004) on an
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Australian phenological-climatic time series study. Wavelets add credibility to the use of phenological records to detect climate change (Hudson et
al. (2004, 2003)) and in the evaluation of “closeness” or “discrimination”
w.r.t. wavelet scales.

2

Data and Methods

Sedative drug infusion data were recorded using an electronic drug infusion
device (Rudge et al., 2003) for all N=37 patients admitted to ICU in a 9
month period, who requred more than 24 hours sedation. The device infuses
a fixed sedative-analgesic solution. In this study 8 patients were analysed
using wavelets, namely 4 poor trackers (patients 7, 10, 11, 33) and 4 good
trackers (14, 8, 19, 25). According to Chase et al. (2004), all bar 8 poor
trackers (6, 7, 9, 12, 17, 21, 27, 34), had simulated profiles that lie within
the probability band at least 70% of the time, whilst, Rudge et al. (2004
a, b) identified 3 poor patients (10, 11, 33). w.r.t. the refined model. The
DWT and the MODWT were performed using R Waveslim (Gencay et
al., 2001). DWT has been noted that the resolution of the time-freq grid
when controlled by time and scale step sizes, leads to a very redundant
representation. Sampling the time-frequency plane on a dyadic (octave)
grid, as in the DWT, is used to discretize the continuous time-freq plane s.t.
the representation is non-redundant. The wavelet transform method uses
windows of different lengths for different frequencies, thereby, analysis of
high freqs., uses narrower windows for better time resolution (lower λj ) and
that of low freqs., wider windows, for better frequency resolution (higher
λj ). A multi-resolution analysis (MRA) was used to give a smooth series,
S4, which is used to simulate the smoothed wavelet recorded profiles.

3

Key Results

3.1

Wavelet correlations and cross-correlations

Figure 1 shows the wavelet correlation (WCORR) profile of a good tracker
(Patient 14). The WCORR profiles across all good patients are similar, indicating possible capture of similar underlying dynamics. All 4 good trackers have WCORR profiles, that are invariably significant at all periods,
1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 mins (except 32, 64 mins). Poor trackers have similar
shaped WCORR profiles, indicating capture similar underlying dynamics,
but these WCORR are not statistically significantly different from zero
at almost all periods (bar 128 mins). Indeed patient 11’s WCORR is not
significant at all wavelet scales λj , j ≤ 7 (not shown here). Wavelet crosscorrelation (WCCORR) signatures for the good group, (Fig. 1, RHS) also
show a common pattern across patients,significant at zero lag (at almost
all scales). This mirrors high (zero lag) correlation of the smoothed MRA
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FIGURE 1. Paitent 14 WCORR and WCCORR

simulated & recorded infusion series. These WCCORR profiles are similar
across patients, which indicates conformity across good patients. Patient
14’s WCCORR is significant at all scales, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 mins (except
32, 64 mins). The highest WCCORR exists at period 128 mins. From the
WCCORR profiles, we find a significant lag/lead relationship between the
simulated & smoothed MODWT, these two series, mostly at scale 8, are
positively correlated when lagged by 80-90 mins. The simulated profile
peaks later than the smoothed infusion. It is hypothesized that this delay may be due to the distribution time for the drug, say 80-90 mins. For
the poor group, the WCCORR profiles are also similar across patients,
mirroring the same shape-profile of the good group, but WCCORR is not
significant for almost all periods at zero lag.

4

Conclusions

Wavelets exhibit the ability to confirm similarity, commonality across patients and to discriminate between patients for whom the model captures
their fundamental dynamics vs those for whom it does not. Wavelet crosscorrelation signatures show a common pattern across patients. The mean
and simulated series are highly positively correlated when lagged by approximately 90mins, for both the good and poor trackers. This wavelet-based
tool may prove useful for refining the agitation-sedation model. Future developments on the full set of N=37 will involve the derivation of a 95%
wavelet confidence band and of a wavelet similarity coefficient between the
smoothed and simulated profiles.
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Estimating cycles and Phillips loops using
penalized spline regression
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Abstract: We provide estimation of cycles and loops in bivariate data over time.
Polar coordinates are used and functions are fitted in the polar coordinates using
Penalized Splines. The model provides estimates of macroeconomic loops.
Keywords: Cyclic Data; Macroeconomic Models; Mixed Models; P-spline

1

Introduction

Nonparametric smoothing concepts have become more and more popular in
statistics over the last two decades. In recent years, penalized spline fitting
has achieved recognizable attention. Originally introduced by O’Sullivan
(1986) it was Eilers & Marx (1996) who made the procedure popular under the phrase P-spline smoothing. The book by Ruppert, Wand & Carroll
(2003) demonstrates the flexibility as well as the numerical simplicity of
the approach. An interesting feature of the P-spline idea is thereby, that
P-spline smoothing can be linked to Linear Mixed Models so that both, fitting as well as smoothing parameter selection can be carried out by Mixed
Models technology, see Wand (2003).
Even though nonparametric techniques are well developed and established
in classical regression type models, their use for time dependent data is less
explored. Fan & Yao (2003) summarize a number of nonparametric models
in a time series framework. More recent work is found in Ruppert (2004)
or the edited volume by Akritas & Politis (2003), chapters 8 and 11. A
concise general overview was given in Härdle, Lütkepohl & Chen (1997).
Nonetheless, the field of nonparametric estimation for time series data has
shown distinctly less activity in the last years compared to the ubiquitous
discussion in a classical regression context.
The data structure analyzed in this paper in principle falls into the category of time series. We consider observations yt collected over time t.
However, unlike in a typical time series analysis, our focus is not on conditional mean estimation, that is estimating the mean of yt given the data
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history yt−1 , yt−2 , . . .. We here focus on trend estimation. This means we
assume yt to be a smooth function in time perturbed by some residuals, i.e.
yt = g(t) + εt . The intention is to estimate the function g(t) in a nonparametric way. The major problem one is facing in data collected over time
is that residuals εt might be serially correlated. And even though serial
correlation is not a particular problem for the pure nonparametric fit of
g(t), it is a problem for selecting the smoothing parameter in a data driven
way. If, however, P-spline smoothing is used as smoothing technique and
the link to Mixed Models is employed for smoothing parameter selection,
one achieves a recognizable robustness towards omitted correlation among
εt , see Krivobokova & Kauermann (2005).
We analyze a bivariate macroeconomic data series yt = (yt1 , yt2 ), for example with yt1 as unemployment and yt2 as inflation in a state. From a
statistical point of view we are thereby not particulary interested in the
separate analysis and fitting of trend functions g1 (t) and g2 (t) for yt1 and
yt2 , but in a joint estimation of g(t) = (g1 (t), g2 (t)). The objective is to
visualize g(t) as trajectory over t in the domain of yt1 and yt2 . The loops
formed by such trajectory are of particular macroeconomic interest. We estimate g(t) using P-spline smoothing and work with a penalty constructed
such that wiggled loops are penalized.

2
2.1

Phillips Loop Modelling
Generalized Spline Estimation

Assume we observe data points (y1i , y2i ) in pairs with i as index referring
to time points ti . We assume that the data are noisy observations of a
smooth two dimensional function g from the time domain T in the R2 .
T
We define g(t) = (g1 (t), g2 (t)) where g is smooth in the following sense.
The trajectory g(t) follows loops or circles around some center, and both,
the velocity as well as the radius have no rapid changes. More precisely we
assume that the polar coordinate functions
p
radius: ρ(t) =
g1 (t)2 + g2 (t)2
(1)


g2 (t)
angle: φ(t) = arctan
g1 (t)


+ 1{g1 (t)<0} 1{g2 (t)>0} − 1{g2 (t)<0} π
(2)

are smooth functions in t, where 1{.} is the indicator function. Clearly,
smoothness of ρ(t) refers to smooth changes of the radius while smoothness
of φ(t) means circular smoothness with jumps at −2π. Retransformation al
T
lows to write g(t) as g(t) = ρ(t) cos φ(t) ρ(t) sin φ(t) . We assume now

that yt = (yt1 , yt2 )T are noisy observations of g(t), that is yt = g(t) + ǫt
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T

with ǫt = (ǫt1 , ǫt2 ) as residuals. For simplicity, and to make the machinery of estimation running, we first assume that ǫt are independent over
time, but it seems necessary to allow for correlation between ǫt1 and ǫt2
later on. With normality assumed for ǫ we denote ǫt ∼ N (0, Σǫ ) with Σǫ
as covariance matrix.
Functions ρ(t) and φ(t) are now estimated using a P-spline approach. We
therefore set
ρ(t) = exp (ρ̃(t)) = exp {βρ0 + Bρ (t)bρ }

(3)

where Bρ (t) is a spline basis built over the support of t. The exp{·} link is
used for technical reasons to ensure a positive radius and ρ̃(t) is the linear
combination of the splines. The spline basis is chosen in a rich manner
with knots for spline functions placed every 4-5 observed time points. In
principle, the choice of Bρ (·) is left open and any spline shape could be
used, but for simplicity
we work with truncated polynomials
below. Let


therefore Br (t) = (t − τ0 )+ , (t − τ1 )+ . . . (t − τk )+ be the spline basis
where (t)+ gives the positive part of a linear line, i.e. (t)+ = t if t > 0
and zero otherwise. The knots τ0 < τ1 < ... < τk are placed according to
the quantiles of t with τ0 = min(t). Analogously to the radius we model
changes of the angle φ(t). This is accommodated by setting




(4)
φ(t) = mod φ̃(t) = mod βφ0 + Bφ (t)bφ

 x 
x
where mod(x) = 2π 2π
− 2π
and ⌊x⌋ returns the smallest integer value
of x. Spline basis Bφ (t) in (4) can in principle be chosen differently from
Bρ (t), but to keep the procedure simple we choose Bφ (t) = Bφ (t). Assuming normality for the residuals we achieve the log likelihood
n

l(β, b, Σǫ ) = −

n
1X
T
log|Σǫ | −
(yi − g(ti )) Σ−1
ǫ (yi − g(ti ))
2
2 i=1

(5)

with β = (βρ0 , βφ0 , βφt )T and b = (bTρ , bTφ ). Simple parameter maximization of (5) would provide unsatisfactory estimates since bases Bρ (t)
and Bφ (t) are high dimensional and the corresponding estimates would be
jagged. We therefore pursue a penalized fit instead, by imposing a penalty
on bρ and bφ . This leads to the penalized likelihood
1
1
lP (β, b, Σǫ ; λ) = l(β, b, Σǫ ) − λρ bTρ Dρ bρ − λφ bTφ Dφ bφ
2
2

(6)

with λ = (λρ , λφ ) as penalty parameters and Dρ and Dφ as penalty matrices chosen in accordance to the basis. We reformulate the model by defining
θ = (β, bρ , bφ ) and C(t) = (diag(1, 1), diag(Bρ (t), Bφ (t)) with diag(·) as
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block diagonal matrix. This yields the linear predictor η(t) = C(t)θ. With
∇g(t) = ∂g(t)/∂η we write the first derivative of (6) as
∂lP (θ, λ)
∂θ

=

n
X
i=1

CT (ti )∇g(ti )Σ−1
ǫ (yt − g(ti )) − D(λ)θ = 0, (7)

where D(λ) = diag (0, λρ Dρ , λφ Dφ ). Solving ∂lP (·)/∂θ = 0 provides the
penalized estimate which can be calculated in the ordinary way using a
Newton Raphson procedure (or Fisher scoring).
Accordingly,

 the penalized
Fisher matrix results to I(θ, λ) = −E ∂ 2 lP (θ, λ)/∂θ∂θ T . Moreover, we
can use conventional likelihood theory to derive asymptotic properties for
θ̂, keeping the penalty parameter fixed. This yields the variance
!

−1 
 
−1
ˆ 0)
ρ̃(t
Var ˆ
= C(t0 )I θ̂, λ
I θ̂; λ = 0 I θ̂, λ
CT (t0 ).
(8)
φ̃(t0 )
2.2

Generalized Linear Mixed Models

It has shown to be advantageous, both in terms of numerics and theory,
to link spline smoothing with linear mixed models. For P-spline smoothing
this connection has been demonstrated in Wand (2003). We extend this
idea here by formulating the penalization as an a priori distribution on the
spline coefficients. This is available with the following reformulation:
yt |b ∼ N (g(t), Σǫ )

b ∼ N (0, Σb ) .

(9)

The variance matrix of the spline coefficients results to Σb = diag(D−
ρ /λρ ,
−
−
Dφ /λφ ) where superscript refers to the generalized inverse. Now, penalty
parameter λ = (λρ , λφ ) expresses the a priori variance while spline coefficients are treated as random and will be predicted. The log likelihood
based on the mixed model (9) results to
Z
1
lmm (β, Σǫ , λ) = log
exp{lp (β, b, Σǫ ; λ)}db
(10)
|Σb |1/2
Apparently, due to the non linear link used for the mean structure (10)
does not yield an analytic solution. Instead, a Laplace approximation can
be used leading to


1
lmm (β, Σǫ , λ) ≈ − log|Σb | + lp β, b̂, Σǫ , λ
2


∂ 2 lp β, b̂, Σǫ , λ
1
log
(11)
−
2
∂b∂bT

 1
≈ lp β, b̂, Σǫ , λ − log |I(b, λ)Σb |
(12)
2
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Ignoring the determinant in (12), following the heuristic arguments in Breslow & Clayton (1993), allows for maximization with respect to β̂. The resulting estimate θ̂ = (β̂, b̂) is then the maximizer of the above defined
penalized likelihood lp (θ, λ) and therewith a solution of (7).
The mixed model formulation not only provides (at least approximately) a
penalized fit, it also allows to estimate parameter λ simply by maximizing
the marginal likelihood. This in turn means, we get an estimate for the
amount of penalization required. Inserting β̂ in the Laplace approximation
(12) and assuming for the moment
that

 Σǫ is known, leads to the profile
p
log likelihood lmm (λ) = lmm β̂, Σǫ , λ for λ. For differentiation we use
some approximations to achieve numerical simplicity. First, we ignore in
a backfitting style that estimate b̂ (and β̂) depends on λ. Observing the
p
structure of Σb we then obtain by differentiating lmm
(λ) the approximate
estimating equation
n
o

−1
T
tr
I(b,
λ)
D
ρ + b̂ρ Dρ b̂ρ
1
ρρ
=
(13)
kρ
λ̂ ρ
where kρ is the dimension of spline basis Bρ (·) used for fitting ρ(t) and
subscripts ρρ refer to the submatrix corresponding to coefficients bρ . A
completely analogous equation holds for λφ . It is thereby worth pointing
out that (13) does not show an analytic solution since the right hand side
also depends of λρ through b̂ρ . Equation (13) can however be used in a
backfitting style. This means we estimate β̂ (and b̂) through (7) by keeping
λ fixed. Next, we consider β̂ (and b̂) as fixed and update λ through (13).
Iteration between these two steps mirrors the backfitting idea. We also refer
to Krivobokova & Kauermann (2005) for a justification of this algorithm
as Newton procedure.
2.3

Numerical and Practical Adjustments

Center of the Data: We assume that the trajectory g(t) consists of loops,
which should rotate around some center. The choice of the center is however
essential and it has a direct influence on the fit. It is therefore necessary to
find a suitable or even the best center of the data, based on some optimality
criterion. We experimented by simply setting the center as empirical mean
of the observations. We found however that this can be an awkward choice
if data describe not a full loop but some segments of a loop. In this case, the
empirical mean is clearly different to some loop center. We therefore suggest
to select the center data and model driven. This is done by superimposing
a grid of points covering the range of observations (y1t , y2t ). Let (c1j , c2j )
be a point on this grid, j = 1, . . . , J. We now fit the above model to our
centered data (y1t − c1j , y2t − c2j ) and calculate the Akaike criterion for
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the resulting fit, that is AIC {(c1j , c2j )} = −2l(β̂, b̂, Σ̂ε ) + 2dfj where dfj
is the degrees of freedom chosen for the fit based on center (c1j , c2j ). We
select the center with the minimal Akaike value, which provides a good fit
achieved with the least complexity of the function.
Confidence regions: For each timepoint we obtain confidence intervals for
the fitted functions g1 (t) and g2 (t). We are however more interested in
confidence regions for the fitted two dimensional curves (g1 (t), g2 (t)). These
are achieved using the asymptotic arguments from above and construct a
confidence ellipse at timepoint t through

CI(t) =
z : (z − ĝ(t))T Var(ĝ(t))−1 (z − ĝ(t)) ≤ χ22, 0.95

with χ22, 0.95 as 95% Quantile of a χ2 distribution with 2 degrees of freedom.
Calculating CI(t) for all (observed) values of t provides the confidence
region CR = {CI(t), t ∈ [0, T ]}. One should note that the confidence ellipse
are constructed pointwise and a global confidence level for CR is therefore
not easily available. This is however a standard problem in smoothing.
Moreover, the confidence ellipse and region, respectively, does not mirror
the variability due to the estimation of the smoothing parameter.

3
3.1

Application
Simulation

We investigate the performance of our routine with a small simulation
study. We simulate data on a circle, i.e. yt1 = sin(t2π) + εt1 and yt2 =
cos(t2π) + εt2 , where εt1 , εt2 are independent N (0, 0.252) residuals and t
ranges from 0 to 1 in 200 equidistant steps. The two curves are shown in
the left hand side plot of Figure 1, resulting points are shown in the middle
plot of Figure 1, the true function is shown as thick line. The numbers
on the curve indicate the corresponding value of t. The right hand side
shows the Akaike information for the selection of center points. Apparently,
the best choice is in the middle area of the circle. Choosing such center
(indicated by a cross in the right hand side plot) provides the fit in the
middle plot. Confidence ellipses are shown as faded areas. The true function
is reproduced.
3.2

Phillips Loop

We fit the model to macroeconomic data with y1t as unemployment and y2t
as inflation in the United States with t ranging from 1970 to 2003 quarter
year wise. The modelling of such data is better known as Phillips loop as
an extension to the well known Phillips curve (see Chiarella, Flaschel, Groh
& Semmler, 2000). The left hand side of Figure 2 shows the corresponding
fit of g1 (t) and g2 (t) with the trajectory g(t) shown in the middle plot. A
number of loops are visible for the function in the 70’s and early 80’s. The
next step is to link the fit to economic theory.
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FIGURE 1. Simulated loop. Left hand plot shows original curves plotted against
time. Right hand plot shows AIC function for choosing the center. Middle plot
shows data and fitted curve with confidence regions. The true function is superimposed as thick line.
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Abstract: A combined effect of rainfall and growing degree days (GDDs in heatsum) on E. leucoxylon flowering has been confirmed via a Mixture Transition
Distribution (MTD) analysis of a unique Australian phenological-climate series
(1940-1971). Rainfall is not significant with any other covariates, although it has
a small combined effect with two GDD variants. This study also shows that for
E. leucoxylon, the previously reported negative impacts of increased temperatures (Hudson et al. 2003, 2004, Kang et al. 2004 and Keatley et al. 2002),
dominate the positive effects of increased rainfall, except where heat accumulation is measured in terms of GDD2. MTD models also confirm the lower and
upper thresholds of E. leucoxylon flowering established by Hudson et al. (2003).
Keywords: Mixture Transition Distribution; Phenology; Climate.

1

Introduction

Eucalypts as a genus dominate much of the Australian landscape. However,
studies examining the phenology of this genus in their natural habitat are
still few (Hudson et al. 2004, Keatley et al. 2002, 2004). A recent study
by Keatley et al. (2002) represents one of the first attempts to utilise Australian phenological data, using more than 30 years of monthly flowering
readings to detect responses to climate change. Phenological indicators (e.g.
date of first and last flowering, first arrival of migrating birds) are proving to
be possible proxies of global climate change (Hudson et al. 2004, Root et al.
2003). Long-term (1940-1971) synchrony of four Eucalypts species, including E. leucoxylon was recently quantified mathematically at the tree-level
(Keatley et al. 2004). Hudson et al. (2003) identified upper temperature
thresholds for E. leucoxylon flowering and showed that its flowering is
influenced predominantly by mean temperature, the effect of which is nonlinear. Of late, Keatley et al. (2002) reported that changes in temperature
are likely to translate to changes in flowering commencement time. The
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magnitude of this shift is greater than the average reported in meta analysis studies (Root et al. 2003), but consistent with behaviour exhibited by
several other species in recent studies (Peñuelas et al. 2002). Reproductive
success may also be influenced by shifts in flowering onset (Hudson et al.
2003). Indeed, Keatley and Hudson (1998) showed that there is an optimal
time for a species to flower, depending on bud/fruit volume. The aim of this
paper is to study the multivariate relationship between the probability of
flowering with 4-quartile-states of GDD, rainfall and temperatures (minT,
maxT, meanT) through a MTD analysis (Berchtold 2004, Raftery 1985).

2

Data

The study area was located in Havelock, Vicoria, Australia. The influence of
rainfall was examined in combination with two GDD variants (GDD and
GDD2) and the temperature variants. Whilst this paper focuses on one
species, it is part of a larger study examining 8 Eucalypts species (Keatley
et al. 2002). Monthly flower counts (range 0-5.0, Hudson et al. 2003) for
the study period (1940-1971) were dichotomized into 2 states: 0= zero
intensity, 1=greater than zero intensity. Commencement of flowering was
equated with the 15th of any given month (Keatley 1999). In the study area,
E. leucoxylon flowering peaks in September and has an annual flowering
duration of 9.6 months (Keatley 1999). GDDs were calculated using 18◦ C,
the new upper threshold temperature established by Hudson et al. (2003),
via formulae in Yang et al. (1995). September 1 was nominated as the
date from which GDDs were calculated. Data from September and March,
testing for up to a 36 months lag, were studied. 4-level state covariates
were created via quartiles: rainfall (0, 20.03, 40.45, 64.06 mm); GDD (0,
406, 1271, 1649 heatsum); GDD2 (0, 189, 804, 1071); minT (0, 4.66, 7.65,
11.07 ◦ C); maxT (0, 14.92, 20.33, 25.94 ◦ C) and meanT (0, 9.9, 13.84, 18.46
◦
C). The GDD’s heatsum unit infers an accumulated heat connotation.

3
3.1

Model Formulation
The MTD model without covariates

The MTD analysis was carried out using MARCH v.2.10 software (Berchtold 2004). A MTD model is used to approximate high-order Markov chains
(MCs) and considers the effect of each lag independently to the present:
instead of examining the effect of combination of lags (Berchtold 2004).
The MTD model was introduced by Raftery (1985) for modeling timehomogeneous high-order MCs and proved to be a useful tool for the analysis of different types of time series. Consider Yt , a random variable taking
values in the finite set N = 1, ..., k, in a f th order Markov chain. The probability of Yt = i0 , i ∈ N , depends on the combination of values taken in
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the past. MC can then be modeled by the following:
P (Yt = i0 |Yt−f = if , ..., Yt−1 = i1 ) =

f
X

λg q(ig , i0 ),

g=1

where q(ig , i0 ) are the probabilities of the transition matrix, Q, and λg is
Pf
the weight parameter associated with lag g, g=1 λg = 1. This model has
less independent parameters than high-order Markov chain models, in that
each additional lag adds only one additional parameter to the equation.
3.2

The MTD model with covariates

An MTD model with covariates is one which includes a set of e categorical
covariates as denoted by, C1 , ..., Ce . Each covariate j (1 ≤ j ≤ e) takes a
finite number of modalities kj . The relation between the jth covariate and
Yt is summarised in a transition matrix Dj of size (kj ∗ k). Each row of Dj
is the probability distribution of observing the k possible values taken by Yt
as a function of kj possible values taken by the covariate. The probabilities
associated with a order f MTD model, and a set of e categorical covariates,
C1 , ..., Ce , can then be modeled by
P (Yt = i0 |Yt−f = if , ..., Yt−1 = i1 , C1 = c1 , ..., Ce = ce )
=

f
X

λg q(ig , i0 ) +

g=1

e
X

λg+h dh (jh , i0 ),

h=1

where the q(ig , i0 ) are probabilities of the transition matrix within Yt ,
dh (jh , i0 ) is the transition probability between covariate h and Yt , and
where
e
X
λg+h dh (jh , i0 ) = 1.
h=1

The log likelihood of the model is:
log(L) =

k
X

ni0 ,...,if ,c1 ,...,ce log

i0 ,...,if =1

f
X
g=1

λg q(ig , i0 ) +

e
X

λg+h dh (jh , i0 ) ,

h=1

where ni0 ,...,if ,c1 ,...,ce is the number of sequences of the form
Yt−f = if , ..., Yt = it , C1 = c1 , ..., Ce = ce
in the data.

!
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Results

The proportion of each MTD mixture lag-order and the estimated covariate effects are shown in Table 1 for the long term model (6 monthly data
set). Table 1 shows that rainfall in combination with one of either GDD
or GDD2 is more “effective” than in combination with any of the temperature variants. Rainfall combined with MinT or MeanT, share mixing
TABLE 1. The proportion of mixture lag and covariate components (λ’s).

Models
MinT+Rain
Rain covar
MinT covar
MaxT+Rain
Rain covar
MaxT covar
MeanT+Rain
Rain covar
MeanT covar
Rain+GDD
Rain covar
GDD covar
Rain+GDD2
Rain covar
GDD2 covar

Orders
1
0.0820
0.0228
0.7424∗
0.0000
0.0194
0.5979∗
0.0700
0.0962
0.6809∗
0.0000
0.1819
0.6690∗
0.0149
0.1705
0.6482∗

2
0.0440

3
0.1080

4
0.0000

5
0.0000

6
0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.2040∗

0.0610∗

0.1180∗

0.0700

0.1400

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.1490

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.1664

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

proportions of lag 6-18 months, while MTD models with rainfall and a
GDD variant, have 18 month lag in common. A 6 month lag (order 1) is
common to all models except those with GDD. Our results are consistent
with those obtained using singular spectrum analysis (Hudson et al. 2004)
and wavelet methods (Kang et al. 2004) which both show a 6-7 month
lag between rainfall and flowering peaks and between temperature troughs
and flowering peaks. However, only the MTD model “MaxT +Rain” has
significant 24-36 month lags (order 4-6). The fitted probability of flowering
under the order 6 model with 6 monthly data vs the 4 quartile levels of
both the GDD and GDD2 (accounting for rainfall, denoted by given rain)
are shown in Table 2. Flowering is (almost) certain for GDD<Q2 =406
and GDD2<Q2 =189, whether rainfall is accounted for or not. Negative
effect of increased GDD and GDD2 are similar for GDD≤Q3 =1271 and
GDD2≤Q3 =804, when rain is ignored. Flowering stops for GDD>Q3 =1271,
when rain is included. This is contrary to the effect of the increased GDD2
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TABLE 2. The fitted flowering probabilities vs GDD quartile states.

Models
GDD
GDD+Rain
GDD2
GDD2+Rain

GDD
Rain
GDD2
Rain

Q1
0.94
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.98
0.01

Q2
0.23
0.44
0.50
0.37
0.31
0.39

Q3
0.04
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.72
0.00

Q4
0.26
0.00
1.00
0.04
0.84
0.50

(given rain), where flowering increases for GDD2>Q3 =804 as indicated by
flowering probabilities of 0.72 and 0.84 for the third and fourth quartile
states in the “GDD2+Rain” model (Table 2). To calculate the probability
of flowering at different rain and GDD levels, on the basis of whether or
not flowering occurred 18 months ago, the mixing probabilities in Table 1
and three transition probabilities from different GDD and rainfall levels
to flowering state (Table 2), and transition probabilities from past flowering state to current flowering state were used. The transition probabilities
from past flowering state to current flowering state are 0.8021 and 0.3083
where 0.8021 is the probability of flowering when flowering did not occur 18
months previously and 0.3083 is the probability of flowering when flowering
did occur 18 months previously. For example, when flowering did not occur
18 months ago, the probability of flowering with less than 20.03 mm (=Q1 )
of rainfall and less than 406 (=Q1 ) heatsum (GDD) at current month can
be calculated as:
P (Yt = 1|Yt−1 = 0, ..., Yt−6 = 0, R = Q1 , G = Q1 )
= 0.1490 ∗ 0.8021 + 0.1819 ∗ 0 + 0.669 ∗ 1 = 0.7887.
The probabilities of flowering at different rainfall and GDD levels when
based on whether or not flowering occurred 18 months ago are shown in
Table 3. The probabilities of flowering decreases with increasing GDD and
with decreasing rain (Figure 1, top). The probability of flowering was higher
when flowering did not occur than when flowering did occur 18 months
previously. But for the model with the GDD2 combined with rainfall, the
probabilities of flowering is lowest when the GDD2=Q3 =804 but increased
noticeably in the subsequent two GDD2 quartiles (Figure 1, middle left).
The mixing probability of flowering 6 months ago was very low (0.0149),
hence the probabilities of flowering during the current month is very similar regardless of whether there was flowering or not 6 months ago. The
probabilities of flowering is marginally higher when there was no flowering
18 months ago than when there was flowering 18 months ago (Figure 1,
middle right) as found for the model with GDD combined with rain. The
probabilities of flowering from the short term models are different from the
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TABLE 3. Flowering probabilities at different levels of rain and GDD: for no
flowering or flowering 18 month prior.

Flowering
(18 months ago)
No

Yes

Rain
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

GDD
Q1
0.7887
0.8796
0.9706
0.9706
0.7150
0.8059
0.8969
0.8969

Q2
0.4130
0.5039
0.5949
0.5949
0.3393
0.4302
0.5212
0.5212

Q3
0.1197
0.2106
0.3016
0.3016
0.0460
0.1369
0.2279
0.2279

Q4
0.1197
0.2106
0.3016
0.3016
0.0460
0.1369
0.2279
0.2279

long term models (Figure 1, bottom). The probability of flowering is higher
when flowering occurred one month ago than when flowering did not. These
probabilities of flowering decreased with the increasing minT and meanT
and correspondingly increased with decreasing maxT. The probabilities of
flowering are higher with either extreme (low or high) GDD quartiles and
they increase with increasing GDD2 unlike the long term “GDD+Rain”
and “GDD2+Rain” models. A fit of the data with an order 1 MTD model
was also considered as part of this analysis. This showed that the probability of flowering decreases with increasing minT, maxT, and meanT. It also
shows that the probabilities of flowering is lowest for the 25th quartiles of
GDD2 and GDD. This result is similar to the long term “GDD2+Rain”
model, but different to the long term “GDD+Rain” model.

5

Conclusions

This study has found a small but phenologically important combined effect of rainfall and a highly significant effect of the GDDs on E. leucoxylon
flowering. However, with the short term model, the combined effect of rainfall and mean diurnal temperature was greater than the combined effect
of rainfall and GDDs. Transition probabilities (given GDD) confirm that
increased flowering occurs with increasing rainfall; no flowering for little
rainfall and with certain flowering for above average rainfall. The transition probabilities at given GDD2 values differ, with flowering ceasing when
above average rainfall occurs. Without accounting for rainfall, the negative
impact of increasing GDDs on flowering is similar for GDD and GDD2 below the upper quartiles. However, when rainfall is included, flowering ceases
for increased GDD>1271 (=Q4 ), but there is an opposite effect with the increasing GDD2, when flowering increases for GDD2>804 (=Q3 ). Note that
GDD2 involves an upper threshold temperature, whereas GDD does not.
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FIGURE 1. P(flowering) with various GDD and rainfall (top) and GDD2 and
rainfall (middle) when there was no flowering 18 months ago. P(flowering) with
various GDD and rainfall (bottom left) and GDD2 and rainfall (bottom right)
from a short term model.

We hypothesize that the negative impact of increased GDD2 is counterbalanced by the positive effects of increased rainfall, which may stimulate
flowering even at the higher GDD2 values.
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Abstract: This study presents an application of fuzzy models for clustering
gene expression data. We evaluate effect of fuzziness according to normalization
methods of data. The results show that clustering results depend on parameter
of fuzziness and normalization methods.
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1

Introduction

DNA microarray allows measurements of the expression levels of thousands
of mRNA to be made simultaneously in shot time. For the large amount of
data clustering is important part for finding groups of genes with similar
function evince similar expression patterns of co-regulation. Clustering can
be broadly classified into hierarchical and partitional methods. Hierarchical clustering produces dendrograms, in which each branch forms a group
of genes. One major shortcoming of this model is that they can not find
co-expressed genes (Belacel et al., 2002). Partitional clustering attempts to
directly decompose the data set into a set of disjoint clusters. Among these
models, the representative PAM and K-means (Tavazoie et al. 1999) assign
a gene to a single cluster. However, this type of model does not provide
information about the influence of a given gene for the overall structure.
In other words, certain input patterns do not completely belong to a single cluster, but partly belong to the other clusters too. This limits the
flexibility of the crisp clustering models to real life problems such as gene
expression data (Belacel et al., 2002). In order to reduce this limitation,
fuzzy clustering models have been applied.
The main advantage of fuzzy model to the application of gene expression
data analysis is essentially to explain the noise data. Here, it is very important to choose the proper parameters of fuzziness m when implementing
fuzzy models. The m is commonly used to 2, but the 2 is not an appropriate
fuzziness parameter for gene expression data (Dembele and Kastner, 2003).
All the more, the selection of m depends on used data sets, and the results
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of clustering are different to m. To compare the effect of m according to
different data sets, we consider various data normalization methods. In this
study we show that fuzzy models of gene expression data, combined with
normalization method, offer convenient ways of defining subsets of genes
which are more tightly associated to a given cluster.

2
2.1

Fuzzy clustering models
Fuzzy c-means model

Fuzzy c-means (FCM) model can be represented as following:
minimize Jf cm (W, V ) =

n X
c
X

i=1 k=1

(wik )m || xi − vk ||2 ,

where Jf cm (W, V ) represents the objective function defining the quality of
the result. m is the degree of fuzziness in the clustering. The membership
degrees
wik are defined such that 0 ≤ wik ≤ 1, and the constraint of
Pc
k=1 wik = 1 for i = 1, · · · , n. V = (vk ) is the cluster center. FCM always
converges, however, FCM searches only for the clustering solution closet to
the starting center.
2.2

Possibilistic c-means model

The Possibilistic c-means (PCM) model was proposed to relax constraint
condition of FCM model by Krishnapuran and Keller (1993).
minimize Jpcm (T, V ) =

c X
n
X

k=1 i=1

(tik )m || xi − vk ||2 +

c
X

k=1

ηk

n
X
i=1

(1 − tik )m ,

where tik represents the degree of the possibilistic typicality for a data point
i to the cluster k, and ηk is the penalty parameter. PCM model benefits to
deal with noisy data, but this model is very sensitive to good initialization.
2.3

Fuzzy-possibilistic c-means model

The constraint of the memberships makes it difficulties to interpret membership as the typicality of data point in the cluster. When estimating the
cluster centers, however, typicality is an important means for lessening the
undesirable effects of outliers. Thus membership and typicality are all important for interpretation of data substructure. Fuzzy-possibilistic c-means
(FPCM) model (Pal et al., 1997) adops the following objective function.
minimize Jf pcm (W, T, V ) =

c X
n
X
k=1 i=1

m
(wik
+ tηik ) || xi − vk ||2 .
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Running the fuzzy models
Data sets and Normalization

Three data sets used to conduct our experiments are serum data, yeast
data (Dembele and Kastner, 2002) and sporulation data (Datta and Datta,
2003). We have used three normalization methods, i.e., global mean, median
and lowess normalization, to identify effect of normalizations in application
of fuzzy models from each data set.
3.2

The number K of clusters

We have used the silhouette index (Kaufman and Rousseeuw,1990) to have
an estimation of the number of clusters. The silhouette width is defined as
follows; s(i) = [b(i) − a(i)]/[max{a(i), b(i)}], a(i) is the average distance
between the ith gene and all of the genes clustered in jth cluster, and b(i)
is the smallest average distance between the ith genePand all of the genes
N
clustered in l cluster. For a given cluster, ave silj = i=1 s(i)/Nj . Where
Nj is the number of genes in jth cluster. Thus the number of clusters that
maximize ave sil is taken as the optimal number of clusters.
3.3

Validation for the quality of the clusters

The VM measure (Datta and Datta, 2003) computes the average proportion of genes that are not put in the same cluster by the clustering
method under consideration on the basis of the entire data and the data
obtained by deleting the
levels
 expression
 at one time point at a time.
g,i T
g,0
P
P
n
C
C
(
)
N
t
V M = N1t g=1 i=1 1 −
, where we let C g,i identify the
n(C g,0 )

cluster containing gene g in the clustering based on the data set when time
ti observations are deleted, and let C g,0 denote the original cluster containing gene g when the entire data set is used in analysis. A good model is
expected to yield a small value of the measure.

4

Results and Conclusion

Our goal is to compare the clustering results of three fuzzy models under
normalization considerations. At first, we normalized three data sets by different normalization methods. For each of normalized data set we compute
parameter of fuzziness, and then the number of clusters was selected by
each clustering method from all data sets respectively. The m value differs
markedly from one normalized data set to another in same data set. Thus,
for any application of fuzzy models in gene expression data analysis for
different samples the m value has to be determined independently. When
representing the highest and second highest membership values for each
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gene by scatter plot, the distribution of the membership values varies to
normalization method in a data set. Overall, the FCM models have been
shown to give accurate results for data sets, and the lowess normalization
is the best method in same model.
One of the most important advantages of fuzzy models is that genes can
belong to more than one group revealing distinct aspects of their functionality and regulation. Fuzzy clustering model is a convenient method to find
genes exhibiting tight association to given cluster, which will give information in determining cellular pathways that are largely independent on
the particular condition of cell type. We expect that fuzzy model might be
a useful tool to dissect the various regulatory pathways that control the
expression pattern of a given when dealing with highly complex data sets
such as gene expression data.
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Abstract: A Bayesian accelerated failure time (AFT) model for bivariate doublyinterval-censored data is proposed. The error distribution of the AFT model is
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Markov random field prior is used for (transformed) mixture weights. The method
is applied to the analysis of a dental data set.
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1

Introduction

In standard survival methods it is assumed that the time to the event is
either exactly known or right-censored. However, in some areas of medical
research (dentistry, HIV studies), the occurrence of the failure can only
be recorded at regular intervals (visits to the physician, dentist) which
gives rise to interval-censored data. Moreover, often not only the failure
time but also the onset time is recorded in an interval-censored manner
resulting in doubly-interval-censored data. A typical example is the time to
caries development on a tooth equal to the time from tooth emergence to
caries experience. When several teeth are examined jointly, there is an extra
complication because teeth in the same mouth are clustered within a child
and cannot be assumed to be independent.
In this paper, we propose a Bayesian method for estimating the effect of covariates on bivariate survival times that may be doubly-interval-censored.
Further, our method aims to avoid strong parametric assumptions concerning the baseline survival time. To model the effect of covariates we use an
accelerated failure time (AFT) model. A flexible bivariate error distribution
of the AFT model is used to accomodate bivariate data.
The following notation will be used throughout the paper. Let 2 N observational units be divided into N clusters, each of size 2. Let Ui,l and Vi,l ,
i = 1, . . . , N, l = 1, 2 denote the chronological onset and failure times,
respectively and Ti,l = Vi,l − Ui,l the time-to-event. Let zi,l be a vector
of covariates which can possibly influence the onset time Ui,l of the(i, l)th
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unit and let xi,l be a covariate vector having possibly an impact on the
time-to-event Ti,l .
Instead of observing the true onset time Ui,l we only know that Ui,l occurred
U
L
U
within an interval of time (uL
i,l , ui,l ], where ui,l ≤ Ui,l ≤ ui,l . Similarly, the
L
U
L
failure time Vi,l is only known to lie in an interval (vi,l , vi,l
], with vi,l
≤
U
Vi,l ≤ vi,l , i = 1, . . . , N, l = 1, 2. Note that exactly observed, right- and leftcensored data are special cases of interval-censored data. It is assumed that
the observed intervals result from an independent noninformative censoring
process (e.g. pre-scheduled visits). Further, we assume that the time-toevent Ti,l is independent on the onset time Ui,l for all i and l.

2

Data and Research Question

The Signal Tandmobiel study is a longitudinal prospective (1996–2001)
oral health screening project performed in Flanders, Belgium. The children
(2 315 boys and 2 153 girls) born in 1989 were examined on a yearly basis
by one of 16 trained dentist-examiners. Additional data on oral hygiene and
dietary habits were obtained through structured questionnaires, completed
by the parents. The details of the study design and research methods can
be found in Vanobbergen et al. (2000).
The primary interest of the present analysis is to address the influence
of sound versus affected (decayed/filled/extracted due to caries) deciduous
right second molars (teeth 55 and 85, respectively in European dental notation) on the caries susceptibility of the adjacent right permanent first
molars (teeth 16, and 46, respectively) and to check whether this influence is the same for the upper and lower tooth, respectively. The impact
of gender (boy/girl ), presence of sealants on the permanent first molar
(none/present ), occlusal plaque accumulation on the permanent first molar (none/in pits and fissures/on total surface), and reported oral hygiene
habits – frequency of brushing (not daily/daily) was also considered. The
values of all these covariates were obtained at the first (baseline) examination.
For the ith child (which represents a cluster here) and the lth right permanent first molar (l = 1, 2), the onset time, Ui,l , is given by the age (in years)
when the particular tooth emerged. The failure time, Vi,l , is then given by
the age when the particular permanent first molar was attacked by caries
for the first time. The time-to-event Ti,l , time from tooth emergence to
the time of the first caries (in years), is doubly-interval-censored: both the
exact time of tooth emergence and the onset of caries experience are only
known to lie in an interval of about 1 year.
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Model

We allow both the true onset time Ui,l and the true time-to-event Ti,l ,
i = 1, . . . , N , l = 1, 2 to depend on covariates as follows:
log(Ui,l ) =
log(Vi,l − Ui,l ) = log(Ti,l ) =

δ ′ zi,l + ζi,l ,
β ′ xi,l + εi,l ,

(1)
(2)

where δ and β are unknown regression parameter vectors, ζi = (ζi,1 , ζi,2 )′ ,
i = 1, . . . , N are i.i.d. random vectors with bivariate density gζ (ζ1 , ζ2 ) and
similarly, εi = (εi,l , εi,l )′ , i = 1, . . . , N i.i.d. random vectors with bivariate
density gε (ε1 , ε2 ). All dependencies arising from the clustering are thus
captured by the bivariate distributions of the error terms.
3.1

Flexible distributional assumptions

To finalize the specification of the measurement model for doubly-intervalcensored data we have to specify bivariate densities gζ and gε of the random
errors in the AFT model. Our model is an extension of the approaches of
Ghidey et al. (2004) and Komárek et al. (2005).
A generic bivariate density g(y1 , y2 ) of a bivariate random vector Y =
(Y1 , Y2 )′ is modelled as a location-and-scale transformed weighted sum of
bivariate normal densities with zero correlation over a fixed fine grid of centered knots µ(j1 ,j2 ) = (µ1,j1 , µ2,j2 )′ , j1 = −K1 , . . . , K1 , j2 = −K2 , . . . , K2 .
Means of the bivariate normal components are equal to the knots and their
covariance matrices are all equal but fixed to diag(σ12 , σ22 ). I.e.
Y
Y

∗

= α + diag(τ1 , τ2 ) Y∗ ,
∼

K1
X

K2
X

j1 =−K1 j2 =−K2


wj1 j2 N2 µ(j1 ,j2 ) , diag(σ12 , σ22 )

(3)

where the intercept term α = (α1 , α2 )′ and the scale parameters vector
τ = (τ1 , τ2 )′ have to be estimated as well as the matrix W = (wj1 ,j2 ), j1 =
−K1 , . . . , K
2 = −K2 , . . . , K2 of weights that satisfy wj1 ,j2 > 0 for all
P1 , jP
j1 , j2 and j1 j2 wj1 ,j2 = 1. Note that although the mixture components
have all zero correlation the covariance matrix of the resulting mixture is,
except for a special combination of weights, not diagonal. Additionally, each
element of W is expressed as a function of the elements of the matrix A =
(aj1 ,j2 ), j1 = −K1 , . . . , K1 , j2 = −K2 , . . . , K2 as follows
exp(aj1 ,j2 )
,
PK2
k1 =−K1
k2 =−K2 exp(ak1 ,k2 )

wj1 ,j2 = PK1

which allows for unconstrained estimation.

(4)
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The choice of the grid points µ(j1 ,j2 ) and the basis standard deviations
σ = (σ1 , σ2 )′ can be made independent of the location and the range
of the true distribution of Y. The choice suitable for the standardized
distribution can be used because of the location-and-scale transformation
in the formula (3). In our applications, the same grid of equidistant knots
of length 31 (K1 = K2 = 15) defined on an interval [−4.5, 4.5] in both
dimensions is used with the basis standard deviation σl = 2/3 (µl,j −µl,j−1 ),
l = 1, 2; see Komárek et al. (2005) for a motivation.

4

Prior distributions

We assume a hierarchical structure given by a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
with the usual convention that square boxes represent fixed or observed
quantities, circles the unknowns, solid arrows stochastic dependencies and
dashed arrows deterministic dependencies. The joint prior distribution of
the whole model is then determined by the product of the conditional
distributions of each node given its parents. The DAG for our model is
given on the left part of Figure 1. The node Gε refers to the set {σ ε , µε , αε ,
τ ε , Wε , Aε , λε } which contains the parameters of formulas (3) and (4)
and a smoothing parameter vector λε which will be further discussed in
Section 4.2. The set Gζ is defined in an analogous manner. The sub-DAGs
for these two nodes are generically drawn on the right part of Figure 1.
The DAG conditional distributions for the time variables are determined
by the AFT expressions (1) and (2). The prior distributions of the regression parameters, β and δ, are taken to be products of independent highly
dispersed normal distributions. Remaining DAG conditional distributions
are discussed in the following two sections.
4.1

DAG conditional distributions for nodes εi,l , ζi,l

Let yi = (yi,1 , yi,2 )′ be a generic symbol for either (εi,1 , εi,2 )′ or (ζi,1 , ζi,2 )′
and G a generic symbol for either Gε or Gζ .
To specify the generic DAG conditional distribution of yi we introduce,
in the mood of data augmentation of Tanner and Wong (1987), latent
allocation vectors ri = (ri,1 , ri,2 )′ , i = 1, . . . , N each of them taking values from {−K1 , . . . , K1 } × {−K2 , . . . , K2 } to simplify the calculation (in
our case to improve the MCMC procedure) of the joint posterior distribution which, after integrating these vectors out, remains unchanged. The
DAG conditional distribution p(yi | G, ri ) equals p(yi | σ, µ, α, τ, ri ) and
is simply equal to a bivariate normal distribution with mean equal to
(α1 + τ1 µ1,ri,1 , α2 + τ2 µ2,ri,2 )′ and a diagonal covariance matrix with
2
2
τ1 σ1 and τ2 σ2 on a diagonal. On top of that, p(ri | G) = p(ri | W)
is given by Prob ri = (j1 , j2 ) W = wj1 ,j2 , j1 = −K1 , . . . , K1 , j2 =
−K2 , . . . , K2 .
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FIGURE 1. DAG for the proposed model.

When the latent allocation vectors are integrated out, the conditional distribution p(yi | G) equals to p(yi | σ, µ, α, τ, W) which is now a normal
mixture given by the formulas (3) and (4).
4.2

Prior distribution for G

The prior distribution of a generic node G whose structure is given on the
right part of Figure 1 equals p(G) ∝ p(A | λ) p(λ) p(α) p(τ ).
Although the grid lengths (2 K1 + 1) and (2 K2 + 1) used are of moderate
sizes they result in a high number of unknown A parameters in the bivariate
case (in our application, 31 × 31 − 1 = 960 parameters for both the emergence and caries part of the model). To avoid both identifiability problems
and any overfitting of the data an informative prior distribution p(A | λ)
has to be used. Since the mixture weights correspond to spatially located
normal components, a Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) prior (see,
e.g., Besag et al., 1995) common in spatial statistics can be exploited here.
Let a denote the matrix A stacked into a vector. We use the following
GMRF:
X

2 n
2 o
λl X X m
p(A | λ) ∝ exp
−
∆l aj1 ,j2
2 j j
l=1
1
2
n 1
 o
= exp − a′ λ1 D′1 D1 + λ2 D′2 D2 a
(5)
2
where λ = (λ1 , λ2 )′ is a hyperparameter that controls the smoothness, ∆m
l ,
l = 1, 2 denotes a difference operator of order m for the lth dimension,

τ
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e.g. ∆31 aj1 ,j2 = aj1 ,j2 − 3 aj1 ,j2 −1 + 3 aj1 ,j2 −2 − aj1 ,j2 −3 and D1 and D2
corresponding difference operator matrices for each dimension. This prior
distribution corresponds to a local polynomial smoothing of degree m −
1 in each row and each column of the matrix A and is concentrated in
areas where spatially close coefficients of the matrix A do not substantially
differ. Consequently, such prior distributions favour smooth estimates of the
estimated densities (gε or gζ ). Due to the correspondence of the prior (5)
with the penalty term in the penalized maximum likelihood approach we
will call the mixture model (3) with such prior for transformed weights
penalized Gaussian mixture.
The components of λ can be interpreted as the prior precisions of the transformed weights a. For our full Bayesian inference, the unknown smoothing parameter vector λ is also considered as random and estimated simultaneously with all the remaining parameters of the model. Therefore,
a hyperprior is assigned to it in a further stage of the hierarchy by the
product of independent highly dispersed (but proper) Gamma priors (e.g.
Q2
p(λ) = p(λ1 , λ2 ) = l=1 Gamma(1, 0.005)).
Finally, the prior distribution p(α) of the intercept terms αk , k = 1, 2 is
the product of two independent highly dispersed normal distributions. As
prior for precisions τk−2 , k = 1, 2 we take two independent highly dispersed
Gamma distributions or alternatively two independent uniform distributions on τ1 and τ2 which are sometimes preferred for hierarchical models.

5

Posterior Inference

The posterior inference is based on the sample from the posterior distribution obtained using the MCMC methodology. For all model parameters
we derived full conditional distributions and use the Gibbs algorithm to
perform one iteration of the MCMC. Software in the form of R package
can be obtained from the first author.

6

Results for the Signal Tandmobiel data

For the emergence part of the model, expression (1), we used only gender
and its interaction with the tooth indicator upper/lower to create a covariate vector z. For the caries part of the model, expression (2), we used all
factors mentioned in Section 2 and their interaction with the tooth indicator to define the covariate vector x. This allows to test a possibly different
effect of the regressors on caries experience for the upper and lower tooth,
respectively. Results for the caries part of the model and the tooth 16 (upper jaw) are shown in Table1. The results for tooth 46 (lower jaw) were all
non-significantly different from these of tooth 16.
No significant difference was found between boys and girls. However, daily
brushing increases the time to caries more than exp(0.23) = 1.26 times.
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FIGURE 2. Signal Tandmobiel Data. Estimate of a bivariate error density
g(ε1 , ε2 ) for the caries part of the model.

Also the presence of sealants protects the teeth significantly from caries.
On the other hand, the presence of occlusal plaque or not sound status of
the adjacent primary second molar decreases significantly the time to caries.
As an illustration of the smoothing nature of our apporach, Figure 2 shows
an estimate of the bivariate error density g(ε1 , ε2 ) of the caries part of the
model.
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TABLE 1. Signal Tandmobiel Data. Results for the caries part of the model:
Bayesian p-value, posterior mean and simultaneous 95% credible region for each
factor variable.

Covariate
Gender
Female
Brushing
Daily
Occlusal plaque
In pits and fissures
On total surface
Pit and fissure sealing
Present
Status second prim. molar
Decayed
Filled
Extracted

p-value
0.480

Tooth 16
Estimate 95% CR
−0.034

(−0.139, 0.073)

0.003
0.230

(0.086, 0.386)

0.014
−0.183
−0.394

(−0.333, −0.031)
(−0.819, −0.015)

0.019
0.157

(0.028, 0.283)

<0.001
−0.451
−0.628
−0.496

(−0.704, −0.224)
(−0.844, −0.414)
(−1.377, 0.138)
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Abstract
A popular measure of association for bivariate survival data is Kendall’s
tau. In the absence of censoring, Kendall’s tau (τ ) is based on scores assigned to each pair of bivariate observations, say (X1 , Y1 ), (X2 , Y2 ) that
measure the concordance between the two observations. More specifically,
(X1 , Y1 ) and (X2 , Y2 ) are said to be concordant if X1 > X2 and Y1 > Y2 or
if X1 < X2 and Y1 < Y2 and they are discordant if X1 > X2 and Y1 < Y2 or
if X1 < X2 and Y1 > Y2 . Concordant pairs are assigned a score of 1, discordant pairs are assigned a score of −1, and pairs in which there is equality
among either variable are assigned a score of 0. Kendall’s tau is calculated
as the average of these scores over all pairs of observations and in this way
it estimates the difference between the probability of concordance and the
probability of discordance. In the presence of censoring, things are more
complicated. Oakes (1982) proposed to estimate Kendall’s tau for bivariate
right censored data by assigning zero to pairs of observations that cannot
be compared. Building on the approach of Oakes, Betensky and Finkelstein
(1999) suggested to calculate Kendall’s tau in the presence of interval censoring using a multiple imputation strategy. However, this method is quite
computer intensive for moderate to large data sets.
Here we suggest an approach that is flexible as well as computationally
less demanding. First we approximate the bivariate density of the log of
the event times by a smoothing technique. The smoothing technique is an
extension of the approach used by Ghidey et al. (2004) for smoothing the
random effects distribution in a linear mixed model and by Komárek et al.
(2003) for smoothing the distribution of the error term in an accelerated
failure time model. More specifically the smooth density is a mixture of
Gaussian densities fixed on a bivariate grid with weights cij determined by
a penalized likelihood approach. A detailed description of the smoothing
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method can be found in Bogaerts and Lesaffre (2003). Following the work
of Eilers and Marx (1996) a penalty term is used to smooth our approximation to the
Ptrue density f . In order to transform our problem from a
constrained ( ij cij = 1 and cij > 0 ∀i, j) to an unconstrained problem
X
eaij , with, say a11 = 0 ensuring
we introduce aij ’s defined as cij = eaij /
i,j

identifiability. The following two penalty terms are examined:
p1 =

p2 = −

λ1 X k
λ2 X k
(∇i aij )2 +
(∇j aij )2
2 i,j
2 i,j

2
λ X X
ai,j − ai,j−1 − ai−1,j + ai−1,j−1
2 i j

(1)

(2)

where the λ′ s (> 0) are “smoothing” parameters and ∇k is the k th order
difference operator. Penalty p1 is a conditional penalty and p2 a true bivariate penalty. The parameters λ are assumed to be given, they determine
the smoothness of the density, i.e. the larger the smoother the density will
be. The optimum λ′ s correspond to a minimum Akaike’s Information Criterium (AIC).
In the second step, the estimated smoothed bivariate cumulative distributionR function Fb of the log event times is plugged into the expression
τ = 4 F dF − 1 , which is the population’s version of Kendall’s tau. This
leads to the following expression for the estimate of τ :
τb =

4·

k1 X
k2 X
k1 X
k2
X
i=1 j=1 k=1 l=1

b
cij b
ckl Φ(

µ1,i − µ1,k
µ2,j − µ2,l
√
)Φ( √
)−1
2σ1
2σ2

where b
cij and b
ckl are the estimated coefficients and Φ denotes the univariate cumulative standard normal distribution. Clearly, given the coefficients
b
cij , the calculation of τb is readily done.
Based on the variance-covariance matrix of b
a and using the delta method,
one can easily derive the variance and also a (95%) confidence interval for τb.
Further, with τb1 and τb2 estimated from two independent groups of subjects
a two-sample Z-test can be derived to test H0 : τ1 = τ2 . A SAS (version
8.2) macro has been written to estimate τb for interval censored data.
For the simulation study, independent failure times were simulated from a
bivariate log-normal distribution (scenario 1, τ = 0) and from a bivariate
log-t-distribution with 3 degrees of freedom (scenario 2, τ = 0). In addition, failure times were simulated from 5 different scenario’s (scenario 3 to
7) with a τ ranging from 0.26 to 0.54.
Two different independent censoring schemes were applied to the (uncensored) data: 1) about 10% left, 70% interval and 20% right censoring and
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scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

τ
0
0
0.41
0.63
0.49
0.54
0.26

N=100
mean
s.e.
-0.004 0.0027
0.000 0.0031
0.004 0.0023
0.002 0.0014
0.015 0.0027
-0.012 0.0017
0.002 0.0023
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N=500
mean
s.e.
0.000 0.0012
0.000 0.0013
0.004 0.0010
0.006 0.0006
0.013 0.0013
-0.005 0.0007
0.002 0.0010

TABLE 1. Simulation study: Mean difference with standard error (s.e.) between
Kendall’s tau calculated using our method and the true Kendall’s tau from the
distribution from which data was simulated for a censoring scheme of 10 % left,
70% interval and 20% right censoring and penalty (1).

scenario
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

τ
0
0
0.41
0.63
0.49
0.54
0.26

N=100
mean
s.e.
-0.004 0.0027
-0.000 0.0032
-0.003 0.0022
-0.005 0.0014
-0.023 0.0019
-0.016 0.0018
0.003 0.0028

N=500
mean
s.e.
-0.000 0.0012
-0.000 0.0014
0.003 0.0009
-0.001 0.0006
-0.012 0.0009
-0.006 0.0008
0.001 0.0013

TABLE 2. Simulation study: Mean difference with standard error (s.e.) between
Kendall’s tau calculated using our method and the true Kendall’s tau from the
distribution from which data was simulated for a censoring scheme of 10 % left,
50% interval and 40% right censoring and penalty (1).

2) about 10% left, 50% interval and 40% right censoring. This was done by
generating 6 visit times and a drop out process (both independently of the
failure times).
The sample sizes 100 and 500 and a gridsize of 20 × 20 was examined. For
each setting 1000 simulations were performed. Both smoothing parameters were assumed to be equal to each other. A grid search with 10 values
ranging from 0.001 to 500 was performed in order to choose the smoothing
parameters. Third order differences were used in the penalty. The variances
were set to the square of 2/3 of the gridsize.
Tables 1 and 2 show the results mean difference with standard error between Kendall’s tau calculated using our method and the true Kendall’s
tau from the distribution from which data was simulated using penalty (1)
and for both censoring schemes respectively. Both tables suggest on the
whole a small bias for N=100 and a further decrease in bias when N=500.
The use of penalty (2) produced worse results and is therefore not evalu-
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ated here.
As an illustration we analysed the emergence ages of permanent teeth from
the Signal-Tandmobiel R study, a prospective longitudinal survey which collected dental and oral health behaviour data from a representative sample
(N=4468) of Flemish children born in 1989. An elaborate description of
the project can be found in Vanobbergen et al. (2000).
The emergence age of a tooth is the chronological age of a child at which
that tooth appears in the mouth. Not only the timing, but also the association pattern of (permanent) tooth emergence is of interest to dentists. The
highest associations (around 0.56) for both boys and girls was observed between the two incisors and the two premolars. The lowest association was
0.28 between the second premolar and first molar for boys. The following
trend can be observed for both genders: the closer the median emergence
times, the higher the correlation. Although the emergence times of girls are
significantly earlier than those of boys, no significant difference in association could be shown between boys and girls using a two-sample Z-test.
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Abstract: A Bayesian latent variable model is proposed for studying household
epidemics of infectious diseases. The model allows for heterogeneous transmission
rates in related to the number and the generation of infectives. The model requires
only the data on sizes of final outbreaks. The Tanner-Wong algorithm is employed
for posterior computations. We demonstrate that the missing-data formulation
is useful in modelling disease transmission.
Keywords: Transmission rate; Infection chain; Missing-data mechanism.

1

The Motivation

A key quantity in planning vaccine strategies is the threshold parameter –
a quantity when its value is exceeded an epidemic takes place. Given the
structure of a community, the threshold is a deterministic function of the
often unavailable transmission rate of the infectious disease under study
(see, for example, Starczak D. N. 1998). It is an essential task to estimate
the transmission rate for the purpose of epidemic control. Estimation of
the transmission rate, however, is challenging because an infection process
is only partially observable. For instance, in household epidemics we are
usually only able to observe the total number of infected cases but rarely
the order of the occurrence of the infections.
When an infectious disease has a virtually constant latent period followed
by a relatively short infectious period, the latent period may be used as
a time unit to study the disease transmission, which motivated the chain
binomial transmission (CBT) models. Two of the well-known CBT models
are Greenwood and Reed-Frost models. Both are special cases of a more
general CBT model – in which the chance that a given susceptible avoids
being infected when exposed to i infectives of the previous generation is
qi , so that if there are s susceptibles in a household the number of newly
infected individuals has a Bin(s, qi ) distribution. While the later model is
quite general, it assumes that the probability that a susceptible catches
the disease is independent of the duration of the infection process being
evolved, which might not be realistic for a disease that has a short latent
period or a variable incubation period. Becker (1989) extended the general
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CBT model to allow for heterogeneity of infectiousness across generations.
We shall denote Becker’s model as BCBT model.
To make inference for the BCBT model, Becker proposed a method based
on maximum likelihood. This method has a limitation in that it requires
the data on the detailed progression of infections, i.e., the number of infected individuals in each generation. These numbers are only possible if
the order of infections is known. For some diseases such as common cold
and influenza, identification of the order of infections is quite difficult because the infectious period of successive generations of cases tends to be
overlap. On the other hand, the total number of infection cases in a household, which is called outbreak size, is often obtainable and is also more
reliable since it can be laboratorially tested. Therefore it is our intention to
fit the BCBT model by using only the data on outbreak sizes. In particular,
we shall construct the BCBT model from the point view of a missing-data
problem and demonstrate that the missing-data formulation enables inferences using only the outbreak data. The required posterior computations
will be realized through the Tanner-Wong algorithm.

2

Modelling

Consider a community of N independent households, each with size M including i0 introductory cases of a particular infectious disease. We assume
that the probability that a susceptible individual catches the disease from
outside the household is negligible, and that susceptibles are infected independently of each another. Denote by iℓ and sℓ the number of infectives
and susceptibles, respectively, in generation ℓ. A typical epidemic chain,
Cj , is written as i0 → i1 → i2 → · · · → igj with the outbreak size of the
chain being Ij = i0 + i1 + . . . + igj .
Let bz be the number of households that have outbreak size z (i0 ≤ z ≤ M )
and b = (bi0 , bi0 +1 , . . . , bM ) the vector of outbreak frequencies of the N
households. Denote by q(i, ℓ) the probability that a susceptible of generation ℓ avoids being infected when exposed to i infectives of the previous
generation and q = {q(i, ℓ), i = 1, ..., M, ℓ = 1, . . . , gj , j = 1, 2, ..., 2M−i0 }.
The probability of an infection chain Cj is then
gj  
Y
sℓ
Pr(Cj |q) =
(p(iℓ−1 , ℓ))iℓ (q(iℓ−1 , ℓ))sℓ+1 .
(1)
iℓ
ℓ=1

If the infection chains were observed, one would be able to estimate the
avoidance probability q using the complete data likelihood obtained from
the joint probability of the observed chains. When the infection chains are
not observed, as in the situation we are considering here, they have to be
estimated as extra model unknowns. The derivation follows.
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Denote by Oz = {Cz,1 , Cz,2 , . . . , Cz,nz } the nz infection chains that give
rise to an outbreak size z. The probability of outbreak size z is then
p(z) =

nz
X
j=1

Pr(Cz,j |q)

(2)

which yields the observed-data likelihood
f (b|q) ∝

M
Y

z
pb(z)

(0 < q(i, ℓ) < 1).

(3)

z=i0

Direct maximization of (3) for estimating q requires a numerical procedure
which may be difficult when there exist local maximizers or the global
maximizer is on the boundary. On the other hand, estimation of q from
the complete data likelihood would be much easier had all infection chains
been observed. This suggests the possibility to treat the infection chains
as missing data and to estimate q using the method of data augmentation
(Tanner-Wong, 1987).
Denote by cz,j the number of households that have infection chain Cz,j ∈
Oz so that cz,1 + . . . + cz,n(z) = bz . This number is unobserved but it is
ideal for the purpose of inference. The {bz , z = i0 , · · · , M } are the observed
data and c = {cz = (cz,1 , · · · , cz,n(z) ), z = i0 , · · · , M } the missing data
that are also the complete data in the context of the problem we considered
here. The complete-data likelihood is given by
f (c|q)

∝

M n(z)
Y
Y

z=i0 k=1

(Pr(Cz,k |q))

cz,k

∝

J
Y

w

pj j,p

(c) wj,q (c)
qj

(4)

j=1

where q1 , ..., qJ are the distinct components of q and wj,p (c) and wj,q (c) are
known functions of the chain frequencies. The model unknowns now include
both the avoidance probabilities q and the unobserved chain frequencies c.
To specify a prior distribution we assume that qj (j = 1, · · · , J) follows
independent Beta(αj , βj ) with the αj and βj being fixed positive numbers.
The complete-data posterior under such a prior specification is then
f (q|c) ∝

J
Y

Beta(αj + wj,p (c), βj + wj,q (c)).

(5)

j=1

To complete the model construction we now investigate the relationship
between the probability of an outbreak size and the probability of corresponding infection chains. We noted that given the value of bz , the random
vector cz = (cz,1 , cz,2 , . . . , cz,n(z) ) follows a multinomial distribution
f (cz |bz , θz,1 , . . . , θz,n(z) ) =

bz !
cz,n(z)
c
c
θ z,1 θ z,2 · · · θz,n(z)
cz,1 !cz,2 ! · · · cz,n(z) ! z,1 z,2

(6)
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where θz,k = Pr(Cz,k |q)/p(z) is the conditional probability of Cz,k . The
missing data mechanism can thus be quantified through the joint conditional distribution
f (c|b, q) =

M
Y

z=i0

f (cz |bz , θz,1 , . . . , θz,n(z) ).

(7)

This expression constitutes one of the two steps in fitting the model.

3

Computation

Recall that the objective is to estimate the observed-data posterior distribution f (q|b), which is difficult to compute directly. To overcome this
difficulty, we introduced the latent variable c into the model and specified
the stochastic relationship between the latent variable and the observed
data. We recognized that the completed-data posterior distribution f (q|c)
is easy to compute. Now the difficult computation of f (q|b) can be replaced with a sequence of simpler computations by using the Tanner-Wong
algorithm (Tanner-Wong 1987) which consists of the following two steps at
each iteration, in the context of the problem considered here.
I Step Generate m independent q(1) , · · · , q(m) from current estimate
fˆcurrent (q|b). Then for each q(j) generate a c(j) from the missingdata mechanism f (c|b, q).
P Step Calculate the complete-data posterior density f (q|c(j) ) using (5),
and then set the next observed-data posterior estimate to the
mixture of the complete-data posteriors
m

1 X
fˆnext (q|b) =
f (q|c(j) ).
m j=1

(8)

When the two steps are repeated for a sufficiently long time, the sample
generated from fˆnext (q|b) may be regarded as a sample from the posterior
distribution f (q|b).
When the posterior distribution f (q|b) is thought of as the marginal posterior distribution of f (q, c|b), f (q|b) can be computed alternatively using
the standard Gibbs sampler. The required full conditional distributions for
the Gibbs sampler, f (q|c, b) = f (q|c) and f (c|q, b), are already derived in
(5) and (7) respectively.

4

Simulation and Conclusion

The performance of the proposed method was tested by a number of simulation studies. In one of the simulations, we considered 100 households each
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TABLE 1. Chain probability of household of size four with one initial case

Infection
Chain
1
11
111
12
1111
112
121
13

Probability
q 3 (1, 0)
3p(1, 0)q 2 (1, 0)q 2 (1, 1)
6p(1, 0)q 2 (1, 0)p(1, 1)q(1, 1)q(1, 2)
3p2 (1, 0)q(1, 0)q(2, 1)
6p(1, 0)q 2 (1, 0)p(1, 1)q(1, 1)p(1, 2)
3p(1, 0)q 2 (1, 0)p2 (1, 1)
3p2 (1, 0)q(1, 0)p(2, 1)
p3 (1, 0)

Realized
Frequency
c1 = 6
c2 = 15
c31 = 7
c32 = 22
c41 = 5
c42 = 3
c43 = 21
c44 = 21

has household size four with one initial infection case. There are eight possible infection chains, listed in the left column of Table 1, and four distinct
parameters: q = (q(1, 0), q(1, 1), q(1, 2), q(2, 1)). We set the true parameter values as (0.4, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5) which were used to simulate 100 independent epidemics according to the BCBT model. The outbreak frequencies
b = (b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 ) were noted as (6, 15, 29, 50) in the simulation. Pretending that the values of q were unknown, we estimated q using the proposed
method. The estimated values were then compared to the true parameter
values.
In particular, independent uniform priors were used for all qs, and m = 6
compositions of b in terms of chain frequencies were used to start 20000
Tanner-Wong iterations using SPlus. The compositions were chosen as different from each other as possible but otherwise were arbitrary. At each
iteration L = 500 random points of q = (q(1, 0), q(1, 1), q(1, 2), q(2, 1))
were generated to form a sampling distribution of f (q|b). Quartiles of this
distribution were computed for each component of q and the quantiles were
used to assess the convergency of the runs. The sequence of the simulated
95% posterior intervals at the last 100 iterations were displayed in Figure 1.
The prior distributions and the posterior distributions obtained from the
last iteration are shown in Figure 2 in which the vertical lines indicate true
parameter values. A numerical summary was also given in Table 2.
In the simulation, we were also able to observe the chain frequencies, shown
in the last column of Table 1. To investigate if there is any impact of starting
values on the final inference, we recorded the sets of chain frequencies
imputed at every 1000 iteration. Comparison of these imputed and observed
chain frequencies reveals that as the number of iterations in the TannerWong algorithm increases the imputed latent data tend to be closer to
the realized latent data. In other words, the starting values of the TannerWong algorithm are unlikely to affect the final results as long as the run
is long. This observation is consistent with the theoretical property of the
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FIGURE 1. Posterior distributions of q(1, 0), q(1, 1), q(1, 2) and q(2, 1) estimated
at the last 100 iterations by fitting the model to data b = (6, 15, 29, 50) using the
Tanner-Wong algorithm.
TABLE 2. Posterior Quantiles of avoidance probabilities q

q(1, 0)
q(1, 1)
q(1, 2)
q(2, 1)

2.5%
0.336
0.590
0.172
0.318

25%
0.342
0.615
0.210
0.352

50%
0.397
0.724
0.495
0.508

75%
0.480
0.844
0.792
0.711

97.5%
0.491
0.859
0.820
0.735

True Value
0.4
0.7
0.6
0.5

Tanner-Wong algorithm (Tanner-Wong 1987).
It was seen that the resulting posterior distributions cover the true parameter values with high probability and that the posterior modes agree
with corresponding true values reasonablely well. The resulting posterior
distributions also show that the parameter q(1, 0), the probability that a
susceptible avoids being infected when exposed to the initial case, was estimated most precisely and the parameter q(1, 2) least. This is expected because every household provides information to estimating q(1, 0) no matter
what outbreak size was observed in the household, but only the households
that had the infection chain 1 → 1 → 1 → 1 contribute information to
estimating q(1, 2).
We demonstrated that data augmentation is useful in dealing with the in-
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FIGURE 2. Prior (dashed line) and Posterior (solid line) distributions of avoidance probabilities q(1, 0), q(1, 1), q(1, 2) and q(2, 1) estimated from the Tanner–
Wong algorithm.

herent unobservable nature of infection processes. Inclusion of unobserved
information makes the model construction more explicit permits easier
computation. Introduction of the latent variable is based on the datagenerating process such that the posterior given the augmented data is
simple. The relationship between the latent and the observed data is important and should be explicitly expressed. The Tanner-Wong algorithm
facilitates such computations. The sample size in each Tanner-Wong iteration should be large for the generated samples to be representative. In
brief, Missing-data formulation allows for inferences through flexible models using practical data type.
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Abstract: This paper examines the use of the Bayesian methodology in determining set membership for the transfer function describing a simple plant. The
set membership problem in the control literature involves finding regions on the
Bode or Nyquist plots that possess high probability of containing the transfer
function of the system. This information is used by control engineers in the design of robust control mechanisms.
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1

Introduction

Bayesian nonparametrics is a rapidly growing area in statistics. The book
edited by Dey et al. (1998) gives a number of application of the Bayesian
nonparametric approach. The implementation of Bayesian nonparametrics
was helped considerably by the development of trans-dimensional MCMC
algorithms such as reversible jump (see Green (1995)). In addition to practical applications and implementations, a significant section of the literature
is devoted to the study of frequentist asymptotics for these procedures (see
Ghosh and Ramamoorthi (2003)).
Our interest is in the application of Bayesian nonparametrics to the simple
input-output system
y = Gu + v
where y is the output, G describes the plant acting on the input u which
is observed subject to noise v. A nominal model for G is used in the design of a controller for the plant. However, for the controller to be robust
it is necessary to have an estimate of the uncertainty about the model
- including unmodeled dynamics. Three approaches to this problem have
been proposed: (i) Nonstationary stochastic embedding which models the
unmodeled dynamics as a random walk (see Goodwin et al. (2002) for details), (ii) Model error modeling which is based on prediction error methods
(Ljung (1999))and (iii) Set membership identification which aims to find a
set of models that are compatible with the data any assumptions on the
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system (Garruli et al. (2000)). These approaches have been reviewed in
Reinelt et al. (2002).
This paper considers the estimation of G from experimental input-output
data using a Bayesian nonparametric method. This approach is in a similar spirit to set membership identification but differs in the type of prior
information that can be included and in the probabilistic nature of the sets
formed. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives
a description of the set membership identification and proposes a Bayesian
alternative. Section 3 describes the application of the Bayesian approach
to a simple system including MCMC implementation. Some concluding
remarks are given in section 4.

2
2.1

Bayesian set membership
Set membership identification

In this paper we shall restrict our attention to linear, time-invariant systems
with single-input and single-output. The relationship between input and
output is taken to be
y (t) =

∞
X
j=1

gj u (t − j) + v (t)

in for discrete time systems and
Z ∞
y (t) =
g (s) u (t − s) ds + v (t)

(1)

(2)

0

for continuous time systems. In the above systems u(t) is input to the
system, y(t) is the output and v(t) is a measurement noise process. The
systems defined by (1) and (2) are usually studied through their Transfer
Functions defined, in the case of (1) by,
G (z) =

∞
X

gj z −j

j=0

and in the case of (2) by
G (z) =

Z

∞

e−zs g (s) ds.

0

The aim of set membership identification and of model error modeling in
general is to identify a set of transfer functions that, with high probability, contains the true transfer function given the observed data and any
additional assumptions imposed on the system.
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Set membership identification (Garruli et al. (2000)) approaches the problem by assuming that the measurement noise is bounded in absolute value
by some known δ > 0. Requiring that the transfer function be consistent
with the data in terms of the input/output and upper bound on measurement noise is generally not sufficient to define a useful set. The assumption
that true transfer function of the system belongs to some set H is introduced. This assumption will typically restrict the transfer function to
exhibit some form of regularity, for example,
P assuming that the transfer
function in (1) is differentiable implies that
jgj < ∞.
With these assumptions the ‘Feasible Solution Set’ is defined by
F SS = {G ∈ H : |y(ti ) − Gu(ti )| < δ, ∀i = 1, . . . , n} ,
that is, FSS is the collection of transfer functions that are consistent with
the data and prior assumptions. To facilitate the design of a robust controller a ‘nominal’ model G0 is required. The nominal model typically has
a parametric form G (ξ) with the ξ having a low dimension. The nominal
model will generally not belong to the FSS but be chosen according to
G0 = arg

inf

sup kG − G (ξ) k,

G(ξ):ξ∈Ξ G∈F SS

where k · k is some norm appropriate to measuring the distance between
transfer functions. The nominal model is used together with the model
error bound
inf
sup kG − G (ξ) k,
G(ξ):ξ∈Ξ G∈F SS

in the design of a robust controller for the system.
2.2

A Bayesian Approach

This paper proposes a Bayesian approach to the problem of set membership
and model error modeling. We shall only consider a Bayesian equivalent to
the FSS here. The choice of a nominal model will be investigated elsewhere. The motivation for proposing a Bayesian approach to the problem
is two-fold. Firstly, we would like to be able to deal with measurement error
processes that are not necessarily bounded by a known constant. The second motivating factor is that set membership identification requires a hard
decision on certain properties of the transfer function. A more appropriate
way to include the prior information on the transfer function is through
the Bayesian methodology. Through the use of a prior distribution on the
space of transfer functions we are able to incorporate information beyond
that the transfer function belongs to a particular set.
The adoption of the Bayesian methodology comes at a price in that instead of just requiring a bound on the measurement noise process a complete probabilistic description is required. To simplify the approach two
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assumptions about the measurement noise process are made. Firstly, the
measurement noise process is assumed to be sequence of independent and
identically distributed random variables. Secondly, the distribution of the
measurement noise is assumed to belong to some parametric family . Under
these assumptions the likelihood for the data is given by
π (y | G, u, θ) =

n
Y

i=1

p (y(ti ) − Gu(ti ); θ) ,

where p (·; θ) is the probability density of the measurement noise. Note that
the above simplifying assumptions have also been made in the stochastic
embedding approach of Goodwin et al. (2001) where they assumed that
the measurement noise is sequence of iid Gaussian random variables.
We now consider the construction of a prior distribution on the space of
transfer functions. Prior construction is a delicate issue in Bayesian nonparametrics as certain conditions need to be satisfied for the posterior to
have desirable properties such as consistency. We do not discuss these conditions here but refer the interested reader to Zhao (2000), Ghosh and
Ramamoorthi (2003) and references therein.
Motivated by the discussions in Zhao (2000) we adopt the following ‘sieve
∞
prior’ for the sequence {gj }j=1 in (1) and hence for the transfer function.

The gj are assumed to be independent with P
N 0, σj2 distribution for j ≤ K
and gj ≡ 0 for all j > K. To ensure that j gj < ∞ the σj are taken to
P
satisfy j σj < ∞. In the examples σj = Cj −3/2 for an appropriate finite
constant C. K is then given a prior on the positive integers, for example,
a geometric distribution. The prior is
! ∞
K
Y
gj2
ρK Y −1
π (g, K) =
δ{gj =0} .
σj exp − 2
1 − ρ j=1
2σj
j=K+1

It is assumed that G and θ are independent a priori and so the prior for the
complete system is π (θ) π (g, K). The prior for the continuous time system
(2) is formed in a similar way by taking a basis expansion of g(t).
Together the prior and likelihood are used to form the posterior distribution, that is the distribution of G and θ given the input/output data. The
Bayesian equivalent to the FSS is a set of transfer functions having high
posterior probability. The level of posterior probability is chosen by the
user and will depend on the application.
It is important to note that the FSS constructed by set membership identification can, under certain assumptions, be seen as a Bayesian FSS having
posterior probability one. To see this let Aǫ be the set of transfer functions
{G : kG − G0 k < ǫ} for some transfer function G0 and norm k · k. Assume
that the support of the prior is H and that the measurement error process
is bounded by some known δ > 0. If G0 ∈
/ H then for ǫ sufficiently small the
prior probability on Aǫ will be zero and hence the posterior probability of
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Aǫ will also be zero. Now suppose that G0 ∈ H, if |y(ti ) − G0 u(ti )| > δ for
some i = 1, . . . , n then the likelihood of G ∈ Aǫ will be zero and hence the
posterior probability on this set will be zero. Similarly it can be argued for
G0 ∈ H, that if |y(ti ) − G0 u(ti )| ≤ δ for all i = 1, . . . , n then the likelihood
will be positive for almost every G ∈ Aǫ and hence posterior probability
of Aǫ will be positive. It now follows that the minimal set having posterior
probability one is the FSS constructed by set membership identification.

3
3.1

Applications
Example 1 - Simulated Data

To demonstrate the Bayesian approach to set membership the discrete time
system (1) was simulated with transfer function
G (z) =

0.4z −1 + 1
(1 − 0.7z −1 )(1 − 0.3z −1 )

and measurement error having a Laplace distribution. The Laplace distribution was chosen as it is common for real noise processes to have heavier
tails than Gaussian and has proven useful in a number of engineering applications, see Kotz et al (1999) for details. The input into the system is
taken as a sequence of independent random variables taking values {1, −1}
with equal probability. This process was simulated to generate a sequence
of 250 observations. The likelihood function is:
"
#
 N
N
X
θ
π (y | g, θ, u) =
exp −θ
|y(ti ) − Gu(ti )| .
2
i=1
For simplicity a Gamma distribution is adopted for the prior on θ.
Reversible jump MCMC is used to sample from the posterior distribution.
The algorithm randomly chooses between updating θ, updating g with K
fixed, a ‘birth’ (moving from K to K + 1) and a ‘death’ (moving from K to
K − 1). When θ is updated a Gibbs step is used as the conditional distribution of θ givenPg, K, y, u is simply a Gamma distribution with parameters
N
α + N and β + t=1 |y (t) − Gu (t)|. To update g with K fixed a Metropolis
sampler is used with a random walk proposal. The proposal for the ‘birth’
and ‘death’ steps are based on the zero-th order centered proposal as defined in Brooks et al. (2003). Specifically, in the ‘birth’ move a new gK+1
is proposed from a normal distribution with mean zero and variance set so
that the acceptance probability will be one when gK+1 = 0.
Pointwise 90% credible intervals for the transfer function are constructed
from the MCMC run and displayed in the Bode magnitude plot (log G eiω
is plotted as log ω) in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. Posterior pointwise credible interval on the Bode plot of the transfer
function. The dashed line is the true transfer function.

3.2

Example 2: Gas Furnace Data

Box and Jenkins (1976) (data set J) describe data generated from a gas
furnace in which air and methane gas are combined to form a mixture which
contains carbon dioxide. The air feed into the furnace is kept constant
and the methane feed could be varied according to user’s requirements.
As in Box and Jenkins, the dynamics of the process are assumed linear,
time invariant and operating in discrete time. The data set consists of 296
successive pairs of methane input and carbon dioxide output pairs. As this
process can be considered to have two inputs of which one is held constant
(air feed) we will assumed the model
y (t) = h0 +

∞
X
j=1

gj u (t − j) + v (t) ,

with h0 describing the effect of constant air feed. It will be assumed for
t < 0 that u(t) = 0. The effect of this assumption will be small for moderate sample sizes. The computations for this model are carried out in a
similar manner to those for the previous example. Pointwise 90% credible
intervals for the transfer function are displayed on the Bode magnitude plot
in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2. Posterior pointwise credible interval on the Bode plot of the transfer
function. The dashed line is the posterior mean transfer function.

4

Discussion

The simplistic view of the measurement noise adopted here could be extended to deal with more realistic noise processes. One possibility is to
assume that the measurement noise is a Gaussian process and use a nonparametric prior on the covariance structure as in Choudhuri et al. (2004)
Alternatively, we could retain the iid assumption for the measurement noise
but place a nonparametric prior on its probability density function. A similar approach was used by Lavine and Mockus in the context of isotonic
regression. Assuming the system satisfies (1) or (2) the question of which
measurement noise process is most appropriate for the data can be addressed using various model checks. Of greater concern to control engineers
is the assumption that the data are generated by a linear, time-invariant
system. It may be possible to relax the time-invariant assumption by treating the {gj } as a state vector and viewing (1) as the resulting observation
equation. These extensions to the Bayesian set membership approach will
be investigated elsewhere.
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Abstract: Model-based estimators are becoming very popular in statistical offices because Governments require accurate estimates for small domains that were
not planned when the study was designed, or their inclusion would produce an
increase in the cost of the study. The sample sizes in these domains are very small
or even zero and then, traditional design-based estimators lead to unacceptably
large standard errors. In this setting, model-based estimators that “borrow information” from related areas by using auxiliary information are more appropriate.
In this paper we discuss, under the model-based approach, the convenience of
using fixed effects or mixed effects models to obtain estimators of domain totals
when there are several domains with very small sample sizes or without sampled
units. The results are illustrated with data from the Basque Country Industrial
Survey.
Keywords: Fixed Effects; Linear Mixed Effects; Small Area; Sampling

1

Introduction

Spain is administratively divided into nineteen regions called “Comunidades
Autónomas” and the Basque Country is one of the most industrialized and
self-governing among them. It encompasses three historical provinces divided into twenty counties. As industry is the most important economic
activity in the Basque Country, its Government is deeply interested in obtaining precise information about the productivity of the different firms,
factories or establishments settled in these domains in order to control employment rates, taxes or funds devoted to economic programs. Particularly,
the interest is in achieving precise estimates of the gross value added at
factor cost (GVAFC), in each province for the different kinds of industrial
activities. The GVAFC measures the profit of a company after subtracting
taxes and subsidies and it is a good indicator of the economy of a region.
The study of the great variety of establishments would be unfeasible and
very expensive, and then a survey is annually conducted to collect the
345
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information. This survey, named Industrial Survey, is carried out by the
Basque Statistical Office, EUSTAT, and the establishments are selected
by simple random sampling within the provinces for each economic sector.
The survey is designed to obtain estimates at province level, but the local Government wants to provide results by counties (“comarcas”) without
changing the sampling design. Then, estimates must be supplied at county
level with a sample designed to provide them for larger regions. Traditional
design-based estimators are appropriate to produce estimates of totals at
province level if the sample size is large enough. Nevertheless, these estimators are no longer useful if the aim is at estimating totals at county level
because the sample size in some domains is very small or even more, they
are domains without sampled units. In this case, model-based estimators
are more appropriate (Ghosh and Rao, 1994, Rao, 2003 and Pfeffermann,
2002). However, a good choice between different models is still a controversial issue. In this paper we discuss the appropriateness of fixed and mixed
effects model using a real example.

2

Fixed Effects Models and Linear Mixed Models

The fixed effects model is expressed as
yij = xij β + ǫij ,

i = 1, . . . , t,

j = 1, . . . , Ni ,

where in the ith county and in the jth establishment, yij is the GVAFC, xij
is
number of employees, Ni is the number of establishments with N =
Pthe
t
2 −1
i=1 Ni , t is the number of counties, ǫij ∼ N (0, σ cij ) is the error term
and cij = 1/xij is the model weight that corrects for heteroscedasticity. In
matrix form it is expressed as
Y = Xβ + ǫ,

(1)

where Y = (y1′ , . . . , yt′ )′ is the vector of the target variable with yi =
(yi1 , . . . , yiNi )′ , X = (x′1 , . . . , x′t )′ is the N × 1 design matrix of auxiliary
information with xi = (xi1 , . . . , xiNi )′ , ǫ ∼ N (0, σ 2 C−1 ) is the vector of
−1
error terms, C−1 = diag(C−1
=
i ); i = 1, . . . , t is the weight matrix and Ci
−1
diag(cij ) = diag(xij ); j = 1, . . . , Ni .
The fixed effects model is appropriate if the small areas do not exhibit
strong individual effects, that is, the overall coefficient β = (X′ CX)−1 XCY
is rather similar to the specific area coefficients βi = (x′i Ci xi )−1 x′i Ci yi .
When the small areas show individual effects, then a linear mixed model including a random effect to account for the between area variation is needed
to obtain small area estimators (see e.g. Battese, Harter and Fuller, 1988
and Stukel and Rao, 1997). The linear mixed model is given by
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yij = xij β + vi + ǫij ,

i = 1, . . . , t,
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j = 1, . . . , Ni ,

where vi ∼ N (0, σv2 ) is the county random effect, ǫij ∼ N (0, σe2 c−1
ij ) is the
error term and cij is the weight associated to establishment j in county
i to correct for heteroscedasticity as in the previous section. The random
effects and the random errors are assumed to be independent and then, observations from different counties are uncorrelated but observations within
the same county are correlated.

3

Application

Both alternatives are illustrated with real data from which total estimates
as well as standard errors are provided. When the counties behave similarly,
the estimated regression coefficient for the whole region will be similar to
the estimated regression coefficient in each county and each province. Then,
if a linear mixed model is fitted, the variance component of the random
effect may not be significant. As a result, the fixed effects model estimator
will be more appropriate. On the contrary, if the behavior of some counties
differ from the rest, the specific regression coefficients and the coefficient
for the whole region will exhibit differences among them. Then, the ratio
synthetic estimator will not be useful and estimators derived from linear
mixed models accounting for specific county effects will be required.
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Abstract: We present a cross-validated bagging scheme in the context of partitioning algorithms. To explore the benefits of the suggested bagging scheme, we
compare via simulations the predictive ability of CART with and without the use
of our suggested aggregate method. Additionally, a variable importance measure
is explained and illustrated.

1

Introduction

Clinicians aim toward a more preventative model of attacking cancer by
pinpointing and targeting specific early events in disease development.
These early events can be measured as genomic, proteomic, epidemiologic,
and/or clinical variables, using expression or Comparative Genomic Hybridization (CGH) microarrays, SELDI-TOF/mass spectra, patient histories, and pathology and histology reports. These measurements are then
used to predict clinical outcomes such as primary occurrence, recurrence,
metastasis, or mortality.
In such analyses, the primary goal is to unearth biologically driven associations between variables and clinical outcomes. Additionally, statisticians
must be able to quantify the interactions between different types of variables and the effects of those interactions on the clinical outcome. The
subsequent challenge is to assess how well a selected model will predict
outcomes in an independent validation sample (i.e., in future data sets) .
Recursive partitioning seeks to explain the individual contributions of various covariates as well as their interactions for the purposes of predicting
outcomes, either continuous or categorical. As such, one might choose to
use Classification and Regression Trees (CART), a binary recursive partitioning algorithm, to generate said sieves (Breiman et al., 1984). Another
option is the Partitioning Deletion/Substitution/Addition (Part-DSA) algorithm which builds ’and’ and ’or’ statements (Molinaro and van der
Laan, 2004). This algorithm not only splits regions (nodes in tree estimation) it also combines and substitutes regions. These additional moves allow
349
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us to unearth intricate correlation patterns and further elucidate interactions in addition to main effects.
An important consideration when using recursive binary partitioning is the
stability of the resulting predictor. Algorithms such as CART are sensitive
to data fluctuations and, thus, given a perturbation will potentially build
a different predictor than that built on the original data. This calls into
question the generalizability of these predictors to independent data sets.
Bootstrap aggregating, or bagging, was suggested for stabilizing predictors (Breiman 1996). In Breiman’s approach, v-fold cross-validation is used
within the bootstrapping for model selection. However, cross-validation
may not be entirely tolerant of perturbations in the data. Thus, it is our
intention to focus on external cross-validation, i.e., select the level of the
tree subsequent to aggregating the predictors.
Additionally, most available variables will be included in this bagged linear
regression fit. This allows us to assess variable importance measures for
almost all variables. One such measure is the partial derivative with respect
to each variable, averaged over all observed covariate values. This variable
importance measure provides a relevant and useful summary measure of
the actual regression fit.
The next section elaborates on the setting and methods for our proposed
cross-validated bagging estimators. The main steps for our approach are
detailed and contrasted to Breiman’s bagging approach and the suggested
variable importance measures are explained. In Section 3 we compare our
approach to Breiman’s via simulations and a publicly available data set.
On the latter we also illustrate the variable importance measure.

2

Methods

The observed data structure can be written as an i.i.d. sample O1 , . . . , On ,
where O includes an outcome T and baseline covariates W, i.e., O =
(T, W). For the time being we will consider the observed data to be complete and thus equivalent to the full data structure, i.e., no missingness on
covariates nor outcomes. The data generating distribution of O is denoted
with P0 and the empirical probability distribution with Pn . Assume that
P0 ∈ M for some model M, and let Ψ : M → (D(S)) be the parameter of
interest. The parameter ψ0 is defined in terms of a loss function, L(O, ψ),
as the minimizer of the expected loss, or risk. We can write ψ0 as:
Z
ψ0 = Ψ(P0 ) = arg min L(o, ψ)dP0 (o)
ψ∈Ψ

over a parameter space Ψ ⊂ D(S). The purpose of the loss function L
is to quantify performance. Thus, depending on the parameter of interest,
there could be numerous loss functions from which to choose. In regression
trees with a continuous outcome, a common loss function is the squared
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error loss, L(O, ψ) = (T − ψ(W ))2 , corresponding to the conditional mean
ψ0 (W ) = E0 [T | W ]. In classification trees with a categorical outcome, the
indicator loss function, L(O, ψ) = I(T 6= ψ(W )) is frequently used. This
loss function corresponds to choosing the class with maximum probability
given covariates W , i.e., ψ0 (W ) = argmaxt P r0 (t | W ).
2.1

Bagging Estimators

We will write the collection of regression estimators based on a recursive
partitioning as Ψ̂1s (Pn ) indexed by s ∈ An , where s represents a vector of
fine-tuning parameters. For example in CART, s contains the size of the tree
k which ranges from the root node to the maximal tree, k = 1, . . . , K(n),
the complexity parameter setting (default is cp = .01 in rpart), and the
minimal size of a terminal node tn (default is minbucket/3 in rpart). In
this example, the collection of single tree estimators would range over k
with the complexity parameter and terminal node size held constant. In
Part-DSA, s contains, k as the range of partitions (k = 1, . . . , K(n)), as
well as k0 = K(n) the maximum number of basis functions, k1 the allowed
complexity of the basis functions, and minsplit the minimal number of
observations to split a partition. Again, the collection of partitionings would
range over k with k0 , k1 , and minsplit held constant.
Given Ψ̂1s (Pn ), the collection of corresponding bagged estimators is defined
as:
Ψ̂s (Pn ) ≡ EPn# |Pn Ψ̂1s (Pn ),
where Pn# given Pn is the empirical distribution of a bootstrap sample
O1# , . . . , On# of the empirical distribution Pn . And thus, EPn# |Pn denotes
the expectation over many draws of bootstrap samples Pn# given Pn . For
#
#
#
each of these draws, Pn1
, . . ., PnB
, (of size n), the estimators Ψ̂1s (Pnb
),
b = 1, . . . , B, are calculated and averaged. Such that Ψ̂s (Pn ) can be written
as:
B
1 X 1 #
Ψ̂s (Pn ) = lim
Ψ̂s (Pnb ).
B→∞ B
b=1

This results in a sequence of candidate estimators Ψ̂s (Pn ) indexed over
s. Our goal is to data adaptively select the s which minimizes the risk of
Ψ̂s (Pn ) over An . As such, we propose the cross-validated bagged estimator
defined as:
Ψ̂(Pn ) = Ψ̂Ŝ(Pn ) (Pn ),
where Ŝ(Pn ) is the cross-validation selector corresponding with a crossvalidation scheme defined by a random n vector Bn ∈ {0, 1}n. A realization
of Bn = (Bn,1 , . . . , Bn,n ) defines a particular split of the learning sample
of n observations into a training set, {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : Bn,i = 0}, and a
validation set, {i ∈ {1, . . . , n} : Bn,i = 1}. The proportion of observations
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in the validation set is p. The empirical distributions of the training and
0
1
validation sets are denoted by Pn,B
and Pn,B
, respectively. The crossn
n
validation selector is written as:
0
1
L(·, Ψ̂s (Pn,B
)).
Ŝ(Pn ) = arg min EBn Pn,B
n
s∈An

n

(1)

To calculate this selector of s, for each possible realization of Bn and s ∈ An ,
B bootstrap samples of size n(1 − p) are drawn from the training sample
0,#
0
Pn,B
. For each the B corresponding s-specific estimators Ψ̂1s (Pn,B
) are
n
n ,b
calculated and averaged to obtain:
B
1 X 1 0#
Ψ̂s (PnBn b ).
B→∞ B

0
Ψ̂s (Pn,B
) = lim
n

b=1

The cross-validated bagged estimator is defined as the one which minimizes
1
the risk as evaluated by the validation sample,Pn,B
, as in Equation 1.
n
In Breiman’s approach, the selection of s via cross-validation is performed
within each bootstrap sample. Subsequently the B bootstrap specific estimators are averaged to arrive at the final estimator. As such, the crossvalidation selector is defined as
0,#
1,#
L(·, Ψ̂1s (Pn,B
)).
Ŝbr (Pn# ) = arg min EBn Pn,B
n
n
s∈An

The B bootstrap specific estimators are written as Ψ̂CV (Pn# ) = Ψ̂Ŝ 1 (Pn# ) (Pn# ).
br
While the final estimator is the average of these B bootstrap specific estimators:
Ψ̃br (Pn ) = EPn# |Pn Ψ̂CV (Pn# ).
2.2

Variable Importance

Because most available variables are included in the bagged linear regression fit, we can comprehensively assess variable importance. One such measure is the partial derivative with respect to each variable, averaged over
all observed covariate values. Given the collection of d baseline covariates
W, we can define the following function of (W, w, j):
W−j (w) ≡ (W1 , . . . , Wj−1 , Wj = w, Wj+1 , . . . , Wd ).
Then for an ordered categorical or binary variable Wj ∈ {W0 , . . . , Wkj },
we can define the variable importance of Wj at each value of Wj as:
νj,k (P0 ) = EW−j [Ψ0 (W−j (wk )) − Ψ0 (W−j (wk−1 ))],

for k = 1, . . . , kj .

The variable importance measure of each value of Wj can be evaluated, i.e.,
(νj,1 (P0 ), . . . , νj,kj (P0 )), and graphed to illustrate any fluctuations in the
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importance of Wj at the different values. An overall measure of importance
for each variable can also be given by averaging over the observed covariate
values, that is:
νj (P0 ) =

kj
1 X
EW−j [Ψ0 (W−j (wk )) − Ψ0 (W−j (wk−1 ))]
kj
k=1

This can be estimated with the empirical distribution by calculating:
" n
#
kj
1 X 1X
Ψ̂(Pn )(W−j (wk )) − Ψ̂(Pn )(W−j (wk−1 )) .
ν̂j =
kj
n i=1
k=1

Given a continuous variable we can dichotomize it into kj bins and use
this approach. Alternatively, with a continuous variable we can take the
derivative of Ψ0 (W ) evaluated at Wj = w:
(j)

Ψ0 (W−j (w)) ≡

d
Ψ0 (w) |Wj =w
dWj

And define the variable importance measure over the observed covariate
values as:
(j)
νj (P0 ) = EW−j Ψ0 (W−j (w)).
The values of νj (·) can be plotted over the observed values of Wj to observe
any fluctuations in importance.

3

Simulations

To compare our proposed cross-validated bagged estimator to that of Breiman’s
we performed similar simulations to those in the original manuscript (Breiman
1996). For the simulations we used CART as implemented in the recursive
partitioning algorithm rpart (Therneau and Atkinson, 1997) in the statistical package R (Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996).
For each simulation, we evaluated estimators for a single tree, Breiman’s
bagging scheme, and ours. For each, the same learning set Lset was used
for building and choosing the best predictor. The same independent test
set Tset evaluated the fit and reflects the empirical risk estimated in the
following tables.
For the single tree, Ψ̂1s (Lset ) was estimated with Lset , where
s = (k = 1, . . . , K(n), minbucket = 7, cp = .01).
The best level of the tree k̂ was chosen via 10-fold cross-validation. The
empirical risk was evaluated with the independent test set at level k̂. For
Breiman’s Bagging scheme, the learning set Lset was used to generate B
bootstrap samples and build B bootstrap specific estimators Ψ̂CV (L#
set ),
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where 10-fold cross validation was implemented to select Ŝbr (L#
set ). The
predicted test set Tset values Ψ̃br (Tset ) were calculated by averaging the B
bootstrap specific estimators built on Lset . For our proposed cross-validated
bagging scheme, Lset was used to generate B bootstrap samples and 10fold cross-validation to select k̂. The empirical risk is calculated with the
averaged bootstrap specific estimators, Ψ̂s (Tset ). This entire procedure was
repeated 100 times for each of the methods and the empirical risk averaged.
3.1

Boston Housing Data

This data set (available in the MASS library (Venables and Ripley, 1997)
in R) has 506 observations and 13 socio-economic variables used to predict
median value of houses in Boston tracts. For the following an independent
test set T of size 25 was randomly selected. This is a replication of simulations in Breiman, 1996. The learning set L contains the 481 remaining
observations.
Method
Single Tree
Breiman Bagging
OurT Bagging
Single Tree
Breiman Bagging
OurT Bagging

Bootstrap
Samples
0
25
25
0
100
100

Emp Risk
Mean
23.61
15.78
13.12
23.94
15.45
12.85

Emp Risk
Std.Dev.
15.77
11.14
10.28
15.47
11.06
10.08

% improvement
over single tree
33%
44%
35%
46%

For this data set, the variable importance measure as described in Section 2.2 was calculated. The variables were ranked from most important
to least as: rm, lstat, ptratio, crim, nox, rad, chas, dis, tax,
age, indus, black, zn.
3.2

Simulation 1

Simulated Data set 1 is as described in the simulations in Friedman, 1991.
There are 10 independent predictor variables x1 , . . . , x10 each of which is
uniformly distributed over (0, 1). The response is given by y = 10sin(πx1 x2 )+
20(x3 − .5)2 + 10x4 + 5x5 + error, where the error ∼ N (0, 1). For this the
learning set L has 200 observations and the test set T has 1000.
Method
Single Tree
Breiman Bagging
OurT Bagging

Bootstrap
Samples
0
25
25

Emp Risk
Mean
21.39
15.82
14.02

Emp Risk
Std.Dev.
3.19
1.45
1.02

% improvement
in Risk
26%
34%
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Simulation 2

Simulated Data set 2 is as described in the simulations in Friedman, 1991.
There are 4 independent predictor variables x1 , . . . , x4 each of which is
uniformly distributed over different ranges: 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 100, 20 ≤ (x2 /2π) ≤
280, 0 ≤ x3 ≤ 1, 1 ≤ x4 ≤ 11. The response is given by y = (x21 + (x2 x3 −
(1/x2 x4 ))2 )1/2 + error, where the error ∼ N (0, σ). For this the learning
set L has 200 observations and the test set T has 1000.

σ
.35

.62

3.4

Method
Single Tree
Breiman Bagging
OurT Bagging
Single Tree
Breiman Bagging
OurT Bagging

Bootstrap
Samples
0
25
25
0
25
25

Emp Risk
Mean
14529.2
6582.54
5185.77
14787.81
6576.22
5180.04

Emp Risk
Std.Dev.
3546.97
1221.04
1040.5
4488.39
1216.1
1035.8

% improvement
over single tree
55%
64%
56%
65%

Simulation 3

Simulated Data set 3 is as described in the simulations in Friedman, 1991.
There are 4 independent predictor variables x1 , . . . , x4 each of which is
uniformly distributed over different ranges: 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 100, 20 ≤ (x2 /2π) ≤
2 x4 )
280, 0 ≤ x3 ≤ 1, 1 ≤ x4 ≤ 11. The response is given by y = arctan( x2 x3 −(1/x
)+
x1
error, where the error ∼ N (0, σ). For this the learning set L has 200 observations and the test set T has 1000.

σ
.35

.85

4

Method
Single Tree
Breiman Bagging
OurT Bagging
Single Tree
Breiman Bagging
OurT Bagging

Bootstrap
Samples
0
25
25
0
25
25

Emp Risk
Mean
0.1903
0.1610
0.1516
0.8374
0.8017
0.7987

Emp Risk
Std.Dev.
0.0137
0.0095
0.0091
0.0353
0.0354
0.0379

% improvement
over single tree
15%
20%
4%
5%

Discussion

Recursive binary partitioning algorithms are useful tools for exploring associations between variables and outcomes and interactions between variables. However, single runs of such algorithms lead to unstable predictors.
To alleviate this instability we have suggested a cross-validated bagging
scheme. This scheme differs from previous approaches in its external crossvalidation, i.e., selection of predictor depth subsequent to aggregation. To
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explore the benefits of the suggested bagging scheme, we compared our
method to Breiman’s and a single tree. The gain in prediction accuracy
given by our method is evident from all simulations in Section 3.S For example, in the Boston Housing Data there is a 33% decrease in the mean
empirical risk by aggregrating predictors as in Breiman’s approach, while
there is a 44% decrease by our bagging scheme. The variable importance
measure is illustrated with the Boston data indicating that are the variables making the biggest contribution to the prediction of median housing
value. A full explanation and discussion of the suggested approach can be
found in Molinaro and van der Laan, 2005.
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Abstract: Blood lactate assessment is used regularly by exercise physiologists
as a predictor of endurance performance. Typically fingertip blood samples are
collected at selected running speeds on a treadmill and a plot of lactate concentration against workload (e.g. treadmill speed) is presented. Several features of
the lactate curve have been suggested as markers for endurance. Typically these
features, or endurance markers, are used to monitor changes in aerobic fitness,
set training regimes and predict endurance performance. Determination of these
markers however can be problematic (Weltman, 1995).
In order to explore the structure of lactate curves, Functional Data Analysis
(FDA) techniques are applied to provide graphical summaries. A new nonparametric endurance marker is then presented which corresponds to the point of
maximum acceleration in the lactate curve. Using smoothing splines it is easily
calculated by examining the second derivative of the smoothed lactate response.
In addition we propose a simple discrete approximation to this marker.
Keywords: Breakpoint detection, Endurance markers, Smoothing splines.

1

Introduction

During low intensity exercise, there is little change in blood lactate concentration. As the intensity of exercise increases, a workload is reached above
which the blood lactate response to increasing exercise intensity is curvilinear (Weltman, 1995). A typical blood lactate plot for an incremental
exercise test is given in the top left of Figure 3.
It was believed that blood lactate concentration increased to a breakpoint
(the Lactate Threshold, LT) which coincides with the workload where the
muscles became ”anaerobic” for the first time (Yoshida, 1984). It is now
clear that lactate is the product of and not the cause of muscle contraction
(Connett et al., 1985). There is little evidence that lactate is released only
by muscles that are anaerobic or that muscles ever become anaerobic during
exercise.
The LT is considered by some to be a good predictor of endurance performance (Noakes, 2003) and that changes in the LT could be useful sum357
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maries of changes in fitness. There are possible limitations when the LT is
used, for example, the reproducibility of the LT for a given individual has
been questioned. In addition, several methods have been used to determine
the LT and there is no consensus on how the LT should be determined.
In this paper we introduce a new nonparametric endurance marker corresponding to a unique feature in the lactate curve that correlates well with
endurance.
Blood lactate measurements were collected from 19 male professional soccer players (at six time points across a playing season) and from a group of
24 elite cyclists. Fingertip blood samples were collected at selected running
speeds on a treadmill and were analysed for whole blood lactate concentration using an automated blood lactate analyser.
Let hereafter (Lij , wij ) represent the blood lactate reading Lij for player i
(i = 1, . . . , N ) at workload wij , j = 1, . . . , ni . For each i, the workload is
strictly monotonically increasing in j.

2

Summarizing Lactate Curves

Functional Data Analysis (FDA) is an important statistical methodology
for the analysis of data that can be modelled as continuous functions. In
FDA, samples are collected at discrete time points on the same subject.
These multivariate observations are then represented as continuous curves
that are viewed as the raw data for all further statistical analysis.
The first stage of a functional data analysis is to represent the observations
(Lij , wij ) in functional form using a suitable basis function. It is assumed
that per individual a single function Li (w) is being observed which satisfies
reasonable continuity conditions on the bounded interval of interest and
that derivatives DM Li (w) of order M can be evaluated.
The choice of basis function can be guided by the nature of the underlying
function being estimated. In the case of lactate data, a regression spline
basis function using polynomial splines of degree five joined smoothly at
the distinct workloads recorded was deemed suitable. A roughness penalty
approach was used to smooth Li (w). The smoothing parameter was initially chosen using cross-validation (Ramsay and Dalzell, 1991), however a
value of equivalent to n − 2 degrees of freedom was considered more suitable. Given that the lactate data were collected at six different time points
across the season and that players may have differing initial workloads
the smoothed lactate curves were mean registered (Ramsay and Silverman,
1997). A plot of the 112 mean registered lactate curves with the mean curve
highlighted is given in Figure 1.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a useful technique for extracting
the important features from multivariate data. The functional form of PCA
extends this notion to extract the key features of data functions. A functional principal components analysis of the mean registered lactate curves
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FIGURE 1. Mean registered Lactate Curves for football data with highlighted mean
curve (fat).

was performed using the soccer data. The first two components accounted
for 80 and 11 percent of the variation, respectively (Figure 2). The upper
and lower curves correspond to component scores that are two standard
deviations above and below the mean, respectively. The first component is
fairly insensitive to values in the baseline period. High and low values of the
component scores give curves that are close to the mean curve in this region. On the other hand, this component is very sensitive to the variation
in the curves at the higher treadmill speeds with high scores associated
with poorer fitness. It appears to capture the overall fitness information
that is of physiological interest and indicates the considerable variability in
the curvilinear section of the lactate curve. The second component is quite
sensitive to values in the baseline period (Figure 2 right). High scores are
associated with high initial values in the baseline. This component appears
to add evidence to the presence of baseline related variability.

3

Suggested Lactate Markers

The main controversy surrounding lactate curve analysis is whether or not
there is a breakpoint (LT) present in the lactate curve. If the LT is considered real it is assumed that the relationship between blood lactate L and
workload w is given by
Lij = β0 + β1 wij + β2 (wij − LT )+ + εij ,

(1)

2
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FIGURE 2. Functional principal components for the soccer lactate data.

for i = 1 . . . , N individuals, j = 1, . . . , ni , where εij is an error term with
mean zero and finite variance. Note that this model implies that the first
derivative of the lactate curve is not continuous.
Traditionally the LT was determined subjectively from plots of the lactate
concentration versus workload. Lundberg et al. (1986) proposed fitting a
linear spline where the estimated workload corresponding to the location
of the knot is the LT. The location of the knot (i.e. the point of intersection between the two linear splines) and the parameters of the lines are
estimated by minimizing the sum of the squared differences between the
observed and fitted lactate values. A log transformation of both the workload and blood lactate concentration has been suggested in an attempt to
gain a better estimate of the lactate threshold (Beaver et al., 1985).
The work from Hughson (1987) and Campbell (1989) suggests that during incremental exercise the change in blood lactate is a continuum and
does not display a threshold phenomenon. In light of this model assumption additional markers have been proposed, e.g. the workload preceding an
increase in lactate concentration of at least 1mM from baseline or the workload corresponding to a fixed blood lactate concentration (FBLC), typically
4mmol (Heck, 1985). An other alternative is the Dmax marker (Cheng,
1992), the speed corresponding to the point that yields the maximum perpendicular from a line joining the first and last lactate measurements to the
estimated lactate curve (estimated using polynomial regression, typically
of degree 3). Given the evidence provided by the second functional principal component, this marker will undoubtedly be influenced by considerable
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variability at early workloads. Markers based on the slope of the lactate
curve have also been suggested (Campbell, 1989).

4

The D2LMax marker

The underlying philosophy of the approach considered in this paper is to
assume that the lactate data for the i−th individual can be modelled as a
smooth function Li of the workload wij as
Lij = Li (wij ) + εij ,

(2)

for i = 1 . . . , N , j = 1, . . . , ni , and εij as in (1). This error term is reflective
of non-exercise related factors and possible measurement error. There is no
parametric assumption relating to the underlying function so each player
can have his/her own lactate curve and the function does not assume the
presence of a breakpoint (e.g. the LT). It is assumed that the Li satisfy
reasonable continuity conditions on the bounded interval of interest and
that derivatives DM Li (w) of order M (M = 1, 2) can be evaluated.
The first stage of the analysis is the use of a suitable procedure that will
provide a smooth estimate of Li . In this application the smoothing procedure chosen must also take into account that baseline variation in an
individuals lactate curve has a local influence only and that estimates of
the first two derivatives of the Li are required. In the examples presented in
this paper, penalised smoothing splines (Ramsay, 2004) with polynomials
of degree 4 were used in order to have a continuous second derivative while
a smoothing parameter equivalent to n − 2 df was considered suitable on
the basis of a sensitivity study.
We define the D2LMax as the treadmill velocity corresponding to the maximum of the second derivative, i.e. the point of maximum acceleration
(PMA) of the estimated underlying lactate curve. Figure 3 illustrates the
various markers using blood lactate from a randomly selected athlete in the
data described in Figure 1. We stress that the D2LMax marker is fully nonparametric, requiring solely that the underlying lactate curve is smooth. By
building second differences, one can even skip this last assumption, yielding
an easily calculated discrete approximation of D2LMax:
D2LMaxdiscr = max (Li,j+2 − 2Li,j+1 + Li,j )
j

(j = 1, . . . , ni − 2).

Both D2LMax and D2LMaxdiscr are markers for PMA rather than for LT,
avoiding a decision on the presence of a breakpoint. The PMA is usually
higher than the values of LT detected by the markers suggested in Section
3. In the following section we show that both D2LMax and D2LMaxdiscr
are indeed sensible markers for endurance.
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FIGURE 3. Blood lactate curve with various estimated endurance markers highlighted.

5

Empirical Results

It is desirable that any blood lactate marker should be highly correlated
with endurance performance. In order to compare the correlation with the
various lactate markers suggested, blood lactate data collected from 24
elite cyclists which included an independent measure of endurance (i.e. a
time trial) were analysed (Bishop et al 1998). The correlation between the
different markers and the time trial results are presented in Table 1.
All of the markers discussed in this paper were significantly positively correlated with time trial performance. The 4mmol FLBC was the most highly
correlated marker with endurance with the two D2LMax markers the next
most highly correlated. Note that the FLBC is a subjectively chosen marker
and represents the workload corresponding to a ceiling lactate value, 4mmol
in this example.
In order to determine which subset of markers best explained the variability in time trial performance, a linear model was fitted with time trial as
response variable and all markers given in Table 1 as explanatory variables. Both a stepwise linear and a best subsets regression yielded a model
containing two markers: The FBLC 4mmol and the D2LMaxdiscr marker
2
(p = 0.001, Radj
= 70%). This suggests that simultaneous measurement
of more than a single marker may be adequate to assess endurance performance. Note that this is in agreement with the information provided by
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TABLE 1. Pearson correlation (p-value) of each marker with endurance based on
cyclists data (n=24).

Marker
LT.log.log
FBLC
Dmax
D2LMax
D2LMaxdiscr

Pearson correlation
0.657
0.803
0.598
0.676
0.720

p-value
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000

the first functional principal component which suggests that two players
with the same turnpoint may not be considered ’equal’ in terms of lactate
based endurance.

6

Conclusion

In recent years, the development of reliable rapid-response blood lactate
analysers has made blood lactate assessment a quicker and easier physiological assessment method for exercise physiologists. The use of these
analysers has had a huge influence on the amount of research data collected.
This paper illustrates how a smooth estimate or a discrete approximation
of the second derivative of the lactate function may prove to be a useful
endurance marker.
As lactate measures are collected using blood samples, the number of data
points is generally small where typically 8 to 9 measures are collected.
Typically the reported lactate marker is not accompanied by an estimated
standard error in published sports science research, although an estimator
of the variability of each marker is possible using calibration techniques
(Osborne, 1991). The endurance marker could be weighted by the standard
error for all subsequent analysis, for example in a weighted mixed effects
model for investigating a change in the marker across time (Carroll and
Ruppert, 1988).
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Abstract: Interval-censored data commonly occur in medical studies, where the
occurrence time for an event of interest is only known to be within a certain
interval. Further, we know nothing about the behaviour of the occurrence time
within this interval. We propose a non-parametric method of plotting the density
function and the hazard function for interval-censored data using a modified
kernel estimator. The performance of this method is tested using both simulated
and actual data.
Keywords: interval-censored; kernel; hazard; density.

1

Introduction

Interval-censored data commonly occur in medical or health studies that
entail periodic follow-up. An individual due for scheduled examinations
may have tested positive in one examination but tested negative in the
previous examination. Thus, the occurrence time is only known to be between the two examination times, say, [a,b]. The exact time is unknown.
Right-censored and left-censored observations are special cases of intervalcensored data where b = ∞ and a = 0 respectively. As with standard
survival data, which consist of exact or right-censored observations, the
problem of interest is to estimate the underlying distribution function and
the effects of covariates. For non-parametric methods, Peto (1973) proposed
a non-parametric estimator of the survival curve and Turnbull (1976) proposed a self-consistency algorithm for this estimator. Kernel estimation is
widely used for estimating the density function from a sample of exact observations, (Silverman, 1986). We extend the idea of kernel estimation to
interval-censored data and develop a non-parametric method of plotting
the density and hazard function. This is discussed in section 2. In section
3, we investigate the performance of this method, using simulated data and
real data.
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Density and hazard estimation for interval-censored data

Methodology

Suppose we have n exact observations. The kernel estimator of a density
function f (x) is


n
1 X
x − Xi
ˆ
fK (x) =
K
(1)
nh i=1
h

where h is the window width and K is the kernel function. It is clearly an
average of the kernel functions centred at the exact observations. It can
be shown that the kernel estimator converges to the density function f (x).
Furthermore, the rate of convergence depends little on the choice of the
kernel function K. This leads us to the integrated kernel function defined
as
R b Kh (t−x)
dx
[a,b]
Kh (t) = R ∞ aR b Kb−a
.
(2)
h (t−x)
dxdt
b−a
−∞ a

In practice, interval-censored data rarely occur alone. It is more common
to have a combination of left, right and interval-censored data. In its current form, the integrated kernel function cannot handle a right-censored
observation. This motivates a further modification to the integrated kernel
function by introducing a weight function φ, giving us
[a,b]
Kφ,h (t)

Rb

Kh (t − x)φ(x)dx
= R ∞ aR b
.
Kh (t − x)φ(x)dxdt
−∞ a

(3)

substituting back into (1) gives

n

1 X (a,b)
[a,b]
fˆφ,h (x) =
K
(x)
nh i=1 φ,h
which caters for the general case of left, right and interval-censored data.
The performance of this modified kernel estimator is tested using simulated
data as well as actual data extracted from Finkelstein and Wolfe (1985).
Once we have obtained an accurate estimate of the density function, one
can easily evaluate the corresponding survival function by integration and
hence the hazard function.

3

Simulation Procedure and Results

We generate n exact observations from a Weibull distribution. We then
simulate interval-censoring by using a vector of ‘anchor’ times, tanchor . We
use a vector of U (−r, r) to ‘perturb’ the appointment times for every individual. This is added to the anchor times giving us trand . We now have
a unique set of appointment times for each of the n individuals. Further,
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FIGURE 1. (a) top-left Integrated kernel estimator for various h (b) top-right Integrated kernel estimator for various n (c) bottom-left Integrated kernel estimator
for various p (d) bottom-right Integrated kernel estimator for various r

some subjects may miss particular appointments. This feature is captured
by assigning a ‘miss’ probability to each element in trand , we denote the
resulting vector by tmiss . Finally, an interval-censored observation is defined to be between the largest element of tmiss below the exact Weibull
observation and the smallest above the observation. The parameters of our
simulation are the window width h, sample size n, probability of missing
an appointment p and the magnitude of the random vector r. Unless stated
otherwise, the parameters used are h = 0.2, n = 200, p = 0.3 and r = 0.5.
The integrated kernel estimates are plotted in Figure 1. When applied
to simulate data, the estimate performs better with interval-censored data
that is more variable, both in length and in location. If the integrated kernel
estimate is used for exploratory purposes, a sample size of around 200 and
the use of subjective selection of window width is sufficient. Overall, the
integrated kernel estimator performs satisfactorily for a moderate sample
size. Although the computation involved is increased from the standard
kernel estimation procedure, given the current level of technology, this is
not a severe hindrance. We also assess the performance of our estimator
using the breast cancer data from Finkelstein and Wolfe (1985), plotted in
Figure 2 . We discover that the use of integrated kernel functions (whether
with uniform or non-uniform weights) cause a degree of inherent smoothing
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in the estimator. In the limit where h → 0, standard kernel functions will
converge to a Dirac delta function, whereas integrated kernel functions will
converge to its weight function φ. It can be shown that the standard kernel
estimate can achieve a near zero bias given a sufficiently large data set and
a sufficiently small window width, at least theoretically. This is not the case
for integrated kernel estimates, since the minimum amount of smoothing
is dictated by the interval lengths from the data set. On the other hand,
the estimator does not suffer from severe fluctuations either. Overall, the
estimates for the breast cancer data show some ‘resilience’ to changes in
window width, but are nevertheless satisfactory.
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Abstract: Microarray technology allows measurement of the gene expression of
thousands of genes simultaneously and has many applications in the areas of
disease diagnostics and drug response studies. Measurements of gene expression
profiles may be utilised in the study of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) as
a diagnostic to identify the sub-type of disease so that appropriate treatment
protocols may be applied.
This study investigates whether cDNA and Affymetrix microarrays replicated
for 14 paediatric ALL patients produce concordant results. Specifically, we select
a number of genes (via univariate and multivariate statistical methods) that
best discriminate between two major sub-types of ALL (T-cell and B-cell). The
primary interest is in the common genes selected from both platforms since this
validates both the platform and the gene selection.
Key findings of this study indicate that although there is a degree of platform
agreement between cDNA and Affymetrix data for 14 ALL patients it is lower
than expected. When comparing ranked lists of the top 100 differentially expressed genes for the two platforms there was up to 24% overlap. Although this
figure is higher than most quoted in the literature it indicates low concordance
considering that the two platforms are measuring the same sample tissue. Likely
causes for this low figure include inaccuracies in gene annotation that result in
falsely matched genes and intrinsic differences between the two platforms that
lead to differences in sensitivity and specificity.
Keywords: microarray; platform concordance.

1

Introduction

Microarray technology allows measurement of the gene expression of thousands of genes simultaneously and has many applications in the areas of disease diagnostics and drug response studies. Measurements of gene expression profiles may be utilised in the study of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia
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(ALL) as a diagnostic to identify the sub-type of disease so that appropriate
treatment protocols may be applied.
Microarray technology involves hybridisaton of a labeled sample to known
DNA probes fixed on a slide with the objective of obtaining gene expression
profiles of the sample. Traditionally cDNA array data is analysed as a log
ratio and Affymetrix analysed as an absolute log intensity. To enable appropriate comparison of the two platforms we extract single channel cDNA
data and create Affymetrix ratio data resulting in matching data types.
This study investigates whether cDNA and Affymetrix microarrays replicated for 14 paediatric ALL patients produce concordant results. Specifically, we select a number of genes (via univariate and multivariate statistical methods) that best discriminate between two major sub-types of ALL
(T-cell and B-cell) and compare agreement between platforms.
1.1

Background

The genetics research area has been revolutionized by the emergence of
microarray technology which provides the platform for estimation of gene
expression profiles of thousands of genes simultaneously. As microarray
technology has developed over the years there was an expectation that
different platforms would provide similar gene expression profiles for a particular gene but comparative studies over the last few years have indicated
otherwise. There have been a number of publications outlining unexpected
and often conflicting results (Barczak et al. 2004), as well as a number
of publications attempting to interpret these discrepancies (Jordan, 2004;
Marshall, 2004).

2

Methods

The measurement of overall platform concordance was approached by investigating the degree of agreement in gene expression profiles between
platforms and within platforms. Approaches to the measurement of concordance involved: Pearson correlations of gene intensities; comparison of
differentially expressed genes selected on different platforms and comparison of differentially expressed genes selected by different statistical methods. We compare lists of differentially expressed genes selected from each
platform by ranking two types of t statistics. The genes common to both
ranked lists for each platform provide a measure of platform concordance.
We then apply multivariate discrimination methods and subsequently identify genes that both univariate and multivariate methods select. This analysis approach validates the gene selection and reduces uncertainty in results.
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FIGURE 1. Gene expression profiles for Hs.103042 and Hs.105656. Note similar
profiles for Affymetrix probe sets compared to conflicting profiles for cDNA spots.

3

Results

The key issue considered in this study is the level of concordance between
Affymetrix and cDNA platforms for ALL gene expression profiles. The
current literature indicates that there is minimal agreement between different microarray platforms (Jordan, 2004). Our investigations indicated
up to 24% agreement between platforms for ranked lists of differentially
expressed genes.
Comparison of genes selected by both univariate and multivariate statistical methods from either or both platforms provides further validation of
results. We identified two UniGenes that were selected from both platforms
by both univariate and multivariate statistical methods. These UniGenes
(Hs.95327 and Hs.96023) were identified as CD3D antigen and CD19 antigen which are classic markers for T-cell and B-cell. We conclude that there
is platform concordance at least for genes that are highly differentially expressed.
A number of annotation issues were identified, particularly in the case
where there were two probe sets or spots linked to a single UniGene for a
particular platform.There was an expectation that two sequences linked to
a single UniGene would have similar intensity measures but this was often
not the case (refer to Figure 1). This result presents evidence for utilizing
sequence-mapped probes (Mecham et al., 2004) to create matched data sets
rather than UniGene cluster number.
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4

Comparison of cDNA and Affymetrix

Discussion

A question that was posed at the beginning of this study queried whether
similar results can be obtained from Affymetrix and cDNA microarray platforms using established statistical approaches for listing the most differentially expressed genes. That is, are the same genes identified from both
Affymetrix and cDNA? The answer is that while there is some overlap
and consistency it is nowhere near what you would expect. Likely causes
for this low concordance include inaccurate annotation and sequencing,
intrinsic platform differences in sensitivity and specificity and differences
in processing and analysis techniques. Improved annotation utilizing sequence mapped probes information and standardization of data processing
and analysis is required to ensure improvement in concordance. Further research into hybridization dynamics of each platform is necessary to reduce
cross-hybridisation and increase the dynamic range of intensities.

5

Concluding remarks

The question researchers often ask is “If different platforms produce different results then which one is correct?” Perhaps the answer is that until
quality control of microarray production and processing is improved the
best one can do is identify concordant results from more than one platform
and more than one statistical method which will provide a level of validation. Many researchers are disillusioned by discordant results from different
platforms and have reduced confidence in microarray technology (Marshall,
2004). Microarrays have huge potential, particularly in the medical diagnostic field, but require huge improvements in the quality of production
and processing to ensure high quality, consistent outcomes.
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Abstract: Assisted Reproductive Technologies (ART) offer many infertile or
subfertile couples the opportunity to have a baby. To model the risk factors
that affect the process at any of its stages, an ordinal response and the extended
continuation ratio model have been used. It has been found that body mass index
(BMI), female age and the type of treatment are risk factors at some stages. This
model can be further extended to allow for multiple attempts.
Keywords: ART; IVF; ordinal regression; continuation ratio model.

1

Introduction

Many couples experience fertility problems making it difficult for them to
conceive a child. ART (Assisted Reproductive Technologies), or IVF (in
vitro fertilization) as it is more commonly known, offer these couples the
chance to have a baby. While these technologies have been available for
many years statistical analysis has been primarily restricted to descriptive
statistics of the demographics of the subjects, their success rates (in terms
of the number of babies), a comparison of the process across clinics or the
modelling of a single risk factor on one specified stage. We are not aware
of a unified model that looks at the risk factors for the process as a whole.
The IVF process consists of a number of stages:
1. The collection of the oocytes (eggs) and the sperm.
2. The fertilization of the eggs to produce embryos.
3. The transfer of a viable embryo or embryos to the uterus.
4. Pregnancy.
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5. Birth of a baby.
The process can fail at any of these stages. While the only outcome of
interest to a couple undergoing ART treatment is the birth of a live baby,
in a model we have to consider the stage that was successfully reached
and the risk factors affecting success at each stage. In a single attempt we
can consider the stage as an ordinal response, where the response is the
highest of these stages successfully achieved. For example, if a subject was
unsuccessful at stage 1 (unable to have eggs collected) her response would
be zero, while a subject who had an embryo successfully transplanted but
failed to achieve pregnancy would have reached stage three. (NOTE: For
this analysis the collection of the sperm was not included as a separate stage
since it is a parallel stage to egg collection and is therefore not sequential
with the other stages. If sperm collection was unsuccessful then fertilization
would not take place and the subject would be considered to have a response
of one.)
There are various methods available for modelling an ordinal response.
These include the cumulative logit or proportional odds model, the continuation ratio model and the adjacent categories logit model.
The continuation ratio model models the probability of the response being
in category j, conditional on being in category j or higher (forward continuation ratio model). It is therefore best suited to data where the interest
is in the individual categories of the response, rather than a cumulative
response (Ananth and Kleinbaum, 1997). It is recommended when the outcome is irreversible, i.e. when the subject can only go forward through the
levels or stages (Cole and Ananth, 2001). For these reasons this model is
appropriate for the ART data.
The continuation ratio model makes the assumption of proportional odds,
that is it assumes that the relationship between the covariate and the response is independent of the category or stage. However this assumption is
relaxed in the extended or unconstrained continuation ratio model.
This analysis was based on data provided on subjects who commenced
ART treatment between 1998 and 2002 at CityWest IVF, Sydney, Australia
(Tyler, 2003).

2

The Continuation Ratio Model

For the forward continuation ratio model, the conditional probability of
being in category j, given that the response is in category j or higher,
δj (x), is called the continuation ratio. In a model with J stages:
δj (x)

= P (Y = j | Y ≥ j, X = x)

= πj (x)/[πj (x) + .... + πJ (x)]
j = 1, 2, .., J − 1.
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If we model the logit of the continuation ratio then the model becomes:
logit(δj (x)) = log [δj (x)/(1 − δj (x))] = αj + βx
⇐⇒ δj (x) = exp(αj + βx)/(1 + exp(αj + βx))

The advantage of the continuation ratio model is that by restructuring
the data simple binary logistic regression can be used to estimate these
models. Although there are 6 stages in this process (0,1,...5) we model 5
’cut-points’, (0,1,2,3,4), since δ5 (x) = 1.
To restructure the data, we create subsets for each cut-point consisting
of all subjects that have a response (stage) greater than or equal to that
cut-point. Within these subsets we create two new variables, the first to
specify the cut-point and the second, a binary variable, to specify whether
the response is equal to the cut-point or greater than it. These subsets are
then concatenated into a single data set. Logistic regression can then be
used to model the binary variable as the response, including the cut-point as
a covariate in the model. The model is based on conditional probabilities for
each cut-point, which are conditionally independent (Bender and Benner,
2000).
By including interactions between risk factors and the new cut-point variable, the model can be extended to allow for different coefficients at each
cut-point. This is the extended or unconstrained continuation ratio model.
In our model risk factors were only included as interactions with the cutpoint variable, not as main effects. This enabled us to directly determine
the effect of each of the risk factors on each stage.
This model was used to analyse some of the risk factors for the ART process.

3

Results

The ordinal response was set up as described in the introduction and the
data was restructured as described in Section 2.
The risk factors that were tested included body mass index (BMI), female
age, male age, and type of treatment. Male age was not found to be a
significant risk factor at any stage, but all other factors were significant at
one or more stages.
Results from the model are presented in Table 1 and are summarised below
for each risk factor. The odds ratios presented in the table are for the risk
factor at the specified level, relative to the referent category. The cut-point
is the stage at which those subjects, with that level of the risk factor, are
more (or less) likely to stop. For example, those subjects with a BMI less
than 20 (underweight) have, on average, 2.33 times the odds of stopping at
stage 0 (no success) than a subject with normal BMI.
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TABLE 1. Results - Odds Ratios for Significant Risk Factors

Risk Factor
BMI < 20
BMI > 30
Age > 35
Age < 30
Age > 35
Age > 35
Treatment A
Treatment A

3.1

Cut-point
0
4
0
2
3
4
1
4

Stage
No success
Pregnancy
No success
Fertilization
Embryo Transfer
Pregnancy
Egg Collection
Pregnancy

OR
2.33
2.27
2.86
1.56
1.56
1.74
2.19
0.55

CI
1.26 - 4.32
1.25 - 4.16
1.59 - 5.14
1.04 - 2.35
1.18 - 2.06
1.05 - 2.90
1.48 - 3.26
0.36 - 0.87

BMI

BMI was categorised into four groups: underweight (< 20), normal (20 25), overweight (> 25 − 30) and obese (> 30).
• Subjects who are underweight are more likely to stop at stage 0 (no
success) than subjects with normal BMI.
• Subjects who are obese are more likely to stop at stage 4, that is
miscarry, than subjects with normal BMI.
This result is consistent with the data, as illustrated in Figure 1. This graph
shows the proportion of subjects successful at each stage for each level of
BMI.
3.2

Female Age

Age was categorised into three groups: < 30 years, 30 - 35 years and > 35
years with the 30 - 35 year group being used as the referent category.
• Older women were more likely to stop at stage 0 (no success) and
also at stage 3 (transfer) and stage 4 (pregnancy) than the 30 - 35
year group.
• Younger women were more likely to stop at stage 2 (fertilization)
than the 30 - 35 year group.
This is also consistent with the data, as illustrated in Figure 2. This graph
shows the proportion of subjects successful at each stage for each age group.
3.3

Treatment

There were two types of treatment considered, Treatment A and Treatment
B. Treatment B was used as the referent category.
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FIGURE 1. Proportion Successful at Each Stage by BMI

FIGURE 2. Proportion Successful at Each Stage by Female Age

• Subjects receiving Treatment A were found to be more likely to stop
at stage 1, that is less likely to have successful fertilization, than
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subjects receiving Treatment B.
• The subjects receiving Treatment A were less likely to stop at stage
4, that is miscarry, than the subjects receiving Treatment B.
Figure 3, which shows the proportion of subjects successful at each stage
for each treatment group, illustrates this graphically.

FIGURE 3. Proportion Successful at Each Stage by Treatment

4

Discussion

The ART process can succeed or fail at any stage, but for the ultimate
successful outcome it must succeed at every stage. Therefore it is important
to understand the risk factors that affect success at each stage to improve
the chances of success, to provide information for further research and to
inform subjects of their likelihood of success.
Using the stages of the process as an ordinal response and the extended
continuation ratio model enables us to model the whole process and determine which factors affect each stage. Further risk factors can be tested
using this model.
Many subjects have a number of attempts at ART, should they not be successful in their first attempt. Since the extended continuation ratio model
uses binary logistic regression it can be extended, using Generalized Estimating Equations, to allow for multiple attempts per subject. Initial analysis has shown that the probability of success at some stages varies between
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the first and second attempts. This model may therefore provide additional
information for subjects who are considering further attempts.
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Abstract: This paper illustrates a modelling approach to the identification of
different patterns in gene expression motivated by data from an experiment designed to study responses in gene expression to light in leaves from Arabidopsis
thaliana plants. It compares patterns found using statistical models with patterns identified by Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) and those obtained by multiple
pairwise comparisons. Further we demonstrate the use of a dimension reduction
method to visualize the patterns of gene expression response profiles for a large
number of genes.
Keywords: microarray; statistical models ; multiple comparison; Gene-plot;
SOM; pattern.

1
1.1

Modelling Gene Expression Data
Background

A microarray experiment differs from more classical experiments described
in the biometrics literature by the very large number of parallel measurements (‘genes’) on typically only a few cases (slides or chips). The small
number of cases is, in part, a function of the high costs of the experiment
and the limitation of available sample. Often models are estimated on a
gene by gene basis although recently there have been attempts to ‘share’
information (see for example Lönnstedt and Speed, 2002).
Various statistical models have been proposed for detecting differential gene
expression in microarray experiments, but often they have been applied to
a two-group comparison. Whatever approach is used, when there are more
than two groups, biologists are often interested in first the detection of
differential expression followed by description/s of the pattern/s of differential expression. The large number of genes which are typically modelled possibly tens of thousands - makes this aspect of modelling a considerable
challenge in microarray data analysis.
When there are only two groups in a microarray experiment, such as two
genotypes, two treatment groups, samples from normal and diseased tissues for example, interpretation of the model is usually relatively straight381
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forward. This is particularly the case when interest focuses on allocating
genes to groups of no response, up or down regulation, say. This is the
most common case covered in the statistical literature on microarray data
analysis.
However for more complex models, for example experiments involving more
than two levels, multiple factors, interactions or continuous covariates, even
at the single gene level interpretation can be quite challenging. The biological problem of describing the patterns of response can be seen as one of
model interpretation, model simplification or model selection. In the classical ANOVA model the problem of detecting which means are different
and which ones are probably not different following a rejection of a hypothesis of equal treatment effects is known as the problem of ‘multiple
comparisons’.
Currently one of two broad approaches are used by biologists for searching
for gene expression profiles or patterns in the iid case, namely either (i)
multiple pairwise comparisons or (ii) a pattern recognition method such
as clustering, ordination, SOM etc. The latter methods do not incorporate
statistical ideas and once clusters of genes have been identified it is still
necessary to interpret the patterns. Some multiple pairwise methods use
empirically derived ‘cutoffs’ on, say, a ratio of gene expression values but
do not incorporate statistical reasoning, whilst others use multiple t-like
statistics.
Although the ‘multiple comparison’problem is not new and it is unlikely
given the potential range of models that a ‘one approach fits all’ is possible, the importance of using statistical ideas to address the problem cannot be understated. Also it is not trivial to find methods to summarize
the interpretation for the resultant, literally thousands of, models. To our
knowledge, except for some time series type models, the interpretation of
models following detection of differential expression has not been considered in the statistical analysis of microarray data, for data other than for
the two sample case.
SOM, a computational method based on neural nets, has gained popularity
for microarray data analysis (and for many other data) particularly in plant
molecular biology, to detect and assign genes to different patterns. In this
paper we compare the patterns detected by SOM to those found using
a modelling approach. We focus on models with iid errors and qualitative
factors which allow a fairer comparison to SOM. Even in the simplest case of
three treatment levels in a single factorial model (one way ANOVA) there
are twelve potential ‘patterns’ of interest, given by not only the relative
up/down patterns, but also accommodating no difference between pairs of
levels.
For the statistical modelling approach, we examine an additive and multiplicative model for gene expression. A multiplicative model is more commonly used in the statistical analysis of microarray data because of the
variance stabilizing properties of the logarithmic function. In this case the
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error structure of the model is taken to be log normal. In the additive model,
gene expression is modelled as a Gamma which models on the original scale
while successfully accounting for the constant coefficient of variation often
observed for fluorescent measurements obtained from hybridization experiments.
Both types of models are found in the literature but can give rise to very
different ‘patterns’ or interpretations. Both types of models are of interest
to biologists. In the case of multiplicative models, the patterns of gene
expression values are being described in terms of fold change while in an
additive model, the observed or a scaled version of the measurement of
gene expression is modelled. We show the impact of the models and their
assumptions on pattern assignment.
1.2

Modelling

In this section we describe the likelihood approach to modelling (see for example Aitkin, 1986). We consider both a multiplicative model (log normal)
and an additive model (Gamma).
The model for a single gene is written as
µ = E[f (Y )|X] = β ′ X + ǫ.
For the multiplicative model the function f = log2 and the errors, ǫ, are
assumed iid and to follow a normal distribution. For the additive model the
function f is the identity function, and the distribution of Y |X is assumed
Gamma with constant shape index.
The design matrix, X, in a typical one-way ANOVA experiment would be
a set of dummy variables indexing the different treatment conditions (see
for example McCullagh and Nelder, 1989).
The null model provides a natural test for differential gene expression. But
following detection of differential expression the question of describing and
interpreting the patterns of response remains. Tukey (1991, p100) wrote
What we should be answering first is ‘Can we tell the direction in which the effects of A differ from the effects of B?’ In
other words, can we be confident about the direction from A to
B? Is it ‘up’, ’down’ or ’uncertain’.
It is in this spirit that we wish to approach the multiple comparison problem.
When there are more than two groups the number of combinations of
up/down/no difference increases rapidly. For example, with four groups
there are 75 combinations. We call each of these combinations a pattern.
Deciding which pattern is the best description of the model can be approached several ways.
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One approach might be to use the method of contrasts or ‘Wald’ tests which
use the asymptotic result that for large Fisher information, i(β), the distribution of β is often adequately approximated by (β̂ − β) ∼ N (0, i(β)−1 )
(McCullagh and Nelder, 1989, 471). The approximation is much closer for
normal independently distributed errors than for Gamma distributed variables, and for large sample sizes. Small samples however are common in
microarray data and the probability of model mis-specification is high.
This latter fact is a consequence of the technology, underlying biology, preprocessing and the large numbers of genes involved.
An alternative approach, which we use, is based on the result that a formal
comparison of two nested models can be expressed in terms of a likelihood
ratio test between the two models. This is usually more accurate even
for small sample sizes than the normal approximation. We compare the
likelihoods between a model representing a particular pattern and a model
which assumes all means are different. For both the log normal and the
Gamma models a dispersion parameter needs to be estimated so an F -test
is used. If the resultant F value is not statistically significant at some predefined level, then the model is assumed adequate and the gene assigned
to that pattern.
For some data more than one model may adequately describe its pattern
of response. Then the model with smallest deviance is used. For some
data, especially where the means are showing a gradual increase or decrease, conflicting results can occur. A simple example might be where
µ1 = µ2 , µ2 = µ3 but µ1 6= µ3 .
A general algorithm can be developed using either contrasts or a log likelihood approach (or any other appropriate test) by noting that the pattern
between the gene means can be described by their ranks. For example, a
pattern 1234 refers to a pattern with monotonically increasing means in
the four groups. If, say, the first and second means are determined to be
equal (within sampling variability) then their ranks would be set equal. For
this example the new ranks would be 1, 1, 2 and 3, respectively, and 1123
would describe the pattern. A pattern labelled 0 indicates genes where the
allocation to a pattern is uncertain. The pattern labels can be used for generating gene lists or for creating visual displays of the data. For example
different colors or symbols can be used in ordination or projection plots.

2

Application to an Arabidopsis thaliana light
adaptation experiment.

In this study a number of leaves at the same developmental stage were harvested from different Arabidopsis thaliana plants. Plants were grown for 7
weeks at low light (50 mmol quanta m−2 s−1 ) with a ten hour photoperiod
and day/night temperature of 21◦ in 70 % humidity. Plants were transferred into high light (550 mmol quanta m−2 s−1 with the same photope-
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riod). RNA was extracted after 0 (shade), half, two and six hours of high
light and hybridized to Affymetrix GeneChips using standard Affymetrix
protocols. Some of the responses to high light are expected to be transient
and choosing the appropriate time points for the experiment is crucial.
Initial RT-PCR (reverse transcriptase polymerase
chain reaction) results on some genes have since supported the design and
selection of time points. The gene expression measure used in this study
was the Affymetrix MAS 5.0 signal and the chips were normalized to the
same mean expression on each chip (150).
The aim of this study (Rosche, in preparation) was to identify early changes
in gene expression after the transfer of shade-adapted plants into highlight conditions. In this paper, however we are interested in identifying and
describing all the different responses to treatment. Not all changes will be
associated with light adaptation. For example some of the changes in gene
expression might be due to various stresses incurred during the transfer,
such as mechanical stimulation, a change in temperature or the generation
of reactive oxygen species due to an excess of irradiation on shade-adapted
leaves.
There were three biological replicate chips in the shade condition and two
in each of the three light treatment groups. Neither the same leaves, nor
plants were used at the different time points. This experimental design was
a consequence of the number of available leaves and that at the time scale
involved in this study there are noticeable effects on gene expression as a
result of harvesting, as mentioned above.
Only a proportion of the 22,800 genes or ESTs (expressed sequence tags)
represented on the chip would be expressed. There were 14669 genes in this
data set which were detected as being present by the MAS 5.0 algorithm in
all replicates in the shade or any one of the light treatments. These genes
were used in subsequent analyses.
Patterns of no change are not of special interest so we want to detect
and set them aside. Methods for detecting differential expression depend
naturally on the underlying model assumed for the data. Given one of
our objectives is to compare pattern allocation using the log normal and
Gamma models we chose to use a nonparametric approach, the KruskalWallis test (for example see Conover, 1980) to select genes which were
differentially expressed. This is a conservative approach and eliminates any
possible bias which might have resulted from the use of either a log normal
or Gamma model for selection for the comparisons that follow. It is well
known that for small samples the true level of significance of the KruskalWallis test is smaller than the stated level of significance associated with
the chi-square distribution. Given the current technology there is no reason
why an exact test should not be used. We computed the Kruskal-Wallis rank
sum test on all 9! = 362880 unique combinations of 9 ranks. As expected
with a small sample, the distribution is quite granular with only 141 distinct
values of the test statistic. The computed upper quantiles are 5.651 (0.9),
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6.444 (0.95), 7.133 (0.99), 7.533 (0.999). We chose the maximum computed
value, 7.533 (which occurred 2592 times) as the thresh-hold for selecting
differentially expressed genes. This is equivalent to an exact p-value of
0.007, but due to the presence of tied ranks in the data caused by a lower
bound of zero expression, it is only approximate. This selection procedure
resulted in 395 genes being selected.
To allow the log normal model to be estimated, zero estimates of gene
expression were set to 0.1 in all subsequent analyses. If a log normal
ANOVA model had been used for detecting differentially expressed genes
with p ≤0.005, 907 genes would have been selected. Of the 395 genes selected by the Kruskall-Wallis test statistic, 187 would have been rejected
using a log normal model with p ≤ 0.005. There were only 18 of these 395
genes where the p value for the F -test statistic from an ANOVA model
assuming a log normal model was >0.05 . Very similar numbers were seen
when an additive model with Gamma error was used to test for evidence
of differential expression. If a Gamma model had been used to detect differential expression (p ≤ 0.005) 897 genes would have been selected, 850
of which would also have been selected using a log normal model.
The Gene-plot (Pittelkow and Wilson, 2003) was developed as an exploratory method to display patterns of gene expression from a gene expression experiment. This plot is similar in essence to the h-plot of Corsten and
Gabriel (1976). In Figure 1 each gene is represented by an icon, showing
the patterns of relative change (in the mean log2 gene expression) between
shade and light for half an hour, and then from half an hour to two hours
etc. The actual coordinates are at the left hand point for the icon. On this
plot genes which lie close together have similar correlations. Genes lying on
a straight line passing through the origin will be correlated, with variance
decreasing towards the origin. Genes which lie opposite each other are negatively correlated, indicating a reverse pattern of up down regulation across
the chips. Further details on the Gene-plot can be found in Pittelkow and
Wilson (2003).
The clusters of highly responsive genes at the bottom of the plot are mostly
‘shock’ genes i.e. genes which respond following handling and harvesting
(for example touch/stress, as mentioned above).
In Figure 1 the 395 genes selected from the 14669 genes which were detected
as being expressed in at least one of the shade or light groups by the
Kruskal-Wallis test are indicated by a grey diamond symbol. It is significant
that many genes which appear from the shape of their icon to have relatively
high differences between their means, are not selected by the Kruskal-Wallis
test. Similar observations hold for the other selection models. Analysis of
some of these genes show that, as expected, they have high within group
variance. Many of these genes would however be identified by non statistical
methods, such as fold change, to be ‘important’.
Other dimension reduction methods or mapping methods can be used for
displaying gene patterns by augmenting the usual displays with appropriate
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FIGURE 1. Gene-plot showing the relative patterns in means (log signal) for the
Arabidosis thaliana gene expression data. The location of the 395 genes selected
by the Kruskal-Wallis test are indicated by a grey diamond symbol. The lines
connect the mean log2 gene expression in the shade and the 3 light conditions.
The actual coordinates are at the left hand point for the icon.

icons, but care needs to be taken in choosing the appropriate centering
and scaling (Pittelkow and Wilson, 2005). Cannonical variation plots are
another alternative for some designs.
We now describe some results of applying the algorithm to the 395 genes
selected using the Kruskal-Wallis test for the Arabidopsis data. It can be
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shown that the 75 patterns (for the 4 groups) can be represented by 14
distinct statistical models, including the model where all means are different. We used the 95th quantile from an F distribution with the appropriate
degrees of freedom. The left hand side of Table 1 shows the frequency of
genes allocated to the different patterns using a multiplicative and additive model. Fifty distinct patterns were found in the data and are listed in
column one of the table. The two models led to very similar model interpretation in terms of up/down and no differential genes expression. Where
differences did occur it tended to be that the log normal model differentiated between the lower ranked means more often. If space and color were
available a Gene-plot would be included and we would observe that the
different patterns tend to fall in pie segments (centered at the origin) with
genes having the greatest variance being most distant from the origin. This
is a consequence of the geometry of the Gene-plot.
We now compare these patterns to those obtained using multiple pairwise comparisons and SOM. To carry out multiple paired comparisons, a
(Welch’s) t-test with unequal variances was used. We do not in general
recommend such methods with only two replicates, but here they are being carried out for comparison. Nonparametric tests or permutation tests
are also inappropriate given the small sample sizes. As before, a p level
of 0.05 is used. The frequencies of the different patterns are shown in column 4 of Table 1. A pairwise algorithm is clearly much more conservative.
Fewer distinct patterns are found and many more are assigned to the no
change pattern, 1111. These patterns were determined by the above algorithm, testing each pair of means in order; µ1 vs µ2 , µ1 vs µ3 , µ1 vs
µ4 , µ2 vs µ3 , µ2 vs µ4 , µ3 vs µ4 . When the order of the comparisons is
changed to µ2 vs µ1 , µ3 vs µ1 , µ3 vs µ2 , µ4 vs µ1 , µ4 vs µ2 , µ4 vs µ3 ,
different patterns sometimes result. When this occurs it indicates a contradictory set of test results. The frequency of genes where an appropriate
model and thus pattern cannot be found by the algorithm is much higher
for a pairwise approach. One example which occurred 13 times is the following; µ1 = µ2 , µ1 = µ3 , µ1 6= µ4 , µ2 = µ3 , µ2 6= µ4 , µ3 = µ4 . Two possible
patterns are 1111 and 1122.
Lastly, we want to compare the algorithm with those resulting from the
use of SOM. A number of parameters need to be set (number of nodes,
learning rate etc.) and we were guided by both the recommendations in
the Affymetrix Data Mining Tool User’s Guide (Affymetrix, 2001) and the
statistical software, R, which was used for all analyses reported in this paper. Application of the algorithm to some simulated data made it clear
that the ‘best’ results for SOM in the sense of capturing the patterns simulated, were obtained when the gene expression values were standardized.
The right hand side of Table 1 shows a 56 (7 by 8 grid), a typical SOM result following standardization of the MAS 5 signal values. The clusters are
labelled 1 though 56 and the frequency of genes in each cluster is shown
in the next column. The range of different patterns (log normal model)
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are shown alongside each cluster. Some patterns were much more common
than others in the clusters. The results indicate poor agreement between
the patterns detected by statistical models and SOM.
Initial biological interpretation of some of the patterns is promising. For
example, the early light induced protein (ELIP1), one of the genes showing
an early stress response pattern (1233) has been described by Adamska
(1997) as a component of the photo protection mechanism. A mitochondrial glutathione peroxidasea with a 1234 modelled base pattern has been
reported by Navabpour et al. (2003) to be induced by oxidative stress.
There was also a relative high percentage of up-regulated genes involved
in transcription, communication and stress-response which are thought to
be components of early signalling pathways leading to morphological and
physiological adaptations to the new environment.

3

Conclusion

The literature on multiple comparisons is voluminous, and Tukey has acknowledged ‘the usefulness of - and need for - a variety of procedures’. Here
we have selected a few approaches, and shown that for gene expression data
multiple pairwise comparisons without reference to a unifying model gave
quite different results from the results obtained from modelling based on
the likelihood. For the latter, the additive model (Gamma) and multiplicative model (log Normal) had reasonable overall agreement, although for
some individual genes the conclusions are different. Obviously many other
comparisons are possible, and some of these are currently under investigation. SOM is a widely used, computationally based method which has no
statistical modelling basis (although a statistical approach may be used to
study its goodness-of-fit). We found the agreement between the patterns
detected by different SOM implementations and the statistical modelling
approaches we examined to be poor. Overall, we would recommend a statistical modelling approach whose fundamental properties are understood,
noting that the choice of one type of model over another may lead to differences at the single gene level.
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TABLE 1. Summary of results for comparing the methods. The two sides of the
table are separate. The left hand side shows the patterns (column 1) followed by
the frequency of genes allocated to each pattern assuming a multiplicative (log
normal) and an additive model (Gamma) respectively. The fourth column shows
the frequencies using a pairwise method. The table on the right shows SOM ‘cluster’ numbers followed by the frequency of genes in the cluster and the different
patterns determined by a multiplicative model.
Pattern

Log Normal

Gamma

0
1111
1112
1121
1122
1123
1132
1211
1212
1221
1222
1223
1232
1233
1234
1243
1321
1322
1423
2111
2112
2113
2121
2122
2123
2133
2134
2143
2211
2212
2213
2221
2311
2312
2321
2331
2341

53
18
4
1
50
10
1
2
5
31
10
6
5
5
5
1
2
1
1
14
22
5
10
1
2
2
4
1
57
2
3
4
3
1
3
5
2

52
22
4
1
49
11
1
2
5
26
10
6
5
5
5
1
1
1
1
15
23
6
10
1
3
2
4
1
57
2
3
5
3
1
3
5
2

3124
3142
3211
3212
3214
3221
3321
3412
3421
4123
4213
4312
4321

1
1
3
5
5
8
6
1
1
1
2
2
7

1
1
4
5
3
7
7
1
1
1
2
2
6

Pairwise

217
15
2
14
2
4
3
41
2
1
3
1
1

37
2
6
3
3

17
10

2
1

3

1
1
1
2

SOM

Freq.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

14
5
5
5
4
4
9
7
9
6
9
10
8
3
7
6
8
3
9
4
3
5
13
8
3
3
4
8
8
7
12
5
6
9
11
10
9
4
8
5
11
6
7
4
6
9
11
14
10
2
3
7
10
6
13

patterns
0 1121 1122 1132 1221 1222 1233 2143 3142
1122 1232 1233 1243
1122 1221 1222
0 1111 1221 1232
1111 1221
0 1221 2331
1211 1212 1221 1321 1322 1423
1122 1233 2133
0 1122 1222 1233
0 1122 1221 1232
1111 1221 1222 1232
0 1221 2221 2331 2341
1221 1321 2221 2331
0 2211 2321
1122 1123
1122
1111 1122 1222
1221
0 1111 1211 2211 2311 2312 2321 3412
2211 2221 3421
2211 2311 2321
1122 2133
0 1122 1123 1223 1233 1234
0 1111 1122 1223
0 1212
0 1111 2211
0 2211 2311
0 2211 3321 4321
0 1112 1122 1123 2123
0 1112 1122 1123 2134
0 1112 1122 1123 1212 1223
2111 2121 2211 3221
2111 2112 2211
0 1111 2211 3221 3321 4321
0 2111 2121 2211 2221 3211
0 1122 1123 2134
0 1112 2213 3214
2112 4213
0 2211
0 3211 3321 4321
0 2211 3221 4321
0 2112 2113 3214
0 2112 2113 2213
2112 2212 3214
1111 2111 2211
0 2111 2211 3212 4312
2121 2211 3221
0 2111 2112 2121 2211 3221
0 2112 2113 2122 2123 3124
2112
2112 4123
0 2111 2112 3212
1111 2112 2211
0 2111 2112 2211 2212 3212
1111 2121 2211 3221 4321
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1

Introduction

Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) (e.g. Plagnol and Tavare, 2004)
has been proposed to deal with posterior simulation in those cases where
likelihoods are computationally intractable, but nevertheless data may easily be simulated from the defining model. The technique is based on rejection sampling, and consists of proposing a candidate for the unknown
model parameter, using that candidate parameter to simulate data from
the model, and then comparing the simulated data to the actual data. If
the actual data and simulated data are approximately the same, then the
candidate parameter value is taken to be a draw from the posterior distribution for the parameter. While these methods are promising, the effect
that the approximations have on the posterior distribution has not been
generally addressed. Beaumont et al (2002) have shown that as the matching threshold is made larger, the approximate posterior becomes biassed
towards the prior distribution. However the size of this bias for any particular threshold cannot be predicted. In this paper, we frame the method as
exact MCMC draws from an approximating hierarchical model, interposing an ancillary variable with the same support as the data, between the
parameter and the data. The condition required for the approximating and
true models to give identical inferences follows easily from this model.
Another approach to inference with intractable likelihoods is indirect inference (e.g. Heggland and Frigessi 2004). It consists of making inferences
about a surrogate parameter when inference about the true parameter is
impossible due to intractable likelihoods. Simulation is used to produce
data from a range of true parameter values. For each such data set, the
surrogate parameter is estimated, resulting in a relationship between the
true parameter and surrogate parameter. The surrogate parameter is estimated for the data of interest, and the relationship found in simulation
between the surrogate and true parameters is applied to infer the true parameter. This can also be framed in a Bayesian context, using a similar
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approximating hierarchical model, interposing an ancillary variable on the
support of the parameter between parameter and data. In general, an approximating model can be intermediate between these two examples, and
we discuss such an example which results in useful parameter estimates.
1.1

An approximating hierarchical model

In general, we consider a model of the form
θ −→ y

(1)

with pt (y|θ), the probability of data y conditional on parameter θ about
which we wish to make some inference, with subscript t indicating the true
model. We also define a prior probability for θ, p(θ). In cases of interest
pt (y|θ) is intractable, but simulated data y ′ is quickly and easily generated
given θ. In a Bayesian setting, inference about θ uses the posterior,
pt (θ|y) ∝ pt (y|θ)p(θ),

(2)

and an MCMC algorithm may be designed to draw samples from the posterior. However when evaluation of pt (y|θ) is intractable, the approach fails,
for example, because Metropolis Hastings ratios involving pt (y|θ) can not
be evaluated.
Both ABC and indirect inference, in a Bayesian context, can be seen as
examples of drawing posterior samples for θ from an approximating hierarchical model of the form
θ −→ φ −→ y

(3)

where φ is an aditional random variable that we have interposed between
θ and y. This model is defined by a prior for θ, p(θ), which we take to
be the same as in the previous case, and conditional probabilities pa (y|φ)
and pa (φ|θ). The subscript a refers to the approximating model, and we
rely on the arguments to distinguish between distributions. In ABC, φ is
analagous to the data y, and we take (φ|θ)a equal in distribution to (y|θ)t .
In indirect inference, pa (y|φ) is chosen to be tractable, while pa (φ|θ) may
be estimated from simulations.
In order that inferences about θ be equivalent from the true and approximating models, we require that
Z
(a)
(4)
pt (y|θ) = pa (y|θ) =
pa (y|φ)pa (φ|θ)dφ = Eφ|θ [pa (y|φ)].
φ

A Metropolis Hastings algorithm for φ and θ can be constructed, and marginalising over the draws for φ gives the desired marginal posterior for θ.
A joint proposal for (φ′ , θ′ ) results in the MH ratio:
M H(φ′ , θ′ |φ, θ) =

p(θ′ )pa (φ′ |θ′ )pa (y|φ′ )j(θ, φ|θ′ , φ′ )
p(θ)pa (φ|θ)pa (y|φ)j(θ′ , φ′ |θ, φ)

(5)
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where j(θ′ , φ′ |θ, φ) is the joint proposal distribution for φ and θ.
The distribution pa (φ|θ) is unknown analytically in indirect inference or
intractable in ABC, but in both cases we can draw φ from the distribution.
In ABC, this is by simulating ancillary data from the intractable likelihood.
In indirect inference, by simulating ancillary data, then computing from it
a value of φ, as by maximum likelihood.
Using Møller et al. (2004), pa (φ|θ) can be elliminated from the MH ratio
by suitably factorising the proposal distribution, so that
j(θ′ , φ′ |θ, φ) = pa (φ′ |θ′ )j(θ′ |θ).

(6)

That is, we first propose parameter θ, from say a random walk, and then
propose φ from pa (φ|θ), which now cancels from the MH ratio, leaving
M H(φ′ , θ′ |φ, θ) =

p(θ′ )pa (y|φ′ )j(θ, |θ′ )
p(θ)pa (y|φ)j(θ′ |θ)

(7)

By making appropriate choices for j(θ|θ′ ) and the distribution pa (y|φ), the
algorithm reduces to rejection sampling, or a variety of ABC. For example
taking pa (y|φ) = 1 if y = φ, and 0 otherwise, and letting j(θ, |θ′ ) = p(θ)
gives standard rejection sampling. Letting pa (y|φ) ∝ 1 if ||S(y)−S(φ)|| < δ,
and 0 otherwise where S(·) is a summary statistic, gives standard ABC,
referred to as the approximate rejection algorithm by Plagnol and Tavare
(2004). If we relax the requirement that j(θ, |θ′ ) = p(θ), then we have the
approximate MCMC algorithm of Plagnol and Tavare (2004).
The equilibrium distribution of the Markov chain algorithm in the above
cases is well defined, and is the distribution pa (φ, θ|y), and (4) defines
suitable choices for pa (φ|y). It can be shown that the only cases in which
the true model and ABC give the same inferences for θ is when pa (y|φ) = 1
if y = φ, and 0 otherwise, or if a sufficient statistic for the true model, V (·),
exists, pa (y|φ) ∝ 1 if V (y) = V (φ), and 0 otherwise.

2

Discussion

We have applied the above framework to a problem in genetic sequence
analysis (Reeves et al., 2005). The problem is to infer the original sequence
from several mutated copies. In this case the intractable likelihood represents a mutation model involving probabilities of insertion, deletion and
substitution applied successively to each location of the genetic sequence.
While mutations are easily simulated, computing the probability of a specific mutation given an original sequence is computationally intensive for
large sequences. We found that mixing was problematic applying ABC directly, but that results could be obtained by drawing ancillary variables
φ not from the intractable likelihood itself, but from a related model with
much smaller probabilities of insertion, deletion and substitution. Using the
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above framework, the results can be interpreted, with some assumptions
about symmetry, to be giving a reasonable estimate of the true posterior
mode, although the information about the true posterior variance is lost.
This is sufficient to recover the original sequence. In the ABC context
pa (y|θ) ∝ e−βd where d = |V (y) − V (φ)|, proved to be a suitable choice,
with choice of parameter β controlling the trade off between mixing and
accuracy of inference. In the indirect inference context, preliminary experiments have shown that use of Maximum Likelihood to derive φ′ from
(a)
ancillary data drawn conditionally on θ′ results in biasing Eφ|θ [pa (y|φ)] in
(4) consistently above pt (y|θ), in the case of a binary autologistic lattice
with parameter θ, and an approximating partially ordered Markov model
(Cressie and Davisdon, 1998) with parameter φ. This suggests that drawing φ conditionally upon ancillary data rather than taking the ML estimate
may provide better inference. The analysis we provide shows that in both
ABC and indirect inference, efforts to improve the quality of inference
should address choices of pa (y|φ) and pa (φ|θ) which best fulfil (4).
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Abstract: All muscle contractions are dependent on the functioning of motor
units. In diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), progressive loss
of motor units leads to gradual paralysis. A major difficulty in the search for a
treatment for these diseases has been the lack of a reliable measure of disease progression. One possible measure would be an estimate of the number of surviving
motor units. Despite over 30 years of motor unit number estimation (MUNE),
all proposed methods have been met with practical and theoretical objections.
Our aim is to develop a method of MUNE that overcomes these objections. We
record the compound muscle action potential (CMAP) from a selected muscle in
response to a graded electrical stimulation applied to the nerve. As the stimulus increases, the threshold of each motor unit is exceeded, and the size of the
CMAP increases until a maximum response is obtained. However, the threshold
potential required to excite an axon is not a precise value but fluctuates over a
small range leading to probabilistic activation of motor units in response to a
given stimulus. When the threshold ranges of motor units overlap, there may be
alternation where the number of motor units that fire in response to the stimulus
is variable. This means that increments in the value of the CMAP correspond to
the firing of different combinations of motor units. At a fixed stimulus, variability
in the CMAP, measured as variance, can be used to conduct MUNE using the
‘statistical’ or the ‘Poisson’ method. However, this method relies on the assumptions that the numbers of motor units that are firing probabilistically have the
Poisson distribution and that all single motor units action potentials (MUAP)
have a fixed and identical size. These assumptions are not necessarily correct. We
propose to develop a Bayesian statistical methodology to analyse electrophysiological data to provide an estimate of motor unit numbers. Our method of MUNE
incorporates the variability of the threshold, the variability between and within
single MUAPs and baseline variability. In Ridall et al. (2005b) we gave the biological background in order to develop assumptions leading to the construction
of a model capable of describing the response of the units where the number of
units, N , is fixed. In Ridall et al., (2005a) we extended that model so that the
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possible number of units, N , is a stochastic variable by developing a reversible
jump Markov chain Monte Carlo that is able to cross traverse model space.
Keywords: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS); reversible jump, MCMC; motor
neurone disease (MND); motor unit number estimation (MUNE).

1

Introduction

Motor units are responsible for the contraction of muscles. Each motor unit
consists of an anterior horn cell in the spinal cord, a motor axon running
within the peripheral nerve its terminal branches and the muscle fibres
supplied by that axon. One anterior horn cell is capable of supplying many
muscle fibres. The true number of units supplying a single muscle is not
known but in degenerative neuromuscular diseases, these numbers decrease
with time. The aim of this paper is develop a methodology to obtain the
posterior distribution of N , the number of units supplying a muscle.
The history of research into attempts to estimate motor unit numbers has
spanned over 30 years. Methods have ranged from the original incremental technique (McComas et al., 1971), multiple point stimulation (Doherty
and Brown, 1993), the “MUESA” method (Slawnych et al., 1996) through
to the so-called Poisson or statistical method (Daube, 1995) and a recent
derivative of this (Blok et al., 2005) where the Poisson assumption is replaced by a binomial assumption. The incremental method is thought to
over estimate motor unit numbers (Daube, 1995) because it fails properly
to take into account an effect known as alternation which is a phenomenon
which is a consequence of the variable nature of the threshold. For a fixed
stimulus, at different instances of time, different combinations of units will
fire resulting in variation of the CMAP. If n units are firing some of the
time (this excludes units that never fire at that stimulus or units that are
firing all of the time at that stimulus) then there are 2n − 1 possible increments of potential each one consisting of a different combination of units.
This means that the number of distinct levels is usually greater than n.
Thus estimates of the motor unit numbers based on the counting of levels
will be upwardly biased.
Our data collection protocol consists of measuring the magnitude of the
electrical muscular response to a changing electrical stimulus applied at the
nerve. The response, known as compound muscle action potential (CMAP),
is the summation of all the single motor unit action potentials (MUAPs)
that are firing at an instance in response to a given stimulus. In Ridall et al.
(2005b) we constructed a model that describes this response by accounting
for individual unit properties: the mean and precision of the threshold of a
single motor unit and the mean single MUAP size.
The Poisson statistical method uses alternation in its estimate of motor
unit numbers, but makes two assumptions. Firstly it assumes that all single
mean MUAPs are identical in size. Secondly it assumes that the number
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of units n that are firing stochastically (not all of the time) at a fixed
stimulus has a Poisson distribution. In our model we make assumptions that
reflect the physiological mechanisms involved in the stimulus and response
of motor units.

2

Background to the fixed N model

Here we present a brief summary of the biological considerations which
leads to a formulation of our model. The biology is presented in more detail in Ridall et al. (2005b). The foundations of our model can be split
into three components, each of which corresponds to a physiological mechanism located at a distinct anatomical station of a motor unit. A good
non-mathematical account of these mechanisms can be found for example
in Benarroch et al. (1999).
We illustrate the basic concepts by referring to Figure 1, where an analysis
of a data set taken from a 66 year old male with ALS is presented. Surface
recordings were taken from the extensor digitorum brevis upon stimulation
of the peroneal nerve. This data set was analysed using the methodology
of Ridall et al. (2005b). We divide the description of the biology into the
three components:
(i) the depolarisation of the axon membrane (the triggering of the motor
units):
(ii) the single motor unit action potentials (MUAPs);
(iii) the summation of the single MUAPs to give the CMAP.
The depolarisation of the axon membrane: The triggering of the motor unit occurs at the nodes of Ranvier situated on the axon. This
mechanism is well known and follows from the work of Hodgkin and
Huxley, 1952. At equilibrium sodium and potassium ion pumps maintain a constant resting potential across the membrane. An action potential only occurs if the applied stimulus exceeds the threshold of
a unit at a particular instance of time causing depolarisation. This
threshold for firing is thought not to be precise but variable over a
range (Verveen, 1960) leading to a major source of stochasticity in the
model. Furthermore, the threshold can be described by a Gaussian
distribution (Bergmans, 1970), (Bostock et al., 1998), (Bruce et al.,
1999). We describe the threshold of a particular unit by two unique
excitability parameters, the threshold mean or the stimulus at which
a motor unit has a 50% chance of firing and the threshold precision. These parameters are thought to be related to the number and
type of open ion channels (Hales et al., 2004) and are formulated as
random effects in our model. The probability of each unit firing can
be described by a sigmoidal cumulative Gaussian excitability curve
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(Stein and Yang, 1990). The shape and location of these curves are
determined by the excitability parameters just described and an example is given in Figure 1 (C) where several curves are shown. These
parameters define the threshold which are shown as broad horizonal
bands shown in Figure 1 (B). The overlapping of these lines (as four
motor units do in the stimuli range S = 44 − 47mA) leads to an effect
called alternation. As the stimulus (solid line) exceed each of these
lines the units fire. Notice the number of increments in the stimuli
range S = 44−47mA shown figure 1 (A) exceeds four. The maximum
number of levels for four overlapping thresholds is is n = 24 − 1.
The single MUAPs: The potential is propagated along the axons, through
the terminal branches to the motor synapses where acetyl choline is
released. This causes the depolarisation of the muscle membrane and
the generation of a motor unit action potential (MUAP) which is the
summation of the action potentials of all the muscle fibres of that motor unit. Because the size of the MUAP varies between motor units
(Feinstein et al., 1955) we describe the between unit variation of single MUAPs by a hyper-distribution. There is also variability within
motor units, which may be due to probabilistic events at the terminal
branches and at the neuromuscular junction
The summation of the single MUAPs to give the CMAP: At the
surface of the skin, an electrode records the CMAP. This is the sum
of all the single MUAPs that fire at that instance as well as a component of baseline noise. Following Day and Hulliger, (2001) we assume
that the potentials are strictly additive. The expected CMAPs from
every tenth data point are shown as bars in Figure 1 (D) with the
contributing single MUAPs shown as stripes within the bars.
We now give a mathematical description of each of the above components.

3

Details of the statistical model

Let N be the number of motor units and let k depict a given unit where
k = 1, 2, . . . , N . Let yt be the measurement of CMAP area recorded at
stimulus St , for t = 1, 2, . . . , T, where T is the number of measurements
taken. We denote all the observations of CMAP by y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yT }
and all the stimulus values by S = {S1 , S2 , . . . , ST }.
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FIGURE 1. This is an illustration of the implementation of our fixed N model on
a data set taken from a patient, 66 year old male with ALS. In this model N = 12.
From top left we have: (A) The data-set consisting of percentage CMAP area plotted against stimulus. The vertical lines show the positions of the mean threshold,
mk , for each unit or the location parameter. Panel (B) shows the stimulus as
a solid line being manually increased from the submaximal value when no units
are firing to the supramaximal value where all units are firing. The first broad
fuzzy horizontal line (shown by an arrow), is actually four overlapping lines lines
depicting the thresholds of four separate units. As the stimulus moves through
the thresholds of these units we get the multiple levels shown in panel (A) (also
shown by an arrow) at about S = 45 − 47mA and an effect called alternation
when the number of levels exceeds the number of units. Panel (C) shows the excitability curves that describe the probability of each unit firing as a function of
stimulus. These are taken from the posterior modes. The four units mentioned
above are depicted by an arrow. The intercepts of these curves with the horizontal
line, p = 0.5, also give the mean thresholds, mk . Panel (D) shows the expected
CMAP area of every tenth point in the data set together with the actual CMAP
area, marked by a ’+’ symbol. The shaded areas within each bar of CMAP show
the contributing single MUAPs.
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The depolarisation of the axon membrane (the triggering of the
motor unit)
The event of unit k firing, sk,t = 1, is assumed independent both of other
units firing and of whether the unit has fired at previous instances of time.
Let the threshold of motor unit k at time t be τk,t . Unit k fires if and only
if its threshold, τk,t , is exceeded by the stimulus at instance t, i.e.
sk,t = I(St > τk,t ),

(1)

where I() is the indicator function. This threshold is not fixed but varies
over a range defined by


1
(2)
τk,t ∼ N mk , 2 ,
δk

The range of the threshold for each unit is defined by two excitability
parameters. Both of these are treated as random effects. The first is the
mean threshold, mk , which is the stimulus at which a motor unit has a
50% probability of firing and determines the horizontal location of the
excitability curves shown in Figure 1 (B). The second excitability parameter
δk2 is the precision of the threshold of that unit and determines the shape of
the corresponding excitability curves. The threshold precision parameters,
δk2 , are allocated gamma random effects:
δk2 ∼ Gam(αδ , βδ )

(3)

where αδ and βδ are given noninformative Gamma priors: αδ ∼ Gam(α1 , β1 )
and βδ ∼ Gam(α2 , β2 ), where α1 = α2 = β1 = β2 = 0.001. The choice of a
prior on mk is important and there are many options. The influence of the
priors can be observed using a graphical diagnostics such as that shown
by Figure 1 (A). We use a prior that minimises the number of motor units
(N ) needed. The problem is similar to the the problem of putting priors
on the change point problem of Green, 1995. Like Green, 1995 we use the
distribution of the even numbered order statistics. However rather than using the uniform distribution, we use that of the normal distribution. This
is because plots of CMAP against stimulus tend to have a logistic shape
indicating that fewer new motor units are being recruited with stimuli at
the low and high end. The greatest rate of change in CMAP occurs for
stimuli in the middle of the range.
We subject the mean threshold parameters to the prior constraints
m0 < m1 < m2 < . . . < mN < mN +1 ,
where m0 is a lower limit and mN +1 the upper limit. A prior of the even
numbered order statistics from 2N +1 variables normally distributed about
2
µm with variance σm
is assigned to m1 , m2 , . . . , mN ;

Y   mi − µm 

N+1
N
p(m) = σm
(2N + 1)!

Φ

i=1

σm

−Φ

m

i−1

− µm

σm

 Y
N  
m
φ

i=1

i

− µm
σm
(4)


.
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The hyper-parameter, µm , is given a normal non-informative prior: µm ∼
2
N (0, 1/τǫ) where τǫ = 1/σǫ2 = .001, and hyper-parameter, σm
, is given a
2
non-informative inverse Gamma prior: σm ∼ IGam(α3 , β3 ), where α3 =
β3 = .001. We denote all the parameters used in this section by
2
Θz = {m, δ, τm , σm
, αδ , βδ }.

(5)

The single motor unit action potentials
Single MUAPs are assumed independently and normally distributed around
the mean for that unit, µk , with a common variance σ 2 . The single MUAPs,
µk , are allocated gamma distributions truncated on the left by µmin
µk ∼ GamT (αµ , βµ , µmin ),

(6)

The minimum single MUAP, µmin , is not known, but the consensus is that
it can be set at µmin = 25µV ms (Bromberg, 2003). We experimented with
the setting of this parameter and found the parameter that gave the best
reproducibility of MUNE was a value of µmin = 100µV ms and it is this
value that is used throughout this paper. In our data analysis we allocated
µk random random effects by allowing αµ and βµ to vary and are given
noninformative Gamma priors: αµ ∼ Gam(α5 , β5 ) and βµ ∼ Gam(α6 , β6 ),
where α5 = β5 = α6 = β6 = 0.001. Gamma random effects were used for
each of the data sets analysed in this paper. The variability parameter σ 2
was given a noninformative inverse gamma prior with α3 = β3 = 0.001.
The summation of the single MUAPs to give the CMAP
Using the assumption of additivity, the expected CMAP will be the sum of
expected single MUAPs and the expected level of baseline noise where the
baseline noise is normally distributed around its mean, µb , with variance σb2 .
Similarly, the variance of the CMAP area will be the sum of the variances
of those units that fire and a component known as the baseline variance.
The observations of CMAP area, yt , are assumed conditionally independent
and distributed normally as:

(yt | τt , µ, µb , σb , σ) ∼ N µTt , Vt
(7)
where

µTt = µb +

N
X

sk,t µk

(8)

k=1

Vt = σ 2 nt + σb2 , nt =

N
X

k=1

sk,t ,

(9)
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where sk,t is given by equation (1). The baseline variability σb2 is allocated
a noninformative inverse gamma distribution and µb is allocated a noninformative gamma prior with α4 = β4 = 0.001.
We denote the distribution of the parameters used here and in Section 3
by
Θy = {µ, µb , σ, σb αµ , βµ }.

4

(10)

The trans-dimensional Markov chain.

We now describe a Markov chain where N can be used as a stochastic
variable in an enlarged model which incorporates varying dimensional parameter spaces. We describe two general types of moves in the MCMC
updates: the fixed N moves which do not result in any change in the dimension of the model; and the varying N moves which increase or decrease
the value of N by one. For the fixed N moves, we find it convenient to use
continuous latent variables to indicate which units are firing. With varying
N moves, on the other hand, it is necessary to reallocate the firing state
of each unit to each observation by Gibbs sampling. This is much more
easily done if the latent state is binary. Therefore, for the purpose of varying N moves, we convert the latent variables of the units in question from
Gaussian random variables, τ , to corresponding binary random variables,
s with prior distribution:
pk,t = p(sk,t = 1 | m, δ)
= Φ (δk (St − mk )) .

(11)

The terms in the above are described in Section 3. If the trans-dimensional
proposal is accepted we convert the newly created binary latent variables
back to Gaussian random variables so that the next fixed N move can
be made. The latent variable τ is sampled from the truncated Gaussian
distributions:
( St
NR (mk , δ12 ), sk,t = 1,
k
τk,t ∼
NLSt (mk , δ12 ), sk,t = 0,
k

NRSt

where
is the normal distribution truncated on the right by St and NLSt
is the normal distribution truncated on the left by St .
4.1

The probability model

All the parameters are denoted by Θ = {Θz , Θy }. where Θz is given by
equation (5) and Θy is given by equation (10). The probability model is
described mathematically below.
p(y, s, Θ, N ) = p(y | Θy , s)p(s | Θz , N )p(Θy | N )p(Θz | N )p(N )

(12)
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where
(yt −µT )2

t
T
Y
e− 2Vt
√
p(y | Θy , s) =
.
2πVt
t=1

p(s | Θz , S, N ) =

T Y
N
Y

t=1 k=1

p(Θy | N ) = p(σ

2

sN

(13)
N

k,t
pk,t
(1 − pk,t )1−sk,t

(14)

)p(σb2 )p(µb )p(αµ )p(βµ )

1
Nmax

p(µk )

(15)

p(δk2 )

(16)

k=1

p(Θz | N ) = p(αδ )p(βδ )p(mµ )p(σµ2 )p(m)
p(N ) =

N
Y

N
Y

k=1

N = 1, 2, . . . , Nmax .

(17)

Equation (13) is the likelihood of the observations conditional on the latent variable. The components of this expression, µTt and Vt , are given in
Sections 3 and 3. Equation (14) is the distribution of the latent variables.
The probability of a unit firing at an instance of time, pk,t , is given by
equation (11). Equation (15) describes the priors and the random effects
for the parameters describing the observations given the latent variables,
Θy , described in equation (10). The random effects, µk , are described in
equation (6). Equation (16) describes the priors and random effects for the
parameters describing the latent variables, Θz , described in equation (5).
The random effects, m and δk2 , are described by equations (3) and (4). The
prior for the number of units, equation (17), is given a discrete uniform
prior with Nmax set at Nmax = 300.
4.2

Data for illustrating our techniques

Our protocol for data collection resembles that of McComas et al. (1971)
in that a response to a graded stimulus is used but, unlike McComas et al.
(1971), we use stimulus levels covering the whole range and we do not make
subjective judgments of the location of quantal increases in potential. Data
consists of CMAP (yt ) in response to a level of stimulus (St ).

5

Results

The studies on the patient, a 53 year old man, were collected on four
different occasions over a period of over about two years. We use the study
to demonstrate the decline in numbers over a period of two years. Figure 2
(1A)-(4A) show data collected from the patient who has slowly advancing
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FIGURE 2. (1A)-((4A) show data collected on four occasions at four occasions
spanning four years. (1B)-(4B) are the corresponding trace plots for N and
(1C)-(4C) the corresponding posterior distributions for N .
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TABLE 1. The table shows a summary of the posterior distributions shown in
Figure 2. They show the dates, the posterior modes, 95% credible intervals for N
and T , the numbers of observations

Date
Mar 03
Nov 03
Nov 04
Mar 05

Mode
77
57
43
24

95%
71
49
34
21

C.I.
82
64
49
28

T
1189
802
489
501

ALS. His left hand is totally immobilised but he retains some strength in
his right hand. The data was taken from the abductor digiti minimi upon
stimulation of the right ulnar nerve. Plots (1B)-(4B) are the corresponding
trace plots and were collected from 400000 iterations after a similar burnin number. Plots (1C)-(4C) show the corresponding posterior distributions.
Table 1 summarises the posterior distributions. They show a steady decline
in motor unit numbers. Note that mixing improves for smaller N . Problems
with mixing are hindering us in a search for a method of MUNE for normal
patients.

6

Conclusion

MUNE is an important problem that has received considerable attention
in the Neurology literature over over a 30 year period but with no satisfactory and universally accepted method emerging Shefner et al. (2004). Using
current medical knowledge, in Ridall et al. (2005b) we produced a set of
assumptions to construct a Bayesian stochastic model where each unit was
allocated three random effects, the single MUAP size, two excitability parameters and a latent variable the threshold. We have extended the model
of Ridall et al. (2005b) where a number of models were run with N fixed.
In this paper, the variable of interest, N , is a stochastic variable. Now with
MCMC methodology and adequate computing resources, estimation from
such a complex model has become feasible. We determine the marginal
posterior distribution of the remaining number of motor units using the
approach of Green, 1995. In order to improve the convergence properties
of the chain, we have used a dual representation of the latent variable.
For fixed N moves, the latent variable is Gaussian whereas for variable N
moves, it is binary. The binary latent variable is necessary for allocating
observations to units that are firing and is done by sampling from the full
conditionals using extension of the methodology used in Richardson and
Green, (1997). Unlike Richardson and Green, (1997) we use stochastic reallocation for every observation and in both directions, both for the move
up and the move down in dimension. In this paper we have demonstrated
the usefulness of our model by describing the rate of loss of units of a
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patient with ALS. At the present time the only means of monitoring the
progress of patients with neuromuscular diseases such as ALS is through
medical examination and the observation of clinical symptoms such as muscle strength. We are not yet at the stage where MUNE using our method
can be conducted routinely on all patients regardless of the presence of
disease but we are optimistic that this goal is in sight.
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Abstract: Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2005a) have introduced a general class of
univariate statistical models called Generalized Additive Models for Location,
Scale and Shape (GAMLSS). In GAMLSS the exponential family distribution
assumption used in Generalized Linear Model (GLM) and Generalized Additive
Model (GAM), (see Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972 and Hastie and Tibshirani,
1990, respectively) is relaxed and replaced by a very general distribution family
including highly skew and kurtotic discrete and continuous distributions. The
systematic part of the model is expanded to allow modelling not only the mean
(or location) but other parameters of the distribution of y as linear parametric or additive non-parametric functions of explanatory variables and/or random
effects terms. Maximum (penalized) likelihood estimation is used to fit the models. The algorithm used to fit the models is discussed in detail in Rigby and
Stasinopoulos (2005a). For medium to large size data, GAMLSS allow flexibility in statistical modelling far beyond other currently available methods. The R
package for fitting GAMLSS together with its manual can be downloaded from
www.londommet.ac.uk/gamlss/.
Keywords: Additive models, Kurtosis, Penalized likelihood, Skewness.

1

Introduction

A GAMLSS model assumes independent observations yi for i = 1, 2, . . . , n
with probability (density) function f (yi |θ i ) conditional on θi where θ i =
(θi1 , θi2 , . . . , θip ) is a vector of p parameters, each of which is related to the
explanatory variables. In many practical situations at most p = 4 distribution parameters are required. The R implementation of GAMLSS denotes
these parameters as (µi , σi , νi , τi ). The first two population parameters µi
and σi are usually characterized as location and scale parameters, while the
remaining parameter(s), if any, are characterized as shape parameters, although the model may be applied more generally to the parameters of any
population distribution. Let yT = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ) be the n length vector of
the response variable. Also for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, let gk (.) be known monotonic
link functions relating the distribution parameters to explanatory variables
411
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by
g1 (µ) = η 1 = X1 β 1 +

J1
X

Zj1 γ j1

j=1

g2 (σ) = η 2 = X2 β 2 +

J2
X

Zj2 γ j2

(1)

j=1

g3 (ν) = η 3 = X3 β 3 +

J3
X

Zj3 γ j3

j=1

g4 (τ ) = η 4 = X4 β 4 +

J4
X

Zj4 γ j4 .

j=1

where µ, σ, ν τ and η k are vectors of length n, β Tk = (β1k , β2k , . . . , βJk′ k ) is
a parameter vector of length Jk′ , Xk is a known design matrix of order n×Jk′ ,
Zjk is a fixed known n × qjk design matrix and γ jk is a qjk dimensional
random variable which is assumed to distributed as γ jk ∼ Nqjk (0, G−1
jk ),
−1
where Gjk is the (generalized) inverse of a a qjk × qjk symmetric matrix
Gjk = Gjk (λjk ) which may depend on a vector of hyperparameters λjk ,
and where if Gjk is singular then γ jk is understood to have an improper


prior density function proportional to exp − 12 γ Tjk Gjk γ jk .
If Zjk = In , where In is an n×n identity matrix, and γ jk = hjk = hjk (xjk )
for all combinations of j and k in (1), this gives
gk (θk ) = η k = Xk β k +

Jk
X

hjk (xjk )

(2)

j=1

where xjk for j = 1, 2, . . . , Jk and k = 1, 2, 3, 4 are vectors of length n. In
this case we have additive non-parametric models. The function hjk is an
unknown function of the explanatory variable Xjk and hjk = hjk (xjk ) is
the vector which evaluates the function hjk at xjk .
For the general GAMLSS model the linear parameters β T = (β T1 , . . . , βTp )
and the random effects γ = (γ 11 , γ 21 , . . . , γ J1 1 , . . . , γ 1p , γ 2p , . . . , γ Jp p ), for
given hyper parameters λ = (λ11 , λ21 , . . . , λJ1 1 , . . . , λ1p , λ2p , . . . , λJp p ) are
estimated by posterior mode (MAP) estimation, which is equivalent to
maximization of the penalized, ℓp , or hierarchical, ℓh , likelihood see Lee
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and Nelder (1996, 2001, 2001b) since
log f (β, γ|y, λ)

= log f (y|β, γ) + log f (γ|λ) + c1 (y, λ)
= ℓh + c1 (y, λ)
=

n
X
i=1

p

log f (yi |β, γ) −

= ℓp + c2 (y, λ)

J

k
1 XX
γ Tjk Gjk γ jk + c2 (y, λ)
2
j=1

k=1

(3)

assuming a constant prior for β, where f (β, γ|y, λ) is the posterior for
β and γ, f (y|β, γ) is the likelihood and f (γ|λ) is the prior for γ The
estimation of λ is achieved using approximate REML estimation, see Rigby
and Stasinopoulos (2005a).
In the current implementation of GAMLSS several additive terms have
been implemented including regression splines, smoothing splines, penalized splines, varying coefficients, fractional polynomials and random effects.
Other additive terms can be easily added.
The form of the distribution for y, f (yi |θi ) is very general. Table 1 shows
a variety of one, two, three and four parameter families of distributions
implemented in our current software version. Johnson et.al. (1992, 1994,
1995) are the classical reference books for these distributions. Clearly table
1 provides a wide selection of distributions to choose from, but in addition
a simple facility to extend this list to include user defined distributions is
available.
Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2005a) select the model with the minimum value
of the generalized Akaike information criterion GAIC(♯) = D̂ + ♯.df , where
D̂ = −2ℓ̂, is the global fitted deviance equal to minus twice the fitted
log-likelihood ℓ̂, ♯ is penalty and df denotes the total (effective) degrees of
freedom used in the model. The Akaike information criterion (AIC) and
Schwartz Bayesian criterion (SBC) correspond to ♯ = 2 and ♯ = log(n)
respectively.
Two data example are given in the next section. The first deals with centile
estimation (one of the main application areas), while the second analyzes
visual analog scale (VAS) data.

2
2.1

The data
Head circumference data

Figure 1 shows 7040 observations, of head circumference (y) of the males
from a the Dutch population of ages between 0 and 22 years old, previously
analyzed by van Buuren and Fredriks (2001) who found strong evidence
of kurtosis. Here the head circumference is assumed to be distributed as
y ∼ D(µ, σ, ν, τ ) where D is a general up to four parameter distribution
and where the distribution parameters are modelled as g1 (µ) = h1 (x),
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TABLE 1. Implemented GAMLSS distributions (with default link functions)

Distributions
Beta
Beta Inflated (at 0 and 1 )
Beta Binomial
Binomial
Box-Cox Cole and Green
Box-Cox Power Exponential
Box-Cox-t
Gamma
Gumbel
Inverse Gaussian
Johnson’s SU
Johnson’s original SU
Logistic
Log Normal
Multinomial
Negative Binomial type I
Negative Binomial type II
NET
Normal
Poisson
Poisson inverse Gaussian
Power Exponential
Reverse Gumbel
Sichel
Skew Exponential Power
t Family
Weibull
Weibull (PH)
Zero inflated poisson

R Name
BE()
BEINF()
BB()
BI()
BCCG()
BCPE()
BCT()
GA()
GU()
IG()
JSU()
JSUo()
LO()
LNO()
MULTIN()
NBI()
NBII()
NET()
NO()
PO()
PIG()
PE()
RG()
SI()
SEP()
TF()
WEI()
WEI2()
ZIP

µ
logit
logit
logit
logit
identity
identity
identity
log
identity
log
identity
identity
identity
log
log
log
log
identity
identity
log
log
identity
identity
log
identity
identity
log
log
log

σ
logit
logit
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
log
logit

ν
log
identity
identity
identity
identity
identity
fixed
log
fixed
log
log
identity
log
-

τ
log
log
log
log
log
log
fixed
log
-
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Centile curves using BCT
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FIGURE 1. Observed (+) and Fitted Median µ (-) Head Circumference of Males
(From the Fourth Dutch Growth Study) Against Age.

g2 (σ) = h2 (x) g3 (ν) = h3 (x) and g4 (τ ) = h4 (x) with hk for k = 1, 2, 3, 4
being smooth nonparametric functions (possibly cubic smoothing splines)
of x and x = ageξ , a transformed age. For fixed link functions gk (.), for
k = 1, 2, 3, 4, and cubic spline smoothers, the model selection procedure
comprised choosing ξ in the transformation for age, x = ageξ , and the total
(effective) degrees of freedom for the smooth nonparametric cubic spline
functions hk (x) for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, denoted dfµ , dfσ , dfν and dfτ respectively.
Initial analysis (see Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2005b) for a thorough analysis of the data) shows firstly, that the GAIC penalty ♯ = 3 appears to be
a reasonable compromise between the AIC and SBC criteria and secondly
that there is a clear need for smoothing for µ and possibly for σ but not so
for either ν or τ .
The hyperparameters dfµ , dfσ , dfν , dfτ and ξ, resulting from minimizing
GAIC(3) for seven different distributions (available in the GAMLSS implementation) are examined in Table 2. Of the seven distributions shown,
the Box-Cox t (BCT), Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2005b), the Johnson’s
(JSU) Johnson et.al. (1995), the skew exponential power (SEP), Azzalini
(1986) and DiCiccio and Mondi (2004), the Box-Cox power exponential
(BCPE) (Rigby and Stasinopoulos, 2004) are capable of modelling both
skewness and kurtosis. The t distribution (TF) is able to model only kurtosis, while the Box-Cox normal distribution, (BCCG), Cole and Green
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TABLE 2. Choosing the distribution using GAIC(♯ = 3)

distribution
NO
BCCG
BCPE
SEP
JSU
TF
BCT

GAIC(3)-26814.7
221.6
172.9
81.7
71.7
34
4.8
0

dfµ
16.4
16.7
12.2
11.7
11.7
13.1
12.3

dfσ
30
20
7.9
3.7
3.4
2.9
5.7

dfν
14.7
2
2
2
2

dfτ
2
2
2
3.1
2

λ
0.001
0.01
0.34
0.40
0.46
0.27
0.33

(1992), is able to model only skewness. Table 2 shows that the normal
distribution (NO), unable to model either skewness or kurtosis, provides
the worst fit to the data. The t distribution performs well due to the
presence of extreme outliers in the data, but the Box-Cox t distribution
performs best as judged GAIC(3). The conclusion from Table 2 is that
the BCT model provides the best fit to head circumference, i.e. head circumference requires modelling of both skewness and kurtosis (eg. using
BCT) and is not adequately modelled by modelling either skewness (using
BCCG) or kurtosis (eg. using TF) alone. Hence the final chosen model was
BCT (12.3, 5.7, 2, 2, 0.33) with global deviance=26745.9. The fitted centiles
at (0.4,2,10,25,50,75,90,98,99.6)% obtained from the final chosen model
BCT (12.3, 5.7, 2, 2, 0.33), are plotted with the data in Figure 2.
2.2

Visual analog scale (VAS) data

The Visual analog scale is used to measure pain and quality of life. For example patients are required to indicate in a scale from 0 to 100 the amount
of discomfort they have. This can be easily translated to a value from 0 to
1 and consequently analyzed using the beta distribution. Unfortunately if
0’s or 100’s are recorded the beta distribution is not appropriate since the
values 0 and 1 are not allowed in the definition of the beta distribution.
Here we introduce the inflated beta distribution allowing values at 0 and
1. This is a mixed distribution (continuous and discrete) having four parameters, ν for modelling the probability at zero, P (Y = 0), τ for modelling
the probability at one, P (Y = 1), and µ and σ for modelling the between
values, 0 < Y < 1, using a beta distributed variable BE(µ, σ) with mean
µ and variance σµ(1 − µ).
In the original data 368 patients, measured at 18 times after treatment
with one of 7 drug treatments (including placebo), plus a baseline measure
(time=0) and one or more pre-baseline measures (time=-1). Here we will
ignore the repeated measure nature of the data and we shall use data
from time 5 only (364 observations). The VAS scale response variable, y,
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FIGURE 2. The seven different fitted distributions (one for each treatment) and
the fitted additive term contribution for µ

is assumed to be distributed as y ∼ BEIN F (µ, σ, ν, τ ) where any of the
distributional parameters µ, σ, ν and τ are modelled as a constant or as a
function of the treatment, (treat). All 16 possible combinations of models
were fitted. Using the GAIC(♯) with penalties ♯ = 2 or ♯ = 3 the model
y ∼ BEIN F (µ = treat, σ = 1, ν = treat, τ = 1) is selected as ”best”.
With penalties ♯ = 4 or ♯ = log(n), the model y ∼ BEIN F (µ = treat, σ =
1, ν = 1, τ = 1) is selected. The seven different fitted distributions (one for
each treatment) and the fitted additive term contribution for µ for model
y ∼ BEIN F (µ = treat, σ = 1, ν = treat, τ = 1) are shown in figure 2.

3

Conclusion

The GAMLSS is a very general class of models for a univariate response
variable. It provides a common coherent framework for regression type
models, uniting models often considered as different in the statistical literature. It is therefore highly suited to interactive data analysis and to
educational objectives.
Acknowledgments: The authors would like to thank Professor van Buuren for providing the head circumference data and Dr Peter Lane for
providing the VAS data.
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Estimating shared parameters using many
small data sets
Matthew E. Ritchie1 and Gordon K. Smyth1
1

Division of Genetics and Bioinformatics, The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute
of Medical Research, 1G Royal Parade, Parkville 3050, Australia

Abstract: Genomic data sets, such as those generated by gene expression microarrays, are characterised by their high dimensionality. For parameter estimation and inference, they can often be broken down into many small independent
data sets which are easy to deal with; for example the gene-wise linear modelling
approach of Smyth (2004) to test for differentially expressed (DE) genes. However, in cases where there are shared parameters between the small data sets,
simultaneous parameter estimation is not feasible. In this paper, a dimension
reduction idea of Smyth (1996) is used to estimate shared regression parameters
via residual maximum likelihood (REML). An application to estimating array
variances, which are used as quality weights in the gene-wise regressions of microarray data is given. A novel gene-by-gene update method is used to efficiently
estimate these shared parameters. The use of array weights is shown to improve
the statistical power to detect DE genes.
Keywords: regression; dispersion modelling; microarrays.

1

Nested Iterations

Suppose we observe many small independent data sets, yg , g = 1, . . . , N ,
where yg = (yg1 , . . . , ygJ )T , and the distribution of yg is dependent on a
case specific parameter vector θg of dimension p and a shared parameter
vector φ of dimension q. If N is very large, then the number of observations
and the number of parameters are both very large. Let fg (yg ; θg , φ) be the
density function for yg . Obtaining maximum likelihood (ML) estimates
involves a score vector and information matrix of dimension N p+q, which is
computationally prohibitive. Rather than deal with this large dimensional
problem, we eliminate the θg by considering the profile likelihood for φ.
Let θ̂g,φ = θ̂ g (yg ; φ) maximize f (yg ; θ g , φ) with respect to θ g for given φ.
The profile log-likelihood for φ is
ℓp (y1 , . . . , yN ; φ) =

N
X

log fg (yg ; θ̂g,φ , φ)

g=1

We consider now the nested iteration for maximizing the profile likelihood
(Smyth, 1996). The Fisher information for φ from case g, conditional on
419
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θg = θ̂g,φ , is

Ag,φ.θ = Ag,φφ − Ag,φθ A−1
g,θθ Ag,θφ

evaluated at θg = θ̂ g,φ . The derivative of ℓp with respect to φ is simply
Uφ =

N
X

Ug,φ

g=1

evaluated at θg = θ̂g,φ , where Ug,φ is the case g score vector, and the Fisher
information associated with ℓp is
Aφ.θ =

N
X

Ag,φ.θ

g=1

evaluated at θg = θ̂ g,φ . The maximum likelihood estimate of φ can be
evaluated by the nested Fisher scoring iteration
φk+1 = φk + A−1
φ.θ Uφ

(1)

given a suitable starting value φ0 .

2

Application: array weights in microarray studies

The gene expression measurements from microarray experiments with some
level of replication, can be summarised and tested for differential expression
using linear models. Consider a microarray experiment with expression
values (usually log-expression values from single-channel technologies or
log-ratios from two-colour technologies) ygj for genes g = 1, . . . , N and
arrays j = 1, . . . , J. Assume that the systematic expression effects for each
gene can be described by a linear model
E(yg ) = Xβg
where yg = (yg1 , . . . , ygJ )T , X is a known design matrix, and β g is a genespecific vector of regression coefficients. Suppose that
2
var(ygj ) = σgj
/wgj
2
where wgj is a known prior weight and σgj
is an unknown variance. We make
the simplifying although somewhat unrealistic assumption that the ygj are
normally distributed and independent. Consider the log-linear model for
the variances
2
log σgj
= δg + γj
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PJ
where j=1 γj = 0. This model allows gene specific variances σg2 = exp δg .
It also allows each array to have a multiplicative effect exp γj in the variances which is intended to summarize the overall quality or reliability of
that array.
For given values for γj , βg and δg can be estimated by least squares re∗
gression of yg on X with working weights wgj
= wgj exp(−γj ). Write
∗
∗
Σg = diag(wg1 , . . . , wgJ ). The least squares estimator for β g is
−1 T −1
X Σg yg ,
β̂g = (X T Σ−1
g X)

the standardized residuals from the regression are
∗1/2

egj = wgj (ygj − xTgj β̂g )
and the estimator of σg2 = exp δg is given by
J

σ̂g2 (γ) =

1 X 2
e .
J − p j=1 gj

Write also
−1 T −1/2
Hg = Σ−1/2
X(X T Σ−1
X Σg
= (hg,jk )
g
g X)

for the projection (hat) matrix from this regression.
The score and information matrix for a dispersion model such as this is
given in Verbyla (1993). The contribution to the REML score vector from
gene g is
1 T
Z zg
2
where zg is the vector with components
zgj = e2gj − (1 − hg,jj )
for j = 1, . . . , J. The contribution to the REML information matrix from
gene g is
1 T
Z Vg Z
2
where Vg is the matrix with diagonal elements (1 − h2g,jj ) and off-diagonal
elements h2g,jk . Smyth et al (2001) shows that approximating Vg with
Vg1 = diag(1 − hg,11 , . . . , 1 − hg,JJ )
often gives the best results amongst diagonal approximations to Vg , and
we will use this approximation here. For the remainder of this section we
will write hgj = hg,jj for the diagonal elements of Hg , i.e., for the leverages
from each of the regressions.
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We now apply the nested scoring iteration of the previous section (Equation 1) with θg = δg , φ = (γ1 , . . . , γJ−1 )T ,
Ug =
and
Ag =

1 T
Z zg
2

1 T
Z Vg1 Z.
2

An easy calculation shows that
2Ag,γ.δ = diag(1 − hg(J) ) + (1 − hgJ )L −

1
(hgJ − hg(J) )(hgJ − hg(J) )T
J −p

where hg(J) = (hg1 , . . . , hgJ−1 )T and L is a (J − 1) x (J − 1) matrix of 1’s.
The nested scoring iteration for γ therefore has
1 T
Z z
2 (1)
is the last J − 1 columns of Z and z has elements
Uγ =

where Z(1)

zj =

N
X
g=1

{e2gj − (1 − hgj )}.

The nested information matrix Aγ.δ has diagonal elements
2Aγ.δ,ll =

N
X
g=1

{1 − hgl + 1 − hgJ − (hgJ − hgl )2 /(J − p)}

and off-diagonal elements
2Aγ.δ,lm =

N
X
g=1

{(1 − hgJ ) −

1
(hgJ − hgl )(hgJ − hgm )}
J −p

In matrix terms we can write
2Aγ.δ = diag(s1 , . . . , sJ−1 ) + sJ L − K T K/(J − p)
where K is the matrix with ith row 1−hi1 , . . . , 1−hiJ−1 and sj =
hgj ).
The REML scoring iterations are
γ k+1 = γ k + A−1
γ.δ Uγ

PN

g=1 (1−

(2)

using the score and information matrix specified above evaluated at δg =
log σ̂g2 (γ k ). On the kth iteration, N regressions are required to estimate
the parameters βg and δg for each gene and update the score vector and
information matrix. For large N , this can be computationally intensive, so
a more efficient iteration scheme is desirable.
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Gene-by-gene scoring iterations

Rather than iterating Equation 2 until convergence, the shared variance
parameters can be updated in a gene-by-gene manner which finishes after
having have run through all N genes. This reduces the number of regressions required by N (k − 1), where k is the number of approximate scoring
iterations necessary for convergence.
The nested gene-by-gene REML scoring iterations are
γ g+1 = γ g + A∗−1
g,γ.δ Ug,γ

(3)

where the gene-specific score is
Ug,γ =

1 T
Z zg
2 (1)

and the accumulating nested information matrix, A∗g,γ.δ is given by the
recurrence relation
A∗g,γ.δ = A∗g−1,γ.δ + Ag,γ.δ (γ g , δg (γ g )).
An initial value of γ 0 = 0, or equal array variances is assumed, and to
ensure the stability of first iteration, the initial information matrix,
A∗0,γ.δ =

J −1 T
Z(1) Z(1)
2J

which assumes no missing values and equal case weights (i.e. leverages from
H0 = X(X T X)−1 X T , h0j = 1/J) is used. Summing over the past information matrices has the effect of decreasing the step size of the iterations
as the number of genes used increases.
The final array variances, exp γ̂j and prior weights (wgj ) are combined and
∗
used as weights (wgj
= wgj exp(−γ̂j )) in the gene-wise linear models to
obtain more precise estimates of the gene expression coefficients, β g . The
coefficients and their standard errors are used to calculate t statistics which
are used as evidence for differential expression; genes with large |t| are likely
to be truly DE.

3

Results

A simulated data set was used to test the ability of the algorithm described in section 2.1 (Equation 3) to recover known array variances (γj ’s).
Log-ratios, ygj were drawn from N (µg , exp(δg + γj )) distributions. Individual gene means (µg ), and gene variance parameters (δg ) were drawn from
N (0, 1) distributions, while array variances (γj ) were drawn from a U[-1,1]
distribution and subject to sum to zero constraints. Data for J = 10 arrays,
each with N = 10000 genes were simulated.
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FIGURE 1. Estimated (γ̂j ) versus actual (γj ) array variance parameters calculated using varying numbers of genes from the simulated data set.

Figure 1 shows the estimated versus actual array variance parameters obtained from the gene-by-gene update algorithm using the first 100 genes,
1000 genes and all 10000 genes in the iterations. After g = 100 iterations,
the relative array variances aren’t very well estimated (correlation coefficient between estimated and actual values of 0.93), with only 4 out of 10
of the γj ’s correctly ordered. As more genes are used (g = 1000, 10000),
the estimates improve considerably (correlation coefficients of 0.98 and 1.00
respectively), and the ordering of the estimated parameters is correct for
5 out of 10 arrays for 1000 genes and all 10 arrays when 10000 genes are
included in the iterations. Microarrays generally contain more than 10000
genes, which ensures this gene-by-gene approach of estimating the array
variances is widely applicable.
When array weights were applied to a data set which included spike-in
control genes, the power to detect real differential expression increased.
These controls are either not DE (DR), 3-fold up (U03) or down-regulated
(D03) or 10-fold up (U10) or down-regulated (D10). Figure 2 (a) shows
the relative weights (exp(−γ̂j )) for the control genes from 100 arrays. Inspection of the M versus A plots (data not shown) indicates that arrays
with controls whose log-ratios don’t recover the predictable fold-changes
are assigned lower weight than arrays with reproducible spike-in controls.
Figure 2 (b) shows the effect of array weights on the t statistics of the spikein controls. Ordinary t statistics were calculated, either with equal weights,
or using the relative array weights of Figure 2 (a). The median t statistics
for the DE controls (D03, D10, U03 and U10) all increase in absolute terms
when log-ratios from suspect arrays are down-weighted in the analysis,
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FIGURE 2. (a) Relative array weights for the spike-in controls from 100 replicate
microarrays. (b) Ordinary t statistics for the spike-in controls calculated using
either equal weights, or the relative array weights from (a).

while the t statistics for the non-DE DR controls do not change. This
indicates that the use of array quality weights can increase the statistical
power to detect true differential expression.
Improvements were also observed for the smaller METH experiment, which
aimed at identifying novel methylated markers in myeloid malignancy using
the leukemia cell line KG1a. A known inhibitor of DNA methylation, 5azacytidine was added to KG1a cells in varying doses (0mM, 1mM and
3mM) over time. Both direct comparisons of the 3 sources of mRNA and
indirect comparisons to a fourth reference sample were available on a total
of 10 arrays.
Figure 3 (a) shows the relative array weights assigned to the METH experiment. Arrays 1 and 4 received the lowest weights of 0.87 and 0.50 respectively, and suffered from high background in the Cy5 (see Figure 3 (b))
and Cy3 channels, which introduces noise into their log-ratios. Array 4 also
received the most ‘not found’ flagged spots from GenePix (36%) which is
a further indication that this slide is problematic.
When these weights are used in the analysis, slightly more genes are suggested as DE for a given threshold for the p values, obtained from the
moderated t statistics of Smyth (2004), and adjusting for multiple testing
using the FDR method of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). Table 1 shows
the number of genes ranked as DE for the 1 vs 0 and 3 vs 0 contrasts, which
are of most interest. Arrays 1 and 4 both measure the gene expression of
the 1 vs 0 treatments directly, and removal of these poor quality arrays
throws away most of the information on this comparison, and results in 1
DE gene. Using relative array weights gives 18 candidate DE genes for this
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FIGURE 3. (a) Relative array weights for the METH experiment. (b) Log of the
Cy5 background intensities for the arrays from the METH experiment.

TABLE 1. Number of DE genes for METH experiment obtained by filtering arrays
(removing arrays 1 and 4 from the analysis) or using the array quality weights
from Figure 3 (a). With relative array weights, more candidate DE genes are
obtained for a given p-value cut-off (p < 0.05).

Weighting Method
1. Filtering arrays
2. Array weights

1 vs 0
1
18

3 vs 0
1140
1356

comparison, all of which (100% or 18 genes) are considered DE in the 3
vs 0 comparison, which would be expected since the same drug is administered. The vast majority (94% or 17 genes) also respond in a predictable
way, being DE at a higher level in the 3 vs 0 comparison than in the 1 vs
0 comparison, suggesting that these ‘rescued’ genes are worthy candidates
for further validation.

4

Discussion

In this paper, an efficient gene-by-gene update method for estimating the
array variances in replicated microarray experiments has been described.
The method uses nested iterations to reduce the dimensionality of the problem, and REML to adjust the likelihood for nuisance parameters, to allow
unbiased estimation of the variance parameters. Using the variance parameters as weights in the linear model analysis has been shown to improve
the detection of differential expression using t statistics. This weighting
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method is suitable for use on log-expression data from single-channel gene
expression technologies such as Affymetrix or two-colour microarray data.
It is however restricted for use on data from experiments which include
some level of replication. A minimum of J = 3 arrays are needed to use
this method due to the sum to zero constraints imposed on the array variance parameters. This method will also be of limited benefit if all arrays
in an experiment are poor quality and there is little consistency between
replicates. Missing values and spots assigned zero weight (wgj = 0) also
require special treatment, which has not been covered in this paper. Other
applications of nested iterations in genomic data sets where parameters are
shared by many thousands of observations can be envisaged.

Acknowledgments: Thanks to Ryan Van Laar, Dileepa Diyagama, Andrew Holloway, Jody Neilson and Alexander Dobrovic from the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre for providing their data for use in this paper.
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Abstract
A class of model for case-crossover studies with multiple types of exposure
is introduced. The model can accommodate age, period and seasonal effect
as well as other fixed covariates, making it more robust against trend in
the frequency of exposures. It provides a framework for testing synergism
among the exposures. The model is illustrated with a study on the potential of emotional stress and sudden head movement to trigger an attack
of Menière’s disease. Some possible extensions to the current model is discussed and a simulation study to investigate the power of the Menière’s
study is conducted.

1

Introduction

When onset of a disease is rare, cohort studies for investigating the aetiology of the disease is costly and time consuming. The case-crossover
or case-only study (Altman, 1991) provides an attractive alternative. In
the case-crossover study, only subjects experience the event (cases) are
included. Each subject’s exposure pattern within a specified time period
before onset of a disease (hazard period) is compared to the same subject’s exposure pattern during a matched control period. In the absence
of data on actual exposure, information on a subject’s ’usual frequency’ of
exposure can be used instead (Maclure, 1991, Marshall and Jackson, 1993).
The ’usual frequency’ data are obtained by asking each subject about their
usual frequency of being exposed to the exposure.
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This type of study does not allow the estimation of the absolute incidence
rate, however it allows estimation of incidence rate ratio (relative risk)
during the hazard period. Maclure (1991) introduces the Mantel-Haenszel
estimator for the incidence rate ratio using ’usual frequency’ data. Marshall
and Jackson (1993) propose use of the maximum likelihood method to
estimate the incidence rate ratio, based on a proportional hazard model.
Their method also uses ’usual frequency’ data as a surrogate for the actual
exposure. A major difficulty with ’usual frequency’ data is that the data
collection instrument, generally a questionnaire, needs to be developed very
carefully in order to obtain reliable data.
The difficulties with data collection can be avoided when there exists a
history of exposure for each case over time. Some researchers refer to this
variation of a case-crossover study as a case-series study (e.g. Farrington,
1995). Farrington (1995) derives the Poisson likelihood for estimating the
hazard ratio when history of exposure is available for each case. Using
conditional probability argument, Becker et al. (2004) arrives at the same
likelihood which they use to estimate the elevated hazard ratio. Their approach allows the baseline hazard as a function of calendar time and age
of individual subject. One advantage of allowing the baseline hazard as a
function of time is that the estimate of hazard ratio will be robust to exposure trend (Vines and Farrington, 2001). In contrast, the Mantel-Haenszel
estimator will be biased in the presence of exposure trend (Vines and Farrington, 2001).
Becker et al. (2005) present an alternative analysis with probability of trigger as main parameter interest. In this paper, we extend the Becker et al.
(2005) approach to the situation where there are multiple types of exposures. With simultaneous exposures there is a possibility of synergism and
ignoring this possibility could result in misleading conclusions. Marshall
and Jackson (1993) discuss the possibility of estimating joint effects of two
binary exposures using the ’usual frequency’ data. However, the practical value of their approach is questionable because it requires the ’usual
frequency’ with which exposures co-occur, which is very hard to collect
reliably. Our motivation is further strengthened by the fact that interest
in case-crossover studies with multiple type of exposures is increasing [see
for example Hessén-Söderman et al. (2004) and Sorock et al. (2004)] and
electronic recording of records is likely to make such data increasingly available.

2

Methodology

For simplicity we illustrate the methodology for the case of two types of
exposure, A and B. The generalisation to the case of more than two exposures is straightforward, although it needs more algebra. Suppose cases of
illness in a time window [0,τ ] are identified, perhaps from hospital records,
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and for each of these cases their history of transient exposure over [0,τ ] is
available. Note that the time study period does not need to be continuous.
Let Ti be the time from the beginning of the observation period to the
onset of first illness for individual i. The onset may have been caused by
one or more transient exposures or due to a natural cause not related to
any of the exposures.
As data are usually available for discrete time units, e.g. date of onset,
we formulate the analysis in discrete time. Without loss of generality we
call this time unit a day. Let Si be the number of days from the start of
the observation period until
Q a natural onset
Q of illness, including the day of
onset. Then Pr(Si > s) = sr=1 qi (r) = sr=1 [1 − pi (r)], where pi (r) is the
hazard probability Pr(Si = r|Si ≥ r). Suppose individual i has an exposure
of type A (only) at times ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aiℓi , an exposure of type B (only) at
times bi1 , bi2 , . . . , bimi and an exposure to A and B (simultaneously) at
times ci1 , ci2 , . . . , cini , where the second subscript indicates an ordering
in time. For the moment we treat simultaneous exposure to A and B as
’distinct’ type of exposure, namely C. For E ∈ {A, B, C}, let WeEij be
an indicator of the event that exposure E at time eij triggers the illness,
with P (WeEij = 1) = πeEij . Let UeEij denote the random delay from the
exposure until time of diagnosis. We assume that UeEij are independent and
identically distributed discrete random variables with probability function
pE and cumulative distribution function PE . For notational convenience,
we define ai0 = bi0 = ci0 = T
0 and πaAi0 =TπbBi0 = πcCi0 = 0. The distribution
of Ti , if t lies in [aij , ai,j+1 ) [bik , bi,k+1 ) [cil , ci,l+1 ) can now be described
by
Pr(Ti > t)

=

Pr(Si > t)

j h
Y

1 − πaAip PA (t − aip )

p=0

l h
Y

k h
iY

i

1 − πbBiq PB (t − biq ) .

q=0

i

1 − {πcAir PA (t − cir ) + πcBir PB (t − cir ) + πcCir PC (t − cir )}

r=0

with j = 1, .., ℓi , k = 1, .., mi and l = 1, .., ni
Using the fact that pi (t) and the π’s are very small we can approximate
Pr(Ti ∈ (t, t + δt)) by,
ρit

=
+

n
pi (t) + πaA
n B

ij

pA (t − aij ) + πbBik pB (t − bik ) + +πcAil pA (t − cil )

o

πcil pB (t − cil ) + πcCil pC (t − cil ) δt

o

(1)

T
T
when t lies in [aij , ai,j+1 ) [bik , bi,k+1 ) [cil , ci,l+1 ).
In case-crossover analysis, only subjects with at leats one event is included. Suppose there are ni , ni ≥ 1 events for individual i during the
study period. Suppose the events occur at the following set of time, Di =
{ti1 , ti2 , . . . , tini }. Because the ρ’s are relatively small, the probability that
events occurred exactly at Di , given that there are ni events throughout
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the study period, can be approximated by
Q
t∈Di ρit
Q
Pr(Ti = Di |ni ) ≃ P
En i

v∈Eni

(2)

ρiv

where Eni is a set of ni distinct time points in (0, τ ] and the sum in the
denominator is across all combination of ni distinct time points and Ti is
a ni × 1 vector of random variable of time of events.
The effects of age (and time) and other covariates on pi (t) and πeEij are
defined by the log-linear regressions
E
πeEij = π0i
exp[γE (a0i + eij ) + β ′E xi ].
(3)
In the case of synergism, it is interesting to investigate how the random
delay of time to event is also affected by the synergy of the two exposures.
Hence, we assume that pC is a mixture of the other two distributions pA
and pB ,
pC = λpA + (1 − λ)pB

pi (t) = p0i exp[α(a0i + t)]

and

We assume a fixed ratio between p0i and π0i , namely π0i = θp0i . This is essentially assuming that any predisposition an individual has, after adjusting
for other covariates in the model, will affect p0i and π0i proportionately,
θA =

A
π0i
,
p0i

θB =

B
π0i
p0i

and

θC =

C
π0i
p0i

(4)

Substituting (3) and (4) into (2) and simplifying, we find the likelihood
contribution for individual i to be
Q
t∈Di exp[α(a0i + t)] + rit
P
Q
(5)
En
v∈En exp[α(a0i + v)] + riv
i

i

where
rit

=

′
′
θA exp[γA (a0i + aij ) + βA xi ]PA (t − aij ) + θB exp[γB (a0i + bik ) + β B xi ]PB (t − bik ) +
θA exp[γA (a0i + cil ) + β′A xi ]PA (t − cil ) + θB exp[γB (a0i + cil ) + β′B xi ]PB (t − cil ) +
′
θC exp[γC (a0i + cil ) + βC xi ]PC (t − cil )

When there are large number of strata (in our case days), the sum in
the denominator of (5) will involve large number of terms. To overcome
the computational burden, the denominator may be approximated using a
set of random choice of Eni over all possible combinations (Langholz and
Goldstein, 1997).
Test for synergism
Synergism is defined as departure from a biological model for the independent action of two exposures (Clayton and Hills, 1993). For our model, it
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is clear from (1) and (5) that testing for synergism is equivalent to test
H0 : θC = 0 vs H1 : θC 6= 0. Note that model with θC = 0 has two parameters less than model with θC 6= 0. This is because the λ parameter
becomes redundant when θC = 0. Consequently, to test for synergism we
compare the resulting likelihood ratio statistic with Chi-square distribution
with two degree of freedom.

3

Application

In this section, we will describe an application of the method to the study
of triggers of Ménière’s disease attack (Möller, 2003). The study was conducted between March 2000 and February 2002. During the study period,
after every attack, the subject is required to report their exposure in the
48-hour time window prior to the attack, to various circumstances, among
others, three different types of stress, sudden head movement, salt intake
dan being exposed to very loud sounds. There are 24 subjects in the dataset
with at least one event of attack. In total, there are 147 attack among the
24 subjects, averaging as 6.1 attacks per subjects. We will look at the effect
of emotional stress (ES) and sudden head movement (Head) as potential
triggers of Ménière’s disease attack.
The random time delay from exposure to event is assumed to follow ’discretised’ Weibull distribution, with different shape and scale parameters for
each exposure. Models assuming no synergism and with synergism between
emotional stress and sudden head movement are fitted. For each subject
with ni events, the sum in denominator in (5) is approximated using sum
over 500 random samples of ni time points. We present the parameter estimates in Table 1. The LR test for model with synergism yield a likelihood
ratio statistic 0.24 (p-value = 0.64). The risk ratio refers to the ratio between probability of trigger during the minute when the subject is exposed
to the exposure and during any other 1-minute interval when subject is not
exposed. Thus, for example, a subject that is exposed only to one emotional
stress situation in one particular day, will have its their of triggering an attack increased by just 671.4/(60*24) = 47% with 95% confidence interval
between 20% and 74%. Accordingly, an individual who is exposed to one
sudden head movement in the last day, will have their risk of triggering
an attack increased by just 1124.2/(60*24) = 78% with 95% confidence
interval between 56% and 100%. Interestingly, the two exposures have a
very different time delay distribution (Figure 1). The sudden head movement exposure has a shorter time delay from exposure to attack (Median
= 12.3 minutes) compared to the emotional stress attack (Median = 76.6
minutes). The figure also suggests that most of the additional risk from
being exposed to emotional stress is confined to the first one hour after
the last exposure, while the additional risk from sudden head movement is
confined to the first 20 minutes after the exposure. The likelihood function
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TABLE 1. Parameter estimates, with 95% confidence intervals

Estimates (a)
No synergism
671.4 (283.9, 1058.9)
1124.2 (811.9, 1436.6)
0
1.93
(1.14, 2.72)
92.6
(59.6, 125.6)
1.00
(1.00, 1.93)
17.8
(7.6, 27.9)
-

Parameter
θES
θHead
θES−Head
νES
−1
ωES
νHead
−1
ωHead
λ

Estimates (b)
With synergism
671.7 (333.9, 1009.4)
1134.0 (822.5, 1445.5)
100.2
(-202.6, 602.8)
1.94
(1.14, 2.74)
93.0
(60.7, 125.3)
1.00
(1.00, 1.83)
17.8
(8.2, 27.3)
0.01
(0.00, 0.14)

0.015
0.000

probability

(a) ES

0

50

100

150

minutes after last exposure

0.10
0.00

probability

(b) Head

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

minutes after last exposure

FIGURE 1. Probability of attack as a function of time since the last exposure,
with 95% confidence interval

in (5) is very similar to the likelihood function in Navidi (1998). Indeed,
our approach here has similarities with his. However, his approach is primarily concerned with the estimation of exposure effect and no effort is
made in trying to estimate the length of hazard period (i.e, period after an
exposure during which the risk of event is elevated). Our approach on the
contrary allows the estimation of the length of hazard period, as demonstrated in Figure reffig:timedelay. Another advantage of the model is that,
given an event it allows us to calculate the probability of the event was
triggered by any of the exposures. To illustrate this, let us assume that we
work with model without synergism and age effects. Given an event at t
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FIGURE 2. Probability of an event caused by an exposure, as a function of time
from last exposure. (a). Emotional Stress. (b). Sudden head movement

and the last exposure to ES was at aj , to Head at bk and to both ES and
Head at cl , then the probability that the event is caused by exposure ES
is approximately,
θES {pES (t − aj ) + pES (t − cl )}
1 + θES {pES (t − aj ) + pES (t − cl )} + θHead {pHead (t − bk ) + pHead (t − cl )}
In Figure 2, we present this probability for various combinations of time
from the last exposure. In can be seen that that the probability that an
event is caused by emotional stress is highest when the event occurs between
25-100 minutes after the last exposure to emotional stress (Figure 2). The
probability that the event is triggered by sudden head movement is highest
(>0.8), when the event occurs within 20 minutes of the last exposure.
However, the probability can goes down to below 0.1, if the event occurs
more than 90 minutes after the exposure.
3.1

Discussion

We have presented a model for case-crossover study with multiple exposures. The model can be used to test the existence of synergism among the
exposure using a straightforward likelihood ratio test. The parameters of
the model are estimated using conditional logistic regression likelihood, in
a manner similar to Navidi (1998). However, our formulation have two advantages. First, it explicitly estimates the probability distribution of time
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TABLE 2. Power of the likelihood ratio test for detecting synergism with type I
error (α)= 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20.

N
25
50
100
200
400
800

α = 0.05
0.04
0.09
0.21
0.24
0.33
0.60

Power
α = 0.10
0.04
0.10
0.23
0.34
0.42
0.70

α = 0.20
0.11
0.19
0.34
0.39
0.51
0.77

to event since the last exposure, hence allows informal estimation of the
length of the hazard period. Secondly, given an event the model can also
be used to calculate the probability that the event is caused by any of the
exposures. However, there are several aspects of the models that need further works. In the interest of keeping the model’s parameter at minimum,
we have assumed that any predisposition an individual has, after adjusting for other covariates in the model, will affect probability of trigger by
an exposure and probability of naturally occurring illness, proportionately.
While the assumption is computationally appealing, it may not reflect heterogeneity across individuals. We are currently working on the extension
of the model where we assume the relative risk in (4) as a random effect.
Another major point needs to be addressed is that of the size of the study
required to detect synergism. In order to detect interaction between two
risk factors with a specified power, De Gonzalez and Cox (2005) provide
a simple formula for calculating the required sample size in case-control
study. As an example, we carry out a simulation study which mimics the
characteristic of the Meniere dataset. Five setups with N = 25, 100, 200, 400
and 800 subjects are generated. For each setup, 200 datasets are generated.
The parameters are set at the same values as estimates in in Table 1a. The
power of the likelihood ratio test for detecting synergism, the proportion
of datasets in which the test indicate synergism as significant, is presented
in Table 2. As we can see, with N = 25 and type I error = 0.05, the power
of the test is only 0.04. In order to achieve 60% power with α = 0.05, the
study needs to increase its size to N = 800 approximately.
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Abstract: Variance components models, a specific type of linear mixed model,
are frequently used in genetic epidemiology to assess evidence for genetic and
environmental influences on a trait. We describe extensions to these models,
which allow more detailed dissection of genotype-by-sex and environment-by-sex
interactions. The models were applied to data on pulse pressure for 767 Australian
nuclear families, and showed that this phenotype was affected by both genes and
environmental effects, and that within-family correlations were dependent on
gender.
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1

Introduction

Variance components models are frequently used in genetic epidemiology
to assess evidence for genetic effects on a trait. While these models are
extremely flexible, allowing a variety of family types and correlation structures, a very basic model is usually fitted in practice, which can be biologically implausible and fails to fully utilise the information contained in
the data. We show that the basic model may be extended to incorporate
biological environmental and gene-environment effects, as recently recommended [Rebbeck et al. 2004; Thomas 2000] and to provide a better fit to
the data, and that this is straightforward to implement and interpret.
The approach is illustrated using data on pulse pressure (PP), which is
the difference between systolic blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure.
PP increases with age, particularly for women, and appears to be a better
predictor of cardiovascular risk than systolic blood pressure alone [Franklin
et al. 1999]. The few groups that have studied PP report conflicting evidence for genetic effects, with estimates of heritability ranging from 13%
[Adeyemo et al. 2002] to 25% [Atwood et al. 2001; Camp et al. 2003], to
just over 50% [DeStefano et al. 2004; Snieder et al. 2003].
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Of particular interest in the current analysis were genotype-by-sex interactions, which may help explain the observed differences in PP between
men and women. Researchers have proposed that women have intrinsically
stiffer large arteries than men, but that these are modulated by female
sex steroids [Ahimastos, et al. 2003], suggesting a causative effect that depends on gender. Such interactions may occur when autosomal genes are
expressed differently in male and female physiological environments. If this
is not taken into account in genetic analyses, power may be lost and the
search for genes made more difficult. However, the possibility that environmental differences may also contribute should also be considered. These
ideas appear to have been explored infrequently in genetic epidemiological
analyses.
Our aim was therefore to investigate PP in more detail, and specifically to
1) assess evidence for genetic effects and for shared environmental effects,
using a nuclear family design which included twins and 2) explore differential genetic and environmental effects for males and females. Data were
from the Victorian Family Heart Study (Melbourne, Australia). Participants were 767 nuclear families (comprising 2911 individuals) unselected
for a family history of heart disease, and enriched with both non-identical
(dizygous, DZ) twins and identical (monozygous, MZ) twins. PP was calculated as the difference between measured systolic blood pressure (SBP)
and diastolic blood pressure (DBP). Full details of the study are described
elsewhere [Harrap et al. 2000].

2

Statistical Methods

Our modelling approach uses variance components models, which are a
type of linear mixed model. The complex within-family covariance structure which arises due to shared genes and shared environmental influences
is specifically modelled. The total residual variance is divided into components due to genetic, shared environmental and individual effects, using
known biological and demographic relationships to define correlations and
covariances for each relative pair. Within each family, a multivariate normal
distribution is assumed, conditional on covariates;
y i ∼ N β T Xi , Vi



where β T is a vector of regression coefficients and for each family i, yi is
a vector of observed values (phenotypes), Xi is the covariate matrix, and
Vi is the covariance matrix. A commonly used variance components model
has a covariance structure as shown below:
Model 1
vi,jk =



2
2
2φjk σA
+ ρjk σC
2
2
2
σA + σC + σE

j 6= k;
j = k.
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where vi,jk is the j-kth element of Vi , and j and k index individuals within
the ith pedigree. The kinship coefficient φjk reflects the average amount of
genetic sharing expected between j and k, and is equal to 0 for spouse pairs,
0.25 for first degree relatives (parent-offspring pairs, siblings and DZ twin
2
pairs) and 0.5 for MZ twin pairs. σA
is the additive polygenic variance.
The environmental correlation ρjk depends on the relationship between j
and k, but is usually set to 1 for members of the same household and 0
2
otherwise. σC
is the shared (or common family) environmental variance,
2
and σE is the residual (individual) variance. For this linear mixed model,
it is straightforward to use maximum likelihood to estimate fixed effects,
variance components and correlations.
However, the model may be extended by allowing the genetic and environmental variance components and correlations to vary according to gender
as well as relationship. In a more general form, the covariance can be expressed as shown below:
Model 2

vi,jk


2
2
2φjk σAM
+ ρjk,MM σCM




 2φjk ρG σAM σAF + ρjk,MF σCM σCF
2
2
2φjk σAF
+ ρjk,F F σCF
=

2
2
2

σ
+ σCM + σEM


 AM
2
2
2
σAF
+ σCF
+ σEF

j
j
j
j
j

6= k,
6= k,
6= k,
= k,
= k,

j and k both male;
j and k opposite sex;
j and k both female;
male;
female.

2
2
where σAM
and σAF
are the additive polygenic variances for males and
females respectively, and ρG is the genetic correlation, which is equal to
one for relative pairs of the same sex but may be less than one for opposite
sex pairs. ρjk may also be less than 1 and is different for each relative pair
type, with 5 different possible values for this dataset; ρSP (spouses), ρP O
(parent-offspring), ρSIB (siblings), ρDZ (DZ twins) or ρMZ (MZ twins).
Within each relative type, ρjk,MM , ρjk,MF , and ρjk,F F are then the environmental correlations for male-male, male-female, and female-female pairs
2
of that type, so, for example, ρSIB,F F is the sister-sister correlation. σCM
2
and σCF are the shared environmental variances for males and females
2
2
respectively, and σEM
and σEF
are the residual variances for males and
females respectively.
This model is appropriate, and will provide a better fit to observed data,
when sex-by-genotypic and sex-by-environmental interaction effects are
present, possibly resulting in different total variances, different variance
components, and/or different correlations for males and females or same
sex/opposite sex pairs. It assumes that gender has already been included
as a fixed effect, and that analysis is performed on the most appropriate
scale (that is, the scale which is closest to normality).
Towne et al. [1997] advocated fitting a series of ”screening” models to detect
the degree and type of genotype-by-sex interactions present, by constrain-
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2
2
2
2
ing parameters so that ρG = 1, σAM
= σAF
, and/or σEM
= σEF
. In their
2
2
model, σCM = σCF = 0. When environment-by-sex interactions are also of
interest, a similar procedure can be followed.
We used a structured approach to check for genotype-by-sex interactions
and environment-by-sex interactions for PP. Parameters in Model 2 were
initially constrained and then allowed to vary, resulting in increasingly com2
2
plex and informative models. The initial model constrained σAM
= σAF
,
2
2
2
2
σCM = σCF , σEM = σEF , ρG = 1, and φjk,MM = φjk,F F = φjk,MF .
2
2
2
The next 3 models relaxed the constraints to allow σAM
6= σAF
, σCM
6=
2
2
2
σCF , and σEM 6= σEF respectively. The next 2 models allowed instead
either ρG < 1 or ρjk,MM = ρjk,F F 6= ρjk,MF . The final model allowed
ρjk,MM 6= ρjk,F F 6= ρjk,MF . The best model was selected on the basis of
likelihood ratio tests and Akaike’s information criterion (AIC). In all models ρDZ = ρMZ = 1 to ensure identifiability and satisfy the assumptions of
the classic twin model [Spector, et al. 2000]. Covariates included were age
(centred), sex and age-sex interaction, and separate effects were allowed
within each generation. All models were fitted using the freeware package
Fisher [Hopper and Mathews 1994; Lange et al. 1988].

3

Results

Results for key models are shown in Table 1. The simplest model, A, indi2
cates that genes influence PP, since σA
> 0. Shared environmental effects
2
2
appear to play a greater role than genes since σC
> σA
, but the largest
2
variance component in Model A is σE , indicating a high degree of individual variability for PP. The spouse and sibling environmental correlations
were approximately equal. The estimated parent-offspring correlation of 0
suggested that environmental effects were not shared between generations
and is not shown.
There was little evidence that allowing separate variance components for
males and females improved the model (not shown). However, allowing
either ρG < 1 (Model B) or ρjk,MM = ρjk,F F 6= ρjk,MF (Model C) did provide a substantial improvement, indicating that within-family correlations
were dependent on gender as well as relationship type. The differences
were best explained in terms of environmental correlations rather than
genotype-by-sex interactions, since the AIC for Model C was lower than
that for Model B. The model was not improved by relaxing the constraints
further (not shown).

4

Conclusions

This analysis showed that pulse pressure appears to be affected by genes,
although shared environment explains more of the residual variation. The
estimate of heritability from the best model (Model C) was 17%, within the
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TABLE 1. Parameter estimates (standard errors) for variance components models

Parameter

Model
Simple

ρG < 1

(A)

(B)

ρjk,MM = ρjk,F F
6= ρjk,MF
(C)

AIC

7229.93

7225.78

7221.49

2
σA

0.84 (0.19)

1.16 (0.24)

0.77 (0.19)

2
σC

1.06 (0.31)

1.03 (0.31)

1.60 (0.34)

2
σE

2.56 (0.30)

2.27 (0.30)

2.10 (0.30)

ρG

1

0.41 (0.20)

1

ρSP

0.28 (0.17)

0.27 (0.18)

0.18 (0.11)

ρSIB

0.21 (0.18)

0.23 (0.19)

0.41 (0.16)
(MM,FF)
0 (MF)

ρDZ

1

1

1 (MM,FF)
0.15 (0.32)
(MF)

ρMZ

1

1

1
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range previously reported. Although there was some evidence of genotypeby-sex interaction, gender differences were better explained by environmentby-sex interactions. More sophisticated modelling of important environmental effects also provides opportunities for further epidemiological research, such as investigation of the reasons same sex pairs are more highly
correlated than opposite sex pairs.
The best model above may subsequently be used as an initial (null) model
in variance components linkage analyses. Towne et al. [1997] showed that
a model which allowed genotype-by-sex interactions could increase the evidence for linkage substantially and provided more power when there was
evidence of genotype-by-sex interaction in the screening models.
It is clearly important to consider genotype-by-sex and environment-by-sex
interaction effects when analysing familial data. The methods are straightforward statistically, but it can be challenging to determine the appropriate
biologically plausible model, given the potentially large number of possible
genetic, environmental and interaction effects. This paper describes one
example of incorporating more realistic effects and cautions against the
over-interpretation of genetic effects. Exploration of models which provide
alternative explanations for observed familial correlation should be encouraged. A variety of models should be tested to indicate the nature of the
relationships, especially with regard to sex.
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Abstract: A linear mixed model version of penalised regression is proposed. We
demonstrate how to estimate the effects and standard errors of a set of intercorrelated explanatory variables by imposing penalties on the regression coefficients by modelling them as random effects. An example is given using correlated
weather covariates.
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1

Introduction

In a standard regression analysis, interpreting the effects of a set of intercorrelated explanatory variables is obscured by the consequences of multicollinearity. A common procedure for dealing with correlated explanatory
variables is ridge regression, a form of penalised least squares, whereby improved results are obtained in exchange for regression coefficient estimates
biased toward zero. The amount of shrinkage is controlled by a smoothing parameter and cross validation can be used to chose values for this
parameter. With additional information about the structure of the regression coefficients, Eilers (1991) showed how more complex penalised least
squares, where estimates are shrunk towards values other than zero, result
in coefficients that are smoothed towards a solution expected given their
assumed interrelationship.
Here, we present a linear mixed model approach to deal with inter-correlated
explanatory variables. By treating the regression coefficients as random effects we can fit a penalised regression. The approach is desirable since it
firstly allows the analysis itself to estimate the smoothing parameter and
secondly provides standard errors for the regression coefficient estimates.
We demonstrate how to impose a penalty on the differences of neighbouring regression coefficients when the explanatory variables have an ordered
447
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structure so that the resulting set of estimates are smoothed towards adjacent values.
To illustrate our approach we analyse the effects of rainfall experienced during pregnancy on birth weight of lambs. Birth weight has long term effects
on an individual’s life-time reproductive success in large herbivores (Kruuk
et al., 1999, Steinheim et al., 2002) and identifying periods when rainfall
most strongly influences birth weight would help increase understanding
about the potential mechanisms causing the interactions. We therefore wish
to study rainfall effects at multiple time windows simultaneously to investigate the pattern of the timing of influence of rainfall experienced during
pregnancy so that we can pinpoint the timing of the most influential periods. However, rainfall at neighbouring time windows is correlated and
therefore the results from fitting a linear regression model including a separate explanatory variable for each time window would be uninformative.

2
2.1

Penalised regression using linear mixed models
Regression coefficients as random effects

Suppose we wish to relate the values of a response variable to k correlated
explanatory variables. This may be written as a linear mixed model of the
form
y = Xα + Zb + ǫ
(1)
where y is a vector of n observations, Z is a n x k matrix of the correlated
explanatory variables, b = (b1 , . . . , bk )′ is a vector of random effect parameters, X is a n x p matrix of fixed effects values, α is a p x 1 vector of fixed
effects parameters and ǫ ∼ N (0, σ 2 I). Additional random effects can be
fitted but here we consider only the correlated explanatory variables. Usually random effects are considered to be additive terms but here we treat
the regression coefficients as random. Since the bs are assumed to be drawn
from a normal distribution with a zero mean and unknown variance, the
estimated effects b̂ of the correlated explanatory variables, like in a ridge
regression, will be shrunk towards zero.
2.2

Differences of regression coefficients as random effects

We could alternatively treat the differences of the regression coefficients
as random effects. Assuming the correlated explanatory variables form an
ordered sequence recorded at constant intervals, let D be a k x k difference
matrix. Different orders of differencing may be considered. If we wish to
penalise second differences then D has values Dj,j = 1, Dj,j+1 = −2,
Dj,j+2 = 1 for j = 1, . . . , k − 2 and zero elsewhere. Let D− denote the
generalised inverse of D. Since Zb in Eq. 1 is equivalent to Z(D− Db + b −
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D− Db), we can define a mixed model with a penalty on the differences of
the regression coefficients as
y = Xα + Z ∗ b∗ + ǫ

(2)

where b∗ = Db, Z ∗ = ZD− is a transformation of the correlated explanatory variables, b∗ ∼ N (0, σβ2 I) and covariates that jointly yield the contribution of Z(b − D− Db) to the fitted values are included as columns in X.
Elements of b∗ represent the differenced regression coefficients. Hence, if we
take second differences then it is assumed that
bj+2 − 2bj+1 + bj ∼ N (0, σβ2 )

(3)

for j = 1, . . . , k − 2. Estimates and standard errors of the regression coefficients may be derived from the parameters estimated in Eq. 2.

3

Application to data on lamb birth weights

Since pregnancy in sheep lasts approximately 21 weeks, we considered 21
covariates representing mean daily rainfall at each of the 21 weeks prior
to an individual’s birth date. The effects of rainfall are expected to be
more similar at neighbouring windows than at other times during pregnancy so we applied a second differences penalised regression. The linear
mixed model in Eq. 2 was fitted to data collected, as part of the Hill Sheep
Systems Research program (Sibbald and Maxwell, 1992), from twin lambs
born between 1977 and 1986 at Sourhope Research Station in south-east
Scotland. Also included in the model were two categorical fixed effects for
sex of the lamb and mother’s age at the time of birth of her lamb, three continuous fixed effects for birth date, mother’s pre-mating body weight and
lamb’s year of birth and random effects for the lamb’s year of birth and
mother identity. The model was fitted using residual maximum likelihood
(REML) in Genstat 7.2. The smoothed regression coefficient estimates and
95% confidence intervals are displayed in Figure 3. The pattern of the timing of influence of rainfall suggests that rainfall is having a strong negative
effect on birth weight at approximately 13 weeks prior to birth.

4

Discussion

We have shown that linear mixed models provide a suitable procedure for
fitting a penalized linear regression to inter-correlated explanatory variables. The key to this approach is the random effects structure. Conventionally random effect terms are thought of as additive but the same thinking
applies equally to regression coefficients. Verbyla et al.(1999) introduced
cubic smoothing splines into linear mixed models by smoothing additive
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FIGURE 1. Regression coefficients (•) with 95% confidence intervals (− − −)
estimated with a penalty on 2nd differences showing the effect of rainfall during
the 21 weeks of pregnancy on birth weight (kg) of sheep.

random terms. We also use mixed models as a smoothing technique but
have considered regression coefficients as random effects.
A penalty on differences in the regression coefficients can be introduced
and we were able to obtain estimates of the regression coefficients as well
as standard errors. Furthermore, the amount of smoothing towards neighbouring estimates is controlled within the analysis itself, hence not requiring the use of classical selection methods such as cross-validation. The
inclusion of inter-correlated explanatory variables together with other fixed
and random terms in a linear mixed model allow the modelling of complex
problems such as in the example presented here.
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Abstract: Since 2001, systematic screening and clinical surveillance have ensured
reporting of all clinical cases and some preclinical cases of BSE. However, trends
in the incidence of reported BSE cases do not reflect trends in the spread of BSE
infection, because of the long and variable incubation period, and the fact that
some BSE-infected animals die or are slaughtered before the clinical onset. Here,
we extended our back-calculation model to integrate this full clinical surveillance.
We applied the model to the French BSE epidemic in order to obtain an updated
estimate of the incidence of BSE infection. We detected a lengthening of the
incubation period and estimated that the number of infections was very small
in the late 1990s and zero after July 2001. So, the impact of the meat and bone
meal ban, extended to all animal species in 2000, will not be assessable.
Keywords: BSE; Epidemiology; Back-calculation; Surveillance; Test sensitivity

1

Introduction

Data on reported clinical cases of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE)
were previously the only way of tracking the epidemic. However, they do
not reflect trends in the spread of the BSE agent, because of both the
long and variable BSE incubation period and the fact that some cases
are never reported, owing either to death from a competing cause before
disease onset or to non diagnosis. To ignore these sources of underreporting
is to run a risk of underestimating the past number of cases of infection.
Back-calculation has proved useful for estimating the prevalence of infection
from clinical case incidence of the disease (Brookmeyer and Gail, 1988).
Previously, based on clinical cases of BSE detected in France until June
2000, we estimated the incidence of BSE infection in France by using an
extended back-calculation method (Supervie and Costagliola, 2004). We
considered epidemiological characteristics of BSE such as age-dependent
susceptibility/exposure to the BSE agent, cattle mortality, and case underreporting throughout the epidemic.
In France and other European countries, BSE surveillance was based solely
on clinical diagnosis until 2000. The sharp increase in reported cases of
453
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BSE that occurred when the systematic screening program (active surveillance) was instigated revealed the poor efficiency of clinical surveillance.
This active surveillance has ensured reporting of all clinical cases and some
preclinical cases of BSE. Although the prevalence of BSE infection can now
be estimated more accurately, it still depends on the preclinical sensitivity
of available screening tests (which is not known), together with the BSE
incubation period, and deaths from competing causes before disease onset.
Here we extended our back-calculation model to integrate this full clinical surveillance. We considered the different BSE surveillance programmes
and the uncertain sensitivity of screening tests. We applied the model to
the French BSE epidemic, and from BSE cases detected between July 2001
and June 2004 we obtained an updated estimate of the incidence of BSE
infection.

2
2.1

Material and methods
The French BSE surveillance system

In France, routine screening was extended to all cattle, slaughtered and at
risk (dead-on-farm, emergency-slaughtered and euthanatized cattle), over
24 months of age in July 2001. The diagnostic tests were shown to have
100% sensitivity and 100% specificity for identifying BSE-infected animals
at the clinical stage of the disease and also to become positive 3 months
before clinical onset (Grassi et al., 2001). But this preclinical sensitivity
remains poorly documented. Since July 2001, three BSE surveillance programmes – clinical surveillance, systematic screening at the abattoir and
of cattle at risk – have allowed all clinical cases and some preclinical cases
to be diagnosed.
The proportion of clinical and preclinical cases of BSE is highly heterogeneous from one surveillance system to another. If most, if not all, animals
that tested positive for BSE among animals at risk appeared to be in the
clinical stages of BSE, some abattoir-tested cases had clinical signs of BSE.
Indeed, a retrospective clinical survey (Cazeau et al., 2004) showed that
92% of animals testing positive among animals at risk had possible, probable or definite clinical signs of BSE before death, compared to 33% of
animals testing positive at the abattoir. In addition, these surveys underlined the difficulties of clinical surveillance which, by definition, can only
detect clinical cases. Indeed, many animals testing positive for BSE among
animals at risk had clinical signs of BSE, so should have been reported
by the clinical surveillance program. Because of that, clinical surveillance
data and data on cattle at risk were pooled. Thus, we split data into two
groups, one comprising cases detected by clinical surveillance and screening
of cattle at risk, and the other consisting of cases detected by screening at
the abattoir.
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The extended method of back-calculation

ar+c
Let
and Ya,t
be the random numbers of new cases among individuals of age a at time t detected at the abattoir and new cases detected by
ar+c
ab
clinical surveillance and screening of cattle at risk, and, E(Ya,t
), E(Ya,t
)
their expectations,
Rt
ab
E(Ya,t
) = ψ(0)K 0 E(Na−t+s,s f (t − s)S(a|a − t + s) ds
Rt
R∞
+µ(a)β(a) + 0 E(Na−t+s,s ( 0 f (t − s + x)ψ(x) dx)S(a|a − t + s) ds
Rt
ar+c
E(Ya,t
) = ψ(0)(1 − K) 0 E(Na−t+s,s f (t − s)S(a|a − t + s) ds
Rt
R∞
+µ(a)(1 − β(a)) 0 E(Na−t+s,s ( 0 f (t − s + x)ψ(x) dx)S(a|a − t + s) ds
ab
Ya,t

where Na,t is the random numbers of newly infected individuals among individuals of age a at time t, ψ(x) is the probability that the diagnostic test
detected the infection at time x before clinical onset, K is the proportion
of BSE clinical cases sent to the abattoir, µ(a) is the hazard of death for
an animal at age a, β(a) is the age-specific proportion of cattle mortality
resulting from the abattoir,f (t) is the density of incubation period, S(a|a′ )
represents the probability that an animal survives to age a knowing that
it was alive at age a′ . The unknown time- and age-specific number of infections was modelled by using the multiplicative model E(Na,t ) = πa αa λt
where πa is the proportion of cattle in the population who are of age a,
αa reflects the relative susceptibility/exposure of cattle of age a and λt is
ar+c
ab
the BSE infection intensity at time t. Assuming that the Ya,t
and Ya,t
are independent Poisson variates, we wrote the model likelihood. For the
parameters α and λ, we used non parametric forms and obtained estimates
by using the EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977).
When estimating the age- and time-specific numbers of newly infected individuals with the back-calculation method, all other model parameters
should be known. Here, lacking independent data from which to estimate
the preclinical sensitivity of diagnostic tests and the proportion of BSE
clinical cases sent to the abattoir, we assumed a wide range of values,
performed sensitivity analyses, and chose the best model on the basis of
Akaikes Information Criterion (AIC). We also used the empiric rule of
Burnham and Anderson (Burnham and Anderson, 1998), which retains a
model if (AIC(model) − M inAIC) ≤ 2, where M inAIC is the minimum
AIC, i.e. the AIC of the best model.
2.3

Data

As systematic screening of all cattle was only implemented in July 2001,
our analysis was restricted to cases of BSE detected between July 2001
and June 2004. During this period, 575 cases of BSE were detected. The
median age was 7.0 years and the interquartile range was [6.3-7.9]. Among
them, 174 cases of BSE were detected at the abattoir (7.0 [6.2-7.9]) and
401 by the clinical surveillance and among at risk cattle (7.0 [6.3-7.9]).
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Epidemiological characteristics of BSE

As epidemiological evidence showed that young cattle being more likely to
become infected than older cattle we considered age as a covariate.
In our first work (Supervie and Costagliola, 2004), based on clinical cases
of BSE detected until June 2000, we reconstructed the French epidemic of
BSE infection up to 1996. We estimated that 86% of infections occurred
between 6 and 12 months of age and that the average incubation period was
5 years and the variance was 1.8 years2. The median age of clinical cases of
BSE detected before June 2000 was 5.5 years, compared to 7.0 years after
2001 (Mann-Whitney test, p<0.0001). Three scenarios could explain this
age increase: 1) there was a real lengthening of the incubation period; 2)
the infection occurred later; or 3) we observed the end of the BSE epidemic
and so the oldest cases, meaning that neither age at infection nor the incubation period changed. To test these 3 scenarios, we used the distribution
of age at infection estimated in the first study and varied the parameters
of the incubation period distribution (scenario 1); we also used the reverse
procedure (scenario 2), and used both the distribution of age at infection
and the incubation period estimated in the first study (scenario 3).
For the incubation period we used a flexible function, arising from a mechanistic model of disease pathogenesis (Ferguson et al., 1997). To estimate
the survival distribution, we used independent data. We explored a wide
range of sensitivity profiles for diagnostic tests (Table 1) and we varied the
proportion of BSE clinical cases sent to the abattoir from 0.50 to 0.95. The
TABLE 1. Test-sensitivity profiles (P) as a time function before the clinical onset.

Months before
0
between 0 and
between 3 and
between 6 and
between 9 and

clinical onset
3
6
9
12

P1
0.99
0
0
0
0

P2
0.99
0.99
0
0
0

P3
0.99
0.50
0.01
0
0

P4
0.99
0.91
0.50
0.09
0.01

P5
0.99
0.96
0.82
0.50
0.18

P6
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

time-dependent intensity of infection λt was estimated annually up to June
2000. Years were defined so that, for example, 2000 consisted of the period
between 1 July 2000 and 30 June 2001.
As we used BSE cases detected up to June 2004, we could not estimate
the BSE infection rate after June 2001. Because of the long incubation of
BSE, BSE incidence data offer little information on the number of animals
most recently infected. Also, as around 80% of BSE cases detected between
June 2001 and June 2004 are aged between 4 and 8 years, we had little information on the number of animals infected more than 8 years before. To
fix the beginnning year of the estimate, for each scenario, we performed
the model by varying this date between 1990 and 1996, and selected that
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which minimized the AIC.
To assign 95% confidence intervals, we used the bias-corrected percentile
method (Efron, 1982).

3

Results

When we only used the age-dependent risk of infection (scenario 1) estimated in our previous study, the best-fit models, based on the AIC, suggested that the mean BSE incubation period is 6.3 years and the variance
3.3 years2 . We estimated that around 8000 cattle were infected by the BSE
agent between 1994 and 2000 (Figure 1). When we assumed that the mean
incubation period (scenario 2) was 5 years and the variance 1.8 years2 , we
estimated that most infections (around 70%) occurred between 2 and 3
years of age and that around 3500 cattle were infected between 1996 and
2000. Because of the assumptions of this scenario, BSE incidence data

FIGURE 1. Estimated annual incidence of BSE infection according to the sensitivity profiles of screening tests. The bold curve is the infection curve obtained in
our previous study, the dotted lines represent 95% boostrap confidence intervals.

offer little information on the number of animals infected before 1996. Indeed, most cases of BSE detected between July 2001 and June 2004 were
aged between 4 and 8 years; so, if we assume that most infections occurred
between 2 and 3 years of age and that BSE-infected animals had a 5-year
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incubation period, it is logical that the BSE incidence data should offer little information on the infection dynamics before 1996. When we assumed
that most infections occurred between 6 and 12 months of age, that the
mean incubation period was 5 years, and that the variance was 1.8 years2
(scenario 3), we estimated that around 13 000 cattle were infected between
1994 and 2000 (Figure 1).
The best fit was obtained with scenario 1, followed closely by scenario 2
and, more distantly, by scenario 3. Scenario 3 overestimated the number of
cases of BSE observed in 2001 and underestimated them in 2003 (Table 2).
In our previous work, based on clinical cases of BSE detected in France
TABLE 2. Observed and fitterd number of cases of BSE detected by each surveillance system (ab: abattoir; ar+c: cattle at risk and clinical surveillance) according
to each scenario (S) and test sensitivity profiles (P).

P1
observed
number

P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
fitted nimber of cases of BSE detected
by each surveillance system

S1
2001
2002
2003

ab
93
56
25

ar+c
220
121
60

ab ar+c
90 211
53 125
28 65

ab ar+c
89 213
52 126
27 65

ab ar+c
97 204
57 121
30 63

ab ar+c
95 207
56 122
29 63

ab ar+c
93 212
53 124
27 63

ab ar+c
95 212
53 123
27 62

S2
2001
2002
2003

ab
93
56
25

ar+c
220
121
60

ab ar+c
88 205
57 132
28 65

ab ar+c
87 206
56 133
27 65

ab ar+c
95 198
61 128
30 63

ab ar+c
94 200
59 129
29 64

ab ar+c
92 203
56 132
28 64

ab ar+c
96 201
56 131
27 64

S3
2001
2002
2003

ab
93
56
25

ar+c
220
121
60

ab ar+c
114 265
43 101
15 35

ab ar+c
110 269
42 102
14 35

ab ar+c
121 258
46 98
16 34

ab ar+c
116 263
44 100
15 35

ab ar+c
109 271
41 102
14 35

ab ar+c
122 259
45 97
15 33

until June 2000, we estimated the incidence of BSE infection in France until
1996. We show this infection curve in Figure 1(black curve), as a reference
by which to compare the curves obtained with each scenario in the present
study. Scenario 1 was the most consistent with our former estimates. The
continuity of its dynamics compared to our previous study and its good fit
argued in favour of scenario 1.
In scenario 1, the empiric rule of Burnham and Anderson did not discriminate a particular sensitivity profile or, therefore, a proportion of BSE
clinical cases sent to the abattoir. We estimated that this proportion ranged
between 0.15 and 0.30 over the wide range of test sensitivity profiles considered. If the assumed sensitivity was very low then the proportion of
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BSE clinical cases sent to the abattoir was high, and vice versa. However,
whatever the assumption, the dynamics of BSE infection were very similar
(Figure 1).

4

Discussion

We developed a simple model integrating data from screening tests of apparently healthy cattle and from clinical BSE surveillance data. This allowed us to estimate the past incidence of BSE infection and thus to judge
the impact of previous risk-reduction measures.
A problem of identifiability, that is, non uniqueness of solutions, arises because there is no way of distinguishing between infection at birth with a
5-year incubation period and infection at 1 year with a 4-year incubation
period. We thus had to consider 3 scenarios which could explain the observed age increase of clinical cases of BSE: 1) there was a real lengthening
of the incubation period (scenario 1); 2) the infection occurred later (scenario 2); or 3) we observed the end of the BSE epidemic and consequently
the oldest cases (scenario 3).
Scenario 1 best fitted the data, and was most consistent with the dynamics
of the curve which was obtained in our previous work. In addition, a change
of age at infection (scenario 2) would be difficult to explain, except in terms
of a new source of infection. The animal protein present in meat and bone
meal (MBM), a potential vector of BSE infection, was replaced by plant
protein, and this is the only change implemented since the MBM ban. It is
more likely that we observed the end of the epidemic and thus the oldest
cases, or that the incubation period increased in length. From 1989, measures intended to prevent bovine infection by the BSE agent were taken in
France. MBM was excluded from cattle feed in 1990, and this measure was
extended to ruminant feed in 1994. High-risk bovine tissues were excluded
from animal feed in 1996. Hence, cattle were less and less exposed to the
BSE agent, and a possible decrease in the average inoculum might have
lengthened the incubation period. Indeed, cattle experimentally infected
by oral dosing exhibit shorter incubation periods when they receive larger
inocula (Anderson et al., 1996).
For scenario 1, without fixing either the proportion of BSE clinical cases
sent to the abattoir or screening test sensitivity, it was not possible to
choose one situation rather than another. We estimated that this proportion ranged between 0.15 and 0.30 over the wide range of test sensitivity
profiles considered. If the assumed sensitivity was very low then the proportion of BSE clinical cases sent to the abattoir was high, and vice versa.
However, study on the preclinical sensitivity of screening tests and the fact
that the age of cases of BSE detected at the abattoir was not lower than
that of cases detected by clinical surveillance argue against a high preclinical sensitivity of rapid tests.
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We estimated that the number of infections was very low at the end of the
1990s and zero from 2000. So, the impact of the MBM ban for all animal
species in 2000 will never be assessable. This model may be applied to other
European countries. Indeed, active surveillance was introduced throughout
Europe in 2001.
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Introduction

In the last two decades, the representation and analysis of disease incidence
or mortality data has been established as a basic tool in the analysis of regional public health data. The growing interest in the distribution of certain
diseases among epidemiologists and medical geographers together with the
advent of computer devices have led to substantial advances in “disease
mapping”, defined as the estimation and presentation of area summary
measures of health outcomes. The aims of disease mapping include simple description, hypothesis formulation, allocation of health care resources,
assessment of inequalities, estimation of variability in underlying risk and
identification of hazards related to some particular diseases. In the work
presented here we focus on the estimation of the variability in underlying
risk. To illustrate different situations the analyst may encounter when handling mortality data, and to provide a guideline of data analysis, we study
three mortality data sets from the province of Navarra, Spain, during the
period 1998-1994: female mortality due to cardiovascular disease (CVD,
codes 390-459 of the 9th International Classification of Diseases), male mortality due to ischemic heart disease (IHD, codes 410-414) and male mortality due to brain cancer (BC, code 191). Each data set consists of the number
of deaths caused by the corresponding disease and the population at risk
for the 40 basic health zones (BHZ) in Navarra over the period 1988-1994.
The expected count for each BHZ was computed based on the age specific
at risk population estimates in each BHZ and the standard rates for each
one of the nineteenth age-stratum (< 1, [1, 4), [5, 9), · · · , [80 − 85), ≥ 85) of
Navarra, the overall area studied.

2

Alternative models

When studying mortality data, the classical approach assumes that the
number of deaths in each region, denoted by yj , follows a Poisson distribution
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yj ∼ P(λj = ej rj ),

for j = 1, . . . , J,

(1)

where ej is the expected number of deaths in the j-th region, rj is the
unknown relative risk associated to this region, and J is the number of
regions in a given area. The distributions of the variables yj are assumed
to be independent. The maximum likelihood estimate of rj , r̂j = yj /ej , is
known as the standardized mortality ratio of the j-th region, or SM Rj in
−1/2
short. Note that the standard error of r̂j is proportional to ej
. Hence,
for very rare diseases or small regions, the SMR may be very unstable,
so maps where the SMRs are displayed can be misleading. To address this
problem, mapping methods discussed in the recent literature have explored
the ideas surrounding smoothing methods, which consist in pooling information across the zones under study in order to provide ratio estimators
that are more stable.
Under the assumption that the risk does not vary among regions, the model
given in expression (1) becomes yj ∼ P(µj = ej r). However, the well-known
property of the homogeneous Poisson distribution E[yj ] = var[yj ] = ej r
does not hold in many mortality data applications, because the empirical
variance is larger than the variance expected by the Poisson model, a phenomenon called overdispersion. Although different tests for overdispersion
can be used in this context, we recommend the use of the Böhning’s test,
because of its good performance even for small data sets. The test statistic
PJ (yj −SMR ej )2
PJ
1
− SM R
j=1
J−1
ej
j=1 SM Rj
q
is given by
, where SM R =
,
J
2 SMR
J−1

and it follows, asymptotically, a standard normal distribution.
To account for overdispersion, random effects models are frequently used.
Under a hierarchical setting, in the first stage yj conditional on rj is assumed to be Poisson distributed with expectation ej rj , while in the second
stage, the distribution of the relative risk rj is assumed to have a certain
probability density function g(rj ) named prior density. Hence, the marginal distribution of yj will reflect not only Poisson variability but also the
extra-Poisson variation which is induced by between-zone variability. The
posterior mean of rj given the data is usually considered an empirical Bayes
estimator for rj assuming the selected prior distribution.
Several parametric distributions for this prior have been suggested, being
the gamma distribution the first one to be proposed (see for example, Manton et al. , 1981). However, it is the log-normal distribution the most widely
used, because it can accommodate both spatial dependence and unstructured heterogeneity in a conditional autorregresive setting (Besag et al.,
1991). A less restrictive approach assumes that the rj ’s follow a discrete
mixture taking G different values with their respective probabilities. Thus,
the population is assumed to consist of G subpopulations with different
level of disease risk, leading to a mixture of Poisson distributions with dif-
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ferent mean for each subpopulation. Yet this model does not incorporate
spatial dependence, it is useful when there is some kind of unstructured
heterogeneity (Militino et al., 2001).
The estimation of the model parameters can be carried out by using the
empirical Bayes approach or the full Bayesian methodology. The main distinction between them is that for the empirical Bayes approach, the parameters of the prior distribution are estimated as point estimates from
the data and thus, the posterior expectations of the relative risks are obtained conditional on these point estimates, while for the full Bayesian
approach, probability distributions for the parameters of the prior distribution, named hyperpriors, are specified in a third stage of the hierarchy.
The main disadvantage of the first approach is that it fails to incorporate
the uncertainty that results from having to estimate the prior distribution. The main concerns for the second approach are the sensitivity to the
hyperprior specifications of the random effects precision parameters, the
model identifiability and some convergence problems. Different solutions
have been presented recently to cope with these problems. For the first
approach, several types of bootstrap techniques for correcting empirical
Bayes intervals have been proposed. In the fully Bayesian setting, different
sensitivity analysis are carried out and new Bayesian techniques are being
developed.
In this work we review three models that account for overdispersion by
incorporating random effects. Furthermore, the way they are incorporated
depends on the cause of overdispersion. All of them are developed in an
empirical Bayes framework, but some features relevant to Bayesian hierarchical models are also discussed. We will illustrate the models described
using mortality data from the province of Navarra, Spain, during the period
1988-1994.
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Abstract: Microarray technology has made the reverse engineering of transcription control networks possible, although current sensitivity and specificity of network reconstructions from gene array data alone is insufficient to be of any biological utility. However, gene arrays are only one source of genome wide information
that may give insights into the control and structure of the intricate networks of
molecular interactions between RNA, DNA and proteins that characterize cellular
functionality. Indeed topological information can serve as a constraint to guarantee that the resulting networks satisfies certain important biological properties,
such as centrality and lethality as well as the small world property.
Keywords: Bayesian hierarchical modelling; microarrays; genetic networks; scalefree networks.

1

Introduction

High-density DNA microarray technology has enabled genome wide levels of
gene expression to be measured under varying experimental conditions and
in possible disease stages. Appropriate computational methods have been
developed to provide statistically sound descriptions which accommodate
the inherent variability and uncertainty of the experimentally obtained
gene array data and facilitate, for example, probe design, image analysis,
identification of differentially expressed gene and functional gene classes
(Wit and McClure 2004). As an example of the success of such descriptive
representations, previously hypothesized disease subtypes in large B-cell
lymphomas have been identified and confirmed using hierarchic clustering
of gene expression profiles across tissue and disease types (Alizadeh et al.
2000).
The organization of a pathway is complex and regulatory elements are
found on several organizational levels as shown in Figure 1, i.e (i) sequence
level (motifs, hairpin loops), (ii) transcription level (mRNA transcription),
(iii) protein level (transcription factors) and (iv) Metabolic level. Although
significant progress has been made in modelling some or all of these elements, several caveats are to be addressed.
With the availability of genome-wide data, there is recently a lot of interest
in constructing gene networks from microarray data by finding clusters of
genes that have ‘similar’ expression patterns (Eisen et al. 1998). The argument to support network modelling on this basis is that highly co-expressed
genes must be co-regulating each other (Bussemaker et al. 2001). Despite
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FIGURE 1. Gene “interactions” are in fact a set-of feedback loops from the gene
products among themselves and back to the individual. Proteins, or metabolites,
control the expression of genes at any given moment.

some limited success, gene expression clustering methods are eventually
inappropriate for a serious analysis of gene networks. First of all, it is a big
step from simple correlations to proper co-regulations. The large amount
of genes relative to the small number of samples typically implies a large
number of false positives. Even the true positives give typically no hint of
the direction of the interaction. Moreover, correlation methods are unable
to deal with delayed activation and non-linear relationships. The largest
objection against mere clustering of expression data is that it fails to take
into account biological knowledge, the physical nature of the transcription
and transcription interactions.

2

A Bayesian hierarchical model

From a mathematical point of view, a genetic network is an example of a
Highly Structured Stochastic System (Green et al. 2003). Work in this area
is at the forefront of statistical research. A hierarchical model is one implementation of such a system with a short but remarkable track-record. It
seems natural to implement complex biological systems in a similar fashion. With emerging high-throughput technology, it becomes essential to
construct inference methodologies that are able to exploit the potential to
such high-dimensional observations, without overestimating its experimental validity. The novelty of this proposal is to infer pathways by putting
a global topological constraint on the network as a whole. Figure 2 shows
the relationship between the microarray data y, the network model X and
the kinetics parameters α.
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θ

α

X

y
FIGURE 2. The gene adjacency or interaction matrix X is regulated by a
scale-free distribution with parameter θ. The adjacency matrix together with a
vector of coefficients α give rise to the observed set of transcription levels or
other observables y.

2.1

A gene interaction model

The data y in Figure 2 consists of time course gene transcription data.
Transcription is the process by which qualitative DNA of a gene is turned
into quantitative mRNA of that same gene. The mRNA, or part thereof,
is subsequently translated into a protein. Transcription can be triggered
in different ways, but typically a protein of some gene, called a transcription factor, initiates the transcription. The effect of that one gene on the
transcription of another is typically, therefore, via the protein it encodes
for.
To what extent the transcription of a gene is a good approximation for the
amount of protein it produces depends on several factors, such as whether it
needs to be phosphorylated in order to be active. Typically, modelling this
process will require detailed biological knowledge of protein activity on a
genome-wide, which is not yet available. Therefore, in this paper we model
the amount of transcription of one gene yi via the the amount of transcription — used as an indicator for the amount of protein — of all other genes
y−i . We consider two types of ways or kinetics of this interaction.
Michaelis-Menten kinetics.
If the gene expression µj for gene j has an effect on the expression µi of
gene i, then an “idealized” single input Michaelis-Menten kinetics is given
as
µ̇i (t) = p(t) − α3 µi (t),
(1)
where the production term p(t) depends on the average expression of gene
j,
µj (t)
,
p(t) = α0 + α1
α2 + µj (t)
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and where the constant α1 is the maximal reaction-rate for gene i, α2 is an
indicator of the affinity that the enzyme has for a given substrate, and hence
the stability of the enzyme-substrate complex and finally α3 is the natural
decay rate of the mRNA of gene i. The constant α0 stands determines a
basal transcription rate of gene i, even in absence of any activation, such
as j.
Despite being a mere first order equation, linear production and degradation rates have been found to be realistic (Chen et al. 1999). Noise in
the measurement of transcription levels complicates any kind of modelling,
but Khanin et al (2005) successfully incorporate the single input MichaelisMenten kinetics in a lognormal setting. Extending the kinetics to multiple
input motifs whereby several genes can activate gene transcription are both
computational complex and biologically not well-understood. Although it
is our aim to extend the kinetics model in this direction, for the moment
we limit ourselves to linear kinetics.
Linear kinetics.
We assume in this paper that the transcription of a gene is the result of
a multiplicative effect of a collection of other genes. By transforming the
transcription on the logarithmic scale, the relationship between the logtranscriptions of a gene i at time t and the others is assumed to be
X
E log yit =
xij αij log yjt ,
(2)
j6=i

or in matrix notation
E log yt = X ∗ A log yt ,
where X ∗ A is the elementwise multiplication of the connectivity matrix
X and the kinetic-parameter matrix A.
We assume that the observed transcription values log yi (t) are distributed
as a lognormal distribution with mean as in (2). As a prior on the parameters α we use double-exponential. This has affinity with putting an L1
constraint on the likelihood (Tibshirani 1996), which will result in a sparser
representation of the kinetics.
2.2

Network topology constraint

We can represent the directed graph in the “gene transcription space” in
Figure 1 via a 0/1 matrix X, with entries

1 if gene j has an “effect” on gene i
xij =
0 otherwise
The matrix X is a parameter and can be estimated from the available
data. The crucial novelty in this paper is that we start out by assuming
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that the “centrality and lethality” principle is appropriate, e.g. by assuming that the marginals of X follow a power-law distribution. Using this
type of side information is not necessarily easy in algorithmic approaches
or deterministic models, however in stochastic models such integration is
possible.
The way we do this by effectively incorporating a frequentist testing strategy in a MCMC update. Assume that within a MCMC scheme we have a
connectivity matrix X and propose a new connectivity X ′ . An MCMC update relies on being able to calculate P (X|y, θ, α). Rather than calculating
this explicitly, we introduce an intermediate chi-squared goodness-of-fit staP E(θ)−O(X))2
tistic, Tθ (X) =
, where E(θ) are the expected counts under a
E(θ)
power-law distribution with parameter θ and O(X) are the observed counts
in connectivity matrix X. If we were to use the p-value, p(Tθ (X)), in the
′
θ (X ))
acceptance ratio min{1, p(T
p(Tθ (X)) }, then we would end up with draws uniformly in this p-value, which corresponds to satisfying the null-hypothesis
of drawing from a power-law distribution. Clearly, we also want to incorporate information from the data, and the correct acceptance probability
is


p(Tθ (X ′ )) p(y | α, X ′ )
min 1,
p(Tθ (X)) p(y | α, X)
From a biological point of view, this power-law hierarchical layer imposes
an overall structure on the network, which on biological grounds has been
found interesting: (i) there is a short path from any node to another node
(small world property); (ii) there are many nodes with few connections
and a few nodes with many connections (hubs) and (iii) hubs are enriched
with essential/lethal nodes (centrality & lethality principle) An important
measure of the network topology is its connectivity distribution (Barabasi
2004). Metabolic networks, protein-protein interactions networks, protein
domain networks, gene interactions and gene expression networks (e.g. Van
Noort et al. 2004) have been reported to exhibit scale-free behaviour based
on the powerlaw-like distribution of the number of connections of the network node
2.3

Implementation

The model has been implemented via a hybrid Metropolis-Hasting and
Gibbs sampler in R. Informal convergence criteria suggest that the sampler converges after 4,000 iterations. We obtain 20,000 iterations and only
consider the output after a 5,000 sweep burn-in.

3

Application

The model has been applied to the SGA regulatory network in yeast measured via a 77-time point yeast dataset (Spellman et al. 1998). This is a
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Predicted

Present
Absent
Total

Tong et al.
Present Absent
108
24
21
447
129
471

Total
132
468
600

TABLE 1. There is a significant overlap (p-value < 0.0001) between the network predicted by the posterior mode of X as presented here and the network as
predicted by Tong et al. (2001) via Chip-Chip data.

small regulatory network consisting of 25 genes, which is relatively wellunderstood. It was obtained via the novel Chip-Chip technology, which
uses microarrays to find directly which transcription factors bind to which
genes. The aim was to see to what extent our algorithm was able to infer
the general structure of the network obtained by Tong et al. (2001).
By looking at the maximum posterior probability for X, we found that the
model was able to detect the targets of several transcription factors in the
data, as shown in Table 1. Moreover, the resulting network had a relatively
clustering coefficient and a posterior mode for the power-law of θ = 0.4. It
looks substantially different from a random network, suggesting that the
penalty term p(X|θ) has a substantial impact on the actual model.
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A multi-stage approach to clustering in
microarray experiments
Dorothy Wong1 and G.R. Wood1
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Abstract: Following the conduct of a microarray experiment, a primary concern of the researcher is the appropriate grouping of similarly expressed genes.
This paper describes a multi-stage approach to the clustering of microarray data
which attempts to capture the way the human mind works when clustering gene
expression profiles by eye. New distance measures, used to quantify gene similarity, are defined. A simple stopping rule, determining the appropriate number of
clusters to form, is introduced.
Keywords: Microarray; Clustering; Stopping Criterion

1

Introduction

Through the study of gene expression profiles, microarray experiments have
revolutionized biological and medical research. Derisi et al. (1997) were the
first to demonstrate the feasibility and utility of using microaray experiments; one of their main observations was that genes with similar function
share similar expression profiles. Eisen et al. (1998) further developed this
idea, using cluster analysis to study microarray data. They showed that
clustering can not only detect genes of similar function but also detect redundant representations of genes. Since then, the appropriate grouping of
similarly expressed genes has developed into a primary concern of microarray researchers.
Some researchers currently cluster gene expression profiles by eye, an extremely time consuming process. Numerous clustering techniques have been
developed to automate this process. These include hierarchical clustering
(Eisen et al., 1998), CAST (Ben-Dor et al., 1999), gene shaving (Hastie et
al., 2000) and the use of self organizing maps (Tamayo et al., 1999) and
mixture models (McLachlan et al., 2002).
In this paper we describe an alternative approach, a multi-stage clustering method. Why propose yet another method? We seek a method which
attempts to capture clustering by eye. The challenge is to capture the
way in which the human mind sorts and groups items using a hierarchy
of attributes. Consider, for example, how we tackle a jigsaw puzzle. It is
common to sort the pieces into groups before attempting to assemble it;
sorting requires a number of stages, depending on the complexity of the
473
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puzzle. Let’s say we have a very simple puzzle, a picture of the Argentinian
flag. The Argentinian flag has three horizontal strips, one white strip between two blue strips and in the middle of the white strip is a yellow sun.
We might first sort the pieces into edge and non-edge. As a result, we have
two groups. Then we might sort the pieces within each group into different
colours. The edge pieces will be either blue or white while the non-edge
pieces will be blue, white or yellow. Consequently, we have five groups. We
propose a clustering method based on the idea of clustering in a number
of stages, using a hierarchy of independent distance measures.
When applying cluster analysis, we need to settle on a distance measure,
clustering method and stopping rule. Section 2 decribes a simple example
which will be used to illustrate our method. Being simple in nature, for
this dataset we can readily cluster the profiles by eye. In addition, two
stages of clustering will suffice. Section 3 explains the two-stage method
thoroughly. The section begins with the derivation of the distance measures,
alternatives to both Euclidean and “correlation” distance. We then discuss
the clustering algorithm, how it works and what it does. Subsequently, we
explain the stopping rule used to determine the appropriate number of
clusters to be formed. In Section 4 we present the results of the two-stage
clustering method alongside the consensus clustering produced by eye. A
discussion is provided in Section 5 of the paper.

2

Example
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Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of a simple example of microarray data, taken from Derisi et al. (1997).
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FIGURE 1. Expression patterns of all 35 genes over seven different time points.
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Using simple software written in S-plus, a number of people clustered these
profiles by eye. The same five clusters were identified by all participants,
with at most one to two genes differently clustered. The consensus clustering was in agreement with that done in Derisi et al. (1997) and as shown
in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2. The five clusters of expression profiles for the Derisi data, obtained
by eye.

These five clusters, each containing seven genes, were described by Derisi
et al.. They observed that these genes share not only similarity in pattern
expression but also important similarity in biological function. Since we
have no means of knowing the true clusters, we opt to rely on expert opinion
and assume these to be the true clusters.
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Method
Distance Measures

We begin by defining our distance measures as these are crucial in determining similarity of two gene expression profiles. Most methods use either
Euclidean distance or a more recent measure called the “correlation distance”. Euclidean distance is not very sensitive since it measures only the
magnitude of the difference between two gene expression profiles. “Correlation distance”, on the other hand, captures similarity in shape but pays
no attention to magnitude. In consequence, two gene expression profiles
could be far apart but as long as they increase or decrease in consort, they
are deemed similar. The two-stage method we propose strikes a balance
between these two measures by separately considering both magnitude and
shape in determining similarity.
Our method is adapted from Godfrey et al. (2002), where it has been
successfully used in a horticultural context for clustering in genotype-byenvironment analyses with missing data. The key idea is to break Euclidean
distance into orthogonal components and to then perform a multi-stage
clustering routine. Here we describe the simplest situation where there
are only two components; the extension to more than two components is
straightforward.
Let yik be the gene expression value of the ith gene and kth sample. The
partitioned squared Euclidean distance between the ith and jth gene is
given as
2
Eij

=

K
X

k=1

=

(yik − yjk )2
K
P

K(ȳi. − ȳj. )2 + (K − 1) k=1

((yik − ȳi. ) − (yjk − ȳj. ))2
K −1

where ȳi. and ȳj. are the means of the yik and yjk respectively across all K
samples.
Thus we have partitioned the Euclidean distance into a main effect distance
Mij ,
Mij = |ȳi. − ȳj. |
and an interaction distance Iij ,
v
u K
uP
u
((y − ȳi. ) − (yjk − ȳj. ))2
t k=1 ik
Iij =
K −1

In summary, Mij measures similarity in level while Iij measures similarity
in shape.
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We could further extend the two distance measure split to a three distance
measure split by breaking the above interaction measure into a treatment
effect plus a smaller interaction effect. These measures are the root mean
squares of the familiar three orthogonal components of a one-way ANOVA
table.
3.2

Clustering Method

Genes are clustered, depending on the nature of the experiments, in a number of stages. We shall illustrate two-stage clustering, appropriate where
there is no replication in each treatment or where there is only one treatment with replication. We summarise it as follows.
First stage
1. Calculate all main effect distances Mij .
2. Cluster genes using these main effect distances. This produces levelsimilar clusters.
Second stage
1. Calculate interaction distances Iij for genes i and j within first stage
clusters.
2. Cluster genes within each first stage cluster using the interaction
distances. This produces level-similar and shape-similar gene clusters.
We use hierarchical agglomerative clustering, with Ward’s linkage method,
to cluster the genes. Ward’s linkage method attempts to minimize the increase in the total within clusters sum of squared error.
3.3

Stopping rule

Our next challenge is to determine an appropriate number of clusters when
no prior knowledge is available. To identify the appropriate number of
clusters, we plot the height of the new cluster to be formed against the
current number of clusters. Since a hierarchical agglomerative technique
starts with each data point a cluster, then at each iterative step joins the
two closest clusters, the height of the new cluster will be the largest height
calculated so far. We propose that clustering should stop when the height
increases markedly. Qualitatively, we can observe this jump by looking at
the plot, but as a quantitative measure we propose using a jump factor
defined as
current increase
max{previous increases}
We determine the maximum jump factor; the appropriate number of clusters is the number of clusters just before this jump occurs. Intuitively, this
ensures that we stop just before we merge strongly resistant clusters.
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Results

4.1

First Stage

The stopping rule detected that two clusters were needed. This separates
the gene expression profiles into an “induced” and a “repressed” cluster,
as shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3. Clusters formed after first-stage clustering.

4.2

Second Stage

The stopping rule determined that the “induced” cluster be split into three
second-stage clusters and that the “repressed” cluster be split into two
second-stage clusters. Thus, we formed five clusters, the same number as
the consensus clustering. Table 1 shows that the two-stage method placed
one of the 35 genes differently. Instead of being in cluster four it was placed
TABLE 1. Cross-classification showing the relationship between two-stage clustering and consensus clustering.

Number of genes

Two-stage
clusters

1
2
3
4
5

Consensus
1 2 3
7 0 0
0 7 0
0 0 7
0 0 0
0 0 0

clusters
4
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
1
7

into cluster five. Figure 2 shows that there is not much difference between
these two clusters.
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Discussion

Euclidean distance and correlation distance were also used to cluster the
Derisi profiles. Using Euclidean distance, when it was specified that five
clusters were to be formed, the same result as the two-stage method was
obtained. When using “correlation distance” with the five clusters specified, one of the genes belonging to the subcluster of the “induced” cluster
was differently placed to the consensus clustering. The clustering within
the “repressed” cluster was the same as that of the consensus clustering.
When used with our stopping rule, each distance measure detected just
two clusters, the “induced” and “repressed” cluster. In summary, it is the
combination of two-stage clustering and the stopping rule that mimicked
the eyeball approach closely in this example.
We generated a set of data where we specified two clusters with similarity
in level and, within these clusters, five clusters with similarity in profile.
Our stopping criterion detected that there should be two clusters in the
first stage and five in the second stage, giving us a total of ten clusters.
When Euclidean distance was used, two clusters were deemed appropriate. For “correlation distance”, five clusters were chosen. The two-stage
method compensated for the information lost when using either Euclidean
or “correlation” distance.
Does the order of the stages matter? Godfrey et al. used the interaction
measure to perform first-stage clustering followed by the main effect measure in the second stage. When done this way, six clusters were detected for
our example. The “repressed” cluster was split into three clusters instead
of two. It appears more sensible here to use the main effect measure in the
first stage instead of the second. This is due to the fact that we usually
look at the broad picture before attending to the fine details. When we
have multiple stages, there are a number of ways we can order the stages.
The task of choosing the appropriate order of clustering will be the subject
of future investigation.
The final issue to address is the stopping criterion. We determine the appropriate number of clusters to be formed using the maximum jump factor.
Occasionally, splitting of the cluster is not necessary. When the maximum
jump is considerably higher than any other jump, the rule leads to the
appropriate number of clusters. Determination of what constitutes a sufficiently high jump remains to be investigated

6

Conclusion

We have introduced an orthogonal breakup of Euclidean distance into two
measures; one gauges profile magnitude and the other profile shape. Based
on these distance measures, we have described a two-stage clustering algorithm. We further demonstrated, using a simple real example, that our
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method does perform well in capturing the process of clustering by eye.
This method can be extended to accommodate missing values and leads
to an associated imputation method. This will be discussed in a future
publication.
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Abstract: A comparative map between two species is an annotated diagram
highlighting the sections of their genomes which are believed to be common to
both. The two species may have different numbers of chromosomes and be separated by great evolutionary distance, but past analysis has shown that homologous genes and conserved genomic segments can be found between a wide range
of species.
We review some of the better known methods for comparative mapping and find
that most pose it as an optimization problem - the search for the largest conserved
segments. We describe how comparative mapping can instead be proposed as a
statistical problem. A statistical approach can use additional information such as
inter-anchor distances and degree of homology to give each conserved segment a
probability or confidence level.
Keywords: comparative mapping, genetics, sequence analysis, statistics.

1

Introduction

A comparative map between two species is an annotated diagram which
shows a map of one species’ genome and alongside it, segments of the other
species’ genome which are believed to have been largely conserved since
both species diverged from a common ancestor.
Comparative maps between species have applications in the identification
of genes associated with phenotypic traits, and phylogeny - determining the
evolutionary relationships between species. Our focus is on finding genes
associated with economically valuable phenotypic traits in livestock such
as levels of disease resistance, milk production and marbling or tenderness
in meat. At present, draft sequence is available for the cattle and chicken
genomes and sequencing projects are being planned for pigs and sheep.
Only a fraction of the genes predicted to exist in livestock genomes have
been identified and functionally annotated. Most of these genes are homologous to genes in better studied, fully-sequenced organisms such as humans,
mice and rats, which leads to hopes that many of the undiscovered genes
have annotated homologues in other species. An application of interest here
is the detection of genes associated with a given trait in cattle, with the
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search narrowed to part of one chromosome using QTL methods. There
may be few known genes in this cattle segment, but if we have a comparative map to mice and it shows that this cattle segment is homologous to a
segment of the mouse genome, then we can speculate that homologues of
the known mouse genes in this segment will exist in the cattle segment. We
can then search through the mouse segment’s gene annotations until we
find candidates that may be associated with the trait of interest. Molecular
probes can be constructed to find homologous cattle sequences within the
cattle segment and if polymorphisms are also found, these may be tested for
their a! ss! ociation with the trait of interest. Positively associated polymorphisms are of interest to breeders since gene marker technology provides
new opportunities to accelerate genetic improvement of livestock (see e.g.
(Barendse et al, 2004)).
This paper reviews current methods of comparative mapping and then
outlines a more statistical approach.

2

Review of Current Methods

The data used to build a comparative map is some representation of two
genomes. Each genome will be represented by either its complete sequence
or by a set of shorter, widely-separated sequences, e.g. genetic markers,
which collectively cover only a fraction of the genome. Comparative maps
are more detailed and useful when the full genome sequence is available for
at least one organism and here we only consider these cases.
Most comparative mapping algorithms begin by reducing the two genomes
to pairs of anchors each comprising a sequence from genome A and a homologous sequence from genome B. From this point on, both sequences
in every anchor pair are treated as being the same. The anchors for each
genome are split into chromosomal groups and ordered according to their
chromosomal positions.
The task of building a comparative map is then generally taken to be that of
finding the fewest and largest segments of genome B which are conserved in
genome A, given some set of rules for tolerating mismatches and reordering
of anchors ((Kent et al, 2003), (Everts-van der Wind et al, 2004), (Mouse
Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2002)). Also studied is the problem of
determining how the rearrangement process might have occurred by finding
the minimum number of reversals, translocations, duplications, deletions,
fusions, fissions or other operations which will transform the anchor groups
representing genome A into those of genome B (see (Pevzner and Tesler,
2003), (Tesler, 2002) and references therein).
Table 1 lists a selection of popular comparative mapping algorithms including the source reference for each algorithm and references which have
used the algorithm in comparative mapping. These include the first papers
analysing the fully-sequenced human, mouse, rat and chicken genomes.
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Table 2 describes the type of data each algorithm relies on, the type of
result produced and whether it uses formal statistical and optimization
techniques. Every algorithm listed uses one or more heuristic methods.
TABLE 1. Some Popular Comparative Mapping Algorithms: Source and Application References
Algorithm
AVID
AxtBest
AxtChain
bar drawing
BLAST
BLAST
BLASTZ
BLAT
ChainNet
Clustering
heuristic
NetClass
NetFilter
NetSynteny
PatternHunter

Source
(Bray et al, 2003)
(Schwartz et al 2003)
(Kent et al, 2003)
(Everts-van der Wind et al,2004)
(Altschul et al, 1997)
(Altschul et al, 1997)
(Schwartz et al 2000)
(Kent, 2002)
(Kent et al, 2003)
(Pevzner & Tesler, 2003)
(Couronne et al, 2003)
(Kent et al, 2003)
(Kent et al, 2003)
(Kent et al, 2003)
(Ma et al, 2002)

Application
(Couronne et al, 2003)
(Kent et al, 2003)
(Kent et al, 2003)
(Everts-van der Wind et al, 2004)
(Everts-van der Wind et al,2004), (IHGSC, 2001)
(Mural et al, 2002), (Richards et al, 2005)
(ICGSC, 2004), (Kent et al, 2003), (MGSC, 2002)
(Couronne et al, 2003)
(Kent et al, 2003), (ICGSC, 2004)
(Pevzner & Tesler, 2003), (RGSPC, 2004)
(Couronne et al, 2003)
(Kent et al, 2003)
(Kent et al, 2003)
(Kent et al, 2003)
(Pevzner & Tesler, 2003), (RGSPC, 2004)

TABLE 2. Some Popular Comparative Mapping Algorithms: Data, Results and
Use of Formal Methods
Algorithm
AVID
AxtBest
AxtChain
bar drawing
BLAST
BLASTZ
BLAT
ChainNet
Clustering
heuristic
NetClass
NetFilter
NetSynteny
PatternHunter

Data
regions
anchors
anchors
anchors
sequences & genome
2 genomes
2 genomes
chains
anchors
anchors
net
net
net
2 genomes

Produces
syntenic regions
chains
chains
synteny blocks
anchors
anchors
anchors
net
synteny blocks
regions
repeats
removes pseudogenes
inversions, translocs
anchors

Statistics
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y

Optimisation
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y

Identification of anchor pairs is simple when genome A is represented by
a set of short sequences and full sequence is available for genome B. For
example, Everts-van der Wind et al (2004) began with a set of bovine EST
sequences which they mapped to (positioned on) a bovine radiation-hybrid
map. They then found the best match in the human genome for each bovine
EST using BLAST (Altschul et al, 1997) pairwise alignment. Matches were
retained if the p-value fell below a threshold of e−5 . A higher-level comparative map was constructed by linking together anchors in genome B
when both belonged to the same chromosome and whose matches were
consecutive in genome A.
Kent et al (2003) built a comparative map of the fully-sequenced human
and mouse genomes using a variety of novel algorithms. First the human
genome sequence was broken into around 3000 segments of 1 Mb each with
10 kb overlaps and the mouse genome sequence was broken into around 100
segments of 30 Mb each. Anchors were then found by using BLASTZ to
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exhaustively search for pairwise alignments between every possible pair of
segments from the human and mouse genomes. This found over 8 million
matches covering 36% of the human genome. The anchors were effectively
positioned at the centres of these alignments. The authors then construct
conserved segments by combining anchors whose ordering is the same in
both species into “chains”, using heuristics which tolerate gaps and k-d
trees for efficiency. The chains are then grouped into a hierarchy of “nets”
from which a comparative map can be drawn.
The Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium (2002) used the PatternHunter
algorithm to compare the whole mouse and human sequences. They kept
as anchors only those sequences which matched in at least 40 consecutive bases and were each others’ highest scoring match - a total of over
500,000 anchors. The Consortium then constructed “syntenic segments”
being groups of anchor pairs in which the anchors are present in the same
order on a chromosome from each species. These segments were grouped
into “syntenic blocks” if they were all adjacent on the paired chromosomes,
but with some segments reversed or out of order. These syntenic blocks were
displayed as a comparative map between the mouse and human genomes.
Pevzner and Tesler (2003) used the same set of anchors as the basis of
their approach. They constructed their comparative map by heuristically
clustering neighbouring matched anchors on whole-genome relative of the
dot plot into larger conserved segments. They then used a polynomial-time
algorithm to determine the most parsimonious series of reversals, translocations, fissions and fusions transforming genome A into genome B.
The main use of statistics by these algorithms is in the construction of
anchor pairs. Statistical modelling could also be used to construct the conserved segments and this begins with a reconsideration of the data used by
the comparative mapping algorithms. We are aware of only one sequencebased comparative mapping method which does not use anchors. This is
the UniMarker method, which compares only the occurrence spectra of
16-mers unique to each genome (Liao et al, 2004).

3

BLAST statistics

The original BLAST 1.0 algorithm (Altschul et al, 1990) uses a heuristic
method to approximately find the best local alignment (Smith and Waterman, 1981) between two proteins or nucleotide sequences. Local alignment
is the process of comparing two sequences A and B of length m and n
respectively to find the pair of subsequences of length l ≤ m, n which score
highest on a similarity measure, i.e. are as long and as similar as possible.
A typical similarity scoring measure rewards matches and penalises mismatches at each position of the paired subsequences. For example, in nucleotide (DNA or RNA) alignment, it is common to add 1 to the score
for each match and subtract 1 for each mismatch. Protein matches and
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mismatches are more complicated due to the wide range of relative frequencies for each amino acid and pairs of these in homologous sequences.
For example, a W-W match scores +11 and a K-G mismatch scores -2
using the BLOSUM62 matrix (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992). A number of
protein scoring matrices are popular, principally the BLOSUM, PAM (Dayhoff, Schwartz and Orcutt, 1978), and MDM (Jones, Taylor and Thornton,
1992) matrices.
BLOSUM matrices are built by aligning a block of biologically-related
proteins. The (i, j)th entry of a BLOSUM matrix is the log odds ratio
sij = 2 log2 (qij /eij ) rounded to the nearest integer. qij is the relative frequency of the amino acids i and j occurring as an aligned pair in the block.
eij is the probability of the amino acids i and j occurring together under
an independent multinomial model, with the probabilities of each being estimated via their relative frequencies in the block (Henikoff and Henikoff,
1992).
BLAST 1.0 does not allow ’gaps’ to be inserted into either sequence to
assist the matching process, unlike its successor: BLAST 2.0 (Altschul et
al, 1997). The statistics governing BLAST 1.0 alignments and their scores
are fairly well understood (Altschul and Gish, 1996), and while there is
good experimental evidence that those governing BLAST 2.0 are similar,
this has not been analytically proven (Altschul et al, 2001).
It has been shown (Karlin and Altschul, 1990) that the optimal alignment
score S approximately follows an extreme-value distribution, with
P (S ≥ x) ≈ 1 − exp(−Kmne−λx )

(1)

for large x under the null (independent multinomial trials) hypothesis. K
is a constant given by a geometrically convergent series dependent upon
the scoring matrix and the probabilities of P
individual amino acids. λ is
the unique positive solution of the equation i,j pi p′j eλsij = 1 where pi is
the probability of the ith amino acid in the first sequence and p′j is the
probability of the jth amino acid in the second sequence. Both of these
can be found via established iterative methods ((Altschul and Gish, 1996),
(Karlin and Altschul, 1990)).
BLAST generally gives statistical output in the form of p-values, bit scores
and e-values. The bit score S ′ is a normalised version of the score S given
K
by S ′ = λS−ln
(Altschul et al, 1997). The e-value E is the expected
ln 2
number of local alignments between the sequences having score at or above
the observed score S. The number of distinct local alignments with score
S ≥ x is approximately Poisson distributed with mean E(x) = Kmne−λx
(Altschul et al, 1997). E is related to the p-value according to: E = − ln(1−
p-value). When E is small (e.g. E < 0.01), p-value ≈ E.
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Statistical Model for Comparative Mapping

If a genome has not been fully sequenced, and is represented by a list of say
200-5000 anchors, the sequences between anchors may contain any number
of genes and conserved segments. The number of anchor sequences and
their spacing necessarily limit the resolution of any derived comparative
map. It would be reasonable to include information about anchor spacing
in a statistically-based approach. Another source of valuable data is the
similarity scores used to build anchor pairs.
When seeking anchors from two sequenced genomes, rather than seek a
vast number of tiny sequence pairs, we can restrict our attention to the set
of putative and annotated exon sequences found through a combination of
molecular biology and gene-prediction algorithms such as Twinscan (Korf
et al, 2001) and GenomeScan (Yeh et al, 2001). Where we have a set of
short sequences for genome A and the full sequence for genome B, we can
also reduce B to exonic sequences.
As in other comparative mapping techniques, all sequences from genome A
and B would be compared using pairwise alignment with BLAST or similar methods. These methods produce p-values to describe the probability
of accepting the hypothesis that the local alignment found is merely the
result of random chance for sequences of the given length, with each residue
modelled as coming from an independent multinomial trial.
Rather than keeping only the best matches, we suggest retaining the pvalues and bit scores for every pair of sequences. This allows the consideration of gene families (including recent duplications) in both species. More
importantly, under an appropriate model, it allows the derivation of probabilities of sequence conservation for each inter-anchor segment. We are
developing a statistical approach which should allow the use of geneticists
expert knowledge and the generation of a range of alternative comparative
maps.
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Abstract: Our experience with practical data mining projects is a disproportionate amount of expense and effort goes into data feed management. Managing
and monitoring massive, complex data feeds is always a major challenge. Detection of corrupted data and lost data when data is arriving at scale is a tough
problem because the streams are too massive to be inspected individually. In this
paper, we describe a straightforward but extremely effective method for flagging
abnormalities in data streams using a suite of statistical tests. Since no single test
is adept at catching all abnormalities in all types of data streams, an array of
tests gives us better coverage. Any decision regarding raising an alert is based on
consensus among the tests. The more tests that agree, the greater our confidence
in the alert. Furthermore, we can customize the suite to any given application by
validating the tests either using the judgements of domain experts or by testing
the suite against historical alerts.

1

Introduction

It is our view that systems in data mining are a legitimate topic for research,
and developing methods to assist humans in managing various parts of the
data mining process is critical to future growth and success. In this paper,
we focus on the problem of monitoring and detecting abnormalities in data
feeds, and propose an empirical method using a statistical ensemble of tests.
The methodology is general and flexible, and easily applies to complex
scenarios. The tests in the ensemble are chosen such that the speed and
ability to deliver real time decisions are not compromised. Individual tests
are assigned credibility weights based on the evaluation by domain experts
or historical data.
We illustrate our approach using a data mining application that we have
worked on extensively over the past several years. It has a large number of
data sources and processes data on a large scale. The application receives
approximately 70 terabytes of compressed data per year from a dozen or
so sources. The application uses a unique clustering framework (Hume and
Daniels, 2002) that safeguards the data once it arrives and is within the
framework of the application. Our methods are intended to supplement
489
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the working system by detecting analomies and faults in the incoming data
feeds such as missing and corrupted data.
While the application has a number of interesting requirements that challenge systems design, we are concerned primarily with the requirement
that, despite the scale on which data is arriving, no data can be lost. This
is complicated by that fact that the sending systems are performing vital
operational functions and have a limited ability to store data. So there is
typically a short window during which data can be resent (often 48 hours).
If missing or corrupted data is detected within that short window, it can
be recovered, otherwise the data is lost. Hence, there are constraints on
the complexity of the methods used to detect anomolies. Taken together,
the scale of arriving data and the short recovery window impose a tough
regimen on the detection methods.

2

Statistical Ensembles

While the concept of ensembles is widely used in classification problems
(Dietterich, 2000), our proposal of using test ensembles to monitor data
feeds in lightweight manner is novel. The methodology is computationally
inexpensive, straightforward, and flexible.
Choose an ensemble of statistical tests.
The selection of tests depends on the nature of the monitoring task. For
example, the intention could be identifying outliers, building representative
summaries, or creating extracts to feed other applications such as visualization software. The example we discuss does all three of these tasks.
To identify outliers, we use simple nonparametric tests with error bounds.
The tests range from Hampel bounds and trimmed means, to the more
classical three-sigma limits for averages. The advantage of the Hampel and
trimmed mean bounds are that they are robust to contamination and are
not influenced by outliers. Breakdown has been researched thoroughly in
statistics with the goal of building robust estimators and tests (Huber,
1981). The three-sigma tests have the advantage of familiarity, especially
to engineers who are the primary users of our application.
By carefully choosing a suite of tests, it is possible to customize an ensemble to a desired level of sensitivity. While three-sigma tests are sensitive
to outliers and can be changed by a few or even a single observation, the
Hampel and trimmed means are fairly insensitive to changes in the underlying distrbution unless a dramatic shift has occurred. The pattern of
tests itself can be diagnostic. Alarming on the three-sigma tests but not
on the other tests suggests that a engineer might want to examine outliers
more carefully. When the Hampel or trimmed means alarm as well, something more systemic is happening. In fact, this agnositicism with regard to
specific tests is one of the features of the ensemble methodology.
Most of the tests we describe here are univariate. However, the notion of
ensembles can easily incorporate multivariate tests such as Hotelling’s T for
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detecting differences(Mason et al, 1997), as well as temporal models (Box
et al, 1994). We feel that we will be able to incorporate recently developed
tests for change detection in multi-dimensional data feed (Kifer et al, 2004)
for dynamic data.
Validate tests and assign weights.
An ensemble is customized to an application by assigning credibility weights
to the individual tests. Currently, we assign weights in a very simple fashion
by ranking them in the order of agreement with historical records of known
events, or using the judgements of domain experts who label generated
alerts as genuine or false. Other means of ranking are, of course, possible.
Both simplicity and transparency rate high when we compose an ensemble
of tests and their weights. Without these characteristics, it is difficult for
engnineers to become confident in their understanding and interpretation
of the results. Indeed, application engineers are the mostly likely to serve
as experts who validate the test results, and this serves the double role of
giving them a sense of ownership in the evolving method.
Update ensemble to reflect changes in data feed characteristics.
The processes that feed data to a living application do not remain the same
for long. There is increased traffic, new network elements, more customers,
software updates, and so on, mostly resulting increased feed volumes and
frequency. Consequently, the statistical distributions of the features we are
monitoring change frequently. Tests in a well-designed ensemble need to be
updated to reflect these changes. In the case of our example application,
we test for changes periodically and update the baseline parameters in the
decision criteria when we find statistically significant changes.
Verify and update using feedback of the actual system.
Rapid feedback from the system itself is essential in validating both the
ensemble and the opinions of the experts. If a system is unaffected or recovers rapidly with no fallout from alerts that are consistently labeled as
“authentic”, then the tests need to be re-evaluated.
An important aspect of the methodology is that the ensemble is customized
without actually making any distributional or model assumptions a priori,
avoiding the pitfalls of choosing an incorrect model. The methodology is
illustrated below in our discussion of applying it to a real-life application.

3

The Data Mining Application

Over the past several years, we have worked with an important data mining
application that receives about 200 gigabytes of compressed data a day. The
data are compressed using methods developed at AT&T Research. The raw
data (which is in a binary form) is substantially more than 200 gigabytes
per day.
Data arrive continuously in the form of feed files. Each feed source has
its own characteristics. Some feeds deliver continuously on all days, while
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others may deliver monthly, weekly, daily, hourly, and so on. The largest
and most important feed delivers about 70,000 files a month. The source
systems are primarily mainframe computers.
In most cases, if an incoming file is lost or is corrupted, there is a window
within which the file can be regenerated and re-transmitted. If missing or
corrupted files are detected beyond that window, the data is permanently
lost. It is a requirement of the application, however, that no data is ever
lost so that a complete picture is always available through analysis.
Data mining is based on data managed by a clustering technology developed at AT&T Research based on cheap, commodity hardware (Hume and
Daniels, 2002). Once data are incorporated into the cluster, the clustering
system has replication mechanisms that safeguard the data. In a sense, a
data mining application can only be as good as its incoming data. Our task
is to monitor the feed files continuously and to detect feed anomalies such
that missing and corrupted files can be regenerated and resent within their
appropriate time window.
The commercial software used to transfer files writes extensive logs, recording date and time, failure modes, file size, source system, and so on. These
logs are a rich source of information and provide most of the data used
in our monitoring system. The transmission software incorporates a retry
strategy so that failures indicated in the logs do not necessarily represent
a lost file. File corruption and lost files most often are traced to problems
on the source systems that occur prior to transmission.

4

A Test Ensemble, the Switchboard, and Some
Analysis

The first step in our example is to aggregate the data in the file logs into
hourly data summaries that describe, for each feed source, the number of
files arrived, the total file sizes for that hour, the number of transmission
errors, mismatched checksums, and so on. To provide an example to illustrate our ensemble, we focus on the attribute “file size”. Using a single
attribute simplifies our example, but multivariate tests are equally easy to
implement.
The hourly totals are grouped by hour of the day, then are used to compute
the baseline parameters, and to build nonparametric tests based on quantiles and means. The use of nonparametric tests helps make our method
general and widely applicable in comparison to tests based on restricted
models with distributional assumptions.
Because there are strong daily cycles in the arrival of files, grouping by hour
of day seemed to be a good choice. The results of the alerts are displayed on
a visual ”switchboard” that is easy to read and understand. When a test
indicates an out-of-bounds reading, the switchboard lights up. As more
lights turn on, there is greater confidence that the alert is genuine and
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FIGURE 1. Hampel Bounds

therefore deserves attention. Credibility weights are assigned to the tests
based on empirical validation or aggreement with experts. The method
is simple, visual, and easy to use both for operators and engineers who
monitor the data feeds.
The results of monitoring a single data feed using an ensemble of six tests
are shown in the figures below. The tests are based on Hampel bounds,
quartiles (95% and 5% bounds), trimmed mean bounds and traditional
three sigma bounds. They are applied to the average file size and the average of the log transformed file size. We are not able to show the axes on
the control charts for propietary reasons. The choice of tests is kept simple
to illustrate the method.
Other tests can be used, such as tests based on multiple attributes, tests
that capture temporal patterns, and tests that detect changes in the data
streams. Other variants include simply changing the amount of historical
data used to determine the baseline, or tests that weight recent data more
heavily than older data when calculating the baseline.

5

Some Results

Figure 1 shows the hourly readings for a one-week period based on the
Hampel bounds. The chart is similar to a classical process control chart
and consequently is easy to read. This is largely because the bounds are
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FIGURE 2. Quantile Bounds

constant. As discussed, the Hampel identifier is robust and is not unduly
affected by a single, or even a small number of bad observations during the
three-month history used to compute the Hampel bounds. We see in the
figure that the total file sizes are well behaved initially but then go outof-bounds for a time, returning briefly to within-in bounds and go out-ofbounds again. This behavior indicates that something is wrong. Whenever
the Hampel test indicates an outlier, the switchboard in the Figure 3 shows
a dot at value=1.
Figure 2 shows the bounds for the 5th and 95th quantiles.
When systems go bad, they typically first begin showing symptoms at the
boundary conditions first. Consequently tests that allow us to focus in on
the extremes of a distribution are very useful. This test is useful when we
want to monitor and examine the extreme 10% of the data in our arriving
feeds. For example, if our data feed contains network traffic data, we might
want to monitor those network elements that generate the most and the
least traffic at any given point in time.
The bounds selected do not necessarily have to be symmetric. We could
choose the 1st and 97th percentiles if we know that the distribution is
skewed (and they often are). It is common to be more interested in the
heavy hitters (97th ) and the extreme underachievers than in the typical
cases. This is especially true if we are, for example, monitoring the usage
patterns generated by the users of a network. This also illustrates how it
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FIGURE 3. Switchboard of Statistical Test Suite Outcomes

is possible to incorporate domain knowledge into the ensemble.
When the quantile test identifies outliers, a dot is plotted at the corresponding time period with value=2 on the switchboad shown in Figure 3.
We do not show any other tests due to space constraints.
Figure 3 shows the switchboard with dots corresponding to various test
alerts. The switchboard is relatively peaceful and blank towards the early
part of the week. The absence of dots indicates that the feed is in control
and performing as expected. During the later part of the week, a persistent
and potentially severe problem shows up clearly as all the tests begng
lighting up. As it turned out, the problem was not due to data loss, but
due to cutover to a new software system and had been anticipated. It was
corrected easily without any major practical consequences.
Software changes happen all the time, to fix bugs, to provide new functionality. Systems are retired and their functionality shifted to other systems.
Sometimes a system becomes obsolete because of changing business conditions and is merely dropped. Data mining is a downstream function, and
is affected by everything that happens upstream. In the best of worlds,
downstream systems are always notified of upstream changes, but it is best
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to be prepared, just in case.
Figure 3 shows the differential sensitivity of the individual ensemble tests.
For example, in Figure 7, the Quantile test (Test Alert Value=2) is set off
first. A few dots appearing on row 2 are enough to attact the attention
of a human monitor. Things become interesting when the Hampel test
alerts, indicating strong changes in the data. The tests based on the log
transforms (Test Alert Value=3 (trimmed) and Test Alert Value=4 (mean))
are more conservative. When they join in, there is clearly a significant event
underway, perhaps suggesting emergency action.
Finally, the usual 3-Sigma charts based on the 5% trimmed mean (Test
Alert Value=5) and mean (Test Alert Value=6) are closely tied to the data
and light up quite frequently. Again, the fact that the trimmed mean test
flags alerts indicates that the shift in the data is quite significant.
It is clear that we need multiple tests, with different properties, to strike a
balance between raising too many false alerts and being too cautious. Furthermore, different tests are suited for different scenarios so that by starting
with an ensemble and tuning it to the particular application at hand, we
can get good performance even when we do not know the characteristics of
the underlying distributions.

6

Computing the Bounds

The general method of computing an alert consists of testing a decision
criterion of the form:
LB ≤ (T (X) − C)/S ≤ U B

(1)

where
• LB represents a lower tolerance bound,
• U B represents an upper tolerance bound,
• T (X) is a statistic (estimate such as mean) computed from the data
X,
• C is a shift or offset to account for typical values of T (X) and
• S is a scaling factor to account for the spread in the values of the
statistic T (X).
These are the four baseline parameters for each test. There is a similarity
to the formulation commonly used in industrial process control (Duncan,
1974) and it is, in fact, borrowed from that literature. Different definitions
of the bounds, the shift and scale give rise to different types of tests. Because
these are nonparametric estimates, the bounds have a consistent meaning
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irrespective of what the underlying probability distribution of the data X
are.
Typically, we compute the baseline parameters using either a reference
data set provided for us, or more commonly using historical data. The
four baseline parameters for each test used as examples this paper were
computed using three months of historical data. The time window for the
baseline computation was decided on after gaining knowledge about the
production schedules at the data centers housing the source systems. In
the absence of that kind of luxury, historical data can be used to estimate
the frequency of significant shifts in the distribution of the data.
Due to space constraints, a very brief description of the tests is given below,
and details can be found in the accompanying references. The baseline
parameters are computed for each hour in a day using the three month
historical data. In this application, weekdays are treated separately from
the weekends because the underlying domain exhibits different behavior in
each of those cases for well understood reasons. When we want to test a
given hour Ht for abnormalities, the test statistic T (X) is computed using
the data that was accumulated in the test hour Ht and is compared to
the baseline parameters for the corresponding hour in the lookup table. An
alert is issued if the test statistic T (X) for the hour Ht being tested fails
to satisfy the decision criterion in Equation 1, where baseline parameters
from the lookup table are used for the corresponding hour Ht .
Test 1 - Hampel Identifier: The Hampel test is based on robust estimates of the center and scale, the Median and the Median Absolute Deviation. Robustness implies stability with respect to extreme outliers that
occur relatively rarely. See (Huber, 1981) for details. The Hampel test offers protection against flagging alerts precipitously based on a few extreme
observations.
Test 2 - Quantiles: The quantile test is merely a way of automatically
flagging really small and really large data points. We compute the highest
X percentile and the lowest Y percentile based on the historical data corresponding to the hour of the day that we are testing.
Tests 3-6 - Based on Means: These four tests are based on the classical
Central Limit Theorem and the sampling distribution of the sample mean.
See (Rao, 1973) for details. We use the idea that the mean T (X) of all data
gathered during an hour, has a Normal distribution with parameters that
we can compute from the three month historical data for the corresponding
hour of day. Tests 4 and 6 are based on means computed from all the data
that is available. Tests 3 and 5 are based on trimmed means.
The phrase trimmed mean refers to the fact that we “trim” a certain portion
of the data by dropping it from the computations. It is acceptable to trim up
to 10% to 20% of the data, ensuring that the bounds (baseline parameters)
are not influenced by the occasional aberrant observation. See Huber (1981)
for a nice discussion.
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Conclusion

Test ensembles are a straightforward adaptation of standard statistical
methodology applied to the modern problem of monitoring and analyzing complex, multivariate data feeds at scale. The method is fast and effective. One of the key advantages of the method is its understandability
by intelligent non-experts in statistics. This has been an essential element
in gaining acceptance among engineers whose main interests all revolve
around the application.
Future research focuses on identifying statistical tests for more complex
scenarios and adapting them to run rapidly in a large-scale data setting.
The problem of testing multiple hypotheses is an additional aspect that we
are working on.
Finally, it is clear that there is a process by which test ensembles are
adapted and tuned for specific applications. We have explored this by using
expert knowledge to tune individual test weights whic were then validated
in practise. We intend to expand on this theme in future work.
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